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$215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York 
Viewed by Largest US Broadcast Television Audience on 
NBC Sports Network  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More than 5,000 fans experienced the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York in 
person at Old Salem Farm during the American Gold Cup September 13. An international field of 
world-class competitors representing 14 nations from around the globe competed in this year's 
event. 
 

 
  
The following day, NBC Sports Network aired a 90-minute broadcast of the event. 
 
"Our show had a .06 Household Rating with 166,000 P02+ (persons over 2 watching) average," 
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said Allen Fry from Carr- Hughes Productions, producers of the NBC Sports Network broadcast 
for the third consecutive year. "In comparison to last year's show we more than tripled 
viewership.  We were the third highest rated show on the network for the day, behind a premier 
league game and our lead-in of Pro Football Talk." 

This is by far the highest rating ever for an equestrian event broadcast on NBC Sports Network. 
 
"One of Stadium Jumping's goals is to introduce the sport to a broader audience," said Michael 
Morrissey, president of Stadium Jumping. "In Europe and other parts of the world, show jumping 
is a popular spectator sport. We're committed to the growth of the fan base in the U.S." 
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REMINDER: $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping 
New York Airs Tonight on NBC Sports Network  

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Show Jumping to Air on Prime Time  

Those who couldn't experience the American Gold Cup at Old Salem Farm first hand have a 
second chance to see the world's most accomplished equestrians compete during the $215,000 
Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York. Tonight, Monday, Sept.14 NBC Sports Network 
will air the event at 7 p.m. EDT. Fans of show jumping will enjoy this rare U.S. prime time 90-
minute broadcast. 
  
The coveted event was the first leg in the U.S. of the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North 
American League that boasts a minimum of $2.4 million prize money across the series, featuring 
the best Jumping athletes from North America and around the world. 
 
All the high-flying action was captured in its entirety for broadcast on NBC Sports Network for the 
third consecutive year. Set your DVR or tune in tonight at 7 p.m. EDT for the full 90-minute 
expanded broadcast. 
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Carrabis Z Carries Richie Moloney to $215,000 Longines 
FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York Victory at American 
Gold Cup 

 

With the only double clear effort of the day, the saying “luck of the Irish” rang true for Richie 
Moloney as he galloped home with the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York 
victory at the American Gold Cup. The Irish native bested a six-horse jump-off with his careful 
mount Carrabis Z, opting for a slower round, they were the only pair to leave all the rails intact. 
 
“It was great to win here today,” smiled Moloney. “My horse jumped amazing. He’s been jumping 
great lately and it’s nice for him to get the win here today.”  
 
Forty athletes qualified for the second event in the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North 
American League East, which boasts a minimum of $2.4 million prize money across the series 
featuring the best Jumping athletes from North America and around the world. Ireland’s Alan 
Wade designed the technical track on the Grand Prix Field at Old Salem Farm, which featured 17 
jumping efforts that included an oxer-oxer-vertical triple combination and a vertical-oxer double 
combination. 
 
Only six of the original entries were able to master the first round course and advance to the 
tiebreaker, where Colombia’s Daniel Bluman and Conconcreto Sancha LS were the first to return. 
They had a rail at the ‘B’ element of the double combination, but were able to complete the track 
in 43.38 seconds to set the pace. 
 
“I had to go first and I wanted to make a nice quick round,” explained Bluman. “I knew I had great 
riders coming after me and unfortunately I had a very cheap rail at the combination, but after that 
I just sort of wanted to keep a nice canter because when you have a small group of riders in the 
jump-off anything can happen.” 
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The youngest rider in the jump-off, 21-year-old Catherine Tyree, was up next, but as she turned 
back on one of the wide oxers, her mount Enjoy Louis had a rail down. Their slower time of 44.59 
seconds would hold up for fifth place. 
 
Saturday’s winner Laura Kraut returned to the field with Deauville S, owned by Old Willow Farm, 
but her chance at the win also came to an end quickly when they had the ‘A’ element of the 
combination down. The pair managed to beat Bluman’s time when they broke the beam at 43.27 
seconds, which would hold up for second place, while Bluman claimed third. 
 
“I wasn’t going for the slow clear at all,” laughed Kraut. “I went in to try and give them something 
to beat, but I just chickened out on the turn. I saw the one to leave out and I thought that it 
wouldn’t be a very good angle for my horse, so I just swung out one more stride. I was doing the 
math in my head and I thought, ‘Well I better speed this up!’ and worst case scenario then I would 
be fourth, so it just worked; I got lucky today and ended up second.” 
 
Richie Moloney followed Kraut with Equinimity LLC’s Carrabis Z, and after watching the first three 
riders struggle for a clear round, he opted for a more careful approach. Slow but accurate, the 
pair finished the course with a clear round to take over the lead with a time of 45.74 seconds. 
 
“In the jump-off there was nobody clear before I went,” said Moloney. “The first four jumps in the 
jump-off I kind of stopped my plan and went a little forward and then towards the end of the jump-
off round I got a little bit careful and made sure I jumped a clear round.” 
 
Hometown hero Peter Lutz of Fairfield, Connecticut, has attended the American Gold Cup for a 
number of years, but this marked his first entry in the highlight event. He tried to match Moloney’s 
effort with his mount Robin de Ponthual, owned by Katherine Gallagher and M. Michael Meller. 
He and the 10-year-old Selle Francais stallion also fell victim to the combination though, and their 
time of 43.95 seconds would take over the fourth place position in the standings. 
 
“The course today was quite difficult, and it’s different now in this location on this field with the 
hills and the grass,” said Lutz. “This facility, they’ve done a beautiful job re-doing the barn and 
making the grass footing excellent. I’ve come to this show for many years but I’ve never done 
Gold Cup so I’m thrilled with the results today.” 
 
The final rider to challenge Moloney’s lead was Germany’s Andre Thieme with Conthendrix, but 
they had down the second fence as well as part of the combination. Their eight-fault score in 
46.11 seconds would earn them sixth place and seal Moloney’s victory. 
 
Moloney has been riding Carrabis Z for four years and has developed a strong partnership with 
the 12-year-old Zangersheide stallion. “He’s a lot of blood, he’s a little bit difficult to ride, but he’s 
very careful,” he explained. “Even though he’s 12 this year I feel he’s just starting to really 
improve now since the start of the summer so hopefully there are more good things to come.” 
 
As part of the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American League, Sunday’s main event 
allows riders to gain valuable points for the World Cup Finals in Gothenburg, Sweden. 
 
“I suppose World Cup Finals is a goal now with the win today, but it wasn’t my first aim,” admitted 
Moloney. “I went to Word Cup Finals this year in Vegas to watch and I saw how hard it was. I 
wasn’t sure I had a horse or two horses that it would suit. We’ll see; you never know by the time 
the end of April comes.” 
 
After the competition, another Irish rider received a special award. Conor Swail was presented 
with the M. Michael Meller Style Award, donated in memory of Theresa Hogan. 
 
“Conor is one of the world’s most gifted riders,” expressed Meller. “He has a talent for developing 
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a partnership with his horses. When a horse does well, he lets them do it all the way, and what 
they’re lacking on he holds their hand and shows them the way.” 
 
Graciously accepting the award, Swail commented, “It’s great to have such a nice award. It is 
nice to know that my riding is looked at as one of the nicer styles because I always try to do 
everything correctly and ride in the correct manner. It is great to be awarded with this great prize 
and I’m glad to get it.” 
 
Katherine Strauss and All In Win $25,000 SJHOF Roberto Coin High 
Junior/Amateur-Owner Classic 
 
On Sunday morning, the American Gold Cup at Old Salem Farm commenced with the $25,000 
SJHOF Roberto Coin High Junior/Amateur-Owner Classic. Out of a field of 60 entries, only eight 
were able to jump clear around the Alan Wade-designed course in the Grand Prix Ring. 
 
Tori Colvin was third to go and posted the first clear jump-off round with Cafino, owned by Take 
The High Road, LLC, in a time of 36.880 seconds. With five left to go, Colvin’s time held up 
against the jump-off competition until Katherine Strauss and All In beat their time as the second to 
last horse and rider combination to enter the ring in 36.595 seconds, knocking Colvin into second 
place. 
 
The junior in high school from New York City has owned All In (Ollie) for a year and a half and 
had faith that the 10-year-old bay gelding could pull off the win. 
 
“I didn’t get to see all of Tori’s round,” said Strauss. “I know she’s an awesome rider; super fast 
on a fast horse with a big stride. I’m lucky because my horse also has a big stride and enough 
scope to do this, so I just knew I had to give it my best shot if I wanted to beat her. It was a very 
close time, but I was lucky that it worked out in my favor." 
 
Strauss switches between riding equitation, with Stacia Madden at Beacon Hill Show Stables, 
and jumpers with Beezie and John Madden where she also keeps Ollie at their farm in 
Cazenovia, New York. 
 
“Ollie’s an awesome horse,” said Strauss. “I’m so lucky to have him. He really performs great at 
venues like this because in a big field you can really get a good gallop. He has a huge stride and 
enough scope to cover for me if I really want to leave one out. We had a really great summer, so I 
felt confident coming here and starting off the fall season on a good foot. 
 
“John and Beezie are the best of the best at jumpers,” added Strauss. “I feel so fortunate to get to 
work with them. Stacia and the team at Beacon Hill have had lots of success in the equitation 
ring, so I just really wanted to focus on each one.” 
 
At the end of the day, Stadium Jumping’s Michael Morrissey concluded, “I don’t know how you 
could get a more picturesque, a more beautiful facility then Old Salem Farm. This is the American 
Gold Cup’s home.” 
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Katherine Bundy Punches Ticket to Finals Winning Region 
Two ASPCA/NHSAA Maclay Regional Championships  
 

 

Every year, junior riders from around the country strive to earn points to qualify for the 
ASPCA/NHSAA Maclay Regional Championships. On Saturday, 37 of those young, qualified 
riders gathered at the American Gold Cup CSI4*-W to compete in the Region 2 ASPCA/NHSAA 
Maclay Regional Championships and to vie for their shot to ride at the esteemed ASPCA Maclay 
Horsemanship Championship Finals at the National Horse Show this November. 
 
The class began with an over fences phase, with a course designed by Phil DeVita Jr., which 
included a combination, as well as multiple rollbacks and bending lines. Following the over fences 
phase, three groups were invited back to the ring for the flat phase where they had to 
demonstrate all three gaits, as well as the sitting trot for judges Ken Smith and Carol Hoffman. 
 
After the flat phase, six athletes were asked to return to the indoor ring at Old Salem Farm for the 
final test. They had to canter the first two fences, then trot a vertical and get the counter canter for 
the next vertical. The next vertical came three strides later, and then they could make an inside 
turn to the final fence before halting and returning to the line-up. 
 
Katherine Strauss and Lucy Deslauriers were called back at the top of the rankings but both 
missed the counter canter to finish sixth and fifth, respectively. A solid performance by Taylor St. 
Jacques moved her up from sixth to fourth. Despite having a rail down in the three-stride line, T.J. 
O’Mara’s overall performance earned him the third place honors. With a smooth counter canter, 
Maya Nayyar moved up from fifth in the ranking to second. Katherine Bundy was ranked third 
after the first two phases, but after a flawless trot jump and landing the counter canter, she 
captured the Region 2 ASPCA/NHSAA Maclay Regional Championship. 
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“When I first heard the test, I had to go over it in my head a couple of times,” laughed Bundy after 
her win. “I really liked it, and I was pretty proud of myself for pulling it off, because sometimes I 
just really get too nervous and I overdo things. I thought the counter canter was probably the 
hardest part of that — landing the counter canter." 
 
Trainer Missy Clark of North Run was very pleased with the test. “I liked it because there were 
places where they could show off,” she stated, “Holding the counter canter was going to be tricky, 
and Katherine did it beautifully.” 
 
Clark added, “Katherine is a hard worker. She’s got a lot of natural ability and she’s an easy kid to 
work with. She’s very good at following instructions, so we had a plan, and she stuck to it 
beautifully.” 
 
Bundy has owned her mount Levkoi for two years and showed him at Regionals two years ago, 
but an injury sidelined him for a few months at the end of last year. “He just came back recently in 
Florida this year, and he feels better than ever,” she commented. “He’s been amazing. Lake 
Placid this year was really when we kind of got it together. He’s been wonderful." 
 
Qualifying for the Finals in Kentucky is a relief for Bundy, as well as her parents. “My mom can 
finally book a hotel room!” she laughed. “I’m actually really excited now that I know I’m in. Once 
we were flatting in Section A I knew that I was probably going to wind up going, which is a good 
feeling. It’s nice to know going into the test knowing that even if you do mess up, it’s still going to 
wind up working out." 
 
With the 2015 Maclay Finals now firmly on her schedule, Bundy will return to North Run to 
continuing practicing for the fall season.  
 
All of the top entries from Saturday’s Regional Championship have qualified for the ASPCA Alfred 
B. Maclay Horsemanship Championship Finals at the National Horse Show, to be held Nov. 2, 
2015.  
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Laura Kraut and Andretti S Race to Victory in $85,000 
Fidelity Investments Classic at American Gold Cup 

 

After a successful season in 2014, Andretti S had some time off, which resulted in a few 
setbacks, but Saturday he proved he is back in top form. Laura Kraut piloted the 10-year-old 
gelding to the quickest clear jump-off, setting a blistering pace to beat out Ireland’s Paul O’Shea 
aboard Skara Glen’s Machu Picchu and Colombia’s Roberto Teran with Woklahoma in the 
$85,000 Fidelity® Investments Classic at the American Gold Cup. 
 
Only 11 of the 48 entries were able to master Alan Wade’s first round track on the Old Salem 
Farm Grand Prix Field, which featured a technical triple combination at the end of the course. 
Kraut set the initial pace to beat with her first mount Constable II, owned by Cherry Knoll Farm, 
crossing the finish line in a clear 39.73 seconds, but that would only hold up for sixth place as the 
slowest of the clears. 
 
Molly Ashe-Cawley on Louisburg Farm’s Balous Day Date and Mario Deslauriers on Karen 
Polle’s Global van T Braunerthof were each able to clear the jump-off course in times of 39.57 
seconds and 38.34 seconds to finish fifth and fourth, respectively.  
 
O’Shea was the first rider to break the 37 second mark, laying on the gas with Skara Glen’s 
Machu Picchu and cruising to a faultless time of 36.58 seconds to take the initial lead.  
 
Kraut was warming up on Andretti S, owned by Star and Stripes, and did not get to see O’Shea’s 
round, but when she heard his time she knew she would need to go as fast as possible. Luckily, 
Andretti S was up to the challenge, dashing over each obstacle to break the beam at 35.22 
seconds, taking over the lead and relegating O’Shea to second. The only other rider to cross the 
timers in less than 37 seconds was Teran with Woklahma, but they would settle for third in a clear 
36.72 seconds, while Kraut led the lap of honor. 
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“I didn’t see Paul’s round at all; I only heard his time, which was really, really fast compared to my 
time on my first horse,” admitted Kraut. “I was always going to go in and go as fast as I could.  I 
thought I had an uncomfortably fast gallop to the second jump. All the turns worked, and it was 
his day.” 
 
Andretti S was very successful last fall, which led Kraut to give the talented chestnut gelding two 
months off, but when it was time for his return there were a few snags in the road. “He had a 
breathing issue, partial paralysis of his larynx, that had to get operated on,” explained Kraut. “That 
took a month and a half, then he had a bruised heel that took a while to resolve. Finally, in July, 
he started to get back with some form of consistency.” 
 
Kraut is thrilled to have Andretti S back on form and believes he is a crucial addition to her string. 
“The horse can jump anything; he’s got all the scope,” she noted. “He’s a little bit of a quirky 
horse, so it’s taking him longer. He missed half he year, so I’m playing catch-up with him. Right 
now he feels like he did when he finished last year, so if he keeps developing like this, I think he 
can jump anything.” 
 
Richie Moloney and Alsvid Score $35,000 Hermès Sellier Speed Derby Win 

 

Earlier in the day, the athletes made full use of the large Grand Prix Field when they galloped 
over the hills and up the bank during the $35,000 Hermès Sellier Speed Derby. Roberto Teran 
was once again one of the fastest of the day, going second in the order and setting time to beat at 
78.76 seconds on Ark Partners’ Farina. Ireland’s Lorcan Gallagher came very close when he 
cleared the course on Alexander Devries’ Esquina van Kalpscheut, and stopped the clock at 
78.82 seconds.  
 
The winning time would come from one of the last to show though. Richie Moloney and 
Equinimity LLC’s Alsvid had a huge gallop throughout the course. They soared over the final oxer 
and tripped the timers at 76.61 seconds to take home the victory by two seconds, while Tera 
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and Gallagher settled for second and third, respectively. 
 
“My plan was to just be as quick as I could really and try to get the turns as smooth as I could,” 
said Moloney. “I was pretty quick everywhere, but I slowed down towars the end a tiny bit just to 
make sure I left the last one up.” 
 
Moloney concluded, “I’ve been riding Alsvid for over four years, and he always gets results - 
every show he goes to just about. He’s a great horse; he can do everything.” 
 
Patricia Hennessy and Little Tom Top $10,000 Mitchell-Innes & Nash Fine 
Art Adult Amateur Classic  

 

The Grand Prix Field kicked off the day’s full schedule of competition with the $10,000 Mitchell-
Innes & Nash Fine Art Adult Amateur Classic at 9 a.m. Fifty-six Adult Jumpers attempted the Alan 
Wade-designed course, but only 15 were able to move on to the jump-off, where Patricia 
Hennessy and 20-year-old Little Tom took top honors for the second time since 2013 with a 
double clear effort in 32.108 seconds. 
 
“He’s been such a good horse,” said Hennessy. “It took us a little bit to get used to each other, 
but he’s been such an amazing and consistent horse. We always say that we’re lucky everyday 
that we get to go out with him. As long as he wants to keep doing it, we’ll keep doing it because if 
he says no, he doesn’t owe me a thing.” 
 
“I love the grass field here, it’s so much fun,” added Hennessy. “Lucy Mitchell-Innes sponsors the 
division, and it’s so great because otherwise we wouldn’t be on the field. So thanks to her we get 
to go. It’s such a beautiful venue; they do such a nice job, and the courses are always good. It’s 
special here.” 
 
Mary Kate Olsen and Hertog Van’t Merodehof followed Hennessy to claim second with a time of 
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35.304 seconds, while Laura Faulkner and Pompadour finished in third in 36.005 seconds. 
 
Leah DeMartini and Eurocommerce Tampa Take $10,000 Houlihan 
Lawrence Low Amateur-Owner Jumper Classic Victory 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The Jumper Ring hosted multiple Classics on Saturday, including the $10,000 Houlihan 
Lawrence Low Amateur-Owner Jumper Classic, which featured 65 entries competing for the 
winning prize. Midway through the order, Leah DeMartini broke the 27-second mark aboard Elm 
Rock’s Eurocommerce Tampa when she cleared the track in 26.598 seconds to set an 
unbeatable pace.  
 
Seven rounds later, Christina Firestone came close on Chantilly when she was able to produce a 
faultless effort in 26.754 seconds. Firestone would settled for third though, when Alexandra Duval 
and Tornado stopped the clock at 26.707 seconds to slide into second, while DeMartini claimed 
the victory. 
 
“I had no idea my time would hold up,” smiled DeMatini after her win. “These classes tend to be 
pretty quick and there are a lot of horses, but Tampa is an awesome horse; I trust him. I just let 
him travel, and everything kind of came up like I wanted and was hoping!” 
 
DeMartini concluded, “I’ve had him for five or six years now, and I really trust him. He’s almost 
better when he’s going forward and really challenging him, so these classes are fun because I 
think no matter how fast it gets, you still feel like you have a shot.” 
 
The $10,000 NAL Low Junior Jumper Classic was also held in the Jumper Ring, with just 
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fractions separating the top two competitors. Kady Abrahamson set the pace aboard Icebreaker 
during the jump-off, finishing in a clear 34.164 seconds for the win. Sheer Levitin was right on her 
heels, clocking in at 34.398 seconds for the second place honors with Nabuco. The third place 
award went to Brianne Link riding Wednesday and finishing in 37.050 seconds. 
 
The day kicked-off with the $5,000 Gochman Family Children’s Classic, where the victory went to 
Ameila Riegel riding Ultra d’Eclipse. The pair was one of only two double clear entries, with 
Riegel finishing the jump-off in 37.3939 seconds. Kathleen Full-Baudeneau and Dithari were one 
second short during the tiebreaker for second place, while Marissa Rice and Laetitia took home 
the third place award with the fastest four-fault jump-off. 
 
The featured event of the 2015 American Gold Cup, the coveted $215,000 Longines FEI World 
Cup™Jumping New York, will be held Sunday, September 13 at 2 p.m.  
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$215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York 
Airs Monday Night on NBC Sports Network 

 

Show Jumping Airs on Prime Time  
 
Those who won't experience the American Gold Cup at Old Salem Farm first hand and see the 
world's most accomplished equestrians compete during the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ 
Jumping New York, they will have as second chance to see the exciting event. On Monday, 
Sept.14 on NBC Sports Network will air the event at 7 p.m. EDT. Fans of show jumping will enjoy 
this rare U.S. prime time 90-minute broadcast. 

The coveted event is the first of the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American League 
and boasts a minimum of $2.4 million prize money across the series featuring the best Jumping 
athletes from North America and around the world. 
 
All the high-flying action will be captured in its entirety for broadcast on NBC Sports Network for 
the third consecutive year. Set your DVR or tune in Monday at 7 p.m. EST for the full 90-minute 
expanded broadcast. 
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Conor Swail and Viva Colombia Capture $85,000 American 
Gold Cup Qualifier 
 
 

 

Sometimes it is good to have friends in the right places, and for Conor Swail, a friendship with 
Ilan Ferder has resulted in the ride on his now top mount Viva Colombia. The Irish athlete piloted 
the 10-year-old mare to victory in the $85,000 American Gold Cup Qualifier CSI4* presented by 
Windsor Show Stables. The pair bested a 14-horse jump-off, beating second place finisher Ali 
Wolff on Casall and third place finisher Peter Lutz on Robin de Ponthual by half a second.  
 
Fifty-eight entries tried to qualify for the tiebreaker by clearing Alan Wade’s track on the Grand 
Prix Field at Old Salem Farm. Out of the first 12 entries, eight were clear, but as the event 
continued the rails started to fall; only six other riders would advance to the jump-off.  
 
As the second to return, Venezuela’s Andres Rodriquez set the fastest pace of the day with SF 
Ariantha, owned by Robert and Sofia Castro. They stopped the clock at 42.08 seconds, but they 
would only finish sixth when they lowered the height of one of the fences for four faults.  
 
Kirsten Coe had the first clear round on Ferder’s California, but she opted to be more 
conservative, finishing in a time of 46.28 seconds to place fourth. The next athlete in the ring was 
Swail with Viva Colombia, and he used the mare’s big stride to cover the field and take advantage 
of the long gallops. They broke the beam at 44.59 seconds to set the winning pace. 
 
“I felt that the course suited my mare because you needed to cover a lot of ground,” said Swail. 
“She’s big mover, but she’s not the fastest. She’s a bit slow in the air — a lot of scope. It sort of 
suited me that I was able to land and run and try to cover as much ground as quickly as possible.” 
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Two rounds later, Katie Dinan and Amaretto D’Arco, owned by Grant Road Partners, would have 
the next clear round, but they would also be the slowest of the day for fifth place in 48.50 
seconds. 
 
Ali Wolff laid it on the line with Blacklick Bend Farm’s Casall and came very close to catching 
Swail’s time when she cleared each obstacle with the 10-year-old chestnut gelding. Just a 
fraction off the pace, they tripped the timers at 45.17 seconds for the second place award. 
 
“I always go in with a mindset of doing my own course and going at my own pace,” commented 
Wolff. “In the jump-off I just made sure to go my own speed.” Wolff laughed adding, “Trying to 
beat Conor is almost near impossible!” 
 
Wolff continued, “I’ve had Casall for about three years, and we’ve worked slowly up through the 
ranks. He’s just turned out to be such an amazing horse. I think a lot of it is due to his big heart.”  
 
Peter Lutz stepped on to the field next with Robin de Ponthual, owned by Katherine Gallagher 
and M. Michael Meller. They were also after the win, but a small slip in one of the rollbacks cost 
them just a moment on the clock to finish in a clear 45.18 seconds, just 1/100th of a second 
behind Wolff for third place.  
 
“Robin has a very large stride, and I just took advantage of that,” noted Lutz. “Unfortunately, he 
slipped a little. I think I lost a little second there, but then he recovered quickly; I just flew to the 
end. He was great. 
 
Lutz added, “I felt very confident coming in to this class. I just did the Hampton Classic last week 
and had the last jump down, but he jumped it easily so it was a great show to be coming from 
with a similar setting on the grass. I feel really confident with him. We’ve really gotten to know 
each other lately.” 
 
For Swail, Friday’s victory solidifies a partnership he has been working on for the last six months 
with Viva Colombia. “Ilan is a good friend of mine, and he gave me the mare with a few weeks left 
in Florida, so I rode her there for the first time,” he explained. “We’re kind of finding our feet with 
each other and building a good relationship. Viva is my top horse at the moment.” 
 
Coe originally rode Viva Colombia, but Swail took over the reins when they found the mare was 
“more of a man’s ride.”  
 
“You have to sort of be strong at times, and I would say she’s a little heavy and downhill, so you 
need to have strength,” continued Swail. “She wants to be really careful, and she has a lot of 
scope and power. She also has a lot of good quality, which all horses need.” 
 
At the end of the day, two more riders were honored with special presentations. Laura Kraut 
earned the Horse & Style, Style of Riding Award, while Andres Rodriquez was given the Equis 
Boutique’s “Best Presented Horse” honors.  
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Two-for-Two! Abigail McArdle and Cosma 20 Win the 
$35,000 Don Little Memorial Welcome Stake at American 
Gold Cup 

 

Abigail McArdle is making the most of her first trip to the American Gold Cup with her veteran 
partner Cosma 20, taking home two blue ribbons in two days. Winning Wednesday’s $8,000 
Douglas Elliman FEI Open Jumper class was just the start for the pair, who raced to victory in the 
$35,000 Don Little Memorial Welcome Stake. McArdle and Cosma 20 beat out Ireland’s Conor 
Swail and Martha Louise by just 1/10th of a second. 

Ireland’s Alan Wade built an inviting track on the Grand Prix Field at Old Salem Farm, which 
yielded 19 clear rounds out of the 70 entries. Great Britain’s Amanda Derbyshire set the pace to 
beat with Goldbreaker, owned by Derbyshire and David Goochman. They were only the third pair 
to tackle the course, but they dashed through the finish line in a clear 67.96 seconds to take over 
the top spot. 

Seven rounds later, McArdle and Cosma 20, owned by David McArdle, came in ready to add a 
second win to their 2015 American Gold Cup trip. Picking up a fast gallop to the first oxer, Abigail 
McArdle and Cosma 20 never let off the gas, leaving every rail intact and breaking the beam at 
67.01 seconds. 

“I went early, but it kind of stayed the same throughout the class, the winning track. No one really 
did anything drastically different,” explained McArdle after leading the victory lap. “My main plan 
was to really start out with that huge gallop because I knew that was where I was going to have to 
win; it was in that first line. Then everywhere else I was just tidy and neat." 
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Swail attempted to catch McArdle with his first mount, Cita, owned by Ariel and Susan Grange, 
but he fell just shy of their time with a clear round in 68.53 seconds, for an eventual fourth place 
ribbon behind Derbyshire. Later in the class, Swail was able to slide into the second place 
position with Martha Louise, also owned by Ariel and Susan Grange. The pair stayed right on the 
pace that McArdle set with Cosma 20, but they were unable to edge them out of the lead when 
they stopped the clock at 67.18 seconds, just a tenth of a second too slow. 

“Martha was great, but she’s been off for a little bit since March this year,” commented Swail. 
“This is only her third show back. She’s a great winner for me, and when she’s not around it 
makes my life a little trickier. It’s nice for her to be back and be competitive. I thought she had a 
very nice round today.” 

Swail added, “I probably lost it just to the second to last fence. I felt I probably put one too many 
steps there, but I was very happy with her. It’s her first time going in a competitive mood since 
she got back, so I was very pleased with how she delivered today." 

“Conor had me very worried when he was going, but I thought everywhere Cosma was really 
quite on it,” admitted McArdle. “Especially with the way it rides out here, I really have to gallop to 
get the numbers, so it’s hard for any other horse to even get near as fast as her.” 

Competing against world-class athletes has become the norm for 21-year-old McArdle, who 
made the decision to become a professional at the beginning of the year. “It’s definitely a huge 
difference in terms of the competition,” she expressed. “As a junior, it was much more relaxed; I 
could kind of go around and have some clean rounds and get good ribbons. When you move up 
into the professional divisions, showing in these 1.45m speeds, they’re so competitive. It’s really 
pushed me to try my absolute best. I couldn’t just go for a nice clean and get it. To win the class, 
you really have to go for it.” 

As a junior, McArdle trained with Katie and Henri Prudent at Plain Bay Stables, so when their son 
Adam decided to start a sales business it provided McArdle with the perfect opportunity to make 
the switch from amateur to professional. 

“Even as a junior I had big goals. I really wanted to become a professional,” smiled McArdle. 
“Adam wanted some help with riding, and for me, it’s just a great opportunity to ride good horses. 
It was something I couldn’t turn down. It’s difficult learning the ropes, and it’s a lot of pressure and 
training, but I really enjoy it.” 

Although McArdle has ridden at the Old Salem Facility in the past, this is her first year competing 
in the American Gold Cup, and she is happy to be here. “It’s a great venue with great class 
opportunities. I’m looking forward to showing in the Grand Prix this week with my other horse.” 
 
The $35,000 Don Little Memorial Welcome Stake was sponsored by the family and friends of 
Donald V. Little. An accomplished show jumper, fox hunter and polo player, Little died in 2012 
after a fall in the Masters Classic at the Winter Equestrian Festival in Wellington, Florida. As 
those who knew him said, he died doing what he loved, successfully competing in show jumping 
well into his 70s. The Donald V. Little Memorial continues to support and promote his dedication 
to and passion for horses. 
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Houlihan Lawrence Presents the “Grand Prix Overlook” at 
2015 American Gold Cup  
 

Stadium Jumping, Inc. and Old Salem Farm, producers of the American Gold Cup, are pleased to 
announce that Houlihan Lawrence, for the second year in a row, will be sponsoring the “Grand 
Prix Overlook” at this year’s event, which takes place September 9-13 in North Salem, NY. 

Built upon 125 years of family tradition, Houlihan Lawrence is the leading real estate firm serving 
New York City’s northern suburbs and is also the top selling brokerage in Greenwich, CT. The 
brokerage today serves over 90 communities with 30 offices and 1200+ agents, leveraging global 
partners on six continents and in 56 countries. The company ranks among the Top 15 of all 
brokerages nationally and achieved a total sales volume of $5.3 billion in 2014. 

"With our unrivaled portfolio of properties, we've sold some of the finest equestrian estates in the 
area and actively support the field through participation in events like the American Gold Cup," 
said Anthony Cutugno, Sr. Vice President and Director of Private Brokerage at Houlihan 
Lawrence. "To have such a respected international competition right in our backyard is a truly 
unique opportunity. With our peerless local leadership and global network, it's a natural fit for 
Houlihan Lawrence to support the American Gold Cup."  

The Houlihan Lawrence Grand Prix Overlook is the main gathering place for the estimated 
5,000+ attendees at this year’s 4-day event, and is also the go-to spot for refreshments with a 
bird’s eye view of the main arena.  The Houlihan Lawrence Equestrian Catalog and new Portfolio 
of Luxury Homes will be distributed at the Grand Prix Overlook and as well as in The Jockey 
Club, the signature hospitality tent. 
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$35,000 Don Little Memorial Welcome Stake to Honor 
Legendary Horseman at 2015 American Gold Cup 

 

The 2015 American Gold Cup is honored to feature the $35,000 Don Little Memorial Welcome 
Stake, sponsored by the family and friends of Donald V. Little, at Old Salem Farm. Held in 
memory of the legendary horseman from Boston, the class takes place Thursday, Sept.10 at 2 
p.m. in the grand prix field. 
  
An accomplished show jumper, fox hunter and polo player, Little died in 2012 after a fall in the 
Masters Classic at the Winter Equestrian Festival in Wellington, Florida. As those who knew him 
said, he died doing what he loved, successfully competing in show jumping well into his 70s. The 
Donald V. Little Memorial continues to support and promote his dedication to and passion for the 
sport. 

Little founded and managed the Boston Grand Prix Jumper Classic Horse Show from 1991 to 
2011. He competed in the 2006 Global Champions Tour, winning events in St. Tropez, Cannes 
and Monte Carlo aboard his veteran mounts Mr. Nighttime and Soprano. He finished in the 
ribbons at Spruce Meadows, Canada, and in many top competitions in the eastern United States. 
  
"Don Little was my first client," said international show jumping athlete, Schuyler Riley. "Don 
achieved a lot. He had fought for our country, was (featured) in a top grossing film as a polo 
player along side Steve McQueen and was an exceptionally successful businessman. While Don 
celebrated all that had accomplished, he never stopped looking for what he could do next.  He 
had such a charismatic attitude. It was infectious. Together we accomplished much in the sport. 
As much as I taught Don how to ride and win at his level, Don taught me about winning in life." 
  
In addition to show jumping, he was widely respected in the worlds of polo, foxhunting and horse 
racing. At his death, he was master of foxhounds of the venerable Myopia Hunt Club, having 
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served in that post 11 years. Past president of the United States Polo Association, he was captain 
of Myopia Polo for nearly two decades 

"Don was a great friend and he did a lot for the horse community, particularly around 
Massachusetts," said Charlie Jacobs, an international show jumping competitor. "This is meant to 
remember and honor Don's legacy and recognize the importance Don and his family had and 
continue to have on the community. Schuyler suggested we do this. We are part of a group of 
people that want to recognize Don's legacy." 
 
Little pioneered the syndicated racehorse business in the early 1980s. He was founder and 
chairman of Centennial Farms, which ran winners of many Thoroughbred stakes races. 
Centennial horse Colonial Affair won the Belmont Stakes in 1993 with Julie Krone aboard, the 
first female jockey ever to win the race. In 2014 the Centennial horse Wicked Strong finished 
fourth in both the Kentucky Derby and the Belmont. 
  
Born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Little resided most of his adult life in Ipswich, Massachusetts. 
An avid pilot, he served in the U.S. Air Force and was the youngest aircraft commander in the 
Strategic Air Command. Professionally he was a highly successful broker and investment 
manager at UBS and its predecessor companies, Paine Webber and Kidder Peabody. 
  
"I believe Don would want to be remembered here at the American Gold Cup not only because 
he knew Gene Mische and many people who are a part of Stadium Jumping but also because I 
think the American Gold Cup represents top sport in America," Riley said. "Don loved his country 
and as always the eager competitor loved top sport. For that reason, the American Gold Cup is 
the best place to honor Don Little and his life." 
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Abigail McArdle and Heather Caristo-Williams Showcase 
Speed on Opening Day of American Gold Cup 
 

 

It was a perfect day at Old Salem Farm as the 2015 American Gold Cup got underway with some 
of the world’s top athletes competing on the Grand Prix Field. With record entries, the highlight 
event of the day, the $8,000 Douglas Elliman FEI Open Jumper speed class was separated into 
two sections. Abigail McArdle with Cosma 20 and Heather Caristo-Williams aboard Wistful each 
picked up victories after clocking in under the 56 second mark. Rounding out the day, Ireland’s 
Shane Sweetnam took home the win in the $8,000 Danbury Porsche Audi Open Jumper event 
with a double clear effort on Beluga. 

 The team from Katie and Henri Prudent’s Plain Bay Stables had a dominating effort in the 
second $8,000 Douglas Elliman FEI Open Jumper speed class, with athlete Abigail McArdle 
showing the way on her veteran partner Cosma 20, owned by David McArdle. The pair broke the 
beam at 55.93 seconds, leaving each rail in place to claim the top spot on the leader board. 

“We had a great Hamptons, so we were coming off a field over there and came here and had a 
super confident ride, planned the winning track and sure enough won,” smiled Abigail McArdle. 
“In these big fields, you’ve got to get the numbers but also get through the turns and really keep 
going; that’s Cosma’s specialty. She’s so quick on the ends of the ring, so I thought into the last 
line I could really go for it.” 

After a very successful junior career, McArdle turned professional earlier this year and began 
riding the sales horses for the Prudents and Plain Bay Stables. “Katie’s great at letting me 
prepare myself,” she explained. “Now that I’m a professional, it’s something that I’m trying to work 
on, and she really just gives me guidance on what she thinks the best plan is.” 
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Coming in second was Henri Prudent’s Si Bella, with son Adam Prudent at the reins. The pair 
completed the track in a clear 58.79 seconds for the second place honors, almost three seconds 
behind barnmate McArdle. With her second mount Cade, owned by Plain Bay Sales, McArdle 
thought she had the third place ribbon sewn up as the penultimate athlete to compete. They were 
clear over the course in 61.06 seconds, but the final athlete of the day was just fractions faster. 
Jonathan McCrea and Brugal VDL, owned by Candy Tribble and Windsor Show Stables, stopped 
the clock at a clear 61.03 seconds to take over third and relegate McArdle for fourth place. 
Kimberly Prince, who is also working with the Prudents this week, rounded out the top five on 
RMF Bella Baloubet, owned by Rushy Marsh Farm, LLC, with a faultless effort in 65.18 seconds. 

The first $8,000 Douglas Elliman 1.40m FEI Open Jumper speed victory went to Heather Caristo-
Williams on Glenview Stables’ Wistful. Only the ninth competitor in the 38-horse event, Williams 
and Wistful quickly and easily navigated the welcoming track, stopping the clock at 55.92 
seconds to set an unbeatable pace. Roberto Teran of Colombia and Ark Patrners’ Farina were 
third on course, and with a target on their back, they tripped the timers with the first clear round in 
57.20 seconds. Mario Deslauriers rounded out the top three, clearing the course in 57.34 
seconds with Cherrypop, owned by Wishing Well Farm LLC. 

“Wistful was wonderful,” said Williams. “She loves this field, and I was so happy with how she 
went. She was fast, and she was careful; she was everything I could’ve asked for.” 

Williams added, “I love the Gold Cup, and I love the field. For me, the field is the best to ride on. 
It’s so much fun and the jumps are beautiful. As long as the weather stays good, it’s probably one 
of my favorite shows to compete at.” 

The day kicked off with the $8,000 Danbury Porsche Audi Open Jumpers, where athletes had to 
showcase their speed in a jump-off to take home the top honors. Midway through the 40-horse 
event, Laura Kraut and Cherry Knoll Farm’s Constable set the pace to beat with a clear round in 
32.59 seconds. Peter Lutz was able to top her effort though with Calvados, owned by Davenport 
Enterprises, crossing the finish line in a faultless 32.48 seconds. The final rider of the day would 
prove to be the best though as the only one to break the 32-second mark. Ireland’s Shane 
Sweetnam took home the winning prize after leaving all the rails intact in 31.44 seconds with Spy 
Coast Farm’s Beluga. 

“Beluga felt really good,” noted Sweetnam “Obviously being last to go I had a good idea of what 
to do in the jump-off, and I had gone around once already. She felt great, and she did everything I 
asked her.” 

Sweetnam continued, “I love the show here. The Morrissey’s and the management staff do a 
great job. Longines is obviously a great sponsor here. They have a World Cup Qualifier, during 
which I hopefully can get some points, and there’s great money for the grand prix obviously too.” 
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Johnson Horse Transportation, Inc. Named Official Equine 
Transport Company for 2015 American Gold Cup 

Stadium Jumping, Inc., and Old Salem Farm, organizers of the American Gold Cup, scheduled 
for Old Salem on Sept. 9-13, announced today that Johnson Horse Transportation Inc., one of the 
nation’s most trusted horse carriers, has been named Official Equine Transport Company for this 
year’s event.  

Make your transportation plans now for this year’s American Gold Cup: Book with the Official 
Equine Transport company, Johnson Horse Transportation, Inc., with over 25 years experience.  

The company provides top-notch, state-of-the-art equipment, and experienced horsemen who 
take great pride in giving your horses the same love and care they get at home. Their 
knowledgeable drivers and friendly staff set Johnson Horse Transportation, Inc. apart as one of 
the best carriers in the business. Johnson Horse Transportation, Inc. has built a valued, lasting 
reputation within the horse community, as well as being a respected member of the National 
Horse Carriers Association. 

“We’re so glad that Johnson Horse Transportation has returned to sponsor the American Gold 
Cup,” said Stadium Jumping President, Michael Morrissey. “When Johnson is our official carrier, 
we know we have nothing to worry about. They have always been considered one of America’s 
finest carriers, our exhibitors trust them and they really care for the horses that they are 
transporting.” 

Johnson Horse Transportation, Inc. is based in Shartlesville, Pennsylvania, offering daily trips 
throughout Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland and Virginia, as well as weekly trips to Florida, 
Texas and the Midwest. Put your mind at ease, and let Johnson Horse Transportation, Inc. be 
your first call. And as they always say, “Where your horse's safety & comfort are our number one 
priority!” 
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Watch Five Days of the American Gold Cup Online 
 

 

For 45 years, this coveted prize has been on the bucket list of the world's best show jumping 
competitors. The 2015 American Gold Cup, hosted by scenic Old Salem Farm in North Salem, 
New York, will take place Sept. 9-13. One of the most well attended international show jumping 
events in North America, The American Gold Cup is set to welcome thousands of show jumping 
fans again this year. Equestrian enthusiasts unable to attend and enjoy all five days of 
international show jumping in person will still have the opportunity to watch as the best riders in 
the world take to the Old Salem Farm grand prix field. 
 
Show jumping fans will have online access to the American Gold Cup live stream from Sept. 9 
through the morning of Sept.13 from the comfort of their own homes.  
 
Special thanks to the following sponsors who made the American Gold Cup live streaming 
possible.   
 
Wednesday’s streaming is sponsored by Beval Saddlery.  
Thursday's streaming sponsor is Adequan®. 
Private Tutoring Service / Palm Beach International Academy sponsored Friday's streaming.  
Saturday's live stream is sponsored by Taylor, Harris Insurance Services, Ltd. (THIS).   
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American Gold Cup Offers Family-Friendly Activities and 
Exciting Show Jumping Action 
 

 

The American Gold Cup 2015, one of America's most exciting international show jumping events, 
opens this week. From September 9 to 13 at Old Salem Farm, it will feature top-level horse and 
rider combinations, as well as many other exciting and family-friendly events. 

Don't miss all the fun and excitement before the American Gold Cup begins. Come for the world-
class competition, and stay for the acrobats and world-class musical performances. 

Family Fun 
If you have young ones or are simply young-at-heart, the American Gold Cup offers pony rides, 
face painting, a petting zoo and the popular JustWorld horseless horse show. 

For more than 25 years, The Pied Piper Pony Rides and Petting Zoo has delighted and educated 
children about animals, as well as giving kids an opportunity to experience the joy of riding. 
Operator Melanie Pien, a mother of two, understands what makes kids smile and ensures the 
ponies are always safe and happy. After watching the speedy grand prix jumpers, any child at the 
American Gold Cup will be excited about riding one of the Pied Piper's friendly ponies. 
 
The artistic and beautiful designs by professional face-painters will certainly brighten up the Old 
Salem show grounds. Whimsical designs will make children of all ages smile.      

There will also be a hula-hoop performer, a high-energy dance troupe and appearances by 
pageant winners, including Miss Westchester and Miss Hudson Valley. 
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The atmosphere at the American Gold Cup inspires young people to partake in show jumping, 
and any child may compete in the imaginative JustWorld International Horseless Horse Show. On 
Sunday pint-size competitors can try their own legs over a miniature show jumping course. 
Proceeds from the event benefit JustWorld's programs that aid children in need around the world. 
  
Magical Acts 
The light-hearted fun doesn't stop there. Keep an eye open at the show grounds for some unique 
and fascinating performers, including a gold living statue, a strolling juggler and magicians. They 
will be displaying their mystical talents around the show, providing amusing and intriguing sleights 
of hand and impressive feats. 
  
Musical Performances 
Contributing to the show's festive and fun atmosphere will be many harmonious musical acts, 
from bagpipes to national anthem singers. 
 
Darius Kaufmann, a world-renowned musician from local North Salem Boy Scouts Troop 1, will 
display his skill with Celtic instruments on the bagpipes. 

Each day of competition will also highlight a uniquely talented singer performing the national 
anthem. On Friday, Alison McConekey, an incredible opera soprano, will wow spectators with her 
beautiful tone and commanding stage presence. Saturday will showcase 18-year-old Amber 
Lewis, and Sunday wraps up with Maureen Hamill, an experienced theatrical singer.  
 
Equestrian Attractions 
Show jumping fans and enthusiasts will have the chance to meet the friendly and inspiring Grand 
Prix riders, potential Olympians of the future. They will be signing autographs on the Grand Prix 
Field after the final awards ceremony for the featured event Sunday, the$215,000 Longines FEI 
World CupTM Jumping New York. 

With thrilling international show jumping competition and impressive, world-class horse and rider 
combinations, the American Gold Cup is a can't-miss event. Add to that the family-friendly 
activities, musical performances and magical entertainers, and the American Gold Cup promises 
to please all spectators. 
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Private Tutoring Services/Palm Beach International 
Academy Returns to Sponsor the American Gold Cup 

Stadium Jumping, Inc., the organizers of the American Gold scheduled for Sept. 9-13, 2015 at 
Old Salem Farm in North Salem, NY, announced that Private Tutoring Services/Palm Beach 
International Academy has returned for the fourth consecutive year as a sponsor of this year’s 
webcast. 

Five days of competition held on the historic Old Salem Farm Grand Prix Field at this year's event 
will be webcast at www.theamericangoldcup.com, thanks to sponsors like Private Tutoring 
Services/Palm Beach International Academy. 

Founded by Joanne Weiner over 25 years ago, Private Tutoring Services/Palm Beach 
International Academy has been the premier educational choice for student equestrians and other 
athletes whose training and competition schedules require them to be away from school or to 
enroll in alternative educational programs. 

Private Tutoring Services/Palm Beach International Academy provides individualized, self-paced 
academic instruction in innovative, positive and caring environments. They customize educational 
programs that foster curiosity, instill knowledge and promote cultural awareness. They 
incorporate the newest technology in presenting their programs to best serve their students. 

Students work one-on-one or in small groups with an educator who specializes in their subject 
matter. Each student studies at their own pace, excelling when they can and remediating when 
they have to. 

“We focus on unique learning styles and needs of the students,” said Joanne Weiner, Founder 
and Executive Director. 

From K-12, to undergraduate and graduate studies, Private Tutoring Services/Palm Beach 
International Academy implements the best schedule and curriculum for their students using fully 
accredited online programs. 

Some of the most notable names in the equestrian world have been students of Private Tutoring 
Services/Palm Beach International Academy. Students have the option to study at one of their 
Florida based centers or remote locations, as well as via real-time video conferencing while 
traveling, living abroad or at home. The choices are endless. 

The Private Tutoring Services/Palm Beach International Academy educational centers in 
Wellington and Boca Raton, Florida offer year-round academics in beautiful surroundings. 
Conveniently located adjacent to WEF Showground’s, they also offer study centers seasonally at 
other horseshows and equestrian events around the globe. They have provided academic 
support for equestrians at all shows, including Stadium Jumping, WEF, HITS Ocala, Gulfport, 
HITS Thermal, and Indoors 

Private Tutoring Services/Palm Beach International Academy holds dear to the idea that their 
goal as educators is to help develop well-rounded individuals who are excited by the learning 
process and who will evolve into contributing members of society. 

During the American Gold Cup, parents can be assured that competitive young riders vying for 
top prizes in the Region 2 ASPCA/NHSAA Maclay Championship and Children’s and Junior 
Jumper classes, have the opportunity to keep abreast of their studies as they start the school 
year with the help of Private Tutoring Services/Palm Beach International 
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The American Gold Cup Announces Returning Sponsor 
Taylor, Harris Insurance Services 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The producers of the American Gold Cup, Stadium Jumping, Inc. and Old Salem Farm, have 
announced that Taylor, Harris Insurance Services, Ltd., (THIS) has returned to sponsor the 
esteemed event. The American Gold Cup leadership is grateful to THIS for its continued support 
and loyalty and for its contributions to the equestrian industry. The American Gold Cup is 
scheduled forSept. 9-13, 2015 in North Salem, New York, and will offer the best in international 
show jumping, including the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York, a qualifying 
event for the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping Finals in Gothenburg, Sweden in March 2016. 

"I love that show jumping event," said Michael Taylor, THIS president and director. "It is really 
well set up in a great location. It is very well run and the American Gold Cup is extremely 
prestigious. A lot of people go, so we are proud to have our name associated with this great 
event." 
 
THIS, the leader in U.S. and European markets, was founded in 1987 to provide specialized 
insurance for all types of equine risk. They are proud of their worldwide reputation for responsive 
and courteous service, and welcome the opportunity to discuss your equine insurance needs. 
 
They offer customized policies and are considered trusted advisors in the equestrian industry. 

Whether the needs are straightforward or complex, for one horse or many, Taylor, Harris 
Insurance Services works with their clients to make sure they are equipped with the insurance 
coverage that's right for each individual case. THIS places all policies with the highest rated and 
most secure insurance carriers, which are also selected for their prompt and reliable claims 
settlement. 

Taylor Harris' goal is protection for your horses at all stages of life, and peace of mind for you. 
"We are really excited for the grand prix on Sunday," Taylor said. "As supporters of the sport, we 
love to see awareness and increased involvement from the general public." 
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Worldwide Field of Athletes from 14 Nations Set for Action 
at the American Gold Cup 
 

 

The 2015 American Gold Cup is set to return to scenic Old Salem Farm in North Salem, New 
York. The popular and prestigious show jumping classic is scheduled to run Sept. 9-13, 2015. A 
truly international field of world-class competitors, representing 14 nations from around the globe 
and of course the host country, the United States, will be making their way to Westchester County 
for this year's affair, which promises to be one of the most competitive in years. 
 
Now entering its 45th year, and fourth year at Old Salem Farm, the American Gold Cup 
competition will play host to five Longines FEI Rankings events, culminating with the esteemed 
$215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York, where the top athletes will compete for 
the prestigious American Gold Cup. 
 
Americans competing this year include four former American Gold Cup champions, Leslie 
Howard, Schuyler Riley, Christine McCrea and two-time winner, Peter Leone. Riley comes to 
North Salem riding a summer hot streak. With Dobra de Porceyo she won the inaugural class of 
the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American League at the Bromont International and 
four grand prix events in a row this summer in Tryon, North Carolina. McCrea won the Pan Am 
Games Individual Gold Medal and Leone and Howard won Silver Medals for the United States at 
the Olympic Games in Atlanta, Georgia. Olympian Margie Engle, Olympic alternate Charlie Jayne 
and one of America's most decorated and successful riders, Hong Kong Olympic Gold Medalist 
Laura Kraut also highlight the star-studded list of equestrians from the United States. 
 
Other top Americans making their way to North Salem include veteran riders Kim Prince, Molly 
Ashe-Cawley, Jonathan McCrea, Lauren Tisbo, Candice King, Heather Caristo-Williams, David 
Beisel, Andrew Welles, Quentin Judge, Cara Raether, Kristen Vanderveen, Peter Lutz and 
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Kirsten Coe. 
 
A large roster of up and coming young show jumping stars will be competing at this year's 
American Gold Cup, including Alise Oken, Maggie McArlary, Catherine Tyree, Nick Dello Joio, 
Wilton Porter, Michael Hughes, Adrienne Sternlicht, Sydney Shulman and two North American 
Young Rider Gold Medalists, Ali Wolff and Katie Dinan. 
 
The foreign contingent is especially strong this year led by the red-hot Irish rider, Paul O'Shea 
who has strung together a number of late summer victories including Silver Oak and the Hampton 
Classic. Fellow Irishman, Shane Sweetnam picked up back-to-back wins in Bridgehampton, as 
well. Other top Irish riders include Conor Swail, a winner at Angelstone just a week ago, Lorcan 
Gallagher, Richie Maloney and Darragh Kerins. 

Speaking of the Hampton Classic, the winner of the main event, the $250,000 Hampton Classic 
Grand Prix, Karen Polle, who rides with a dual citizenship from the United States and Japan, has 
reserved her spot at this year's American Gold Cup. 
  
Venezuelan Andres Rodriguez is just back from the Pan Am Games where he jumped off against 
American superstar McLain Ward for the Individual title, eventually taking home the Silver medal. 
It was the first medal ever won by Venezuela at the Pan Am Games. Germany's Andre Thieme, a 
two-time winner of the million-dollar class at HITS is also on the roster.  
    
Equestrians from Canada, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Colombia, Barbados, Great Britain, New 
Zealand and Mexico round out the top-notch international roster. 
  
The North American League boasts a minimum of $2.4 million in prize money across the series, 
and offers the best show jumping athletes from North America and around the world the chance 
to qualify for the jackpot of more than $1.4 million (€1.3 million) at the Longines FEI World Cup™ 
Jumping Final. 
  
"We are very excited to be included in this new league," said Michael Morrissey, president of 
Stadium Jumping, Inc. "And we're very excited about the decidedly international flavor of this 
year's American Gold Cup. It should be a fantastic class. As we expected, the new league is 
creating a new level of excitement for show jumping in North America." 
  
"The American Gold Cup, year after year, is one of the great equestrian events in the country," 
Morrissey concluded. "Being part of the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American 
League just adds to the excitement and importance of our event." 
  
The Longines FEI World Cup Jumping™ North American League will be showcased on a broad 
range of global platforms, from live TV broadcasts to streaming on digital outlets and mobile, 
focusing on the drama of equestrian sport with fascinating behind-the-scenes documentary-style 
coverage. 
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Live Streaming Announced for all Five Days of the 
American Gold Cup 

 

The 2015 American Gold Cup, hosted by scenic Old Salem Farm in North Salem, New York, will 
take place Sept. 9-13. Equestrian enthusiasts unable to attend and enjoy all five days of 
international show jumping in person will still have the opportunity to watch as the best riders in 
the world take to the Old Salem Farm arenas and grand prix field. 
  
Show jumping fans will have online access to the American Gold Cup live stream from Sept. 9 
through the morning of Sept.13 from the comfort of their own homes.  
  
The title event, the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping, $215,000 American Gold Cup CSI4*-W, 
Sunday, Sept. 13, scheduled for 2 p.m. EDT, will be streamed onFEI TV.  
 
The American Gold Cup is a show jumping event you won't want to miss. Sure to be packed with 
high stakes competition and impressive rides from the world's best equestrian athletes. The 
American Gold Cup is one of only 14 events that will comprise the all-new North American 
League of the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping with the Final to be held in Gothenburg, 
Sweden in March 2016. 
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Tickets Now on Sale for the 2015 American Gold Cup 
 

 

You don't want to miss this year's American Gold Cup CSI-4*W, hosted by Old Salem Farm in 
North Salem, New York from Sept. 9-13. Tickets for the prestigious international show jumping 
event are now available online. 
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The American Gold Cup is one of only seven events that will comprise the East Coast division of 
the all-new Longines FEI World Cup Jumping North American League. International equestrian 
athletes compete in the league in order to qualify for the Longines FEI World Cup Jumping Final 
in Gothenburg, Sweden in March 2016. 
 
For tickets to this year's event, please visit www.theamericangoldcup.com. The American Gold 
Cup ticket platform enables fans to share ticket information through their social media accounts 
during the check out process to receive 15 percent off the ticket price. This offer only applies to 
pre-event online ticket sales. 
 
Weekend ticket prices are $20 for adults, $15 for children 12 years of age and under (children 
under 3 get in free) and $15 for seniors (over 65) and $15 for members of the United States 
military. 
 
Wednesday through Friday the American Gold Cup competition is free and open to the public. 
 
Those hoping to enjoy the experience of the American Gold Cup in grand style are invited to book 
a VIP table in the beautiful two-story Jockey Club as soon as possible. Featuring catered gourmet 
cuisine provided by Union Square Events, led by executive chef John Karangis, the Jockey Club 
offers a perfect view of the Old Salem Grand Prix Ring. Each year these tables sell out quickly, so 
make sure to make reservations as soon as possible to avoid being shut out! 
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MEDIA ALERT: Apply Now for Credentials for 2015 
American Gold Cup CSI4*-W New York at Old Salem Farm 
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The 2015 American Gold Cup CSI-4*W, one of North America’s premier show jumping events 
and North American Riders Group’s (NARG) highest ranked horse show in the United States, 
returns to scenic Old Salem Farm in North Salem, New York Sept. 9-13, 2015.The international 
show jumping event is one of only seven events that will comprise the East Coast division of the 
all-new Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American League. The top equestrian athletes 
compete in the league in order to qualify for the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping Final in 
Gothenburg, Sweden in March 2016. 

Members of the media are invited to apply for media credentials. Click here to apply. 

Now entering its 46th year, the American Gold Cup competition will play host to five Longines FEI 
Rankings events, culminating with the prestigious $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping 
New York where the top athletes will compete for the prestigious American Gold Cup. 

The American Gold Cup will also feature a full array of jumper classes, including sections for 
Children and Adult Jumpers, Low and High Junior/Amateur Jumpers, plus the exciting, big-time 
Open Jumpers.  In addition, the Zone 2 ASPCA Maclay Regional Championships will be held 
Saturday in the Old Salem Farm indoor arena, showcasing some of the country’s most talented 
riders. 
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VIP Tables for the American Gold Cup CSI 4*-W Longines 
FEI World Cup™ Now On Sale  

 

 

The 2015 American Gold Cup CSI 4*-W, held at Old Salem Farm, was selected as one of seven 
events that will comprise the East Coast division of the all-new Longines FEI World Cup™ 
Jumping North American League. The top equestrian athletes compete in the league in order to 
qualify for the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping Final in Gothenburg, Sweden in March of 
2016. 

Whether you are a competitor, owner, family member or a spectator, there is no better place to 
watch the action unfold than from Stadium Jumping’s signature hospitality tent, “The Jockey 
Club.” The venue offers a first-class experience to its members while enjoying the finest jumper-
only competition, to be held Sept. 9-13 at Old Salem Farm in North Salem, New York. The event 
is just around the corner and those who wish to reserve tables should act now. 

The Jockey Club catering is spearheaded by acclaimed New York City, caterer Union Square 
Events (USE), offering the best in culinary offerings. 

Union Square Events is the catering and venue hospitality business from Danny Meyer’s Union 
Square Hospitality Group (USHG). Based in Manhattan’s Hudson Yards, USE boasts a 30-year 
heritage of culinary excellence and enlightened hospitality. Through collaborations with a diverse 
portfolio of local farms and artisans, USE produces one-of-a-kind catered events and unparalleled 
dining experiences. 
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USE’s efforts to provide the highest quality of locally grown menu items during the American Gold 
Cup will be led by executive chef John Karangis. Recognizing his passion for cooking early in his 
career, Karangis was accepted as a culinary student under Chef Andre Daguin and Chef Yves 
Pinard in Paris. Upon returning to the United States, he landed a job in the kitchen at Union 
Square Cafe under Chef Michael Romano, where he cooked for three years. From there, he 
worked in some of the most acclaimed kitchens on the West Coast and New York, including 
Gramercy Tavern and Square One in San Francisco. He then accepted the role of executive chef 
at Restaurant Associates, and later Goldman Sachs, delivering world class dining and hospitality 
to an elite clientele. 

Returning to the culinary roots from which his career began, Karangis brings his passion for 
excellence and hospitality to the Union Square Events team and is excited to introduce their 
flavors to a horse show clientele. 

“My team and I are incredibly excited to be working during the American Gold Cup at Old Salem 
Farm,” Karangis said. “We will be offering our best in class brand of hospitality to this prestigious 
event at one of the world’s premier equestrian sports facilities.” 

With items sourced from farms, markets and bakeries, including Cascun Farms in Greene, New 
York and Long Island’s Well’s Homestead Acres to name a few, the VIP menus will be second-to-
none at the American Gold Cup. 

Stadium Jumping invites you to experience one of the top-rated international show jumping 
events with high-end full service in a lovely and luxurious atmosphere. Throughout the weeklong 
event, Jockey Club members are seated at the four, six or eight-person tables while enjoying fine 
dining matched with exemplary hospitality. Each year, guests unanimously praise the décor and 
sumptuous offerings that accentuates the world-class, European-style horse show. 

The elegant, double-decker structure situated directly overlooking the grass Old Salem Farm’s 
spectacular Grand Prix Field offers the best seat in the house and is an unparalleled VIP 
experience in North American show jumping. The Jockey Club sets the scene for discerning 
enthusiasts to delight in the thrill of competition. 

VIP guests will have the best vantage point to the week’s highlight events, including this year’s 
$215,000 American Gold Cup CSI 4*-W Longines FEI World Cup™ and four other FEI ranked 
feature classes. 

Corporate suites and VIP tables are still available for the upcoming 2015 American Gold Cup but 
are selling out quickly. To reserve your VIP table, please contact info@stadiumjumping.com. 
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Prize List for 2015 American Gold Cup CSI4*-W Now 
Available Online  
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Stadium Jumping, Inc., the organizers of the American Gold Cup, one of North America’s premier 
show jumping events and NARG’s highest ranked horse show in the United States, announced 
today that the prize list for this year’s event is now available online. 

The 2015 American Gold Cup CSI-W, returns again to the scenic Old Salem Farm in North 
Salem, NY. This prestigious show jumping classic is scheduled to run Sept. 9-13, 2015. 

The Prize List is available at: www.theamericangoldcup.com 

The American Gold Cup has been selected as one of only seven events that will comprise the 
East Coast division of the all-new Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American League. 
The top equestrian athletes compete in the league in order to qualify for the Longines FEI World 
Cup™ Jumping Final in Gothenburg, Sweden in March of 2016. 

Now entering its 46th year, the American Gold Cup competition will play host to a total of five 
Longines FEI Rankings events, culminating with the prestigious $215,000 Longines FEI World 
Cup™ Jumping New York where the top riders will compete for the prestigious American Gold 
Cup. 

Meanwhile, spectator tickets are available online for the Saturday and Sunday events of the 2015 
American Gold Cup CSI4*-W. 

The American Gold Cup show will feature a full array of jumper classes, including sections for 
Children and Adult Jumpers, Low and High Junior/Amateur Jumpers, plus the exciting, big-time 
Open Jumpers.  Also, the Zone 2 ASPCA Maclay Regional Championships will be held Saturday 
in the Old Salem Farm indoor arena. 
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American Gold Cup Increases Prize Money and FEI 
Rankings Classes for 2015 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

September, the prestigious American Gold Cup will return to Old Salem Farm in North Salem, 
New York. Now entering its 45th year, the international show jumping competition will play host to 
a total of five Longines FEI Rankings events, culminating with the prestigious $215,000 Longines 
FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York competition where the top international riders will compete 
for the prestigious American Gold Cup.  
 
The American Gold Cup CSI4*-W was recently selected as one of seven events that will 
comprise the East Coast division of the all-new Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North 
American League. The top equestrian athletes compete in the league in order to qualify for the 
Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping Final in Gothenburg, Sweden in March of 2016.  
 
The North American Rider's Group (NARG) has also chosen the American Gold Cup as the 
number one ranked horse show in the United States. NARG is a coalition of professional and 
amateur riders dedicated to improving the quality of competitive show jumping in North America. 
The NARG board includes Olympians Chris Kappler, McLain Ward, Kent Farrington, and Beezie 
Madden.  
 
Two-time Gold Medalist McLain Ward is based out of Brewster, New York, very close by to Old 
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Salem Farm. Ward regularly competes at the venue, and is thrilled that the world-class event will 
take root so close to home.  
 
"I am proud of the job that Stadium Jumping has done and I am proud to be a part of it with my 
community," Ward said. "I personally feel this is the best horse show in America."  
 
The American Gold Cup will now feature a $35,000 Welcome Class CSI 4* Table A against the 
clock on Thursday, an $85,000 American Gold Qualifier CSI 4*-W, Table A with jump-off on 
Friday, a $35,000 Hermès Speed Derby CSI 4* an $85,000 Fidelity Investments Classic CSI 4* 
Table A with jump-off on Saturdayand finally the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping 
New York on Sunday. 
 
The event is known for drawing large crowds and equestrian enthusiasts of all levels. Last year's 
American Gold Cup Champion Jessica Springsteen beat out Olympic Gold Medalist Laura Kraut, 
galloping to victory in front of a sellout crowd of over 6,000 people. 

Held over five days, the American Gold Cup brings together a diverse crowd of elite equestrian 
athletes, discerning horse owners, excited fans and young hopefuls waiting to catch a glimpse of 
their idols set amongst a fanfare of family-friendly activities, competitions, shopping, 
entertainment and celebrity sightings. 
 
In addition to the competition ring, the international show jumping event features high-end 
shopping located along Old Salem Farm's boutique row. From top-notch equestrian tack and 
equipment to fashion, jewelry, antiques, art and much more, the scenic outdoor boutiques offer 
show-goers the perfect opportunity to get some shopping in while taking a break from the 
competition action. 
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American Gold Cup Joins Brand New Longines FEI World 
Cup™ Jumping North American League 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stadium Jumping, Inc., the organizers of the American Gold Cup, one of North America’s premier 
show jumping events and NARG’s highest ranked horse show in the United States, announced 
today that the American Gold Cup has been selected as one of only seven events that will 
comprise the East Coast division of the all-new Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North 
American League. 
  
The 2015 American Gold Cup CSI-W, returns again to the scenic Old Salem Farm in North 
Salem, NY. This prestigious show jumping classic is scheduled to run Sept. 9-13, 2015. 
  
The new league was launched in Miami, Florida on Tuesday. The North American League kicks 
off in August 2015 across seven East and seven West Coast venues in three countries: the 
United States, Mexico and Canada. The 14 events that will host legs of the Longines FEI World 
Cup Jumping™ North American League were selected after a rigorous screening process from a 
long list of 25 applicants. Impressively, 11 of the events featured in the recently published North 
American Riders Group Top 25 rankings. 
  
We are very excited to be included in this new league,” said Michael Morrissey, the President of 
Stadium Jumping, Inc. “It’s a great addition to our sport and should create a new level of 
excitement for show jumping in North America. The American Gold Cup, year after year, is one of 
the great equestrian events in the country. Being part of the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping 
North American League just adds to the excitement and importance of our event.” 
  
The Longines FEI World Cup Jumping™ North American League will be showcased on a broad 
range of global platforms, from live TV broadcasts to streaming on digital outlets and mobile, 
focusing on the drama of equestrian sport with fascinating behind-the-scenes documentary-style 
coverage. 
  
The North American League boasts a minimum of US $2.4 million prize money across the series, 
and offers the best Jumping athletes from North America and around the world the chance to 
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qualify for the jackpot of more than US $1.4 million (€1.3 million) on offer annually at the Longines 
FEI World Cup™ Jumping Final. 
  
A total of 14 athletes from the new North American league will qualify for next year’s prestigious 
Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping Final, which will take place in Gothenburg (SWE) on 23-28 
March 2016. The top seven athletes from the East Coast US, top three from West Coast US, and 
the two best-placed athletes from Canada and Mexico, will qualify for next year’s Final, alongside 
winners of 15 leagues around the world. 
  
Defending American Gold Cup champion Jessica Springsteen, an FEI Solidarity Ambassador, 
said at Monday’s launch, “We are part of an exceptional sport because we get to rely on a very 
special partner: the horse”, she said. “Our horses are so much more than an animal. They are 
hard-working talented athletes with their own personalities. It’s an awesome sport and I’m so 
excited to share my passion for it with you today.” 
  
Beezie Madden, a two-time Olympic Gold medalist for the United States and the 2013 American 
Gold Cup champion added, “Longines’ motto is ‘elegance is an attitude.’ It’s true of their core 
business, but it also rings true for equestrian sport. Our sport is about elegance and the harmony 
we achieve with our horses is essential to success. Longines is the perfect partner for equestrian 
sport.” 
  
“The Longines FEI World Cup Jumping North American League is a massive boost to our sport 
and will dominate the headlines in 2015,” FEI 1st Vice-President and Chair of the FEI Jumping 
Committee John Madden said. “The new league is a huge opportunity for our athletes to shine on 
a North American stage and showcase top-level equestrian sport to fans across North America 
and the world. This league is also ideally suited to wide-ranging global brands that want to reach 
out to North American and international audiences, drawing very clear affinities with their own 
visions and values alongside Longines,” he said. 
  
Longines, already title partner of the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping Western European 
League and Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping China League is now looking forward to 
supporting the further growth of Jumping across North America as the official Title Partner and 
Watch of the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American League. In addition, Longines 
will also provide a dedicated timekeeping team and data handling service for each of the 14 legs. 
  
“We are proud to be partnering the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American League”, 
Juan-Carlos Capelli, Vice President of Longines and Head of International Marketing said. “This 
association is part of our long-term commitment with the FEI as we are its Top Partner, but also 
the Title Partner, Official Timekeeper and Watch of the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping 
Western European League, Chinese League and, as of today, the North American League.” 
  
For tickets to this year’s American Gold Cup please visit www.theamericangoldcup.com. New to 
the spectator experience, the American Gold Cup ticket platform enables fans to share ticket 
information through their social media accounts during the check out process to receive 15% off 
the ticket price.  This offer only applies to pre-event ticket sales done online.  
  
Ticket prices are $20 for adults, $15 for children 12 years of age and under (children under 3 get 
in free) and $15 for seniors (over 65) and $15 for members of the United States military.  
  
Wednesday through Friday the American Gold Cup competition is free to the public. 
  
For those that might enjoy the experience of the American Gold Cup in especially grand style, we 
invite you to book your VIP table in the beautiful Jockey Club as soon as possible. Each year 
these tables sell quickly, so now is a great time to make your reservation and avoid being shut 
out. 
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This popular venue allows you to enjoy a full-service, delicious catered gourmet cuisine and your 
choice of beverages, all with the best view of the Old Salem Farm Grand Prix Ring. 
  
For more information about the Jockey Club, please contact info@stadiumjumping.com 
 
 Old Salem Farm, located an hour north of New York City, boasts a state-of-the-art stabling 
facility, an historic pristine grass Grand Prix field and outstanding competition and schooling 
arenas, all of which are surrounded by one of the world's most quaint and picturesque 
competition venue settings. For the past two years, the Old Salem Farm competitions have been 
recognized by the North American Riders Group (NARG) on their NARG Top 25 List. For more 
information on Old Salem Farm, including its year long competition schedule, prize lists, clinics, 
boarding, lessons and training, visit www.oldsalemfarm.net. 
 
Prize Lists and information can be found at: http://www.theamericangoldcup.com/prize-list-entry-
forms 

Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American League calendar* 
  
East Coast 
  
August 2015 
Bromont, QC (CAN) - International Bromont 
  
September 2015 
New York, North Salem (USA) 
  
October 2015 
Washington, DC (USA) - Washington International Horse Show 
Lexington, KY (USA) – National Horse Show 
  
November 2015 
Toronto, ON (CAN) – Royal Agricultural Winter Fair 
  
February 2016 
Wellington, FL (USA) 
Ocala, FL (USA) – Live Oak International 
  
West Coast 
  
August 2015 
Langley, BC (CAN) – Thunderbird 
  
September 2015 
Rancho Murieta, CA (USA) – Sacramento International Horse Show 
  
October 2015 
Del Mar, CA (USA) – Del Mar International 
Calgary, AB (CAN) 
  
November 2015 
Las Vegas, NV (USA) – Las Vegas National 
  
February 2016 
Valle de Bravo (MEX)  
Thermal, CA (USA) –HITS Thermal 
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American Gold Cup Awarded Top Show Jumping Event in 
the United States for Second Consecutive Year by the North 
American Riders Group 
 

 

American Gold Cup Awarded Top Show Jumping Event in the United States for Second 
Consecutive Year by the North American Riders Group 
 

At the annual meeting of the North American Riders Group, held in South Florida last week, the 
2014 edition of the American Gold Cup received the highest ranking of any horse show in 
 
the United States in the latest rankings of their NARG Top 25 Horse Shows of 2014. In fact, the 
report states, "it is the top singular event on the NARG Top 25 of 2014." 
 
The section for the American Gold Cup, titled Golden Days Are Here Again, the NARG report 
said, "After jumping up nine places in 2013, The American Gold Cup at Old Salem Farm held 
onto third place for a second year. Their state-of-the-art turf grand prix field vastly improved in 
2013 and continuously well maintained, is simply lovely. With superb presentation, courses, 
amenities and VIP, the event has that intimate and classy European feeling. The management 
takes great pride in bringing back what once was and it shows. The American Gold Cup is a top 
North American event." 
 
The score for the American Gold Cup was 91%, only topped by two Canadian stand out shows, 
Spruce Meadows and Thunderbird.  
 
"We're honored to be America's top rated show," beamed Michael Morrissey, the President of 
Stadium Jumping, Inc, organizers of the American Gold Cup. "We congratulate Spruce Meadows 
and Thunderbird for their rankings and at the same time, we\'re extremely proud of being the best 
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in the United States." 
 
"It is an honor for our team and our venue to be recognized not just for our venue, footing and 
attention to detail, but more so for our team work and our common effort to produce an excellent 
product for the fans, the riders, the horses, sponsors and owners that is also beneficial to our 
sport," said Old Salem Facility Manager, Alan Bietsch. 
 
"Perks for grand prix riders included access to the VIP area and free entry fee for those who 
qualified for the grand prix," the NARG report continued, also making not of the huge crowds at 
the 2014 show. "The Alan Wade course was top-notch, making use of the natural changing grade 
in the Main Arena, adding an additional, but fair challenge. Attendance once again filled the 
stands. Finding space for all vehicles in the tiny picturesque town of Old Salem requires close 
collaboration and considerable creativity from town officials, the local police force, and the show 
managers, and they pull it off with aplomb." 
 
"Stadium Jumping has worked closely with the Westchester County Tourism office and we have 
stepped up our promotional efforts to ensure a great weekend crowd," Morrissey noted. "We're 
excited that our efforts paid off with great crowds to watch a great class." 
 
A job well done," the NARG report concluded. "The American Gold Cup at Old Salem Farm has 
once again achieved a standard befitting this long-running and important event. Knowing what 
that involves, NARG commends the teams behind the event and the facility." 
 
The 2015 American Gold Cup will be held Sept. 9-13, 2015 at Old Salem Farm in North Salem, 
NY 
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Tickets Now Available Online for the 2015 American Gold 
Cup CSI-W 
 

 

Tickets are now for sale online for the Saturday and Sunday events of the 2015 American Gold 
Cup CSI-W, returning again to the scenic Old Salem Farm in North Salem, NY. This prestigious 
show jumping classic is scheduled to run on Sept. 9-13, 2015. 
 
The American Gold Cup, the North American Riders Group (NARG's) top rated show in 2014 for 
the United States, will feature a full array of jumper classes including the exciting International 
Open Jumpers. Also, the Zone 2 ASPCA Maclay Regional Championships will be returning and 
will be held on Saturday in the Old Salem Farm indoor arena. 
 
The featured event, the coveted American Gold Cup, which is also a Longines FEI World Cup 
Qualifier, will be held on Sunday, September 13, 2015. 
 
For tickets to this year's event, please visit www.theamericangoldcup.com. New to the spectator 
experience, the American Gold Cup ticket platform enables fans to share ticket information 
through their social media accounts during the check out process to receive 15% off the ticket 
price. This offer only applies to pre-event ticket sales done online. 
 
Ticket prices are $20 for adults, $15 for children 12 years of age and under (children under 3 get 
in free) and $15 for seniors (over 65) and $15 for members of the United States military.  
 
Wednesday through Friday the American Gold Cup competition is free to the public. 
 
For those that might enjoy the experience of the American Gold Cup in especially grand style, we 
invite you to book your VIP table in the beautiful Jockey Club as soon as possible. Each year 
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these tables sell quickly, so now is a great time to make your reservation and avoid being shut 
out. 
 
This popular venue allows you to enjoy a full-service, delicious catered gourmet cuisine and your 
choice of beverages, all with the best view of the Old Salem Farm Grand Prix Ring. 
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Advertising and Commercial Boutique Space for 2015 
American Gold Cup Now Available 
 

 
 

Stadium Jumping, Inc. and Old Salem Farm, organizers of the 2015 American Gold Cup, 
announced today that boutique space and program advertising space in on sale now for this 
year's event, to be held Sept. 9-13, 2015 at scenic Old Salem Farm in North Salem, NY. 
 
Last year, all boutique space sold out, so now is the time to start thinking about booking your spot 
for what has become one of the very special events on the American Show Jumping scene. Last 
year's Gold Cup drew a record number of spectators and more are expected at this year's run.  
 
For information on vendor spaces and program advertising, or to book your spot today, call Matt 
Morrissey at (941) 915-3457 or contact the Stadium Jumping Inc. office at 941-744-5465 or send 
an email to: info@stadiumjumping.com. 
 
Prize lists for the 2015 American Gold Cup will be available online in the very near future. When 
the printed prize lists are available, they will be mailed to those on the Stadium Jumping mailing 
list. To be assured of receiving your copy, please confirm that you are on the mailing list. Please 
contact the SJI office at 941-744-5465 or info@stadiumjumping.com 
 
The 2015 American Gold Cup show will feature a full array of jumper classes, including sections 
for the Open Jumpers, Low and High Junior/Amateur Jumpers, plus Children and Adult Jumpers. 
Also, the Zone 2 ASPCA Maclay Regional Championships will be returning and will be held on 
Saturday in the Old Salem Farm indoor arena.  
 
The featured event, the coveted American Gold Cup will be held on Sunday, September 13, 
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2015, and will once again be televised on the NBC Sports Network. 
 
Wednesday through Friday the American Gold Cup competition is free to the public. 
 
Ticket prices for Saturday and Sunday are $20 for adults, $15 for children 12 years of age and 
under (children under 3 get in free) and $15 for seniors (over 65) and $15 for members of the 
United States military.  
 
For tickets to this year's event, please visit either www.theamericangoldcup.com or 
www.stadiumjumping.com 
 
For those that might enjoy the experience of the American Gold Cup in especially grand style, we 
invite you to book your VIP table in the beautiful Jockey Club. You\'ll enjoy full-service, delicious 
catered gourmet cuisine and you choice of beverages, all with the best view of the Old Salem 
Farm Grand Prix Ring. 
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Online Coverage 
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Website: www.equnews.com 
 
CONOR SWAIL AND VIVA COLUMBIA CAPTURE 
AMERICAN GOLD CUP QUALIFIER 
 

 
Fifty-eight entries tried to qualify for the tiebreaker by clearing Alan Wade’s track on the Grand 
Prix Field at Old Salem Farm. Out of the first 12 entries, eight were clear, but as the event 
continued the rails started to fall; only six other riders would advance to the jump-off. 
 
As the second to return, Venezuela’s Andres Rodriquez set the fastest pace of the day with SF 
Ariantha, owned by Robert and Sofia Castro. They stopped the clock at 42.08 seconds, but they 
would only finish sixth when they lowered the height of one of the fences for four faults. 
 
Kirsten Coe had the first clear round on Ferder’s California, but she opted to be more 
conservative, finishing in a time of 46.28 seconds to place fourth. The next athlete in the ring was 
Swail with Viva Colombia, and he used the mare’s big stride to cover the field and take advantage 
of the long gallops. They broke the beam at 44.59 seconds to set the winning pace. 
 
“I felt that the course suited my mare because you needed to cover a lot of ground,” said Swail. 
“She’s big mover, but she’s not the fastest. She’s a bit slow in the air – a lot of scope. It sort of 
suited me that I was able to land and run and try to cover as much ground as quickly as possible.” 
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Two rounds later, Katie Dinan and Amaretto D’Arco, owned by Grant Road Partners, would have 
the next clear round, but they would also be the slowest of the day for fifth place in 48.50 
seconds. 
 
Ali Wolff laid it on the line with Blacklick Bend Farm’s Casall and came very close to catching 
Swail’s time when she cleared each obstacle with the 10-year-old chestnut gelding. Just a 
fraction off the pace, they tripped the timers at 45.17 seconds for the second place award. 
 
“I always go in with a mindset of doing my own course and going at my own pace,” commented 
Wolff. “In the jump-off I just made sure to go my own speed.” Wolff laughed adding, “Trying to 
beat Conor is almost near impossible!” 
 
Wolff continued, “I’ve had Casall for about three years, and we’ve worked slowly up through the 
ranks. He’s just turned out to be such an amazing horse. I think a lot of it is due to his big heart.” 
Peter Lutz stepped on to the field next with Robin de Ponthual, owned by Katherine Gallagher 
and M. Michael Meller. They were also after the win, but a small slip in one of the rollbacks cost 
them just a moment on the clock to finish in a clear 45.18 seconds, just 1/100th of a second 
behind Wolff for third place. 
  
“Robin has a very large stride, and I just took advantage of that,” noted Lutz. “Unfortunately, he 
slipped a little. I think I lost a little second there, but then he recovered quickly; I just flew to the 
end. He was great. 
 
Lutz added, “I felt very confident coming in to this class. I just did the Hampton Classic last week 
and had the last jump down, but he jumped it easily so it was a great show to be coming from 
with a similar setting on the grass. I feel really confident with him. We’ve really gotten to know 
each other lately.” 
 
For Swail, Friday’s victory solidifies a partnership he has been working on for the last six months 
with Viva Columbia. “Ilan is a good friend of mine, and he gave me the mare with a few weeks left 
in Florida, so I rode her there for the first time,” he explained. “We’re kind of finding our feet with 
each other and building a good relationship. Viva is my top horse at the moment.” 
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Coe originally rode Viva Columbia, but Swail took over the reins when they found the mare was 
“more of a man’s ride.” 
 
“You have to sort of be strong at times, and I would say she’s a little heavy and downhill, so you 
need to have strength,” continued Swail. “She wants to be really careful, and she has a lot of 
scope and power. She also has a lot of good quality, which all horses need.” 
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Website: www.equnews.com 
 
LAURA KRAUT AND ANDRETTI S RACE TO VICTORY IN 
$85,000 FIDELITY INVESTMENTS CLASSIC AT 
AMERICAN GOLD CUP 
 

 
After a successful season in 2014, Andretti S had some time off, which resulted in a few 
setbacks, but Saturday he proved he is back in top form. Laura Kraut piloted the 10-year-old 
gelding to the quickest clear jump-off, setting a blistering pace to beat out Ireland’s Paul O’Shea 
aboard Skara Glen’s Machu Picchu and Colombia’s Roberto Teran with Woklahoma in the 
$85,000 Fidelity® Investments Classic at the American Gold Cup. 
 
Only 11 of the 48 entries were able to master Alan Wade’s first round track on the Old Salem 
Farm Grand Prix Field, which featured a technical triple combination at the end of the course. 
Kraut set the initial pace to beat with her first mount Constable II, owned by Cherry Knoll Farm, 
crossing the finish line in a clear 39.73 seconds, but that would only hold up for sixth place as the 
slowest of the clears. 
 
Molly Ashe-Cawley on Louisburg Farm’s Balous Day Date and Mario Deslauriers on Karen 
Polle’s Global van T Braunerthof were each able to clear the jump-off course in times of 39.57 
seconds and 38.34 seconds to finish fifth and fourth, respectively. 
 
O’Shea was the first rider to break the 37 second mark, laying on the gas with Skara Glen’s 
Machu Picchu and cruising to a faultless time of 36.58 seconds to take the initial lead. Kraut was 
warming up on Andretti, owned by Star and Stripes, and did not get to see O’Shea’s round, but 
when she heard his time she knew she would need to go as fast as possible. Luckily, Andretti S 
was up to the challenge, dashing over each obstacle to break the beam at 35.22 seconds, taking 
over the lead and relegating O’Shea to second. The only other rider to cross the timers in less 
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than 37 seconds was Teran with Woklahma, but they would settle for third in a clear 36.72 
seconds, while Kraut led the lap of honor. 
 
Andretti S was very successful last fall, which led Kraut to give the talented chestnut gelding two 
months off, but when it was time for his return there were a few snags in the road. “He had a 
breathing issue, partial paralysis of his larynx, that had to get operated on,” explained Kraut. “That 
took a month and a half, then he had a bruised heel that took a while to resolve. Finally, in July, 
he started to get back with some form of consistency.” 
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Rich Moloney Gallops Home with the $215,000 Longines 
FEI World World Cup™ Jumping Finals at the American 
Gold Cup in Westchester County 

NORTH SALEM, N.Y. (PRWEB) September 23, 2015 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
More than 5,000 fans came to Westchester County’s charming Old Salem Farm in North Salem, 
New York to see Rich Moloney earn the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York 
victory during the American Gold Cup held on September 13. The Irish native bested a six-horse 
jump-off with his careful mount Carrabis Z, opting for a slower round, they were the only pair to 
leave all the rails intact. 
 
An international field of world-class competitors – representing 14 nations from around the globe 
and the host country, the United States – made their way to Westchester County for this year's 
event, which was one of the most competitive in years. 
 
The American Gold Cup received one of the highest television rankings on NBC Sports. It had a 
.06 Household Rating with 166,000 P02+ (persons over 2 watching) average. In comparison to 
last year’s show, the American Gold Cup more than tripled viewership this year. The event was 
the 3rd highest rated show on the network, behind other shows that aired that day including a 
Premier League Game and Pro Football Talk. 
 
“All of us here in Westchester County applaud Rich Moloney for his win at this year’s American 
Gold Cup, one of the most prestigious equestrian competitions in the United States,” said County 
Executive Robert P. Astorino. “We are pleased that he earned this victory right here in our 
county.” 
 
Moloney has been riding his horse, Carrabis Z, for four years and has developed a strong 
partnership with the 12-year-old Zangersheide stallion. As part of the Longines FEI World Cup™ 
Jumping North American League, the main event allowed riders to gain valuable points for the 
World Cup Finals in Gothenburg, Sweden. 
 
“It was great to win here today,” smiled Moloney. “My horse jumped amazing. He’s been jumping 
great lately and it’s nice for him to get the win here.” 
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Forty athletes qualified for the second event in the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North 
American League East, which boasts a minimum of $2.4 million prize money across the series 
featuring the best Jumping athletes from North America and around the world. Ireland’s Alan 
Wade designed the technical track on the Grand Prix Field at Old Salem Farm, which featured 17 
jumping efforts that included an oxer-oxer-vertical triple combination and a vertical-oxer double 
combination. 
 
This year’s staging of the 2015 American Gold Cup in North Salem was considered a huge 
success by all, including the event organizers, Stadium Jumping and Old Salem Farm. 
“I don’t know how you could get a more picturesque, a more beautiful facility then Old Salem 
Farm,” said Stadium Jumping’s Michael Morrissey. “This is the American Gold 
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Website: www.equestrianinfluence.com 
 
American Gold Cup Increases Prize Money and FEI 
Rankings Classes for 2015 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
North Salem, NY – June 30, 2015 – This September, the prestigious American Gold Cup will 
return to Old Salem Farm in North Salem, New York. Now entering its 45th year, the international 
show jumping competition will play host to a total of five Longines FEI Rankings events, 
culminating with the prestigious $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York 
competition where the top international riders will compete for the prestigious American Gold 
Cup. 
 
The American Gold Cup CSI4*-W was recently selected as one of seven events that will 
comprise the East Coast division of the all-new Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North 
American League. The top equestrian athletes compete in the league in order to qualify for the 
Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping Final in Gothenburg, Sweden in March of 2016. 
 
The North American Rider’s Group (NARG) has also chosen the American Gold Cup as the 
number one ranked horse show in the United States. NARG is a coalition of professional and 
amateur riders dedicated to improving the quality of competitive show jumping in North America. 
The NARG board includes Olympians Chris Kappler, McLain Ward, Kent Farrington, and Beezie 
Madden. 
 
Two-time Gold Medalist McLain Ward is based out of Brewster, New York, very close by to Old 
Salem Farm. Ward regularly competes at the venue, and is thrilled that the world-class event will 
take root so close to home. 
 
“I am proud of the job that Stadium Jumping has done and I am proud to be a part of it with my 
community,” Ward said. “I personally feel this is the best horse show in America.” 
 
The American Gold Cup will now feature a $35,000 Welcome Class CSI 4* Table A against the 
clock on Thursday, an $85,000 American Gold Qualifier CSI 4*-W, Table A with jump-off on 
Friday, a $35,000 Hermès Speed Derby CSI 4* an $85,000 Fidelity Investments Classic CSI 4* 
Table A with jump-off on Saturday and finally the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping 
New York on Sunday. 
 
The event is known for drawing large crowds and equestrian enthusiasts of all levels. Last year’s 
American Gold Cup Champion Jessica Springsteen beat out Olympic Gold Medalist Laura Kraut, 
galloping to victory in front of a sellout crowd of over 6,000 people. 
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Held over five days, the American Gold Cup brings together a diverse crowd of elite equestrian 
athletes, discerning horse owners, excited fans and young hopefuls waiting to catch a glimpse of 
their idols set amongst a fanfare of family-friendly activities, competitions, shopping, 
entertainment and celebrity sightings. 
 
In addition to the competition ring, the international show jumping event features high-end 
shopping located along Old Salem Farm’s boutique row. From top-notch equestrian tack and 
equipment to fashion, jewelry, antiques, art and much more, the scenic outdoor boutiques offer 
show-goers the perfect opportunity to get some shopping in while taking a break from the 
competition action. 
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Website: www.hellojumpers.com 
 
The “American Gold Cup” to kick off tomorrow at Old 
Salem Farm 
 
 

 
 
Old Salem Farm is a state-of-the-art equestrian facility located forty-five minutes north of New 
York City in the charming town of North Salem, New York. Over $30 million of improvements 
were recently completed, making the 120-acre property a first class show facility. In 2012, the 
North American Riders Group voted Old Salem Farm one of the top 25 show venues in North 
America. This amazing venue welcomes some top athletes this week, kicking off on Sept 9-13. 
This will be the 45th edition of the “American Gold Cup”, the 4th held at Old Salem Farm, the 
event’s highlight being Saturday’s “$215,000 Longines FEI World Cup New York” that will be held 
together with five FEI Ranking classes, where the competitors will compete for the Gold Cup. 
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Website: www.noellefloyd.com 
 
Conor Swail and Viva Colombia Capture $85,000 American 
Gold Cup Qualifier CSI4* in North Salem, NY 
 

 
 
Sometimes it is good to have friends in the right places, and for Conor Swail, a friendship with 
Ilan Ferder has resulted in the ride on his now top mount Viva Colombia. The Irish athlete piloted 
the 10-year-old mare to victory in the $85,000 American Gold Cup Qualifier CSI4* presented by 
Windsor Show Stables. The pair bested a 14-horse jump-off, beating second place finisher Ali 
Wolff on Casall and third place finisher Peter Lutz on Robin de Ponthual by half a second. 
 
Fifty-eight entries tried to qualify for the tiebreaker by clearing Alan Wade’s track on the Grand 
Prix Field at Old Salem Farm. Out of the first 12 entries, eight were clear, but as the event 
continued the rails started to fall; only six other riders would advance to the jump-off. 
 
As the second to return, Venezuela’s Andres Rodriquez set the fastest pace of the day with SF 
Ariantha, owned by Robert and Sofia Castro. They stopped the clock at 42.08 seconds, but they 
would only finish sixth when they lowered the height of one of the fences for four faults. 
 
Kirsten Coe had the first clear round on Ferder’s California, but she opted to be more 
conservative, finishing in a time of 46.28 seconds to place fourth. The next athlete in the ring was 
Swail with Viva Colombia, and he used the mare’s big stride to cover the field and take advantage 
of the long gallops. They broke the beam at 44.59 seconds to set the winning pace. 
 
“I felt that the course suited my mare because you needed to cover a lot of ground,” said Swail. 
“She’s big mover, but she’s not the fastest. She’s a bit slow in the air — a lot of scope. It sort of 
suited me that I was able to land and run and try to cover as much ground as quickly as possible.” 
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Two rounds later, Katie Dinan and Amaretto D’Arco, owned by Grant Road Partners, would have 
the next clear round, but they would also be the slowest of the day for fifth place in 48.50 
seconds. 
 

 
 
Ali Wolff laid it on the line with Blacklick Bend Farm’s Casall and came very close to catching 
Swail’s time when she cleared each obstacle with the 10-year-old chestnut gelding. Just a 
fraction off the pace, they tripped the timers at 45.17 seconds for the second place award. 
 
“I always go in with a mindset of doing my own course and going at my own pace,” commented 
Wolff. “In the jump-off I just made sure to go my own speed.” Wolff laughed adding, “Trying to 
beat Conor is almost near impossible!” 
 
Wolff continued, “I’ve had Casall for about three years, and we’ve worked slowly up through the 
ranks. He’s just turned out to be such an amazing horse. I think a lot of it is due to his big heart.” 
 
Peter Lutz stepped on to the field next with Robin de Ponthual, owned by Katherine Gallagher 
and M. Michael Meller. They were also after the win, but a small slip in one of the rollbacks cost 
them just a moment on the clock to finish in a clear 45.18 seconds, just 1/100th of a second 
behind Wolff for third place. 
 
“Robin has a very large stride, and I just took advantage of that,” noted Lutz. “Unfortunately, he 
slipped a little. I think I lost a little second there, but then he recovered quickly; I just flew to the 
end. He was great. 
 
Lutz added, “I felt very confident coming in to this class. I just did the Hampton Classic last week 
and had the last jump down, but he jumped it easily so it was a great show to be coming from 
with a similar setting on the grass. I feel really confident with him. We’ve really gotten to know 
each other lately.” 
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For Swail, Friday’s victory solidifies a partnership he has been working on for the last six months 
with Viva Colombia. “Ilan is a good friend of mine, and he gave me the mare with a few weeks left 
in Florida, so I rode her there for the first time,” he explained. “We’re kind of finding our feet with 
each other and building a good relationship. Viva is my top horse at the moment.” 
 
Coe originally rode Viva Colombia, but Swail took over the reins when they found the mare was 
“more of a man’s ride.” 
 
“You have to sort of be strong at times, and I would say she’s a little heavy and downhill, so you 
need to have strength.” 
 
“You have to sort of be strong at times, and I would say she’s a little heavy and downhill, so you 
need to have strength,” continued Swail. “She wants to be really careful, and she has a lot of 
scope and power. She also has a lot of good quality, which all horses need.” 
 
At the end of the day, two more riders were honored with special presentations. Laura Kraut 
earned the Horse & Style, Style of Riding Award, while Andres Rodriquez was given the Equis. 
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Website: www.noellefloyd.com 
 
Laura Kraut and Andretti S Race to Victory in American 
Gold Cup 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
After a successful season in 2014, Andretti S had some time off, which resulted in a few 
setbacks, but Saturday he proved he is back in top form. Laura Kraut piloted the 10-year-old 
gelding to the quickest clear jump-off, setting a blistering pace to beat out Ireland’s Paul O’Shea 
aboard Skara Glen’s Machu Picchu and Colombia’s Roberto Teran with Woklahoma in the 
$85,000 Fidelity® Investments Classic at the American Gold Cup. 
 
Only 11 of the 48 entries were able to master Alan Wade’s first round track on the Old Salem 
Farm Grand Prix Field, which featured a technical triple combination at the end of the course. 
Kraut set finish line in a clear 39.73 seconds, but that would only hold up for sixth place as the 
slowest of the clears.  
 
Molly Ashe-Cawley on Louisburg Farm’s Balous Day Date and Mario Deslauriers on Karen 
Polle’s Global van T Braunerthof were each able to clear the jump-off course in times of 39.57 
seconds and 38.34 seconds to finish fifth and fourth, respectively. 
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O’Shea was the first rider to break the 37 second mark, laying on the gas with Skara Glen’s 
Machu Picchu and cruising to a faultless time of 36.58 seconds to take the initial lead. 
 
Kraut was warming up on Andretti S, owned by Star and Stripes, and did not get to see O’Shea’s 
round, but when she heard his time she knew she would need to go as fast as possible. Luckily, 
Andretti S was up to the challenge, dashing over each obstacle to break the beam at 35.22 
seconds, taking over the lead and relegating O’Shea to second. The only other rider to cross the 
timers in less than 37 seconds was Teran with Woklahma, but they would settle for third in a clear  
36.72 seconds, while Kraut led the lap of honor. 
 
“I didn’t see Paul’s round at all; I only heard his time, which was really, really fast compared to my 
time on my first horse,” admitted Kraut. “I was always going to go in and go as fast as I could. I 
thought I had an uncomfortably fast gallop to the second jump. All the turns worked, and it was 
his day.” 
 
Andretti S was very successful last fall, which led Kraut to give the talented chestnut gelding two 
months off, but when it was time for his return there were a few snags in the road. “He had a 
breathing issue, partial paralysis of his larynx, that had to get operated on,” explained Kraut. “That 
took a month and a half, then he had a bruised heel that took a while to resolve. Finally, in July, 
he started to get back with some form of consistency.” 
 
Kraut is thrilled to have Andretti S back on form and believes he is a crucial addition to her string. 
“The horse can jump anything; he’s got all the scope,” she noted. “He’s a little bit of a quirky 
horse, so it’s taking him longer. He missed half he year, so I’m playing catch-up with him. Right 
now he feels like he did when he finished last year, so if he keeps developing like this, I think he 
can jump anything.” 
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Carrabis Z Carries Richie Moloney to $215,000 Longines 
FEI World Cup™ Jumping Victory at American Gold Cup 
 

 
 
With the only double clear effort of the day, the saying “luck of the Irish” rang true for Richie 
Moloney as he galloped home with the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York 
victory at the American Gold Cup on Sunday, September 13th. The Irish native bested a six-
horse jump-off with his careful mount Carrabis Z, opting for a slower round, they were the only 
pair to leave all the rails intact. 
 
“It was great to win here today,” smiled Moloney. “My horse jumped amazing. He’s been jumping 
great lately and it’s nice for him to get the win here today.” 
 
Forty athletes qualified for the second event in the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North 
American League East, which boasts a minimum of $2.4 million prize money across the series 
featuring the best Jumping athletes from North America and around the world. Ireland’s Alan 
Wade designed the technical track on the Grand Prix Field at Old Salem Farm, which featured 17 
jumping efforts that included an oxer-oxer-vertical triple combination and a vertical-oxer double 
combination. 
 
Only six of the original entries were able to master the first round course and advance to the 
tiebreaker, where Colombia’s Daniel Bluman and Conconcreto Sancha LS were the first to return. 
They had a rail at the ‘B’ element of the double combination, but were able to complete the track 
in 43.38 seconds to set the pace. 
 
“I had to go first and I wanted to make a nice quick round,” explained Bluman. “I knew I had great 
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riders coming after me and unfortunately I had a very cheap rail at the combination, but after that 
I just sort of wanted to keep a nice canter because when you have a small group of riders in the 
jump-off anything can happen.” 
 
The youngest rider in the jump-off, 21-year-old Catherine Tyree, was up next, but as she turned 
back on one of the wide oxers, her mount Enjoy Louis had a rail down. Their slower time of 44.59 
seconds would hold up for fifth place. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Saturday’s winner Laura Kraut returned to the field with Deauville S, owned by Old Willow Farm 
but her chance at the win also came to an end quickly when they had the ‘A’ element of the 
combination down. The pair managed to beat Bluman’s time when they broke the beam at 43.27 
seconds, which would hold up for second place, while Bluman claimed third. 
 
“I wasn’t going for the slow clear at all,” laughed Kraut. “I went in to try and give them something 
to beat, but I just chickened out on the turn. I saw the one to leave out and I thought that it 
wouldn’t be a very good angle for my horse, so I just swung out one more stride. I was doing the 
math in my head and I thought, ‘Well I better speed this up!’ and worst case scenario then I would 
be fourth, so it just worked; I got lucky today and ended up second.” 
 
Richie Moloney followed Kraut with Equinimity LLC’s Carrabis Z, and after watching the first three 
riders struggle for a clear, he opted for a more careful approach. Slow but accurate, the pair 
finished the course with a clear round to take over the lead with a time of 45.74 seconds. 
 
“In the jump-off there was nobody clear before I went,” said Moloney. “The first four jumps in the 
jump-off I kind of stopped my plan and went a little forward and then towards the end of the jump 
off round I got a little bit careful and made sure I jumped a clear round.” 
 
Hometown hero Peter Lutz of Fairfield, Connecticut, has attended the American Gold Cup for a 
number of years, but this marked his first entry in the highlight event. He tried to match Moloney’s 
effort with his mount Robin de Ponthual, owned by Katherine Gallagher and M. Michael Meller. 
He and the 10-year-old Selle Francais stallion also fell victim to the combination though, and their 
time of 43.95 seconds would take over the fourth place position in the standings. 
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“The course today was quite difficult, and it’s different now in this location on this field with the 
hills and the grass,” said Lutz. “This facility, they’ve done a beautiful job re-doing the barn and 
making the grass footing excellent. I’ve come to this show for many years but I’ve never done 
Gold Cup so I’m thrilled with the results today.” 
 
The final rider to challenge Moloney’s lead was Germany’s Andre Thieme with 
Conthendrix, but they had down the second fence as well as part of the combination. Their eight-
fault score in 46.11 seconds would earn them sixth place and seal Moloney’s victory. 
  
Moloney has been riding Carrabis Z for four years and has developed a strong partnership with 
the 12-year-old Zangersheide stallion. “He’s a lot of blood, he’s a little bit difficult to ride, but he’s 
very careful,” he explained. “Even though he’s 12 this year I feel he’s just starting to really 
improve now since the start of the summer so hopefully there are more good things to come.” 
 
As part of the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American League, Sunday’s main event 
allows riders to gain valuable points for the World Cup Finals in Gothenburg, Sweden. 
 
“I suppose World Cup Finals is a goal now with the win today, but it wasn’t my first aim,” admitted 
Moloney. “I went to Word Cup Finals this year in Vegas to watch and I saw how hard it was. I 
wasn’t sure I had a horse or two horses that it would suit. We’ll see; you never know by the time 
the end of April comes.” 
 
“I went to Word Cup Finals this year in Vegas to watch and I saw how hard it was. I wasn’t sure I 
had a horse or two horses that it would suit.” 
 
After the competition, another Irish rider received a special award. Conor Swail was presented 
with the M. Michael Meller Style Award, donated in memory of Theresa Hogan. 
 
“Conor is one of the world’s most gifted riders,” expressed Meller. “He has a talent for developing 
a partnership with his horses. When a horse does well, he lets them do it all the way, and what 
they’re lacking on he holds their hand and shows them the way.” 
 
Graciously accepting the award, Swail commented, “It’s great to have such a nice award. It is 
nice to know that my riding is looked at as one of the nicer styles because I always try to do 
everything correctly and ride in the correct manner. It is great to be awarded with this great prize 
and I’m glad to get it.” 
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Website: www.tumondoecuestre.com 
 
Conor Swail and Viva Colombia capture the $ 85,000 
American Gold Cup Qualifier CSI4 * 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Photo © The Book LLC). 
 
Overcoming a group of 14 classified the playoff Swail added his 12th victory of the season 2015. 
Ali Wolff and Peter Lutz US escorted him on the podium and Andres Rodriguez of Venezuela 
sixth best Latin.  
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Richie Moloney and Carrabis Z Win FEI World Cup 
Jumping $215k American Gold Cup 
 

 
Richie Moloney and Carrabis Z take top honors at the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping 

$215,000 American Gold Cup in New York (13 September) 
 (StockImageServices.com/FEI) Lausanne (SUI), 14 September 2015 

  
An accurate jump-off effort from Richie Moloney (IRL) resulted in the only clear round in a six-
man field and earned the win at yesterday’s Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping $215,000 
American Gold Cup in New York. 
 
The impressive, 1.60-metre track designed by Alan Wade (IRL) featured 14 obstacles with 17 
jumping attempts. Utilising the arena’s graded terrain and natural barriers, Wade’s course 
managed to hold 31 horse-and-rider pairs, out of the original field of 37, from the final round. 
Liubov Kochetova (RUS) aboard Veyron was the second in the order of go, and navigated a rail-
free round, but with less than a second over the time allowed she recorded the only one-fault 
score in the first round. 
 
Otherwise, rails fell in a variety of places throughout the course, with increased incidents at the 
triple and double combinations. “Wade is a horse-friendly, competitor-friendly designer,” 
according to Frank Madden, the class’s commentator and resident trainer. “He uses no gimmicks 
and no trickery.” 
 
Daniel Bluman (COL) and Conconcreto Sancha LS recorded the first clear as the third horse-and-
rider team to enter the ring. “I had an early draw today in the first round, so I couldn’t really see 
many people jump before me,” Bluman said. “I just wanted to ride my plan. I found it extremely 
technical and careful, and it took extremely good horses and riders to jump a clear round today. I 
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was very satisfied with the way my mare jumped. We’ve been together for five or six years, and it 
never gets old to jump a clear round.” 
 
The next clear didn’t come for another eight rounds, when Catherine Tyree (USA), a 21-year-old 
student at Northwestern University, piloted Enjoy Louis around a fault-free effort, making for a 
jump off. Olympic gold medalist Laura Kraut (USA), Moloney, hometown favorite Peter Lutz 
(USA) and André Thieme (GER) shortly followed with impressive, clear rounds of their own. 
 
Winning time 
When the first three jump off attempts each pulled a rail, the door was wide open for a clear round 
to claim the victory. “The first round was quite technical,” Moloney said. “The course needed quite 
a bit of scope. In the jump off, there was no-one clear before I went, so the first four jumps in the 
jump off I stuck to my plan and went a little bit forward, then toward the end of the jump-off round, 
I got a little bit careful and made sure I jumped a clear round.” 
 
The strategy of an efficient and accurate ride – albeit slower than the four-fault jump off rounds – 
landed Moloney at the top, after the two final jump-off performances from Lutz and Thieme 
recorded faults. 
 
“Richie’s due for a win like this,” Madden commented during Moloney’s round. 
 
“The difference between synthetic sand and grass footing is that it’s not necessarily the fastest 
round that’s going to be the best on grass,” he added. 
 
Moloney’s winning round was on Carrabis Z, also his winning mount at the CSI4* $210,000 Tryon 
Grand Prix earlier in the summer. “He’s a 12-year-old stallion and quite a small horse,” Moloney 
said. “He’s very scopey and very careful. He has a lot of blood, is a little bit hot, and he’s actually 
green. I got him when he was nine; he’s getting better all the time.” 
 
The Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping Final in Las Vegas (USA) in April was not an original 
goal for Moloney, until he won the second qualifier of the East Coast league. “We go to Central 
Park next then Tryon in October,” Moloney said. 
 
“My goals are to try and be competitive and that’s kind of it, really,” he added. “Long term, I have 
a few very nice horses, and it would be nice to do Europe next summer and maybe a few Nations 
Cup classes.” 
 
“I went to World Cup Finals this year in Vegas, and I saw how hard it was and I wasn’t sure I had 
a horse, or two horses, that it would suit. We’ll see. You never know by the time the end of April 
comes.” 
 
Although Moloney rides for Ireland, he is currently based in Wellington during the winter and splits 
his time between Tryon (North Carolina) and Riverhead (New York) during the summer. 
“It was great to win here today,” he said. “My horse jumped amazing. He’s been jumping great 
lately, and it’s nice for him to get the win here today.” 
 
Best in show 
The American Gold Cup earned the top ranking for the best show in the United States earlier this 
year by the North American Riders Group. “Everything went as planned today,” said Michael 
Morrissey, the president of stadium jumping and show manager of the American Gold Cup. “It 
was a picture-perfect day with standing room only.” 
 
All four riders involved in the press conference praised the Old Salem Farm venue for providing 
the best facilities for the class and for the show. Kraut noted that whether she went first or went 
60th in a class throughout the week, the footing remained the same. 
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“I’m from North Salem and grew up in Fairfield, just 20 minutes from here,” said Lutz. “I’ve been 
coming to this horse show almost my whole life. I’m so happy that the American Gold Cup is here 
because we live here.” 
 
“It’s very good to jump on the grass,” added Moloney. “I think there should be more grass fields 
like this because I’ve been jumping on sand all year and the last two shows, Hamptons and here, 
have been on the grass. I think most horses prefer (jumping on grass). The atmosphere here was 
great.” 
 
“It was a very good class,” concluded Morrissey. “The field held up really well. Alan Wade did a 
really remarkable job today and the whole week. It was great, a great class.” 
This year marks the 45th anniversary of the annual American Gold Cup and the fourth year that 
Old Salem Farm has hosted the show. 
 
Facts & Figures 
In the first round of the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping $215,000 American Gold Cup there 
were six clear rounds, one with one fault, six with four faults and twelve with eight faults. Four 
horse-and-rider pairs were eliminated. 
 
Conor Swail and Viva Columbia won Friday’s $85,000 American Gold Cup Qualifier, presented by 
Windsor Show Stables, but missed the jump off with twelve faults in the first round. There were 
14 clear rounds in last Friday’s qualifying class, in comparison to only six clear rounds on 
Sunday. 
 
The top five horses in the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping $215,000 American Gold Cup 
were all bays; two were stallions, two were geldings and one was a mare. 
 
Quotes 
Richie Moloney (IRL): “Carrabis Z jumped really well at Hamptons Grand Prix, and I had the last 
fence down. He’s been jumping great, so I had it in my head that I really had to go for it and win 
today. 
 
“When I tried him, he was late in his eight-year-old year, and he was actually very green for an 
eight-year-old. He has a lot of blood, a little bit difficult to ride, but he’s very careful. Even though 
he’s 12 this year, I feel he’s just starting to really improve at the start of the summer, so hopefully 
there’s more good things to come. 
 
“I was nervous just to do well because I really wanted to go clear in the first round, and just 
nervous because I wanted to do well for my horse because he’s been jumping so good. 
“I work for a very good sponsor Equanimity, an American family, and they’ve been great to me. 
They’ve bought a very good team of horses, and I’m very lucky to have them as owners. I 
appreciate them very much.” 
 
Daniel Bluman (COL): “This class with Sancha is one of the last classes of the year. She’s not 
really a horse that I would like to do much with in the indoor circuit just because we’ve already 
jumped a lot. We had the Pan American Games, Florida and a good summer, so I was looking to 
come here for the first time with this horse. 
 
“I’ve been here before but not with her (so I wanted) to try to give it a nice show to the grand prix. 
I know it was a big class and it feels great. It’s definitely different for us growing up in South 
America. It’s not usual to ride in fields like this. It takes a lot of concentration, and it’s fun. It’s a 
different sort of challenge. 
 
“That’s a very special horse for me. I started my five-star and international career with her and 
she took me to the Olympic Games, my first Pan American Games, and we’ve learned a lot 
together. We’ve been through a lot of things and now she’s 12 years old. She’s feeling as good 
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as ever. We know each other better, we know how to make a good plan that fits well for her and 
fits well for me and I could stay all afternoon here speaking about her. You can imagine, she 
means a lot to me and to get a result today it’s good for her, for her name, at least.” 
 
Peter Lutz (USA): “The horse I ride, Robin de Ponthual, owned by Katherine Gallagher and 
Michael Miller, I’ve been riding for about a year, and we just stepped up into the grand prix this 
spring, and this summer we’ve had some really nice results. This was our first jump off at this 
level so again. I was really thrilled with how he went and with our placing. I’m just getting to know 
him, and he’s been super.” 
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Conor Swail and Viva Columbia Capture $85,000 American 
Gold Cup Qualifier 
 
September 11, 2015 -- Sometimes it is good to have friends in the right places, and for Conor 
Swail, a friendship with Ilan Ferder has resulted in the ride on his now top mount Viva Colombia. 
The Irish athlete piloted the 10-year-old mare to victory in the $85,000 American Gold Cup 
Qualifier CSI4* presented by Windsor Show Stables. The pair bested a 14-horse jump-off, 
beating second place finisher Ali Wolff on Casall and third place finisher Peter Lutz on Robin de 
Ponthual by half a second. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Conor Swail and Viva Columbia | Photo By: The Book 

 
Fifty-eight entries tried to qualify for the tiebreaker by clearing Alan Wade's track on the Grand 
Prix Field at Old Salem Farm. Out of the first 12 entries, eight were clear, but as the event 
continued the rails started to fall; only six other riders would advance to the jump-off. 
 
As the second to return, Venezuela's Andres Rodriquez set the fastest pace of the day with SF 
Ariantha, owned by Robert and Sofia Castro. They stopped the clock at 42.08 seconds, but they 
would only finish sixth when they lowered the height of one of the fences for four faults. 
 
Kirsten Coe had the first clear round on Ferder's California, but she opted to be more 
conservative, finishing in a time of 46.28 seconds to place fourth. The next athlete in the ring was 
Swail with Viva Colombia, and he used the mare's big stride to cover the field and take advantage 
of the long gallops. They broke the beam at 44.59 seconds to set the winning pace. 
 
"I felt that the course suited my mare because you needed to cover a lot of ground," said Swail. 
"She's big mover, but she's not the fastest. She's a bit slow in the air - a lot of scope. It sort of 
suited me that I was able to land and run and try to cover as much ground as quickly as 
possible." 
 
Two rounds later, Katie Dinan and Amaretto D'Arco, owned by Grant Road Partners, would have 
the next clear round, but they would also be the slowest of the day for fifth place in 48.50 
seconds. 
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Ali Wolff laid it on the line with Blacklick Bend Farm's Casall and came very close to catching 
Swail's time when she cleared each obstacle with the 10-year-old chestnut gelding. Just a 
fraction off the pace, they tripped the timers at 45.17 seconds for the second place award. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Ali Wolff and Casall | Photo By: The Book  

 
I always go in with a mindset of doing my own course and going at my own pace," commented 
Wolff. "In the jump-off I just made sure to go my own speed." Wolff laughed adding, "Trying to 
beat Conor is almost near impossible!" 
 
Wolff continued, "I've had Casall for about three years, and we've worked slowly up through the 
ranks. He's just turned out to be such an amazing horse. I think a lot of it is due to his big heart." 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Peter Lutz and Robin de Ponthual | Photo By: The Book 
 
Peter Lutz stepped on to the field next with Robin de Ponthual, owned by Katherine Gallagher 
and M. Michael Meller. They were also after the win, but a small slip in one of the rollbacks cost 
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them just a moment on the clock to finish in a clear 45.18 seconds, just 1/100th of a second 
behind Wolff for third place. 
 
"Robin has a very large stride, and I just took advantage of that," noted Lutz. "Unfortunately, he 
slipped a little. I think I lost a little second there, but then he recovered quickly; I just flew to the 
end. He was great. 
 
Lutz added, "I felt very confident coming in to this class. I just did the Hampton Classic last week 
and had the last jump down, but he jumped it easily so it was a great show to be coming from 
with a similar setting on the grass. I feel really confident with him. We've really gotten to know 
each other lately." 
 
For Swail, Friday's victory solidifies a partnership he has been working on for the last six months 
with Viva Columbia. "Ilan is a good friend of mine, and he gave me the mare with a few weeks left 
in Florida, so I rode her there for the first time," he explained. "We're kind of finding our feet with 
each other and building a good relationship. Viva is my top horse at the moment." 
Coe originally rode Viva Columbia, but Swail took over the reins when they found the mare was 
"more of a man's ride." 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Horse & Style, Style of Riding Award Winner Laura Kraut  
 Photo by: The Book 

 
"You have to sort of be strong at times, and I would say she's a little heavy and downhill, so you 
need to have strength," continued Swail. "She wants to be really careful, and she has a lot of 
scope and power. She also has a lot of good quality, which all horses need." 
 
At the end of the day, two more riders were honored with special presentations. Laura Kraut 
earned the Horse & Style, Style of Riding Award, while Andres Rodriquez was given the Equis 
Boutique's "Best Presented Horse" honors. 
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Conor Swail and Viva Colombia Capture $85,000 American 
Gold Cup Qualifier 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conor Swail and Viva Cooumbia. (The Book) North Salem, N.Y. 

Sometimes it is good to have friends in the right places, and for Conor Swail, a friendship with 
Ilan Ferder has resulted in the ride on his now top mount Viva Colombia. The Irish athlete piloted 
the 10-year-old mare to victory in the $85,000 American Gold Cup Qualifier CSI4* presented by 
Windsor Show Stables. The pair bested a 14-horse jump-off, beating second place finisher Ali 
Wolff on Casall and third place finisher Peter Lutz on Robin de Ponthual by half a second 

Fifty-eight entries tried to qualify for the tiebreaker by clearing Alan Wade's track on the Grand 
Prix Field at Old Salem Farm. Out of the first 12 entries, eight were clear, but as the event 
continued the rails started to fall; only six other riders would advance to the jump-off. 
As the second to return, Venezuela's Andres Rodriquez set the fastest pace of the day with SF 
Ariantha, owned by Robert and Sofia Castro. They stopped the clock at 42.08 seconds, but they 
would only finish sixth when they lowered the height of one of the fences for four faults. 

Kirsten Coe had the first clear round on Ferder's California, but she opted to be more 
conservative, finishing in a time of 46.28 seconds to place fourth. The next athlete in the ring was 
Swail with Viva Colombia, and he used the mare's big stride to cover the field and take advantage 
of the long gallops. They broke the beam at 44.59 seconds to set the winning pace. 

"I felt that the course suited my mare because you needed to cover a lot of ground," said Swail. 
"She's big mover, but she's not the fastest. She's a bit slow in the air - a lot of scope. It sort of 
suited me that I was able to land and run and try to cover as much ground as quickly as 
possible." 

Two rounds later, Katie Dinan and Amaretto D'Arco, owned by Grant Road Partners, would have 
the next clear round, but they would also be the slowest of the day for fifth place in 48.50 
seconds. 
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Ali Wolff laid it on the line with Blacklick Bend Farm's Casall and came very close to catching 
Swail's time when she cleared each obstacle with the 10-year-old chestnut gelding. Just a 
fraction off the pace, they tripped the timers at 45.17 seconds for the second place award. 

 
Ali Wolff and Casail | Photo By: The Book LLC 

"I always go in with a mindset of doing my own course and going at my own pace," commented 
Wolff. "In the jump-off I just made sure to go my own speed." Wolff laughed adding, "Trying to 
beat Conor is almost near impossible!" 
 
Wolff continued, "I've had Casall for about three years, and we've worked slowly up through the 
ranks. He's just turned out to be such an amazing horse. I think a lot of it is due to his big heart." 

Peter Lutz stepped on to the field next with Robin de Ponthual, owned by Katherine Gallagher 
and M. Michael Meller. They were also after the win, but a small slip in one of the rollbacks cost 
them just a moment on the clock to finish in a clear 45.18 seconds, just 1/100th of a second 
behind Wolff for third place. 

"Robin has a very large stride, and I just took advantage of that," noted Lutz. "Unfortunately, he 
slipped a little. I think I lost a little second there, but then he recovered quickly; I just flew to the 
end. He was great. 

Lutz added, "I felt very confident coming in to this class. I just did the Hampton Classic last week 
and had the last jump down, but he jumped it easily so it was a great show to be coming from 
with a similar setting on the grass. I feel really confident with him. We've really gotten to know 
each other lately." 
 
For Swail, Friday's victory solidifies a partnership he has been working on for the last six months 
with Viva Colombia. "Ilan is a good friend of mine, and he gave me the mare with a few weeks left 
in Florida, so I rode her there for the first time," he explained. "We're kind of finding our feet with 
each other and building a good relationship. Viva is my top horse at the moment." 
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Coe originally rode Viva Colombia, but Swail took over the reins when they found the mare was 
"more of a man's ride."  

At the end of the day, two more riders were honored with special presentations. Laura Kraut 
earned the Horse & Style, Style of Riding Award, while Andres Rodriquez was given the Equis 
Boutique's "Best Presented Horse" honors. 
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World Cup: Richie Moloney wins in North Salem 
The Irish rider Richie Moloney won the Longines World 
Cup finals in North Salem (New York, EE. UU.) 
 
Richie Moloney was the winner of the World Cup Longines (1.60 meters), which took place on 
Sunday 13. On the back of Carrabis Z, Moloney won the tiebreaker with zero penalties and 45.74 
seconds. Second place on the podium went to the Deauville American Laura Kraut with S (43.27 
seconds), while the Colombian Daniel Bluman with Conconcreto completed Sancha LS positions 
honor by achieving a time of 43.38 seconds. 
 
This test was the second of the seven stages of the American League 2015/2016 subleague 
corresponding to the East Coast, and with his victory, Moloney earn points that allow you to 
qualify for a spot in the Final to be held in the Swedish city Gothenburg next year. 
 
The Longines World Cup was played in the American Gold Cup, the prestigious jump competition 
which also featured other big events: among them the inaugural Thursday in the Welcome 
Stake Abigail McArdle riding 20 Cosma took victory followed by Conor Swail (with Martha 
Louise) and Amanda Derbyshire (with Goldbreaker) in second and third place 
respectively. Another of the most applauded was the American Gold Cup (1.60 meters) held on 
Friday, where Conor Swail (with Viva Colombia) the thorn was removed yesterday to become 
champion in this test. Then two Americans were categorized. Ali Wolff (Casall) and Peter Lutz 
(Robin Ponthual) occupy the second and third positions respectively. 
 
North Salem marked the second stage of this exciting American League; and the next meeting 
will be in October (20 to 25) and the host city will be Washington (DC, USA. UU.). 
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RICHIE MOLONEY AND CARRABIS Z TAKE TOP HONORS 
AT THE LONGINES FEI WORLD CUP™ JUMPING $215,000 
AMERICAN GOLD CUP IN NEW YORK 

 

 
Richie Moloney and Carrabis Z take top honors at the Longines FEI Word Cup Jumping $215,000 

American Gold Cup in New York (13 September) (StockimageServices.com/FEI) 
 

An accurate jump-off effort from Richie Moloney (IRL) resulted in the only clear round in a six-
man field and earned the win at yesterday’s Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping $215,000 
American Gold Cup in New York. 
 
The impressive, 1.60-metre track designed by Alan Wade (IRL) featured 14 obstacles with 17 
jumping attempts. Utilising the arena’s graded terrain and natural barriers, Wade’s course 
managed to hold 31 horse-and-rider pairs, out of the original field of 37, from the final round. 
Liubov Kochetova (RUS) aboard Veyron was the second in the order of go, and navigated a rail-
free round, but with less than a second over the time allowed she recorded the only one-fault 
score in the first round. 
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Otherwise, rails fell in a variety of places throughout the course, with increased incidents at the 
triple and double combinations. “Wade is a horse-friendly, competitor-friendly designer,” 
according to Frank Madden, the class’ commentator and resident trainer. “He uses no gimmicks 
and no trickery.” 
 
Daniel Bluman (COL) and Conconcreto Sancha LS recorded the first clear as the third horse-and-
rider team to enter the ring. “I had an early draw today in the first round, so I couldn’t really see 
many people jump before me,” Bluman said. “I just wanted to ride my plan. I found it extremely 
technical and careful, and it took extremely good horses and riders to jump a clear round today. I 
was very satisfied with the way my mare jumped. We’ve been together for five or six years, and it 
never gets old to jump a clear round.” 
 
The next clear didn’t come for another eight rounds, when Catherine Tyree (USA), a 21-year-old 
student at Northwestern University, piloted Enjoy Louis around a fault-free effort, making for a 
jump off. Olympic gold medalist Laura Kraut (USA), Moloney, hometown favorite Peter Lutz 
(USA) and André Thieme (GER) shortly followed with impressive, clear rounds of their own. 
 
Winning time 
When the first three jump off attempts each pulled a rail, the door was wide open for a clear round 
to claim the victory. “The first round was quite technical,” Moloney said. “The course needed quite 
a bit of scope. In the jump off, there was no-one clear before I went, so the first four jumps in the 
jump off I stuck to my plan and went a little bit forward, then toward the end of the jump-off round, 
I got a little bit careful and made sure I jumped a clear round.” 
 
The strategy of an efficient and accurate ride – albeit slower than the four-fault jump off rounds – 
landed Moloney at the top, after the two final jump-off performances from Lutz and Thieme 
recorded faults. 
 
“Richie’s due for a win like this,” Madden commented during Moloney’s round. “The difference 
between synthetic sand and grass footing is that it’s not necessarily the fastest round that’s going 
to be the best on grass,” he added. 
 
Moloney’s winning round was on Carrabis Z, also his winning mount at the CSI4* $210,000 Tryon 
Grand Prix earlier in the summer. “He’s a 12-year-old stallion and quite a small horse,” Moloney 
said. “He’s very scopey and very careful. He has a lot of blood, is a little bit hot, and he’s actually 
green. I got him when he was nine; he’s getting better all the time.” 
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The Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping Final in Las Vegas (USA) in April was not an original 
goal for Moloney, until he won the second qualifier of the East Coast league. “We go to Central 
Park next then Tryon in October,” Moloney said. 
 
“My goals are to try and be competitive and that’s kind of it, really,” he added. “Long term, I have 
a few very nice horses, and it would be nice to do Europe next summer and maybe a few Nations 
Cup classes.” 
 
“I went to World Cup Finals this year in Vegas, and I saw how hard it was and I wasn’t sure I had 
a horse, or two horses, that it would suit. We’ll see. You never know by the time the end of April 
comes.” 
 
Although Moloney rides for Ireland, he is currently based in Wellington during the winter and splits 
his time between Tryon (North Carolina) and Riverhead (New York) during the summer. 
 
“It was great to win here today,” he said. “My horse jumped amazing. He’s been jumping great 
lately, and it’s nice for him to get the win here today.” 
 
Best in show 
The American Gold Cup earned the top ranking for the best show in the United States earlier this 
year by the North American Riders Group. “Everything went as planned today,” said Michael 
Morrissey, the president of stadium jumping and show manager of the American Gold Cup. “It 
was a picture-perfect day with standing room, only.” 
 
All four riders involved in the press conference praised the Old Salem Farm venue for providing 
the best facilities for the class and for the show. Kraut noted that whether she went first or went 
60th in a class throughout the week, the footing remained the same. 
 
“I’m from North Salem and grew up in Fairfield, just 20 minutes from here,” said Lutz. “I’ve been 
coming to this horse show almost my whole life. I’m so happy that the American Gold Cup is here 
because we live here.” 
 
“It’s very good to jump on the grass,” added Moloney. “I think there should be more grass fields 
like this because I’ve been jumping on sand all year and the last two shows, Hamptons and here, 
have been on the grass. I think most horses prefer (jumping on grass). The atmosphere here was 
great.” 
 
“It was a very good class,” concluded Morrissey. “The field held up really well. Alan Wade did a 
really remarkable job today and the whole week. It was great, a great class.” 
This year marks the 45th anniversary of the annual American Gold Cup and the fourth year that 
Old Salem Farm has hosted the show. 
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Carrabis Z Carries Richie Moloney to $215,000 Longines 
FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York Victory at American 
Gold Cup 

 

 
Richie Moloney and Carrabis Z. (The Book) 

 
North Salem, N.Y. - With the only double clear effort of the day, the saying "Luck of the Irish" 
rang true for Richie Moloney as he galloped home with the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ 
Jumping New York victory at the American Gold Cup. The Irish native bested a six-horse jump-off 
with his careful mount Carrabis Z, opting for a slower round, they were the only pair to leave all 
the rails intact. 
 
"It was great to win here today," smiled Moloney. "My horse jumped amazing. He's been jumping 
great lately and it's nice for him to get the win here today." 
 
Forty athletes qualified for the second event in the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North 
American League East, which boasts a minimum of $2.4 million prize money across the series 
featuring the best Jumping athletes from North America and around the world. Ireland's Alan 
Wade designed the technical track on the Grand Prix Field at Old Salem Farm, which featured 17 
jumping efforts that included an oxer-oxer-vertical triple combination and a vertical-oxer double 
combination. 
 
Only six of the original entries were able to master the first round course and advance to the 
tiebreaker, where Colombia's Daniel Bluman and Conconcreto Sancha LS were the first to return. 
They had a rail at the 'B' element of the double combination, but were able to complete the track 
in 43.38 seconds to set the pace. 
 
"I had to go first and I wanted to make a nice quick round," explained Bluman. "I knew I had great 
riders coming after me and unfortunately I had a very cheap rail at the combination, but after that 
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I just sort of wanted to keep a nice canter because when you have a small group of riders in the 
jump-off anything can happen." 
 
The youngest rider in the jump-off, 21-year-old Catherine Tyree, was up next, but as she turned 
back on one of the wide oxers, her mount Enjoy Louis had a rail down. Their slower time of 44.59 
seconds would hold up for fifth place. 
 
Saturday's winner Laura Kraut returned to the field with Deauville S, owned by Old Willow Farm, 
but her chance at the win also came to an end quickly when they had the 'A' element of the  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   Laura Kraut and Deauville S. (The Book) 
 
combination down. The pair managed to beat Bluman's time when they broke the beam at 43.27 
seconds, which would hold up for second place, while Bluman claimed third. 
 
I wasn't going for the slow clear at all," laughed Kraut. "I went in to try and give them something to 
beat, but I just chickened out on the turn. I saw the one to leave out and I thought that it wouldn't 
be a very good angle for my horse, so I just swung out one more stride. I was doing the math in 
my head and I thought, 'Well I better speed this up!' and worst case scenario then I would be 
fourth, so it just worked; I got lucky today and ended up second." 
 
Richie Moloney followed Kraut with Equinimity LLC's Carrabis Z, and after watching the first three 
riders struggle for a clear, he opted for a more careful approach. Slow but accurate, the pair 
finished the course with a clear round to take over the lead with a time of 45.74 seconds. 
 
"In the jump-off there was nobody clear before I went," said Moloney. "The first four jumps in the 
jump-off I kind of stopped my plan and went a little forward and then towards the end of the jump-
off round I got a little bit careful and made sure I jumped a clear round." 
 
Hometown hero Peter Lutz of Fairfield, Connecticut, has attended the American Gold Cup for a 
number of years, but this marked his first entry in the highlight event. He tried to match Moloney's 
effort with his mount Robin de Ponthual, owned by Katherine Gallagher and M. Michael Meller. 
He and the 10-year-old Selle Francais stallion also fell victim to the combination though, and their 
time of 43.95 seconds would take over the fourth place position in the standings. 
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"The course today was quite difficult, and it's different now in this location on this field with the 
hills and the grass," said Lutz. "This facility, they've done a beautiful job re-doing the barn and 
making the grass footing excellent. I've come to this show for many years but I've never done 
Gold Cup so I'm thrilled with the results today." 
 
The final rider to challenge Moloney's lead was Germany's Andre Thieme with Conthendrix, but 
they had down the second fence as well as part of the combination. Their eight-fault score in 
46.11 seconds would earn them sixth place and seal Moloney's victory. 
 
Moloney has been riding Carrabis Z for four years and has developed a strong partnership with 
the 12-year-old Zangersheide stallion. "He's a lot of blood, he's a little bit difficult to ride, but he's 
very careful," he explained. "Even though he's 12 this year I feel he's just starting to really 
improve now since the start of the summer so hopefully there are more good things to come." 
 
As part of the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American League, Sunday's main event 
allows riders to gain valuable points for the World Cup Finals in Gothenburg, Sweden. 
 
"I suppose World Cup Finals is a goal now with the win today, but it wasn't my first aim," admitted 
Moloney. "I went to Word Cup Finals this year in Vegas to watch and I saw how hard it was. I 
wasn't sure I had a horse or two horses that it would suit. We'll see; you never know by the time 
the end of April comes." 
 
After the competition, another Irish rider received a special award. Conor Swail was presented 
with the M. Michael Meller Style Award, donated in memory of Theresa Hogan. 
 
"Conor is one of the world's most gifted riders," expressed Meller. "He has a talent for developing 
a partnership with his horses.  When a horse does well, he lets them do it all the way, and what 
they're lacking on he holds their hand and shows them the way 
 
Graciously accepting the award, Swail commented, "It's great to have such a nice award. It is 
nice to know that my riding is looked at as one of the nicer styles because I always try to do 
everything correctly and ride in the correct manner. It is great to be awarded with this great  
prize, and I'm glad to get it." 
 
On Sunday morning, the American Gold Cup at Old Salem Farm commenced with the $25,000 
SJHOF Roberto Coin High Junior/Amateur-Owner Classic. Out of a field of 60 entries, only eight 
were able to jump clear around the Alan Wade-designed course in the Grand Prix Ring. 
 
Tori Colvin was third to go and posted the first clear jump-off round with Cafino, owned by Take 
The High Road, LLC, in a time of 36.880 seconds. With five left to go, Colvin's time held up 
against the jump-off competition until Katherine Strauss and All In beat their time as the second to 
last horse and rider combination to enter the ring in 36.595 seconds, knocking Colvin into second 
place. 
 
The junior in high school from New York City has owned All In (Ollie) for a year and a half had 
faith that the 10-year-old bay gelding could pull off the win. 
 
"I didn't get to see all of Tori's round," said Strauss. "I know she's an awesome rider; super fast 
on a fast horse with a big stride. I'm lucky because my horse also has a big stride and enough 
scope to do this, so I just knew I had to give it my best shot if I wanted to beat her. It was very 
close time, but I was lucky that it worked out in my favor. 
 
Strauss switches between riding equitation, with Stacia Madden at Beacon Hill Show Stables, 
and jumpers with Beezie and John Madden where she also keeps Ollie at their farm in 
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Cazenovia, New York. 
 
"Ollie's an awesome horse," said Strauss. "I'm so lucky to have him. He really performs great at 
venues like this because in a big field you can really get a good gallop. He has a huge stride and 
enough scope to cover for me if I really want to leave one out. We had a really great summer, so I 
felt confident coming here and starting off the fall season on a good foot. 
 
"John and Beezie are the best of the best at jumpers," added Strauss. "I feel so fortunate to get to 
work with them. Stacia and the team at Beacon Hill have had lots of success in the equitation 
ring, so I just really wanted to focus on each one." 
 
At the end of the day, Stadium Jumping's Michael Morrissey concluded, "I don't know how you 
could get a more picturesque, a more beautiful facility then Old Saem Farm. This is the American 
Gold Cup's home." 
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Katherine Bundy Punches Ticket to Finals Winning Region 
Two ASPCA/NHSAA Maclay Regional Championships 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Katherine Bundy and Levkoi (Rebecca Walton/PhelpsSports.com) 
North Salem, N.Y. - Every year, junior riders from around the country strive to earn points to 
qualify for the ASPCA/NHSAA Maclay Regional Championships. On Saturday, 37 of those young, 
qualified riders gathered at the American Gold Cup CSI4*-W to compete in the Region 2 
ASPCA/NHSAA Maclay Regional Championships and to vie for their shot to ride at the esteemed 
ASPCA Maclay Horsemanship Championship Finals at the National Horse Show this November. 
 
The class began with an over fences phase, with a course designed by Phil DeVita Jr., which 
included a combination, as well as multiple rollbacks and bending lines. Following the over fences 
phase, three groups were invited back to the ring for the flat phase where they had to 
demonstrate all three gaits, as well as the sitting trot for judges Ken Smith and Carol Hoffman. 
 
After the flat phase, six athletes were asked to return to the indoor ring at Old Salem Farm for the 
final test. They had to canter the first two fences, then trot a vertical and get the counter canter for 
the next vertical. The next vertical came three strides later, and then they could make an inside 
turn to the final fence before halting and returning to the line-up. 
 
Katherine Strauss and Lucy Deslauriers were called back at the top of the rankings but both 
missed the counter canter to finish sixth and fifth, respectively. A solid performance by Taylor St. 
Jacques moved her up from sixth to fourth. Despite having a rail down in the three-stride line, T.J. 
O'Mara's overall performance earned him the third place honors. With a smooth counter canter, 
Maya Nayyar moved up from fifth in the ranking to second. Katherine Bundy was ranked third 
after the first two phases, but after a flawless trot jump and landing the counter canter, she 
captured the Region 2 ASPCA/NHSAA Maclay Regional Championship. 
 
"When I first heard the test, I had to go over it in my head a couple of times," laughed Bundy after 
her win. "I really liked it, and I was pretty proud of myself for pulling it off, because sometimes I 
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just really get too nervous and I overdo things. I thought the counter canter was probably the 
hardest part of that - landing the counter canter." 
 
Trainer Missy Clark of North Run was very pleased with the test. "I liked it because there were 
places where they could show off," she stated, "Holding the counter canter was going to be tricky, 
and Katherine did it beautifully." 
 
Clark added, "Katherine is a hard worker. She's got a lot of natural ability and she's an easy kid to 
work with. She's very good at following instructions, so we had a plan, and she stuck to it 
beautifully." 
 
Bundy has owned her mount Levkoi for two years and showed him at Regionals two years ago, 
but an injury sidelined him for a few months at the end of last year. "He just came back recently in 
Florida this year, and he feels better than ever," she commented. "He's been amazing. Lake 
Placid this year was really when we kind of got it together. He's been wonderful." 
 
Qualifying for the Finals in Kentucky is a relief for Bundy, as well as her parents. "My mom can 
finally book a hotel room!" she laughed. "I'm actually really excited now that I know I'm in. Once 
we were flatting in Section A I knew that I was probably going to wind up going, which is a good 
feeling. It's nice to know going into the test knowing that even if you do mess up, it's still going to 
wind up working out." 
 
With the 2015 Maclay Finals now firmly on her schedule, Bundy will return to North Run to 
continuing practicing for the fall season. 
 
All of the top entries from Saturday's Regional Championship have qualified for the ASPCA Alfred 
B. Maclay Horsemanship Championship Finals at the National Horse Show, to be held Nov. 2, 
2014. For more information visit www.nhs.org. 
 
The featured event of the 2015 American Gold Cup, the coveted $215,000 Longines FEI World 
Cup™Jumping New York, will be held Sunday, September 13 at 2 p.m. 
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American Gold Cup Offers Family-Friendly Activities and 
Exciting Show Jumping Action 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Pied Piper Pony Rides are always a hit with the kids. (The Book LLC) 
 
North Salem, N.Y. - The American Gold Cup, one of America's most exciting international show 
jumping events, opens this week. From September 9 -13 at Old Salem Farm, it will feature top-
level horse and rider combinations, as well as many other exciting and family-friendly events 
Saturday and Sunday. 
 
Don't miss all the fun and excitement before the American Gold Cup begins. Come for the world-
class competition, and stay for the acrobats and world-class musical performances. 
 
Family Fun 
If you have young ones or are simply young-at-heart, the American Gold Cup offers pony rides, 
face painting, a petting zoo and the popular JustWorld horseless horse show. 
 
For more than 25 years, The Pied Piper Pony Rides and Petting Zoo has delighted and educated 
children about animals, as well as giving kids an opportunity to experience the joy of riding. 
Operator Melanie Pien, a mother of two, understands what makes kids smile and ensures the 
ponies are always safe and happy. After watching the speedy grand prix jumpers, any child at the 
American Gold Cup will be excited about riding one of the Pied Piper's friendly ponies. 
 
The artistic and beautiful designs by professional face-painters will certainly brighten up the Old 
Salem show grounds. Whimsical designs will make children of all ages smile. 
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There will also be a hula-hoop performer, a high-energy dance troupe and appearances by 
pageant winners, including Miss Westchester and Miss Hudson Valley. 
 
The atmosphere at the American Gold Cup inspires young people to partake in show jumping, 
and any child may compete in the imaginative JustWorld International Horseless Horse Show. On 
Sunday pint-size competitors can try their own legs over a miniature show jumping course. 
Proceeds from the event benefit JustWorld's programs that aid children in need around the world. 
 
Magical Acts 
The light-hearted fun doesn't stop there. Keep an eye open at the show grounds for some unique 
and fascinating performers, including a gold living statue, a strolling juggler and magicians. They 
will be displaying their mystical talents around the show, providing amusing and intriguing sleights 
of hand and impressive feats 
 
 
 
	  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Face painting at the American Gold Cup. 

 
Musical Performances 
Contributing to the show's festive and fun atmosphere will be many harmonious musical acts, 
from bagpipes to national anthem singers. 
 
Darius Kaufmann, a world-renowned musician from local North Salem Boy Scouts Troop 1, will 
display his skill with Celtic instruments on the bagpipes. 
 
Each day of competition will also highlight a uniquely talented singer performing the national 
anthem. On Friday, Alison McConekey, an incredible opera soprano, will wow spectators with her 
beautiful tone and commanding stage presence. Saturday will showcase 18-year-old Amber 
Lewis, and Sunday wraps up with Maureen Hamill, an experienced theatrical singer. 
 
Equestrian Attractions 
Show jumping fans and enthusiasts will have the chance to meet the friendly and inspiring Grand 
Prix riders, potential Olympians of the future. They will be signing autographs on the Grand Prix 
Field after the final awards ceremony for the featured event Sunday, the $215,000 Longines FEI 
World Cup™ Jumping New York 
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Carrabis Z's Clean Round Wins The $215,000 American 
Gold Cup For Richie Moloney 
	  
	  
	  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Irish rider Richie Moloney and Carrabis Z claimed the $215,000 American Gold Cup  

with the only clean jump-off round. 
 

North Salem, N.Y.—Sept. 14 - You could see Richie Moloney weighing the options. When he 
came into the jump-off of the $215,000 American Gold Cup CSI-W, there wasn’t a clean round on 
the scoreboard. But he wasn’t the last to go, so he couldn’t dally. 
 
Moloney pressed Carrabis Z over the first four jumps, making sure he wasn’t wasting the clock 
But when all the rails were in the cups after that, he eased up a bit and made sure he kept it that 
way. 
 
“My horse jumped amazing. He’s been jumping great lately and it’s nice for him to get the win 
here today,” Moloney said. Towards the end of the jump-off round I got a little bit careful and 
made sure I jumped a clear round.” 
 
In the end, clean was good enough, as no other rider was able to leave all the rails up. Laura 
Kraut was more than 2 seconds faster than Moloney, but Deauville S had punched the rail out at 
3A early in the jump-off. 
 
“I went in to try and give them something to beat but I just chickened out on the turn,” Kraut said. 
“I saw the one to leave out and I thought that it wouldn’t be a very good angle for him so I just 
swung out one more stride and I just got there too dead. It was totally my fault. So then once I 
had that, I was doing the math in my head and I thought, ‘Well I better speed this up!’ and worst 
case scenario then I would be fourth so it just worked. I got lucky today and ended up second.” 
 
Moloney is an Irish rider based in the United States and he’s definitely a man of few words. But 
even through the implacability, you could see he was thrilled with Carrabis Z’s performance. He’s 
been riding the 12-year-old stallion for three years, but it’s taken a while to get him to the top 
level. 
“When I tried him, it was late in his 8-year-old year and he was actually very green for an 8-year-
old,” Moloney said. “He’s got a lot of blood, so he’s a little bit difficult to ride but he’s very careful. 
Even though he’s 12 this year I feel he’s just starting to really improve now since the start  
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Now that he’s won one of the seven East Coast Longines North American League World Cup 
qualifiers, is Moloney aiming for the 2016 Longines FEI World Cup Final? He’s not sure. 
“I went to Word Cup Finals this year in Vegas and I saw how hard it was and I’m not sure I have a 
horse or two horses that it would suit,” he said. “We’ll see; you never know by the time April 
comes.” 
 
Third place went to Daniel Bluman of Colombia on Conconcreto La Sancha LS. “When I walked it 
I found it extremely technical and careful. I think it took good horses and good riders to jump a 
clear round today,” Bluman said. In fact, Alan Wade’s course whittled the start list from 40 in the 
first round to six for the jump-off. 
 
“I was very satisfied the way Sancha jumped; we’ve been together already for five or six years 
jumping these classes and it never gets old to jump a clear round. The jump-off was really good—
I had to go first and I wanted to make a nice quick round. I knew I had great riders coming after 
me and unfortunately I had a very cheap and painful rail at the back rail of the combination but 
after that I just sort of wanted to keep a nice canter because when you have a small group of 
riders in the jump-off anything can happen.” 
 
A hometown hero, Peter Lutz, came in fourth in the class in the first biggest class he’d attempted 
with Robin de Ponthual. “I’ve been riding him for about a year and we just stepped up in to the 
grand prix this spring,” Lutz said. “This summer we’ve had some really nice results. This is our 
first jump-off at this level so I was really thrilled with how he went and our placing. I’ve just been 
getting to know him and he’s been super.” 
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Swail Wins It With The Gallop In $85,000 American Gold 
Cup Qualifier 
 

 
 
I kept turning to the person next to me and asking, “Was Conor Swail really that fast?” 
 
He’d gone early in the 12-horse jump-off for the $85,000 American Gold Cup Qualifier and looked 
slick, but definitely beatable to an observing eye. 
 
But not so. They all chased him, with Ali Wolff launching a determined attack with a huge gallop 
aboard Casall. But nobody could catch Swail and the rangy mare Viva Colombia over the rolling 
grass ring at Old Salem Farm. Wolff ended up in second, with Peter Lutz and Robin de Ponthual 
in third just a hair behind Wolff. 
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“The course suited my mare—you needed to cover a lot of ground and she’s a big mover,” Swail 
said. “She’s not the fastest over a jump—she’s a bit slow in the air because she’s got a lot of 
scope—so it worked in my favor that I was able to land and run and cover as much ground as 
quickly as possible.” 
 

 
 
When seven of the first nine to go in the 59-strong order of go for the class went clear, it looked 
like it’d be a long afternoon of jumping off. But Alan Wade’s course over the hilly grass took more 
of a toll later in the order, and in the end 12, came back to race for the top prize in a galloping 
jump-off track. 
 
Swail noted that “Viva” has a naturally downhill balance that he tries to adjust, so he was a bit 
surprised and thrilled that she handled the ups and downs of the hills on course so well. “I 
watched videos of her jumping here as a younger horse and she seemed to like it here. You 
would think the hills here wouldn’t suit her, but it’s not true,” he said. 
 
“I’m always working on trying to keep her a little more upright, but she always wants to be a little 
more careful. She has a lot of scope and power. For example, today I made a big mistake. I went 
to go for six [strides] to the last jump and changed my mind and did seven at the last minute. She 
was very good to me there and got it done. She also has a lot of quality like that, which is so 
important.” 
 
Swail was watching videos of Viva, a 10-year-old German-bred Oldenburg, because he just took 
over the ride on her in March. Dealer Ilan Ferder owns the mare, and his fiancé Kirsten Coe had 
been showing her. 
 
“Ilan is a good friend of mine and we do a bit of business together. I showed her for the first time 
at the end of [the Winter Equestrian Festival (Fla.)] in some smaller classes. We went from there 
to Palgrave and Calgary in Canada and she was very good. We’re finding our feet with each 
other and building a good relationship.” 
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Swail, an Irish rider who is based in Canada and trains Canadian rider Vanessa Mannix. He 
borrowed Mannix’s horse Grand Cru vd Vijf Eiken to represent Ireland at the Longines FEI 
Nations Cup at the Dublin Horse Show this summer, turning in two clear rounds. “He was third in 
the [Longines International Grand Prix] of Dublin and had some really good results. He was my 
best horse, but the plan was always for him to go back to her after Dublin. I just stole him for a 
while! I have a few very nice younger horses coming along,” Swail said. 
 

 
 
This is Swail's first visit to the American Gold Cup, which is running concurrently with the Spruce 
Meadows Masters Tournament in Canada and its $1.5 Million CP Grand Prix. "I thought this 
would be a better idea, especially for Viva," Swail said. "She jumped the [HITS $ 1 Million Grand 
Prix] in Saugerties [N.Y.] last week and jumped super and was seventh. She had one down, but it 
was my mistake. It’s just not quite as difficult as Calgary and I thought it would be a great 
experience for her." 
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Hermès Supports Equestrian Excellence At The 2015 
American Gold Cup CSI4*- W September 9-13, 2015 
 
North Salem, NY – In keeping with a resolute commitment to support equestrian sport at the 
highest level, Hermès, is proud to participate in the 2015 American Gold Cup CSI-4*W, at Old 
Salem Farm, North Salem, New York, one of North America’s premier show jumping events and 
North American Riders Group’s (NARG) highest ranked horse show in the United States. This 
prestigious competition attracts leading international competitors including Hermès partner riders 
Daniel Bluman (Columbia), Nick Dello Joio (USA) and Anne Kursinski (USA). The American Gold 
Cup provides an excellent proving ground for Hermès technical riding apparel and accessories. 
Once again, this five-day event will host an exclusive Hermès equestrian boutique offering a 
complete selection of high-performance products for the horse, the rider and the stable. 
On Saturday, September 12, Hermès will present the $35,000 Speed Derby FEI Art 239 C, a 
unique class, which requires an exciting combination of both precision and pace, dynamic for 
both competitiors and spectators alike. 
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CARRABIS Z WINS WB GOLD CUP 
 
In North Salem, NY. USA, Richie Moloney, an Irishman living in the USA, won the World Cup 
class. He did this on the Gelgian Carrabis Z (Cannabis Z). This horse was bred by Frank Mathys 
from Montenaken and has been making a name for himself for a while. This Irishman beat the 
American Laura Kraut (Deauville S, by Diamant de Semilly) and Daniel Bluman from Colombia on 
Sancha LS (Chin Chin). Only the winner jumped a double clear round. Zangersheide also 
reached the top ten twice with Chaqui Z (Chacco-Blue) ridden by Shane Sweetnam and Arkos 
des Rosier Z (Air Jordan Z) under Roberto Terran. 
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Richie Moloney and Carrabis Z take top honors at the 
Longines FEI World Cup Jumping $215,000 American Gold 
Cup in New YorkJumpi215  
 

Richie Moloney and Carrabis Z take top honors at the Longines FEI World Cup Jumping 
$215,000 American Gold Cup in New York (13 September) (StockImageServices.com/FEI) 

	  
An accurate jump-off effort from Richie Moloney (IRL) resulted in the only clear round in a six-
man field and earned the win at yesterday's Longines FEI World Cup Jumping $215,000 
American Gold Cup in New York. 
 
The impressive, 1.60-metre track designed by Alan Wade (IRL) featured 14 obstacles with 17 
jumping attempts. Utilising the arena's graded terrain and natural barriers, Wade's course 
managed to hold 31 horse-and-rider pairs, out of the original field of 37, from the final round. 
Liubov Kochetova (RUS) aboard Veyron was the second in the order of go, and navigated a rail-
free round, but with less than a second over the time allowed she recorded the only one-fault 
score in the first round. 
 
Otherwise, rails fell in a variety of places throughout the course, with increased incidents at the 
triple and double combinations. "Wade is a horse-friendly, competitor-friendly designer," 
according to Frank Madden, the class' commentator and resident trainer. "He uses no gimmicks 
and no trickery." 
 
Daniel Bluman (COL) and Conconcreto Sancha LS recorded the first clear as the third horse-and-
rider team to enter the ring. "I had an early draw today in the first round, so I couldn't really see 
many people jump before me," Bluman said. "I just wanted to ride my plan. I found it extremely 
technical and careful, and it took extremely good horses and riders to jump a clear round today. I 
was very satisfied with the way my mare jumped. We've been together for five or six years, and it 
never gets old to jump a clear round." 
 
The next clear didn't come for another eight rounds, when Catherine Tyree (USA), a 21-year-old 
student at Northwestern University, piloted Enjoy Louis around a fault-free effort, making for a 
jump off. Olympic gold medalist Laura Kraut (USA), Moloney, hometown favorite Peter Lutz 
(USA) and Andre Thieme (GER) shortly followed with impressive, clear rounds of their own. 
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Winning time 
 
When the first three jump-off attempts each pulled a rail, the door was wide open for a clear 
round to claim the victory. "The first round was quite technical," Moloney said. "The course 
needed quite a bit of scope. In the jump off, there was no-one clear before I went, so the first four 
jumps in the jump off I stuck to my plan and went a little bit forward, then toward the end of the 
jump-off round, I got a little bit careful and made sure I jumped a clear round." 
 
The strategy of an efficient and accurate ride - albeit slower than the four-fault jump off rounds - 
landed Moloney at the top, after the two final jump-off performances from Lutz and Thieme 
recorded faults. 
 
"Richie's due for a win like this," Madden commented during Moloney's round. 
 
"The difference between synthetic sand and grass footing is that it's not necessarily the fastest 
round that's going to be the best on grass," he added. 
 
Moloney's winning round was on Carrabis Z, also his winning mount at the CSI4* $210,000 Tryon 
Grand Prix earlier in the summer. "He's a 12-year-old stallion and quite a small horse," Moloney 
said. "He's very scopey and very careful. He has a lot of blood, is a little bit hot, and he's actually 
green. I got him when he was nine; he's getting better all the time." 
 
The Longines FEI World Cup Jumping Final in Las Vegas (USA) in April was not an original goal 
for Moloney, until he won the second qualifier of the East Coast league. "We go to Central Park 
next then Tryon in October," Moloney said. 
 
"My goals are to try and be competitive and that's kind of it, really," he added. "Long term, I have 
a few very nice horses, and it would be nice to do Europe next summer and maybe a few Nations 
Cup classes." 
 
"I went to World Cup Finals this year in Vegas, and I saw how hard it was and I wasn't sure I had 
a horse, or two horses, that it would suit. We'll see. You never know by the time the end of April 
comes." 
 
Although Moloney rides for Ireland, he is currently based in Wellington during the winter and splits 
his time between Tryon (North Carolina) and Riverhead (New York) during the summer. 
 
"It was great to win here today," he said. "My horse jumped amazing. He's been jumping great 
lately, and it's nice for him to get the win here today." 
 
Best in show 
 
The American Gold Cup earned the top ranking for the best show in the United States earlier this 
year by the North American Riders Group. "Everything went as planned today," said Michael 
Morrissey, the president of stadium jumping and show manager of the American Gold Cup. "It 
was a picture-perfect day with standing room, only." 
 
All four riders involved in the press conference praised the Old Salem Farm venue for providing 
the best facilities for the class and for the show. Kraut noted that whether she went first or went 
60th in a class throughout the week, the footing remained the same. 
 
"I'm from North Salem and grew up in Fairfield, just 20 minutes from here," said Lutz. "I've been 
coming to this horse show almost my whole life. I'm so happy that the American Gold Cup is here 
because we live here." 
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"It's very good to jump on the grass," added Moloney. "I think there should be more grass fields 
like this because I've been jumping on sand all year and the last two shows, Hamptons and here, 
have been on the grass. I think most horses prefer (jumping on grass). The atmosphere here was 
great." 
 
"It was a very good class," concluded Morrissey. "The field held up really well. Alan Wade did a 
really remarkable job today and the whole week. It was great, a great class." 
 
This year marks the 45th anniversary of the annual American Gold Cup and the fourth year that 
Old Salem Farm has hosted the show. 
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Richie Moloney and Carrabis Z capture the win of the 
World Cup GP in Old Salem. 

 
 
It was the Irish anthem that the crowd raised to yesterday at Old Salem Farm for the prize giving 
ceremony of the week’s highlight, the World Cup Grand Prix following the win of Richie Moloney 
aboard Carrabis Z (Canabis Z). Six pairs advanced to the jump off round of this 1’60m Alan 
Wade’s designed track but only one of them, Richie Moloney and Carrabis Z, could remain on a 
clean sheet to take the glory and the points related to this win. USA’s Laura Kraut and her 
talented Deauville S (Diamant De Semilly) were faster but a rail down set them for runner up 
position followed by Colombia’s Daniel Bluman and Conconcreto Sancha LS (Chin Chin) who 
were 0’11 tenths slower to take 3rd place on the podium. 
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What A Week!!! Richie And Carrabis Win The $215,000 
World Cup Qualifier 
	  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Richie Moloney recorded his second major win of the weekend as he partnered Carrabis to a win 
in the 1m60 World Cup Qualifier. Richie recorded the only zero score in the jump-off for the World 
Cup Qualifier at North Salem, New York tonight (Sunday) and took the Longines trophy along 
with 62,000 euro in prize money. Riding Equinimity Llc’s 12 year-old stallion Carrabis Z, Moloney 
produced a clear first round and was one of just six from a starting field of 37 to make it through 
to the jump-off. Fourth to go, the Irish rider was the only competitor to leave all the poles standing 
on the shortened course and delivered the competition’s only double clear round. The US rider 
Laura Kraut aboard Deauville S recorded a faster time than Moloney but had to settle for the 
runner-up spot after clipping a fence for four faults. Cork’s Shane Sweetnam also featured in the 
top ten, with an eighth place on Chaqui Z after collecting four faults in a fast first round. On 
Saturday 33 year-old Moloney also won the Speed Derby at North Salem, this time riding the 14 
year-old gelding Alsvid and adding a further 10,000 euro to his takings from the show 
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Richie Moloney and Carrabis Z take top honors at the 
Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping ... 
	  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
An accurate jump-off effort from Richie Moloney (IRL) resulted in the only clear round in a six-
man field and earned the win at yesterday's Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping... 
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Richie Moloney takes World Cup Qualifier win 
	  

	  
Richie Moloney aboard Carrabis Z 

	  
Kilkenny's Richie Moloney recorded the only zero score in the jump-off for the World Cup 
Qualifier at North Salem, New York, tonight and took the Longines trophy along with €62,000 in 
prize money. 
 
Riding Equinimity Llc's 12-year-old stallion, Carrabis Z, Moloney produced a clear first round and 
was one of just six from a starting field of 37 to make it through to the jump-off. 
 
Fourth to go, the Irish rider was the only competitor to leave all the poles standing on the 
shortened course and delivered the competition's only double clear round. The US rider Laura 
Kraut aboard Deauville S recorded a faster time than Moloney but had to settle for the runner-up 
spot after clipping a fence for four faults. 
 
Cork's Shane Sweetnam also featured in the top ten, with an eighth place on Chaqui Z after 
collecting four faults in a fast first round. 
 
On Saturday 33-year-old Moloney also won the Speed Derby at North Salem, this time riding the 
14-year-old gelding Alsvid and adding a further €10,000 to his takings from the show. Other Irish 
riders also featured in the derby, with Lorcan Gallagher and Esquina van Klapscheut finishing 
third and Ronan McGuigan with Capall Zidane fourth. 
 
Limerick's Paul O'Shea also claimed a second place for Ireland in the four-star show's Saturday 
evening jump-off feature class, collecting €15,000 after Laura Kraut and Andretti S beat him to 
the €25,000 first prize by just over a second. 
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Photo Gallery: A look back at the American Gold 
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Carrabis Z Carries Richie Moloney to $215,000 Longines 
FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York Victory at American 
Gold Cup 
	  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                

            

           Moloney and Carrabis Z | Photo By: The Book 

September 13, 2015 -- With the only double clear effort of the day, the saying "luck of the Irish" 
rang true for Richie Moloney as he galloped home with the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ 
Jumping New York victory at the American Gold Cup. The Irish native bested a six-horse jump-off 
with his careful mount Carrabis Z, opting for a slower round, they were the only pair to leave all 
the rails intact. 

He's been jumping great lately and it's nice for him to get the win here today." 

Forty athletes qualified for the second event in the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North 
American League East, which boasts a minimum of $2.4 million prize money across the series 
featuring the best Jumping athletes from North America and around the world. Ireland's Alan 
Wade designed the technical track on the Grand Prix Field at Old Salem Farm, which featured 17 
jumping efforts that included an oxer-oxer-vertical triple combination and a vertical-oxer double 
combination. 

Only six of the original entries were able to master the first round course and advance to the 
tiebreaker, where Colombia's Daniel Bluman and Conconcreto Sancha LS were the first to return. 
They had a rail at the 'B' element of the double combination, but were able to complete the track 
in 43.38 seconds to set the pace. 

I had to go first and I wanted to make a nice quick round," explained Bluman. "I knew I had great 
riders coming after me and unfortunately I had a very cheap rail at the combination, but after that 
I just sort of wanted to keep a nice canter because when you have a small group of riders in the 
jump-off anything can happen." 
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 The youngest rider in the jump-off, 21-year-old Catherine Tyree, was up next, but as she turned 
back on one of the wide oxers, her mount Enjoy Louis had a rail down. Their slower time of 44.59 
seconds would hold up for fifth place. 

Saturday's winner Laura Kraut returned to the field with Deauville S, owned by Old Willow Farm, 
but her chance at the win also came to an end quickly when they had the 'A' element of the 
combination down. The pair managed to beat Bluman's time when they broke the beam at 43.27 
seconds, which would hold up for second place, while Bluman claimed third. 

I wasn't going for the slow clear at all," laughed Kraut. "I went in to try and give them something to 
beat, but I just chickened out on the turn. I saw the one to leave out and I thought that it wouldn't 
be a very good angle for my horse, so I just swung out one more stride. I was doing the math in 
my head and I thought, 'Well I better speed this up!' and worst case scenario then I would be 
fourth, so it just worked; I got lucky today and ended up second." 

Richie Moloney followed Kraut with Equinimity LLC's Carrabis Z, and after watching the first three 
riders struggle for a clear, he opted for a more careful approach. Slow but accurate, the pair 
finished the course with a clear round to take over the lead with a time of 45.74 seconds. 

"In the jump-off there was nobody clear before I went," said Moloney. "The first four jumps in the 
jump-off I kind of stopped my plan and went a little forward and then towards the end of the jump-
off round I got a little bit careful and made sure I jumped a clear round. 

Hometown hero Peter Lutz of Fairfield, Connecticut, has attended the American Gold Cup for a 
number of years, but this marked his first entry in the highlight event. He tried to match Moloney's 
effort with his mount Robin de Ponthual, owned by Katherine Gallagher and M. Michael Meller. 
He and the 10-year-old Selle Francais stallion also fell victim to the combination though, and their 
time of 43.95 seconds would take over the fourth place position in the standings. 

"The course today was quite difficult, and it's different now in this location on this field with the 
hills and the grass," said Lutz. "This facility, they've done a beautiful job re-doing the barn and 
making the grass footing excellent. I've come to this show for many years but I've never done 
Gold Cup so I'm thrilled with the results today." 

The final rider to challenge Moloney's lead was Germany's Andre Thieme with Conthendrix, but 
they had down the second fence as well as part of the combination. Their eight-fault score in 
46.11 seconds would earn them sixth place and seal Moloney's victory. 

Moloney has been riding Carrabis Z for four years and has developed a strong partnership with 
the 12-year-old Zangersheide stallion. "He's a lot of blood, he's a little bit difficult to ride, but he's 
very careful," he explained. "Even though he's 12 this year I feel he's just starting to really 
improve now since the start of the summer so hopefully there are more good things to come." 

As part of the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American League, Sunday's main event 
allows riders to gain valuable points for the World Cup Finals in Gothenburg, Sweden. 

"I suppose World Cup Finals is a goal now with the win today, but it wasn't my first aim," admitted 
Moloney. "I went to Word Cup Finals this year in Vegas to watch and I saw how hard it was. I 
wasn't sure I had a horse or two horses that it would suit. We'll see; you never know by the time 
the end of April comes." 

After the competition, another Irish rider received a special award. Conor Swail was presented 
with the M. Michael Meller Style Award, donated in memory of Theresa Hogan. 
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"Conor is one of the world's most gifted riders," expressed Meller. "He has a talent for developing 
a partnership with his horses. When a horse does well, he lets them do it all the way, and what 
they're lacking on he holds their hand and shows them the way." 

Graciously accepting the award, Swail commented, "It's great to have such a nice award. It is 
nice to know that my riding is looked at as one of the nicer styles because I always try to do 
everything correctly and ride in the correct manner. It is great to be awarded with this great prize 
and I'm glad to get it." 

Katherine Strauss and All In Win $25,000 SJHOF Roberto Coin High 
Junior/Amateur-Owner Classic 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Strauss and All In | Photo By: The Book 

On Sunday morning, the American Gold Cup at Old Salem Farm commenced with the $25,000 
SJHOF Roberto Coin High Junior/Amateur-Owner Classic. Out of a field of 60 entries, only eight 
were able to jump clear around the Alan Wade-designed course in the Grand Prix Ring. 
Tori Colvin was third to go and posted the first clear jump-off round with Cafino, owned by Take 
The High Road, LLC, in a time of 36.880 seconds. With five left to go, Colvin's time held up 
against the jump-off competition until Katherine Strauss and All In beat their time as the second to 
last horse and rider combination to enter the ring in 36.595 seconds, knocking Colvin into second 
place. 

The junior in high school from New York City has owned All In (Ollie) for a year and a half had 
faith that the 10-year-old bay gelding could pull off the win. 

"I didn't get to see all of Tori's round," said Strauss. "I know she's an awesome rider; super fast 
on a fast horse with a big stride. I'm lucky because my horse also has a big stride and enough 
scope to do this, so I just knew I had to give it my best shot if I wanted to beat her. It was very 
close time, but I was lucky that it worked out in my favor. 

Strauss switches between riding equitation, with Stacia Madden at Beacon Hill Show Stables, 
and jumpers with Beezie and John Madden where she also keeps Ollie at their farm in 
Cazenovia, New York. 
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"Ollie's an awesome horse," said Strauss. "I'm so lucky to have him. He really performs great at 
venues like this because in a big field you can really get a good gallop. He has a huge stride and 
enough scope to cover for me if I really want to leave one out. We had a really great summer, so I 
felt confident coming here and starting off the fall season on a good foot. 

"John and Beezie are the best of the best at jumpers," added Strauss. "I feel so fortunate to get to 
work with them. Stacia and the team at Beacon Hill have had lots of success in the equitation 
ring, so I just really wanted to focus on each one." 

At the end of the day, Stadium Jumping's Michael Morrissey concluded, "I don't know how you 
could get a more picturesque, a more beautiful facility then Old Salem Farm. This is the American 
Gold Cup's home." 
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Website: www.praticalhorsemanmag.com 
	  

Laura Kraut and Andretti S Race to Victory in $85,000 
Fidelity Investments Classic at American Gold Cup 
	  
	  
	  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Laura Kraut and Andretti S 

September 12, 2015 -- After a successful season in 2014, Andretti S had some time off, which 
resulted in a few setbacks, but Saturday he proved he is back in top form. Laura Kraut piloted the 
10-year-old gelding to the quickest clear jump-off, setting a blistering pace to beat out Ireland’s 
Paul O’Shea aboard Skara Glen’s Machu Picchu and Colombia’s Roberto Teran with Woklahoma 
in the $85,000 Fidelity® Investments Classic at the American Gold Cup. 

Only 11 of the 48 entries were able to master Alan Wade’s first round track on the Old Salem 
Farm Grand Prix Field, which featured a technical triple combination at the end of the course. 
Kraut set the initial pace to beat with her first mount Constable II, owned by Cherry Knoll Farm, 
crossing the finish line in a clear 39.73 seconds, but that would only hold up for sixth place as the 
slowest of the clears. 

Molly Ashe-Cawley on Louisburg Farm’s Balous Day Date and Mario Deslauriers on Karen 
Polle’s Global van T Braunerthof were each able to clear the jump-off course in times of 39.57 
seconds and 38.34 seconds to finish fifth and fourth, respectively. 

O’Shea was the first rider to break the 37 second mark, laying on the gas with Skara Glen’s 
Machu Picchu and cruising to a faultless time of 36.58 seconds to take the initial lead. 

Kraut was warming up on Andretti S, owned by Star and Stripes, and did not get to see O’Shea’s 
round, but when she heard his time she knew she would need to go as fast as possible. Luckily, 
Andretti was up to the challenge, dashing over each obstacle to break the beam at 35.22 
seconds, taking over the lead and relegating O’Shea to second. The only other rider to cross the 
timers in less than 37 seconds was Teran with Woklahma, but they would settle for third in a clear 
36.72 seconds, while Kraut led the lap of honor. 
“I didn’t see Paul’s round at all; I only heard his time, which was really, really fast compared to my 
time on my first horse,” admitted Kraut. “I was always going to go in and go as fast as I could. I 
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thought I had an uncomfortably fast gallop to the second jump. All the turns worked, and it was 
his day.” 

Andretti S was very successful last fall, which led Kraut to give the talented chestnut gelding two 
months off, but when it was time for his return there were a few snags in the road. “He had a 
breathing issue, partial paralysis of his larynx, that had to get operated on,” explained Kraut. “That 
took a month and a half, then he had a bruised heel that took a while to resolve. Finally, in July, 
he started to get back with some form of consistency.” 

Kraut is thrilled to have Andretti S back on form and believes he is a crucial addition to her string. 
“The horse can jump anything; he’s got all the scope,” she noted. “He’s a little bit of a quirky 
horse, so it’s taking him longer. He missed half he year, so I’m playing catch-up with him. Right 
now he feels like he did when he finished last year, so if he keeps developing like this, I think he 
can jump anything.” 

Richie Moloney and Alsvid Score $35,000 Hermès Sellier Speed Derby Win 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

           Richie Moloney and Alsvid 
 
Earlier in the day, the athletes made full use of the large Grand Prix Field when they galloped 
over the hills and up the bank during the $35,000 Hermès Sellier Speed Derby. Roberto Teran 
was once again one of the fastest of the day, going second in the order and setting time to beat at 
78.76 seconds on Ark Partners’ Farina. Ireland’s Lorcan Gallagher came very close when he 
cleared the course on Alexander Devries’ Esquina van Kalpscheut, and stopped the clock at 
78.82 seconds. 
 
The winning time would come from one of the last to show though. Richie Moloney and 
Equinimity LLC’s Alsvid had a huge gallop throughout the course. They soared over the final oxer 
and tripped the timers at 76.61 seconds to take  
home the victory by two seconds, while Teran and Gallagher settled for second and third, 
respectively. 
 
“My plan was to just be as quick as I could really and try to get the turns as smooth as I could,” 
said Moloney. “I was pretty quick everywhere, but I slowed down towars the end a tiny bit just to 
make sure I left the last one up.” 
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Moloney concluded, “I’ve been riding Alsvid for over four years, and he always gets results - 
every show he goes to just about. He’s a great horse; he can do everything.”  

Patricia Hennessy and Little Tom Top $10,000 Mitchell-Innes & Nash Fine 
Art Adult Amateur Classic 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Patricia Hennessy and Little Tom | Photo by The Book 

The Grand Prix Field kicked off the day’s full schedule of competition with the $10,000 Mitchell-
Innes & Nash Fine Art Adult Amateur Classic at 9 a.m. Fifty-six Adult Jumpers attempted the Alan 
Wade-designed course, but only 15 were able to move on to the jump-off, where Patricia 
Hennessy and 20-year-old Little Tom took top honors for the second time since 2013 with a 
double clear effort in 32.108 seconds. 

“He’s been such a good horse,” said Hennessy. “It took us a little bit to get used to each other, 
but he’s been such an amazing and consistent horse. We always say that we’re lucky everyday 
that we get to go out with him. As long as he wants to keep doing it, we’ll keep doing it because if 
he says no, he doesn’t owe me a thing.” 

“I love the grass field here, it’s so much fun,” added Hennessy. “Lucy Mitchell-Innes sponsors the 
division, and it’s so great because otherwise we wouldn’t be on the field. So thanks to her we get 
to go. It’s such a beautiful venue; they do such a nice job, and the courses are always good. It’s 
special here.” 

Mary Kate Olsen and Hertog Van’t Merodehof followed Hennessy to claim second with a time of 
35.304 seconds, while Laura Faulkner and Pompadour finished in third in 36.005 seconds. 
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Leah De Martini and Eurocommerce Tampa Take $10,000 Houlihan 
Lawrence Low Amateur-Owner Jumper Classic Victory 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Leah De Martini 

The Jumper Ring hosted multiple Classics on Saturday, including the $10,000 Houlihan 
Lawrence Low Amateur-Owner Jumper Classic, which featured 65 entries competing for the 
winning prize. Midway through the order, Leah De Martini broke the 27-second mark aboard Elm 
Rock’s Eurocommerce Tampa when she cleared the track in 26.598 seconds to set an 
unbeatable pace. 

Seven rounds later, Christina Firestone came close on Chantilly when she was able to produce a 
faultless effort in 26.754 seconds. Firestone would settled for third though, when Alexandra Duval 
and Tornado stopped the clock at 26.707 seconds to slide into second, while De Martini claimed 
the victory. 

“I had no idea my time would hold up,” smiled De Martini after her win. “These classes tend to be 
pretty quick and there are a lot of horses, but Tampa is an awesome horse; I trust him. I just let 
him travel, and everything kind of came up like I wanted and was hoping!” 
 
De Martini concluded, “I’ve had him for five or six years now, and I really trust him. He’s almost 
better when he’s going forward and really challenging him, so these classes are fun because I 
think no matter how fast it gets, you still feel like you have a shot.” 

The $10,000 NAL Low Junior Jumper Classic was also held in the Jumper Ring, with just 
fractions separating the top two competitors. Kady Abrahamson set the pace aboard Icebreaker 
during the jump-off, finishing in a clear 34.164 seconds for the win. Sheer Levitin was right on her 
heels, clocking in at 34.398 seconds for the second place honors with Nabuco. The third place 
award went to Brianne Link riding Wednesday and finishing in 37.050 seconds. 
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The day kicked-off with the $5,000 Gochman Family Children’s Classic, where the victory went to 
Ameila Riegel riding Ultra d’Eclipse. The pair was one of only two double clear entries, with 
Riegel finishing the jump-off in 37.3939 seconds. Kathleen Full-Baudeneau and Dithari were one 
second short during the tiebreaker for second place, while Marissa Rice and Laetitia took home 
the third place award with the fastest four-fault jump-off. 
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Conor Swail and Viva Colombia Capture $85,000 American 
Gold Cup Qualifier 
September 11, 2015 -- Sometimes it is good to have friends in the right places, and for Conor 
Swail, a friendship with Ilan Ferder has resulted in the ride on his now top mount Viva Colombia. 
The Irish athlete piloted the 10-year-old mare to victory in the $85,000 American Gold Cup 
Qualifier CSI4* presented by Windsor Show Stables. The pair bested a 14-horse jump-off, 
beating second place finisher Ali Wolff on Casall and third place finisher Peter Lutz on Robin de 
Ponthual by half a second 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conor Swail and Viva Colombia | Photo By: The Book 

Fifty-eight entries tried to qualify for the tiebreaker by clearing Alan Wade's track on the Grand 
Prix Field at Old Salem Farm. Out of the first 12 entries, eight were clear, but as the event 
continued the rails started to fall; only six other riders would advance to the jump-off. 
As the second to return, Venezuela's Andres Rodriquez set the fastest pace of the day with SF 
Ariantha, owned by Robert and Sofia Castro. They stopped the clock at 42.08 seconds, but they 
would only finish sixth when they lowered the height of one of the fences for four faults. 

Kirsten Coe had the first clear round on Ferder's California, but she opted to be more 
conservative, finishing in a time of 46.28 seconds to place fourth. The next athlete in the ring was 
Swail with Viva Colombia, and he used the mare's big stride to cover the field and take advantage 
of the long gallops. They broke the beam at 44.59 seconds to set the winning pace. 

"I felt that the course suited my mare because you needed to cover a lot of ground," said Swail. 
"She's big mover, but she's not the fastest. She's a bit slow in the air - a lot of scope. It sort of 
suited me that I was able to land and run and try to cover as much ground as quickly as 
possible." 
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Two rounds later, Katie Dinan and Amaretto D'Arco, owned by Grant Road Partners, would have 
the next clear round, but they would also be the slowest of the day for fifth place in 48.50 
seconds. 

Ali Wolff laid it on the line with Blacklick Bend Farm's Casall and came very close to catching 
Swail's time when she cleared each obstacle with the 10-year-old chestnut gelding. Just a 
fraction off the pace, they tripped the timers at 45.17 seconds for the second place award. 

 
Ali Wolff and Casail | Photo By: The Book LLC 

"I always go in with a mindset of doing my own course and going at my own pace," commented 
Wolff. "In the jump-off I just made sure to go my own speed." Wolff laughed adding, "Trying to 
beat Conor is almost near impossible!" 
 
Wolff continued, "I've had Casall for about three years, and we've worked slowly up through the 
ranks. He's just turned out to be such an amazing horse. I think a lot of it is due to his big heart." 

Peter Lutz stepped on to the field next with Robin de Ponthual, owned by Katherine Gallagher 
and M. Michael Meller. They were also after the win, but a small slip in one of the rollbacks cost 
them just a moment on the clock to finish in a clear 45.18 seconds, just 1/100th of a second 
behind Wolff for third place. 

"Robin has a very large stride, and I just took advantage of that," noted Lutz. "Unfortunately, he 
slipped a little. I think I lost a little second there, but then he recovered quickly; I just flew to the 
end. He was great. 

Lutz added, "I felt very confident coming in to this class. I just did the Hampton Classic last week 
and had the last jump down, but he jumped it easily so it was a great show to be coming from 
with a similar setting on the grass. I feel really confident with him. We've really gotten to know 
each other lately." 
 
For Swail, Friday's victory solidifies a partnership he has been working on for the last six months 
with Viva Colombia. "Ilan is a good friend of mine, and he gave me the mare with a few weeks left 
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in Florida, so I rode her there for the first time," he explained. "We're kind of finding our feet with 
each other and building a good relationship. Viva is my top horse at the moment." 

Coe originally rode Viva Colombia, but Swail took over the reins when they found the mare was 
"more of a man's ride."  

At the end of the day, two more riders were honored with special presentations. Laura Kraut 
earned the Horse & Style, Style of Riding Award, while Andres Rodriquez was given the Equis 
Boutique's "Best Presented Horse" honors. 
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EQ VISITS ONE OF AMERICA’S PREMIER SHOW 
JUMPING EVENTS 
 

 
It was another spectacular show-jumping event at this year’s American Gold Cup, held 
September 9-13 at Old Salem Farm in North Salem, New York. World-class athletes, young riding 
hopefuls, and enthusiastic fans showed up to enjoy one of the premier international show-jumping 
events in the world and North American Riders group’s (NARG) highest ranked show in the 
United States. 
 
Elite international show jumpers exhibited extraordinary power, skill, and speed, as they 
navigated the challenging courses of the $35,000 Hermès Speed Derby FEI Art 239 C, the 
$215,000 American Gold Cup Grand Prix CSI-4*W—presented by Longines FEI World Cup 
Jumping New York—and more, during the five-day span of competition. 
 
A family-friendly event, the prestigious horse show offered an inviting blend of shopping on 
Boutique Row, entertainment, JustWorld International’s horseless horse show, and countless 
other enjoyable activities. 
 
Hermès promotes equestrian excellence, performance, and style, at the 2015 American Gold Cup 
CSI-4*W 
 
Hermès celebrated its commitment to equestrian sport at the highest level at this year’s event. 
Leading competitors, including Hermès partner riders Daniel Bluman (Columbia), and Nick Dello 
Joio (USA), participated in the week’s events with Daniel finishing an impressive third in the 
American Gold Cup Grand Prix CSI-4*W competition. 
 
The American Gold Cup provided an excellent proving ground for Hermès technical riding apparel 
and accessories. Once again, this five-day event hosted an exclusive Hermès equestrian 
boutique offering a complete selection of high-performance products for the horse, the rider, and 
the stable. 
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On Saturday, September 12, Hermès presented the $35,000 Speed Derby FEI Art 239 C, a 
unique class that required an exciting combination of both precision and pace, dynamic for both 
competitors and spectators alike. Irish rider, Richie Moloney galloped to first place in this 
exhilarating, and crowd-favorite event. 
 
Hermès guests were invited to watch world-class equestrians competing on the course below 
from their welcoming spectator area of the VIP tent. Avid fans of equestrian sport enjoyed Pouilly-
Fumé, sumptuous Hors d’Ouevres, and other delectable treats, surrounded by equestrian 
competition at its best. 
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American Gold Cup Longines FEI World Cup Jumping 
• SUBSCRIBE 
The North American Rider’s Group (NARG) has chosen the American Gold Cup as the number 
one ranked horse show in the United States. NARG is a coalition of professional and amateur 
riders dedicated to improving the quality of competitive show jumping in North America. The 
NARG board includes Olympians Chris Kappler, McLain Ward, Kent Farrington, and Beezie 
Madden. 
 
This September, the prestigious American Gold Cup will return to Old Salem Farm in North 
Salem, New York. Now entering its 45th year, the international show jumping competition will play 
host to a total of five Longines FEI Rankings events, culminating with the prestigious $215,000 
Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York competition where the top international riders will 
compete for the prestigious American Gold Cup. 
 
The American Gold Cup CSI4*-W was recently selected as one of seven events that will 
comprise the East Coast division of the all-new Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North 
American League. The top equestrian athletes compete in the league in order to qualify for the 
Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping Final in Gothenburg, Sweden in March of 2016. 
 
Two-time Gold Medalist McLain Ward is based out of Brewster, New York, very close by to Old 
Salem Farm. Ward regularly competes at the venue, and is thrilled that the world-class event will 
take root so close to home. 
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Success at the double for Ireland’s Moloney in North Salem 
 
Ireland’s Richie Moloney enjoyed a winning weekend at the Longines FEI 
World Cup Jumping North American League East American Gold Cup event 
at North Salem, New York. 

Riding 12-year-old stallion, Carrabis Z, Moloney came out on top in the $215,000 Longines FEI 
World Cup Jumping New York competition having been successful in the Speed Derby 24 hours 
earlier on Alsvid. 

Molone and Carrabis Z emerged victorious of a six-horse jump-off in the Longines FEI World Cup 
qualifier as the pair proved to be the only combination to leave all the rails intact. 

"It was great to win here today," smiled Moloney. "My horse jumped amazing. He's been jumping 
great lately and it's nice for him to get the win here today." 

Forty athletes qualified for the second event in the Longines FEI World Cup Jumping North 
American League East, which boasts a minimum of $2.4 million prize money across the series 
featuring the best Jumping athletes from North America and around the world 
. 
Ireland's Alan Wade designed the technical track on the Grand Prix Field at Old Salem Farm, 
which featured 17 jumping efforts. Only six of the original entries were able to master the first 
round course and advance to the tiebreaker. Colombia's Daniel Bluman and Conconcreto Sancha 
LS were the first to return and they complete the track in 43.38 seconds to set the pace. 

The youngest rider in the jump-off, 21-year-old Catherine Tyree, was up next, but returned a 
slower time of 44.59 seconds which would hold up for fifth place. 

USA’s Laura Kraut returned to the field with Deauville S, but her chance of winning also came to 
an end quickly with a fence down. The pair managed to beat Bluman's time coming through at 
43.27 seconds, which would hold up for second place, while Bluman claimed third. 

Moloney followed Kraut with Carrabis Z, and after watching the first three riders struggle for a 
clear, he opted for a more careful approach. Slow but accurate, the pair finished the course with a 
clear round to take over the lead with a time of 45.74 seconds. 

Hometown hero Peter Lutz of Fairfield, Connecticut, has attended the American Gold Cup for a 
number of years, but this marked his first entry in the highlight event. He tried to match Moloney's 
effort with his mount Robin de Ponthual, but they also had a fence down meaning their time of 
43.95 seconds would take over the fourth place position in the standings. 

The final rider to challenge Moloney's lead was Germany's Andre Thieme with Conthendrix, but 
they had down the second fence as well as part of the combination. Their eight-fault score in 
46.11 seconds would earn them sixth place and seal Moloney's victory. 

Moloney’s Ireland teammate, Shane Sweetnam also featured in the top ten, with an eighth place 
on Chaqui Z after collecting four faults in a fast first round. 
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As part of the Longines FEI World Cup Jumping North American League, Sunday's main event 
allows riders to gain valuable points for the World Cup Finals in Gothenburg, Sweden. 

"I suppose World Cup Finals is a goal now with the win today, but it wasn't my first aim," admitted 
Moloney. "I went to Word Cup finals this year in Vegas to watch and I saw how hard it was. I 
wasn't sure I had a horse or two horses that it would suit. We'll see; you never know by the time 
the end of April comes." 

On Saturday Moloney also won the Speed Derby at North Salem, this time riding the 14-year-old 
gelding Alsvid and adding a further €10,000 to his takings from the show. 

Other Irish riders also featured in the derby, with Lorcan Gallagher and Esquina van Klapscheut 
finishing third and Ronan McGuigan with Capall Zidane fourth. 

After the second round of the Longines FEI World Cup North American East Coast League, 
Russia’s Ljubov Kochetova heads the league with 26 points followed by Bluman on 25 points and 
Moloney on 20 points. 
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Gold Cup Show Jumping In North Salem Draws Large 
Audience 

 
NORTH SALEM – The American Gold Cup show jumping competition at Old Salem Farm 
recently drew the largest live television audience ever for an equestrian event, according to the 
event organizers.	  

Designated as an FEI World Cup qualifying event, the $200,000 American Gold Cup Grand Prix 
brought world-class equestrian competition to North Salem. 

Irish native Richie Moloney prevailed over a six-horse jump-off to win the event aboard his horse 
Carrabis Z. Laura Kraut who earlier won the $85,000 Fidelity Investments Classic aboard Andretti 
S, took second riding Deauville S, and Daniel Bluman placed third on Conconcreto Sancha LS. 

“It was great to win here today,” Moloney told Equestrio.com. “My horse jumped amazing. He’s 
been jumping great lately, and it’s nice for him to get the win here today.” 

Old Salem Farm recently completed $30 million of improvements, making the 120-acre property a 
first-class show facility. In 2012, the North American Riders Group voted Old Salem Farm one of 
the top 25 show venues in North America 
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Postcard: 2015 American Gold Cup 
	  
The American Gold Cup shone at Old Salem Farm, where Irish rider Richie 
Moloney won the coveted trophy at the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping 
New York qualifier before an enthusiastic group of fans. 
	  
September 14, 2015 -- The American Gold Cup CSI4*-W event, has had many incarnations. I 
remember the grand prix from its days at the cavernous JFK Stadium in Philadelphia, but it also 
had stops in Cleveland (in two different centuries!), Tampa and at the Devon, Pa., show-grounds 
during its 45-year-history, before finding a new home at Old Salem Farm in toney Westchester 
County, N.Y. 
 
Its trophy--yes, it really is a gold cup-- is one of the most coveted in the sport of show jumping, 
engraved with the names of many legends, from Idle Dice and the "red rider," flame-haired 
Rodney Jenkins, to Michael Matz and Jet Run. Just looking at the trophy gives you a short but 
impressive history of the sport. 
 
The Cup's current home, however, may be its most spectacular venue. Old Salem Farm has a 
magnificent stable and surroundings. The Gold Cup was an instant fit when it moved there in 
2012. As each year passes, the Cup feels more and more at home in North Salem, N.Y., making 
the most of the charming and picturesque setting, exuding prestige and tradition. 
 
On Gold Cup day, the grass grand prix field is surrounded by white tents housing all manner of 
shops; mostly horsey, of course, but with plenty to empty the wallet even for non-riders, if you're 
in the market for antiques, a car or real estate. An appreciative crowd filled the bleachers and 
spilled out onto the side of a slope going down to the ring, while VIPs watched from a two-tiered 
tent where the menu included salmon, watermelon salad and an array of fabulous desserts. 
Corks popped all afternoon as bartenders poured the perfect accompaniments to an afternoon of 
show jumping. 
 
I reminisced about the class I have covered so many times when I chatted with Michele McEvoy 
Grubb, who was there from the Cup's first day. 
 
The Cup took on extra luster this year as part of the new Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping 
North American League. Its official name is the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York, 
one of seven stops on the East Coast (there are seven on the West Coast, too), with competition 
not only in the U.S., but in Canada and Mexico as well. The prize money is a minimum of $2.4 
million for the series, which will qualify 14 riders for the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping finals 
next year in Gothenburg, Sweden 
 
With all that is at stake, including $215,000 in prize money, course designer Alan Wade put 
together a route that had plenty of challenges, including two 1.60 meter verticals set at a 45-
degree angle to each other, just before the oxer that was the last test on the 14-obstacle course. 
Not the least of the demands on competitors was the terrain. Old Salem's grass field is scenic, 
but it has little uphills and downhills, which often make it difficult to find the right approach to a 
fence, calling for a far different way of riding a course than if it were in a level ring with all-weather 
footing. 
 
Four of the 38 starters were either eliminated or retired, but the rest found a way to cope in some 
fashion, with an elite group of six making the tiebreaker. 
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It was an interesting lineup. Colombia's Daniel Bluman, who entered my consciousness several 
years ago when he was the upset winner of the first $500,000 grand prix at the Winter Equestrian 
Festival, set a quick pace of 43.38 seconds. But he and Conconcreto Sancha LS, a 12-year old 
mare by the wonderful Chin Chin, ran afoul of fence 3B, the second part of the Longines double 
combination that had helped dash the hopes of seven entries in the first round. It left 4 faults on 
their score, but the time was what the others would have to shoot at. 
 
Catherine Tyree and Enjoy Louis (is that a great name, or what?) had a rail at the sixth of nine 
jump-off fences, but was more than a second slower than Daniel. 
 
Speedster Laura Kraut (she won Saturday's $85,000 Fidelity Investments Classic with Andretti S) 
set off fast, just as I expected, with Deauville S. But 3A in that Longines combo got her. At that 
point, she stepped on the gas, looking to be the fastest 4-faulter and achieved that in 43.27 
seconds. 

 
Gold Cup runner-up Laura Kraut uses a hackamore on Deauville S  

 Photo copyright 2015 by Lawrence J. Nagy 
 
"I was going for a slow clear," she explained, but when the rail dropped, "I knew I had all of them 
behind me. I went in to give them something to beat, but I just chickened out on the turn (to the 
combination). I saw the one (stride) to leave out, and I thought it wouldn't be a very good angle 
for him, so I just swung out one more stride and I just got there too dead. 
 
"It was totally my fault. Once I had that, I was doing the math in my head, and thought `I better 
speed this up.' I got lucky today and ended up second." She rides Deauville in a hackamore, 
noting, "it's been great. I could ride him in a halter, actually, I think. He's so easy to adjust." 
After three 4-faulters, I was wondering if anyone would go clean, or whether it would just be a 
race among the riders who had rails down.  
 
And then Richie Moloney came along. He also was a winner at the show on Saturday, taking the 
$35,000 Hermès Sellier speed derby. I mention these riders' Saturday victories because it's an 
example of how good they really are. For the Gold Cup, Richie crafted a careful but quick enough 
round with the 12-year-old Carrabis Z, a horse who was difficult early in his career but is now 
playing on the same team with his U.S.-based Irish rider. While his time of 45.74 turned out to be 
the second-slowest in the jump-off, his tidy mount left all the rails in place to produce what would 
be the only clean round. Unlike Laura, who is vying for a chance to get her ticket to Gothenburg, 
Richie isn't sure if that would be the trip for him. He went to the Longines FEI World Cup™  
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Richie Moloney has a victory gallop around the arena at Old Salem Farm  
Photo copyright 2015 by Lawrence J. Nagy 

 
Jumping Final in Las Vegas in April to watch, and "saw how hard it was and wasn't sure I had a 
horse or two horses it would suit," he commented.  
 
Richie was followed into the ring by Peter Lutz on Robin de Ponthual, a 10-year-old stallion who 
also met his match in fence 3A. His time of 43.95 seconds would put him fourth, a special placing 
for a fellow who grew up in the area. 
 
There were high hopes for German rider Andre Thieme, last to go on the gorgeous gray 
Holsteiner Conthendrix, but his problems started early at fence 2 and continued at the pesky 
double combination, so he finished sixth. 
 
Richie now stands third in the rankings to qualify for the finals, behind Daniel, third in yesterday's 
class, and Russian Ljubov Kochetova, who is in the lead, finishing seventh yesterday on Veyron 
with a single time penalty. Laura is tied for fifth in the standings, but I would bet she'll be moving 
up the ladder. We'll see her at the qualifiers in Washington and Lexington, Ky., this fall. 
 
Richie was mobbed by fans, all seeking autographs or selfies, but we managed to get him away 
from his public for a few minutes to talk about the class and his horse. 
 
Rain had been predicted, but it held off until after the jumping concluded. I took it as another sign 
of the Gold Cup's importance. This amazing venue may someday host the Furusiyya FEI Nations 
Cup™ Jumping final, which has been held every year in Barcelona, Spain, so that would be a 
feather in its cap if it happened. But when it does, you can be sure the Gold Cup will be staged a 
few weeks before that. Now that it has found its perfect destination, the venerable class isn't 
leaving town. 
 
This was a beautiful afternoon (pre-rain, of course) in the midst of apple orchard country. So next 
year, put the Gold Cup on your calendar, save a little time to pick your own apples and have a 
wonderful day in one of the Northeast's loveliest area 
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Carrabis Z Carries Richie Moloney to $215,000 Longines 
FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York Victory at American 
Gold Cup 
 
With the only double clear effort of the day, Irish rider Richie Moloney and 
his mount, Carrabis Z bested a six-horse jump-off and rode to a $215,000 
Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York victory at the American Gold 
Cup. 
 
September 13, 2015 -- With the only double clear effort of the day, the saying "luck of the Irish" 
rang true for Richie Moloney as he galloped home with the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ 
Jumping New York victory at the American Gold Cup. The Irish native bested a six-horse jump-off 
with his careful mount Carrabis Z, opting for a slower round, they were the only pair to leave all 
the rails intact. 
 
"It was great to win here today," smiled Moloney. "My horse jumped amazing. He's been jumping 
great lately and it's nice for him to get the win here today." 
 

 
Richie Moloney and Carrabis Z. | Photo By: The Book 

 
Forty athletes qualified for the second event in the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North 
American League East, which boasts a minimum of $2.4 million prize money across the series 
featuring the best Jumping athletes from North America and around the world. Ireland's Alan 
Wade designed the technical track on the Grand Prix Field at Old Salem Farm, which featured 17 
jumping efforts that included an oxer-oxer-vertical triple combination and a vertical-oxer double 
combination. 
 
Only six of the original entries were able to master the first round course and advance to the 
tiebreaker, where Colombia's Daniel Bluman and Conconcreto Sancha LS were the first to return. 
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They had a rail at the 'B' element of the double combination, but were able to complete the track 
in 43.38 seconds to set the pace. 
 

 
Daniel Bluman and Conconcreto Sancha LS 

 
"I had to go first and I wanted to make a nice quick round," explained Bluman. "I knew I had great 
riders coming after me and unfortunately I had a very cheap rail at the combination, but after that 
I just sort of wanted to keep a nice canter because when you have a small group of riders in the 
jump-off anything can happen." 
 
 The youngest rider in the jump-off, 21-year-old Catherine Tyree, was up next, but as she turned 
back on one of the wide oxers, her mount Enjoy Louis had a rail down. Their slower time of 44.59 
seconds would hold up for fifth place. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Laura Kraut and Deauville S. | Photo By: The Book 
 

Saturday's winner Laura Kraut returned to the field with Deauville S, owned by Old Willow Farm, 
but her chance at the win also came to an end quickly when they had the 'A' element of the 
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combination down. The pair managed to beat Bluman's time when they broke the beam at 43.27 
seconds, which would hold up for second place, while Bluman claimed third. 
 
"I wasn't going for the slow clear at all," laughed Kraut. "I went in to try and give them something 
to beat, but I just chickened out on the turn. I saw the one to leave out and I thought that it 
wouldn't be a very good angle for my horse, so I just swung out one more stride. I was doing the 
math in my head and I thought, 'Well I better speed this up!' and worst case scenario then I would 
be fourth, so it just worked; I got lucky today and ended up second." 
 
Richie Moloney followed Kraut with Equinimity LLC's Carrabis Z, and after watching the first three 
riders struggle for a clear, he opted for a more careful approach. Slow but accurate, the pair 
finished the course with a clear round to take over the lead with a time of 45.74 seconds. 
"In the jump-off there was nobody clear before I went," said Moloney. "The first four jumps in the 
jump-off I kind of stopped my plan and went a little forward and then towards the end of the jump-
off round I got a little bit careful and made sure I jumped a clear round." 
 
Hometown hero Peter Lutz of Fairfield, Connecticut, has attended the American Gold Cup for a 
number of years, but this marked his first entry in the highlight event. He tried to match Moloney's 
effort with his mount Robin de Ponthual, owned by Katherine Gallagher and M. Michael Meller. 
He and the 10-year-old Selle Francais stallion also fell victim to the combination though, and their 
time of 43.95 seconds would take over the fourth place position in the standings. 
 
"The course today was quite difficult, and it's different now in this location on this field with the 
hills and the grass," said Lutz. "This facility, they've done a beautiful job re-doing the barn and 
making the grass footing excellent. I've come to this show for many years but I've never done 
Gold Cup so I'm thrilled with the results today." 
 
The final rider to challenge Moloney's lead was Germany's Andre Thieme with Conthendrix, but 
they had down the second fence as well as part of the combination. Their eight-fault score in 
46.11 seconds would earn them sixth place and seal Moloney's victory. 
 
Moloney has been riding Carrabis Z for four years and has developed a strong partnership with 
the 12-year-old Zangersheide stallion. "He's a lot of blood, he's a little bit difficult to ride, but he's 
very careful," he explained. "Even though he's 12 this year I feel he's just starting to really 
improve now since the start of the summer so hopefully there are more good things to come." 
 
As part of the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American League, Sunday's main event 
allows riders to gain valuable points for the World Cup Finals in Gothenburg, Sweden. 
 
"I suppose World Cup Finals is a goal now with the win today, but it wasn't my first aim," admitted 
Moloney. "I went to Word Cup Finals this year in Vegas to watch and I saw how hard it was. I 
wasn't sure I had a horse or two horses that it would suit. We'll see; you never know by the time 
the end of April comes." 
 
After the competition, another Irish rider received a special award. Conor Swail was presented 
with the M. Michael Meller Style Award, donated in memory of Theresa Hogan. "Conor is one of 
the world's most gifted riders," expressed Meller. "He has a talent for developing a partnership 
with his horses. When a horse does well, he lets them do it all the way, and what they're lacking 
on he holds their hand and shows them the way." 
 
Graciously accepting the award, Swail commented, "It's great to have such a nice award. It is 
nice to know that my riding is looked at as one of the nicer styles because I always try to do 
everything correctly and ride in the correct manner. It is great to be awarded with this great prize 
and I'm glad to get it." 
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Katherine Strauss and All In Win $25,000 SJHOF Roberto Coin High 
Junior/Amateur-Owner Classic 

 

 
Katherine Strauss and All In. | Photo By: The Book 

 
On Sunday morning, the American Gold Cup at Old Salem Farm commenced with the $25,000 
SJHOF Roberto Coin High Junior/Amateur-Owner Classic. Out of a field of 60 entries, only eight 
were able to jump clear around the Alan Wade-designed course in the Grand Prix Ring. 
 
Tori Colvin was third to go and posted the first clear jump-off round with Cafino, owned by Take 
The High Road, LLC, in a time of 36.880 seconds. With five left to go, Colvin's time held up 
against the jump-off competition until Katherine Strauss and All In beat their time as the second to 
last horse and rider combination to enter the ring in 36.595 seconds, knocking Colvin into second 
place. 
 
The junior in high school from New York City has owned All In (Ollie) for a year and a half had 
faith that the 10-year-old bay gelding could pull off the win. 
 
"I didn't get to see all of Tori's round," said Strauss. "I know she's an awesome rider; super fast 
on a fast horse with a big stride. I'm lucky because my horse also has a big stride and enough 
scope to do this, so I just knew I had to give it my best shot if I wanted to beat her. It was very 
close time, but I was lucky that it worked out in my favor. 
 
Strauss switches between riding equitation, with Stacia Madden at Beacon Hill Show Stables, 
and jumpers with Beezie and John Madden where she also keeps Ollie at their farm in 
Cazenovia, New York. 
 
"Ollie's an awesome horse," said Strauss. "I'm so lucky to have him. He really performs great at 
venues like this because in a big field you can really get a good gallop. He has a huge stride and 
enough scope to cover for me if I really want to leave one out. We had a really great summer, so I 
felt confident coming here and starting off the fall season on a good foot. 

 
"John and Beezie are the best of the best at jumpers," added Strauss. "I feel so fortunate to get to 
work with them. Stacia and the team at Beacon Hill have had lots of success in the equitation 
ring, so I just really wanted to focus on each one." 
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At the end of the day, Stadium Jumping's Michael Morrissey concluded, "I don't know how you 
could get a more picturesque, a more beautiful facility then Old Salem Farm. This is the American 
Gold Cup's home." 
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Conor Swail and Viva Colombia Capture $85,000 American 
Gold Cup Qualifier

 
September 11, 2015 -- Sometimes it is good to have friends in the right places, and for Conor 
Swail, a friendship with Ilan Ferder has resulted in the ride on his now top mount Viva Colombia. 
The Irish athlete piloted the 10-year-old mare to victory in the $85,000 American Gold Cup 
Qualifier CSI4* presented by Windsor Show Stables. The pair bested a 14-horse jump-off, 
beating second place finisher Ali Wolff on Casall and third place finisher Peter Lutz on Robin de 
Ponthual by half a second. 
 

 
Conor Swail and Viva Colombia | Photo By: The Book 

 
Fifty-eight entries tried to qualify for the tiebreaker by clearing Alan Wade's track on the Grand 
Prix Field at Old Salem Farm. Out of the first 12 entries, eight were clear, but as the event 
continued the rails started to fall; only six other riders would advance to the jump-off. 
 
As the second to return, Venezuela's Andres Rodriquez set the fastest pace of the day with SF 
Ariantha, owned by Robert and Sofia Castro. They stopped the clock at 42.08 seconds, but they 
would only finish sixth when they lowered the height of one of the fences for four faults. 
 
Kirsten Coe had the first clear round on Ferder's California, but she opted to be more 
conservative, finishing in a time of 46.28 seconds to place fourth. The next athlete in the ring was 
Swail with Viva Colombia, and he used the mare's big stride to cover the field and take advantage 
of the long gallops. They broke the beam at 44.59 seconds to set the winning pace. 
 
"I felt that the course suited my mare because you needed to cover a lot of ground," said Swail. 
"She's big mover, but she's not the fastest. She's a bit slow in the air - a lot of scope. It sort of 
suited me that I was able to land and run and try to cover as much ground as quickly as 
possible." 
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Two rounds later, Katie Dinan and Amaretto D'Arco, owned by Grant Road Partners, would have 
the next clear round, but they would also be the slowest of the day for fifth place in 48.50 
seconds. 
 
Ali Wolff laid it on the line with Blacklick Bend Farm's Casall and came very close to catching 
Swail's time when she cleared each obstacle with the 10-year-old chestnut gelding. Just a 
fraction off the pace, they tripped the timers at 45.17 seconds for the second place award. 
 

 
Ali Wolff and Casall | Photo By: The Book LLC 

 
"I always go in with a mindset of doing my own course and going at my own pace," commented 
Wolff. "In the jump-off I just made sure to go my own speed." Wolff laughed adding, "Trying to 
beat Conor is almost near impossible!" 
 
Wolff continued, "I've had Casall for about three years, and we've worked slowly up through the 
ranks. He's just turned out to be such an amazing horse. I think a lot of it is due to his big heart." 
 
Peter Lutz stepped on to the field next with Robin de Ponthual, owned by Katherine Gallagher 
and M. Michael Meller. They were also after the win, but a small slip in one of the rollbacks cost 
them just a moment on the clock to finish in a clear 45.18 seconds, just 1/100th of a second 
behind Wolff for third place. 
 
"Robin has a very large stride, and I just took advantage of that," noted Lutz. "Unfortunately, he 
slipped a little. I think I lost a little second there, but then he recovered quickly; I just flew to the 
end. He was great. 
 
Lutz added, "I felt very confident coming in to this class. I just did the Hampton Classic last week 
and had the last jump down, but he jumped it easily so it was a great show to be coming from 
with a similar setting on the grass. I feel really confident with him. We've really gotten to know 
each other lately." 
 
For Swail, Friday's victory solidifies a partnership he has been working on for the last six months 
with Viva Colombia. "Ilan is a good friend of mine, and he gave me the mare with a few weeks left 
in Florida, so I rode her there for the first time," he explained. "We're kind of finding our feet with 
each other and building a good relationship. Viva is my top horse at the moment." 
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Coe originally rode Viva Colombia, but Swail took over the reins when they found the mare was 
"more of a man's ride." 
 
"You have to sort of be strong at times, and I would say she's a little heavy and downhill, so you 
need to have strength," continued Swail. "She wants to be really careful, and she has a lot of 
scope and power. She also has a lot of good quality, which all horses need." 
 
At the end of the day, two more riders were honored with special presentations. Laura Kraut 
earned the Horse & Style, Style of Riding Award, while Andres Rodriquez was given the Equis 
Boutique's "Best Presented Horse" honors. 
 
Tickets are now for sale online for the Saturday and Sunday events of the 2015 American Gold 
Cup. The show will feature a full array of jumper classes, including sections for Children and Adult 
Jumpers, Low and High Junior/Amateur Jumpers, plus the exciting, big-time Open Jumpers. Also, 
the Region 2 ASPCA/NHSAA Maclay Championship will be returning this year on Saturday in the 
Old Salem Farm indoor arena. 
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Abigail McArdle and Cosma 20 Win the $35,000 Don Little 
Memorial Welcome Stake at American Gold Cup

 
September 10, 2015 -- Abigail McArdle is making the most of her first trip to the American Gold 
Cup with her veteran partner Cosma 20, taking home two blue ribbons in two days. Winning 
Wednesday's $8,000 Douglas Elliman FEI Open Jumper class was just the start for the pair, who 
raced to victory in the $35,000 Don Little Memorial Welcome Stake. McArdle and Cosma 20 beat 
out Ireland's Conor Swail and Martha Louise by just 1/10th of a second. 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Abigail McArdle and Cosma 20 | Photo By: The Book 
 

Ireland's Alan Wade built an inviting track on the Grand Prix Field at Old Salem Farm, which 
yielded 19 clear rounds out of the 70 entries. Great Britain's Amanda Derbyshire set the pace to 
beat with Goldbreaker, owned by Derbyshire and David Goochman. They were only the third pair 
to tackle the course, but they dashed through the finish line in a clear 67.96 seconds to take over 
the top spot. 
 
Seven rounds later, McArdle and Cosma 20, owned by David McArdle, came in ready to add a 
second win to their 2015 American Gold Cup trip. Picking up a fast gallop to the first oxer, Abigail 
McArdle and Cosma 20 never let off the gas, leaving every rail intact and breaking the beam at 
67.01 seconds. 
 
"I went early, but it kind of stayed the same throughout the class, the winning track. No one really 
did anything drastically different," explained McArdle after leading the victory lap. "My main plan 
was to really start out with that huge gallop because I knew that was where I was going to have to 
win; it was in that first line. Then everywhere else I was just tidy and neat." 
 
Swail attempted to catch McArdle with his first mount, Cita, owned by Ariel and Susan Grange, 
but he fell just shy of their time with a clear round in 68.53 seconds, for an eventual fourth place 
ribbon behind Derbyshire. Later in the class, Swail was able to slide into the second place 
position with Martha Louise, also owned by Ariel and Susan Grange. The pair stayed right on the 
pace that McArdle set with Cosma 20, but they were unable to edge them out of the lead when 
they stopped the clock at 67.18 seconds, just a tenth of a second too slow. 
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"Martha was great, but she's been off for a little bit since March this year," commented Swail. 
"This is only her third show back. She's a great winner for me, and when she's not around it 
makes my life a little trickier. It's nice for her to be back and be competitive. I thought she had a 
very nice round today."  
 

 
Conor Swail and Martha Louise | Photo By: The Book 

 
Swail added, "I probably lost it just to the second to last fence. I felt I probably put one too many 
steps there, but I was very happy with her. It's her first time going in a competitive mood since 
she got back, so I was very pleased with how she delivered today." 
 
"Conor had me very worried when he was going, but I thought everywhere Cosma was really 
quite on it," admitted McArdle. "Especially with the way it rides out here, I really have to gallop to 
get the numbers, so it's hard for any other horse to even get near as fast as her." 
 
Competing against world-class athletes has become the norm for 21-year-old McArdle, who 
made the decision to become a professional at the beginning of the year. "It's definitely a huge 
difference in terms of the competition," she expressed. "As a junior, it was much more relaxed; I 
could kind of go around and have some clean rounds and get good ribbons. When you move up 
into the professional divisions, showing in these 1.45m speeds, they're so competitive. It's really 
pushed me to try my absolute best. I couldn't just go for a nice clean and get it. To win the class, 
you really have to go for it." 
 
As a junior, McArdle trained with Katie and Henri Prudent at Plain Bay Stables, so when their son 
Adam decided to start a sales business it provided McArdle with the perfect opportunity to make 
the switch from amateur to professional. 
 
"Even as a junior I had big goals. I really wanted to become a professional," smiled McArdle. 
"Adam wanted some help with riding, and for me, it's just a great opportunity to ride good horses. 
It was something I couldn't turn down. It's difficult learning the ropes, and it's a lot of pressure and 
training, but I really enjoy it." 
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Although McArdle has ridden at the Old Salem Facility in the past, this is her first year competing 
in the American Gold Cup, and she is happy to be here. "It's a great venue with great class 
opportunities. I'm looking forward to showing in the Grand Prix this week with my other horse." 
 
The $35,000 Don Little Memorial Welcome Stake was sponsored by the family and friends of 
Donald V. Little. An accomplished show jumper, fox hunter and polo player, Little died in 2012 
after a fall in the Masters Classic at the Winter Equestrian Festival in Wellington, Florida. As 
those who knew him said, he died doing what he loved, successfully competing in show jumping 
well into his 70s. The Donald V. Little Memorial continues to support and promote his dedication 
to and passion for the sport. 
 
Clearly out in front for taking home the Leading Rider Award, Swail is riding both horses in the 
$100,00 CSI3* Grand Prix tomorrow afternoon. After the grand prix victory gallop, the Leading 
Rider will drive away in a brand new Toyota RAV4. 
 
Abrahamson Breaks The Ice with a Win in the UltrOZ™ Low Jr-A/O Jumper 
Class 
	  
In a Table II, Sec 2b class with a solid talent pool of 40 horses and riders, more than 20 had a go 
in the jump-off for the UltrOZ™ Low Jr-A/O, creating quite a competition. Sarah Fisher on 
Cassenova W took an early lead stopping the jump-off clock in 31.05. Galloping in tenth, Natalie 
Horween laid down a blazing time 29.75. It took almost 15 more attempts at the top before Kady 
Abrahamson and Icebreaker bumped Horween out of that spot, finishing with a time of 29.59, just 
.18 seconds faster. 
 
Having the advantage of riding her other horse, Basco W2, in the jump-off first, she was prepared 
to win on Icebreaker. “I thought my first horse was fast – that’s my faster one. But on [Icebreaker], 
I left a stride out and did the four up the last line. That’s what you had to do to win it, there was no 
other place to turn tighter.” 
 
Horween held on to second, and picking up third was Francesca Bolfo on U2. 

De Sousa is Solid in the $7,500 Kingsland Child/Adult Jumper Class 

With Christian Currey qualifying two for the jump-off in a class of 14 entries, he was in a good 
position to take the top call. He led the way in the second round going double clean with Herrock. 
But once Isabella De Sousa started her jump-off track, she didn’t miss a beat. Smooth yet quick, 
she clocked in double clean in 30.90. Currey tried to catch her on his second mount, Vigaro, 
coming in just under a second slower in 31.77 for second place. 

Granato Grabs Inaugural $10,000 Youngster Bowl, Sponsored by Blue Gate 
Farm 

Fourteen seven- and eight-year-olds competed in the inaugural 1.40m Youngster Bowl, 
sponsored by Blue Gate Farm, LLC, at the Split Rock Farm Jumping Tour. Six jumped-off, with 
four of the six going double clean. Beating Margie Engle on Elm Rock, LLC’s eight-year-old 
Westphalian Codex, Alex Granato rode Paige Tredennick’s seven-year-old Mecklenburg Calchen 
W to the win. Ali Wolff came in a close third, riding the eight-year-old Bavarian Warmblood Quirie 
2. 
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Molly Ashe and Balou’s Day Date 

Ashe Earns the Equis Award 

Before the Speed Cup got underway, Molly Ashe and Balou’s Day Date (owned by Louisburg 
Farm) were awarded the Equis Boutique Award for the Best Presented Horse at the FEI Horse 
Inspection on Thursday. For the discerning equestrian, Equis Boutique rises above the ordinary 
tack shop. 
 
Owner Cesar Hirsh is pleased to offer this recognition. “Equis is dedicated to promoting luxury 
style in horse sport, and we feel that the horse inspection is one of the best places to see this 
showcased.” 
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Show Jumper Conor Swail wins $85,000 American Gold 
Cup Qualifier 
 
 

 
Ireland’s Conor Swail and his new mount Viva Colombia won the American Gold Cup Qualifier at 

North Salem, New York, over the weekend. 
 
The 10 year-old mare won the 14 horse jump-off from the fifty-eight entry field. On a course set 
by Ireland’s Alan Wade on the Grand Prix Field at Old Salem Farm, the combination defeated Ali 
Wolff on Casall and Peter Lutz on Robin de Ponthual by half a second. 
 
Kirsten Coe and Ferder’s California jumped the first clear round but opted to be more 
conservative in the jump-off, finishing in a time of 46.28 seconds to place fourth. Swail followed 
Coe into the ring and used his mare’s big stride to cover the field and take advantage of the long 
gallops. They completed in a time of 44.59 seconds to set the winning pace. 
 
“I felt that the course suited my mare because you needed to cover a lot of ground,” said Swail. 
“She’s big mover, but she’s not the fastest. She’s a bit slow in the air – a lot of scope. It sort of 
suited me that I was able to land and run and try to cover as much ground as quickly as possible.” 
Katie Dinan and Amaretto D’Arco would have the next clear round, but they would also be the 
slowest of the day for fifth place in 48.50 seconds. Ali Wolff laid it on the line with Blacklick Bend 
Farm’s Casall and came very close to catching Swail’s time when she cleared each obstacle with 
the 10-year-old chestnut gelding. Just a fraction off the pace, they clocked 45.17 seconds to claim 
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second place. Peter Lutz stepped on to the course next with Robin de Ponthual but a small slip in 
one of the rollbacks cost them just a moment on the clock to finish in a clear 45.18 seconds, just 
1/100th of a second behind Wolff for third place. 
 
For Swail, this victory solidifies a partnership he has been working on for the last six months with 
Viva Colombia. He said of the new partnership: “We’re kind of finding our feet with each other and 
building a good relationship. Viva is my top horse at the moment.” Ironically for fourth placed Coe, 
Viva Colombia was previously her ride, but Swail took over the reins when it was thought the 
mare was “more of a man’s ride.” 
 
“You have to sort of be strong at times, and I would say she’s a little heavy and downhill, so you 
need to have strength,” continued Swail. “She wants to be really careful, and she has a lot of 
scope and power. She also has a lot of good quality, which all horses need. 
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Swail	  sweeps	  to	  victory	  in	  American	  Gold	  Cup	  Qualifier	  
 

 
Conor Swail 

IRELAND’S Conor Swail took no prisoners at the rich American Gold Cup Qualifier in North 
Salem, New York tonight (Friday) when he snatched the 25,000 euro first prize with Ilan Ferder’s 
ten-year-old mare Viva Colombia. 

The Co. Down born rider had already signaled his serious intentions at the four-star show with 
two top five places on two different horses in yesterday’s Welcome Stakes, yielding the top spot 
with Martha Louise to the USA’s Abigail McArdle and Cosma by just a tenth of a second, yet also 
managing to capture fourth place with Susan & Ariel Grange’s mare Cita. 

Tonight the 43 year-old left nothing to chance, streaking home in the World Cup qualifying class’s 
big 14 horse jump-off with a second in hand over the USA’s Ali Wolff and the chestnut 
gelding Casall. 

 Swail said afterwards: “The course suited my mare—you needed to cover a lot of ground and 
she’s a big mover,” Swail said. “She’s not the fastest over a jump—she’s a bit slow in the air 
because she’s got a lot of scope—so it worked in my favor that I was able to land and run and 
cover as much ground as quickly as possible.” 

Ireland was also represented in 12th place by David Blake and Binkie, with Richie Moloney and 
Carrabis Z in 13th, both riders incurring four faults in the final round. 
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Moloney wins US World Cup Qualifier at North Salem 
 
KILKENNY’S Richie Moloney recorded the only zero score in the jump-off for the World Cup 
Qualifier at North Salem, New York tonight (Sunday) and took the Longines trophy along with 
62,000 euro in prize money. 

Riding Equinimity Llc’s 12 year-old stallion. Carrabis Z, Moloney produced a clear first round and 
was one of just six from a starting field of 37 to make it through to the jump-off. 

 

	  
	  
	  
	  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Richie Moloney, pictured at tonight’s presentation ceremony.	  
	  

Fourth to go, the Irish rider was the only competitor to leave all the poles standing on the 
shortened course and delivered the competition’s only double clear round. The US rider Laura 
Kraut aboard Deauville S recorded a faster time than Moloney but had to settle for the runner-up 
spot after clipping a fence for four faults. 

Moloney said afterwards: “Carrabis Z jumped really well at Hamptons Grand Prix, and I had the 
last fence down. He’s been jumping great, so I had it in my head that I really had to go for it and 
win today. 

“When I tried him, he was late in his eight-year-old year, and he was actually very green for an 
eight-year-old. He has a lot of blood, a little bit difficult to ride, but he’s very careful. Even though 
he’s 12 this year, I feel he’s just starting to really improve at the start of the summer, so hopefully 
there’s more good things to come.” 
 
“I was nervous just to do well because I really wanted to go clear in the first round, and just 
nervous because I wanted to do well for my horse because he’s been jumping so good. 
“I work for a very good sponsor Equanimity, an American family, and they’ve been great to me. 
They’ve bought a very good team of horses, and I’m very lucky to have them as owners. I 
appreciate them very much.” 
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Cork’s Shane Sweetnam also featured in the top ten, with an eighth place on Chaqui Z after 
collecting four faults in a fast first round. 

On Saturday 33 year-old Moloney also won the Speed Derby at North Salem, this time riding the 
14 year-old gelding Alsvid and adding a further 10,000 euro to his takings from the show. Other 
Irish riders also featured in the Derby, with Lorcan Gallagher and Esquina van Klapscheut 
finishing third and Ronan McGuigan with Capall Zidane fourth. 

Limerick’s Paul O’Shea also claimed a second place for Ireland in the four-star show’s Saturday 
evening jump-off feature class, collecting 15,000 euro after Laura Kraut and Andretti S beat him 
to the 25,000 euro first prize by just over a second. 
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American Gold Cup Equestrian Competition Returns To 
Westchester 

	  

NORTH SALEM, N.Y. -- The 45th annual American Gold Cup Equestrian Competition returns to 
North Salem from Friday to Sunday at Old Salem Farm, 190 June Road. 

The all-star event includes many of jumping's top competitors, all focused on winning the 
American Gold Cup. 

Among the competitors are former American Gold Cup champions Leslie Howard, Schuyler Riley, 
Christine McCrea and two-time winner, Peter Leone. 

Olympian Margie Engle, Olympic alternate Charlie Jayne and one of America's most decorated 
and successful riders, Hong Kong Olympic Gold Medalist Laura Kraut, also highlight the list of 
equestrians. 
 
Other top Americans making their way to North Salem include veteran riders Kim Prince, Molly 
Ashe-Cawley, Jonathan McCrea, Lauren Tisbo, Candice King, Heather Caristo-Williams, David 
Beisel, Andrew Welles, Quentin Judge, Cara Raether, Kristen Vanderveen, Peter Lutz and 
Kirsten Coe. 
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5 Things to do at the American Gold Cup 
 

 
Take 5:  Things to do at the American Gold Cup  
Adopt  
Stop by the ASPCA booth to meet rescued dogs, cats, and miniature horses looking for loving, 
permanent homes.   
 
Shop  
Bring your wallet, as you’ll find an impressive array of custom riding apparel, antiques, jewelry, 
pet clothing and accessories, and home décor along Boutique Row.  
 
Giddyup!   
Strap on the kids’ helmets and slip on their riding boots for a pony ride.  
 
Jump  
Kids of all ages can take a turn in the show ring, competing over a human-size jumper course. All 
funds raised go directly to JustWorld charity programs.   
 
Watch  
View the world-class competitions. The American Gold Cup, located at Old Salem Farm in North 
Salem, is one of the most prestigious equestrian events in the world. The five-day competition is 
held September 9-13 
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Conor Swail and Viva Colombia Capture $85,000 American 
Gold Cup Qualifier 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
North Salem, NY – September 11, 2015 – Sometimes it is good to have friends in the right 
places, and for Conor Swail, a friendship with Ilan Ferder has resulted in the ride on his now top 
mount Viva Colombia. The Irish athlete piloted the10-year-old mare to victory in the $85,000 
American Gold Cup Qualifier CSI4* presented by Windsor Show Stables. The pair bested a 14-
horse jump-off, beating second place finisher Ali Wolff on Casall and third place finisher Peter 
Lutz on Robin de Ponthual by half a second. 

 

Fifty-eight entries tried to qualify for the tiebreaker by clearing Alan Wade’s track on the Grand 
Prix Field at Old Salem Farm. Out of the first 12 entries, eight were clear, but as the event 
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continued the rails started to fall; only six other riders would advance to the jump-off. 
 
As the second to return, Venezuela’s Andres Rodriquez set the fastest pace of the day with SF 
Ariantha, owned by Robert and Sofia Castro. They stopped the clock at 42.08 seconds, but they 
would only finish sixth when they lowered the height of one of the fences for four faults. 
 
Kirsten Coe had the first clear round on Ferder’s California, but she opted to be more 
conservative, finishing in a time of 46.28 seconds to place fourth. The next athlete in the ring was 
Swail with Viva Colombia, and he used the mare’s big stride to cover the field and take advantage 
of the long gallops. They broke the beam at 44.59 seconds to set the winning pace. 
 
“I felt that the course suited my mare because you needed to cover a lot of ground,” said Swail. 
“She’s big mover, but she’s not the fastest. She’s a bit slow in the air – a lot of scope. It sort of 
suited me that I was able to land and run and try to cover as much ground as quickly as possible.” 
 
Two rounds later, Katie Dinan and Amaretto D’Arco, owned by Grant Road Partners, would have 
the next clear round, but they would also be the slowest of the day for fifth place in 48.50 
seconds. 
 
Ali Wolff laid it on the line with Blacklick Bend Farm’s Casall and came very close to catching 
Swail’s time when she cleared each obstacle with the 10-year-old chestnut gelding. Just a 
fraction off the pace, they tripped the timers at 45.17 seconds for the second place award. 
 

 
“I always go in with a mindset of doing my own course and going at my own pace,” commented 
Wolff. “In the jump-off I just made sure to go my own speed.” Wolff laughed adding, “Trying to 
beat Conor is almost near impossible!” 
 
Wolff continued, “I’ve had Casall for about three years, and we’ve worked slowly up through the 
ranks. He’s just turned out to be such an amazing horse. I think a lot of it is due to his big heart.” 
Peter Lutz stepped on to the field next with Robin de Ponthual, owned by Katherine Gallagher 
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and M. Michael Meller. They were also after the win, but a small slip in one of the rollbacks cost 
them just a moment on the clock to finish in a clear 45.18 seconds, just 1/100th of a second 
behind Wolff for third place. 
 
“Robin has a very large stride, and I just took advantage of that,” noted Lutz. “Unfortunately, he 
slipped a little. I think I lost a little second there, but then he recovered quickly; I just flew to the 
end. He was great. 
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Richie Moloney and Carrabis Z take top honors at the 
Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping $215,000 American 
Gold Cup in New York 

Longines FEI World CupTM Jumping North American league, New York (13 September 2015), 
Richie Moloney (IRL) and Carrabis Z, winners of the qualifier of this new exciting league. 

(StockImageServices.com/FEI) 
 

An accurate jump-off effort from Richie Moloney (IRL) resulted in the only clear round in a six-
man field and earned the win at yesterday’s Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping $215,000 
American Gold Cup in New York.  The impressive, 1.60-metre track designed by Alan Wade (IRL) 
featured 14 obstacles with 17 jumping attempts. Utilising the arena’s graded terrain and natural 
barriers, Wade’s course managed to hold 31 horse-and-rider pairs, out of the original field of 37, 
from the final round. Liubov Kochetova (RUS) aboard Veyron was the second in the order of go, 
and navigated a rail-free round, but with less than a second over the time allowed she recorded 
the only one-fault score in the first round. 
 
Otherwise, rails fell in a variety of places throughout the course, with increased incidents at the 
triple and double combinations. “Wade is a horse-friendly, competitor-friendly designer,” 
according to Frank Madden, the class’ commentator and resident trainer. “He uses no gimmicks 
and no trickery.” 
 
Daniel Bluman (COL) and Conconcreto Sancha LS recorded the first clear as the third horse-and-
rider team to enter the ring. “I had an early draw today in the first round, so I couldn’t really see 
many people jump before me,” Bluman said. “I just wanted to ride my plan. I found it extremely 
technical and careful, and it took extremely good horses and riders to jump a clear round today. I 
was very satisfied with the way my mare jumped. We’ve been together for five or six years, and it 
never gets old to jump a clear round.” 
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The next clear didn’t come for another eight rounds, when Catherine Tyree (USA), a 21-year-old 
student at Northwestern University, piloted Enjoy Louis around a fault-free effort, making for a 
jump off. Olympic gold medalist Laura Kraut (USA), Moloney, hometown favorite Peter Lutz 
(USA) and André Thieme (GER) shortly followed with impressive, clear rounds of their own. 
 
Winning time 
 
When the first three jump off attempts each pulled a rail, the door was wide open for a clear round 
to claim the victory. “The first round was quite technical,” Moloney said. “The course needed quite 
a bit of scope. In the jump off, there was no-one clear before I went, so the first four jumps in the 
jump off I stuck to my plan and went a little bit forward, then toward the end of the jump-off round, 
I got a little bit careful and made sure I jumped a clear round.” 
 
The strategy of an efficient and accurate ride – albeit slower than the four-fault jump off rounds – 
landed Moloney at the top, after the two final jump-off performances from Lutz and Thieme 
recorded faults. 
 
“Richie’s due for a win like this,” Madden commented during Moloney’s round. “The difference 
between synthetic sand and grass footing is that it’s not necessarily the fastest round that’s going 
to be the best on grass,” he added. 
 
Moloney’s winning round was on Carrabis Z, also his winning mount at the CSI4* $210,000 Tryon 
Grand Prix earlier in the summer. “He’s a 12-year-old stallion and quite a small horse,” Moloney 
said. “He’s very scopey and very careful. He has a lot of blood, is a little bit hot, and he’s actually 
green. I got him when he was nine; he’s getting better all the time.” 
 
The Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping Final in Las Vegas (USA) in April was not an original 
goal for Moloney, until he won the second qualifier of the East Coast league. “We go to Central 
Park next then Tryon in October,” Moloney said. 
 
“My goals are to try and be competitive and that’s kind of it, really,” he added. “Long term, I have 
a few very nice horses, and it would be nice to do Europe next summer and maybe a few Nations 
Cup classes.” 
 
“I went to World Cup Finals this year in Vegas, and I saw how hard it was and I wasn’t sure I had 
a horse, or two horses, that it would suit. We’ll see. You never know by the time the end of April 
comes.” 
 
Although Moloney rides for Ireland, he is currently based in Wellington during the winter and splits 
his time between Tryon (North Carolina) and Riverhead (New York) during the summer. 
“It was great to win here today,” he said. “My horse jumped amazing. He’s been jumping great 
lately, and it’s nice for him to get the win here today.” 
 
Best in show 
 
The American Gold Cup earned the top ranking for the best show in the United States earlier this 
year by the North American Riders Group. “Everything went as planned today,” said Michael 
Morrissey, the president of stadium jumping and show manager of the American Gold Cup. “It 
was a picture-perfect day with standing room, only.” 
 
All four riders involved in the press conference praised the Old Salem Farm venue for providing 
the best facilities for the class and for the show. Kraut noted that whether she went first or went 
60th in a class throughout the week, the footing remained the same. 
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“I’m from North Salem and grew up in Fairfield, just 20 minutes from here,” said Lutz. “I’ve been 
coming to this horse show almost my whole life. I’m so happy that the American Gold Cup is here 
because we live here.” 
 
“It’s very good to jump on the grass,” added Moloney. “I think there should be more grass fields 
like this because I’ve been jumping on sand all year and the last two shows, Hamptons and here, 
have been on the grass. I think most horses prefer (jumping on grass). The atmosphere here was 
great. 
 
“It was a very good class,” concluded Morrissey. “The field held up really well. Alan Wade did a 
really remarkable job today and the whole week. It was great, a great class.” 
 
This year marks the 45th anniversary of the annual American Gold Cup and the fourth year that 
Old Salem Farm has hosted the show. 
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NEW LONGINES’ LEAGUE FEATURES AMERICAN GOLD CUP 
 
Longines – the Swiss watchmaker that has been intimately associated with equestrian sports for 
137 years — has announced the formation of the Longines FEI World Cup Jumping North 
American League. 
 
The league, which bows on Aug. 6, features seven East Coast and seven West Coast events, 
including the American Gold Cup, to be held once again this fall at Old Salem Farm in North 
Salem. 

 
Competing for points, 14 riders — the top seven from the East Coast, the top three from the West 
Coast and the two best finishers in Canada and in Mexico — will be among those qualifying for 
next year’s Longines FEI World Cup Jumping Final, to be held March 23-28 in Gothenburg, 
Sweden. (Longines will provide a dedicated timekeeping team and data handling service for each 
of the 14 qualifiers.) This year’s final takes place April 15 through 19 in Las Vegas. 
 
Longines — the top partner and official watch and timekeeper of the FEI (Federation Equestre 
Internationale), the 94-year-old governing body of equestrian sports — has an equine history 
nearly as old as the company itself. Since 1832, it has been based in the Swiss town of Saint-
Imier, where for many years the “comptoir,” or trading office, was run by Auguste Agassiz. In 
those days, watches were made under the “établissage” system, by craftsmen working at home. 
That all changed in 1867 with the arrival of Ernest Francillon, Agassiz’s nephew and successor. 
The resulting Longines factory began creating pieces that were champions of a different sort. 
 
In 1889, Francillon patented the Longines’ name with the winged hourglass that is now its logo. 
The brand — a member of the Swatch group, with outlets in more than 140 countries — 
continues its timekeeping tradition in archery, alpine skiing and gymnastics as well as at the 
French Open at Roland-Garros in Paris. 
 
But it is with equestrian sports that Longines has perhaps its fondest association. In 1878, the 
company created a watch engraved with a jockey and his mount. Four years later, Longines 
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watches, which enabled performances to be timed to the second, made their debut in the New 
York equestrian world. 
 
Today Longines is also the title partner and official timekeeper and watch of the Longines FEI 
World Cup Jumping Western European League and the Longines FEI World Cup Jumping China 
League. 
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THE AMERICAN GOLD CUP RETURNS TO 
OLD SALEM FARM 
 

 
 
This is a big weekend for sports fan in WAG country as the US Open and Greenwich Polo Club 
seasons come to a close. Among the events you won’t want to miss is the American Gold Cup 
CSI4*-W 3 at Old Salem Farm in North Salem. The Gold Cup – which features junior, amateur 
and children’s jumper competitions this week – culminates Sunday, Sept. 13 in the $215,000 
Longines FEI World Cup Jumping New York. The event is part of the recently created Longines 
FEI World Cup Jumping North American League and is one of the first qualifiers for the 2015 
Longines FEI World Cup Jumping Final. 
  
Fourteen countries will be represented by the riders at the Gold Cup, including past winners, 
rising talent and international contenders. Andre Thieme made the trip from Germany to New 
York to make an early bid at the Longines FEI World Cup Jumping Final with his string of FEI 
horses. 
 
“With more and more FEI events being offered in the U.S., I am pleased to able to spend more 
time competing here,” Thieme, who winters in Florida, said in a statement. “Old Salem Farm is a 
top facility, not only in the U.S., but the world. I am excited to be a part of newly formed North 
American League and hope that I can get some early leverage towards qualifying for the 2105 
Final.” 
 
That’s music to Old Salem Farm’s ears. 
 
“The American Gold Cup is a highlight for Old Salem Farm each year and to be included in the 
North American League has made the event even more special for riders, spectators and the 
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local economy as a whole,” said Alan Bietsch, the Farm’s manager. “To see more international-
level events call the U.S. home is a great thing for horse sport, and Old Salem Farm is honored to 
be part of that movement.” 
 
While spectators local to Old Salem Farm will have the opportunity to enjoy family fun, special 
events, equine-related boutiques and top equestrian athletes in the flesh, fans from all over the 
world can watch the action via live streaming through the morning of Sept.13. Tickets and 
streaming for the American Gold Cup are available at www.theamericangoldcup.com. 
 
The $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup Jumping New York, scheduled for 2 p.m. on Sunday, 
Sept. 13, will be available on FEI TV. Click here to subscribe to FEI TV. NBC Sports Network will 
also air the American Gold Cup CSI4*-W on Monday, Sept. 14, from 7 to 8:30 p.m. 
 
In the days following the American Gold Cup, Open and Marshall & Sterling Adult Jumper riders 
will have the opportunity to compete on the same field as some of the world’s best. From Sept. 25 
through 27, Old Salem Farm will host national level competition and welcome riders of varying 
levels. 
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HORSING AROUND WITH NACHO, AMERICAN 
PHAROAH, THE GOLD CUP, GREENWICH POLO 
 

 
 

Avril Graham and Nacho Figueras at the fourth annual Piaget Hamptons Cup. 
Courtesy Avril Graham 

 
Avril Graham, the gracious executive fashion & beauty editor of Harper’s Bazaar – who shares 
our love of polo, and polo players – was kind enough to send us this pix of her and Nacho 
Figueras at the fourth annual Piaget Hamptons Cup, which took place this past weekend in Water 
Mill, N.Y. to benefit The Robin Hood Foundation. 
 
Graham, featured in WAG’s September “Fashion Passion,” issue, will be in our area Sept. 30 to 
host a Neiman Marcus Westchester fashion show benefitting the Georgetown Scholarship Fund. 
The event takes place 11:30 a.m. at the White Plains store. For more information and 
reservations, call 914-989-4908 or RSVPWestchester@neimanmarcus.com. 
 
Meanwhile, there’s plenty of equestrian action in our neck of the woods, what with the United 
States Polo Association (USPA) and Greenwich Polo Club, in partnership with Audi, Town & 
Country and Lancôme, recently announcing that six teams will compete for the Perry Cup, one of 
polo’s most prestigious trophies, at the USPA East Coast Open Sundays Aug. 23 to Sept. 6 at 
Greenwich Polo. 
 
The 20-goal tournament (played on a handicap level) will be live-streamed on ChukkerTV.com 
(preliminary matches), with NBC Sports Network presenting a 60-minute national telecast of the 
final on Sept. 13 at 7 p.m. 
 
“The East Coast Open will be the most competitive and spectacular polo tournament of the 
summer season,” Peter M. Brant, founder of Greenwich Polo Club and an accomplished player 
himself, said of the tournament, which was founded in Rhode Island in 1905, held until World War 
I and revived in 1978. “Fans will experience high-goal polo played by the finest teams, players 
and ponies in the sport all competing to have their names added to the historic Perry Cup.” 
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The gates open at 1 p.m at the site, 1 Hurlingham Drive, with the matches at 3 p.m. Tickets – 
which include private cabanas, box seating and general admission – are available at 
GreenwichPoloClub.com/ECO. 
 
The Greenwich Polo season closes Sept. 13, which is the same day as the culmination of the 
five-day American Gold Cup at Old Salem Farm in North Salem. Oldsalemfarm.net and 
theamericangoldcup.com. 
 
And as if that weren’t enough, American Pharoah may be headed to the Travers Stakes in 
Saratoga Aug. 29. The race is called “the Graveyard of Champions,” because only one Triple 
Crown winner has ever won it (Whirlaway, 1941). Will the Pharoah become number two? 
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TENEUES PRESENTS “THE STYLISH LIFE: EQUESTRIAN” 

 
Stables at the Academy of Spectacle Equestre, Manège de la Grande Ecurie du Château de 

Versailles, France. Image courtesy teNeues Publishing. 
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"The Stylish Life: Equestrian," published by teNeues. Photograph courtesy teNeues Publishing. 
	  
The equestrian season comes to a close in WAG country this month with the American Gold Cup 
at Old Salem Farm in North Salem and the East Coast Open at Greenwich Polo Club. But you 
can warm yourself all winter long with the images of jodhpurs and mint juleps, frilly dresses and 
fascinators contained in the latest offering from teNeues Publishing’s “The Stylish Life” series — 
“Equestrian” (Sept. 15, $55, 176 pages). 
 
As with the “Tennis” and “Yachting” books in this series, there’s plenty to charm your inner 
fashionista or paparazzo. One page alone contains a trifecta of equine-loving goddesses — 
Grace Kelly, properly attired in jodhpurs, knee-high boots, jacket and scarf, seated side-saddle in 
Central Park; an informal Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis in T-shirt and jeans, riding with tweens 
Caroline and John Kennedy; and a postwar Elizabeth Taylor in fitted blue pants and jacket 
mounting a chestnut steed. 
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The icons of yesteryear give way to the second- and third-generation celebrities who are 
accomplished equestrians in their own right, including Athina Onassis, granddaughter of Aristotle, 
and Georgina Bloomberg (May 2012 WAG), younger daughter of Michael, who is a frequent Gold 
Cup participant. 

One page juxtaposes images of 2014 Gold Cup winner Jessica Springsteen and Charlotte 
Casiraghi, who look strikingly like their respective mothers — Patti Scialfa and Caroline, Princess 
of Hanover and Monaco, elder daughter of Princess Grace. 

Juxtapositions are a great strength of “The Stylish Life” series. A particularly fetching page 
pictures model Jean Shrimpton at the 1963 Spring Racing Carnival in a classic sleeveless sheath 
accented by a centered floral pin, a trim handbag and spectators. Opposite is an image taken a 
half-century later of actress and Greenwich native Olivia Palermo at the 10th anniversary of 
Cartier International Dubai Polo. Yet she looks just as effortlessly chic in a sleeveless white top 
and loose black polka-dotted slacks. (Palermo is no stranger to polo, having attended the 2013 
Sentebale Royale Salute Polo Cup at Greenwich Polo Club that featured Prince Harry and Nacho 
Figueras.) 

One fashion statement sure to amuse is the fascinator, which looks like a bird expired on some 
lady’s head. The fascinators depicted in “The Stylish Life” range from bodacious bows to fuchsia 
spheres. But perhaps none has the charm of the Cartier visor sported by a polo pony. 

Indeed, if there is any overriding theme of this book, it is the centrality of the horse. The best two-
legged athletes in the world are nothing without their four-legged teammates, and the photos of 
that partnership are particularly astounding. There is the balletic grace of Vumpaci VD Zuuthoeve 
— forelegs curving downward, hind legs contracted upward — clearing an obstacle with Italian 
rider Eleonora Zorzetto beneath the glass dome of Paris’ Grand Palais during the International 
Jumping Competition “Les Talents Hermès” in 2010. There’s the fleet power of Islefaxyou — 
muscles taut and sleek with sweat — as he strains for the finish at a 1996 Belmont Park race with 
John Velazquez aboard. There’s the complex choreography of the polo match, alternately 
intricate and explosive. 

 
But then there’s the noble humility of these beautiful animals — their luxurious manes and tails 
sometimes knotted or plaited — waiting patiently to serve. For 5,000 years, Vicky Moon’s essay 
notes, the horse has served us majestically in warfare, agriculture, transportation, entertainment, 
therapy and companionship. 

And, as the photograph of Steve “The Kid” Cauthen aboard 1978 Triple Crown winner Affirmed 
affirms, there may be no finer accessory. 
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Website: www.wagmag.com 

HORSE POWER 
	  

Brianne Goutal won the American Gold Cup in 2013 Photo by Carrie Wirth / PMG 
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Norman Dello Joio and Malcolm in their winning jump-off round at the American Gold Cup in 2008 
Photo by Kenneth Kraus / PhelpsSports.com 
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In January 2015 Nick Dello Joio and Contiki won the highly competitive WEF Challenge Photo by 
Kenneth Kraus / PhespsSports.com 

 
“What’s so unique about our sport is that you have an animal doing most of the work,” says show 
jumper Brianne Goutal. 
 
And that helps create a relatively level playing field on which horse and rider can transcend age 
and gender. 
 
At 26, Goutal has already carved out a significant career for herself, capturing in 2013 the 
$200,000 American Gold Cup Grand Prix, a World Cup qualifying event in which she plans to 
compete again next month at Old Salem Farm in North Salem. But she is by no means near her 
peak as she would be in another sport. 
 
“In this sport, experience makes you better,” says Brian Walker, a 31-year-old Canadian-
American, who also expects to be in the Gold Cup again. “Look at Ian Millar, who at age 68 won 
the biggest Grand Prix of his life last year.” Walker’s referring to the $1.5-million CP International 
at Spruce Meadows in Calgary that Millar won aboard Dixson, a descendant of his longtime 
mount, Big Ben. 
 
“It’s a 24/7 kind of a thing,” Norman Dello Joio says of show jumping. “When you’re not doing it, 
you’re thinking about it or planning it.” 
 
Few know more about the mindset of the equestrian than “Stormin’ Norman” — son of the 
Pulitzer Prize-winning composer of the same name. He was the 1983 FEI World Cup winner 
aboard I Love You and a bronze medalist (aboard Irish) at the Barcelona Olympics in 1992, the 
year he was Equestrian of the Year. In 2004, he and Glasgow won the American Invitational — 
more than two decades after his triumph there aboard Allegro. 
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“It’s like the stock market,” says Dello Joio. “You have to be in it for the long haul. If you keep your 
eye on the big picture — and not live or die day to day but stick to a plan — you will win out in the 
end.” 
 
That’s the kind of “horse sense” Dello Joio imparts to his two-legged students. He’s the chef 
d’equipe, or manager, of the Mexican Show Jumping Team and works with son Nick, 26, who’s 
beginning to make a name for himself in the sport. But Dello Joio also has four-legged “pupils” as 
well at Wembley Farms in Wellington, Fla., and at the places he rents in Bedford Hills and in 
Ridgefield, where he and the family summer. 
 
“I try to start with young horses that may have talent,” he says, given the cost of the mature 
horses, mainly European Warmbloods, used in the ring. (Top show jumpers can command 
anywhere from the high six figures to as much as $15 million.) 
 
Riders may have a string of six to 10 horses, a mix of those they own outright and others that are 
sponsored or syndicated. As with the riders, age and experience are advantages. Show horses 
are on average 10- to 12-year-olds. (For perspective, American Pharoah is a 3-year-old.) Goutal’s 
stable of steeds are in the 14- to 16-year-old category. 
 
“They’re used to competition,” she says, “and less responsive to nerves.” 
 
She manages them like an NBA team:  “Most of the top riders have a number one horse they 
save to peak in competition and backup horses.” A long-suffering Knicks’ fan, Goutal likens this to 
conserving forward Carmelo Anthony for the big plays. 
 
Show horses are also a mix of geldings, mares and stallions, with the rule of thumb being that 
geldings are the easiest to work with; mares, the most difficult; and stallions, the most stubborn. 
But Walker speaks for some other riders when he says, “A good horse is a good horse. …I 
generally look for a horse that seems like he’s on your side, a horse with a little life, one that’s 
brave but careful at the highest levels.” 
 
“I think it’s great you have a horse that does most of the work,” Goutal says, “so that you’re able 
to remove a degree of strength (from the rider). But I think women are still at a disadvantage in 
terms of strength and endurance compatibility. Among the top 30 riders, men outnumber women.” 
In the end, though, a good rider is a good rider, regardless of gender. Far more important, Dello 
Joio says, is the balance between talent and temperament, effort and ease, horse and rider: 
“Those are the things that matter.” 
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Website: www.avenuemagazine.com 
 
 
HERMÈS AND THE 2015 AMERICAN GOLD CUPCS14 
 
Today marks the start of the much anticipated five-day horse show that is the 2015 American 
Gold Cup CSI4*-W. And maintaining its longstanding support for equestrian excellence, French 
luxury brand, Hermès, will be participating in the prestigious show jumping competition at Old 
Salem Farm in North Salem, New York. 
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An exciting line up is set to take place at the event running from September 9-13, with leading 
international competitors including Hermès partner riders Daniel Bluman from Columbia and Nick 
Dello Joio from the United States. Guests are in for a treat, as the brand will set up shop on 
Boutique Row, offering a selection of high-performance, quality must-haves for the horse, rider, 
and stable. (Think wool blankets, waterproof leather boots, cotton carryall bags and more). 
 
Adding to the event’s entertainment and hype, Hermès will present the $35,000 Speed Derby FEI 
Art 239 C on Saturday, September 12, and the following day will conclude with the American 
Gold Cup Grand Prix, which serves as a qualifying event for the 2016 World Cup Finals in 
Sweden. Plus, Longines FEI World Cup Jumping New York will present $215,000 to the winner. 
 
So come one, come all! Bring your family and friends to watch the show live in action and shop 
the latest equestrian goods. What can be better? More info on the event and ticket purchases can 
be found here. Today marks the start of the much-anticipated five-day horse show that is the 
2015 American Gold. 
 
 
 
 
Website: www.theplaidhorse.com 
 
Watch Five Days of the American Gold Cup Online 
 
North Salem, NY – For 45 years, this coveted prize has been on the bucket list of the world’s best 
show jumping competitors. The 2015 American Gold Cup, hosted by scenic Old Salem Farm in 
North Salem, New York, will take place Sept. 9-13. One of the most well attended international 
show jumping events in North America, The American Gold Cup is set to welcome thousands of 
show jumping fans again this year. Equestrian enthusiasts unable to attend and enjoy all five 
days of international show jumping in person will still have the opportunity to watch as the best 
riders in the world take to the Old Salem Farm grand prix field. 
 
Show jumping fans will have online access to the American Gold Cup live stream from Sept. 9 
through the morning of Sept.13 from the comfort of their own homes. 
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Website: www.theplaidhorse.com 
	  
REMINDER: $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup TM 
Jumping New York Airs Tonight on NBC Sports Network  
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North Salem, NY – Sept. 14, 
2015 –  Those who couldn’t 

experience the American 
Gold Cup at Old Salem Farm first 
hand have a second chance to see the world’s most accomplished equestrians compete during 
the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York. Tonight, Monday, Sept.14 NBC 
Sports Network will air the event at 7 p.m. EDT. Fans of show jumping will enjoy this rare U.S. 
prime time 90-minute broadcast. 
 
The coveted event was the first U.S. leg of the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North 
American League that boasts a minimum of $2.4 million prize money across the series, featuring 
the best Jumping athletes from North America and around the world. 
 
All the high-flying action was captured in its entirety for broadcast on NBC Sports Network for the 
third consecutive year. Set your DVR or tune in tonight at 7 p.m. EDT for the full 90-minute 
expanded broadcast. 
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Website: www.theplaidhorse.com 
 
$35,000 Don Little Memorial Welcome Stake to Honor 
Legendary Horseman at 2015 American Gold Cup  
 
North Salem, NY – Sept. 10, 2015 –The 2015 American Gold Cup is honored to feature the 
$35,000 Don Little Memorial Welcome Stake, sponsored by the family and friends of Donald V. 
Little, at Old Salem Farm. Held in memory of the legendary horseman from Boston, the class 
takes place Thursday, Sept.10 at 2 p.m. in the grand prix field. 
 
An accomplished show jumper, fox hunter and polo player, Little died in 2012 after a fall in the 
Masters Classic at the Winter Equestrian Festival in Wellington, Florida. As those who knew him 
said, he died doing what he loved, successfully competing in show jumping well into his 70s. The 
Donald V. Little Memorial continues to support and promote his dedication to and passion for the 
sport. 

 

 
Darragh Kenny and Gatsby won the 2014 Don Little Memorial Welcome Stake 

Little founded and managed the Boston Grand Prix Jumper Classic Horse Show from 1991 to 
2011. He competed in the 2006 Global Champions Tour, winning events in St. Tropez, Cannes 
and Monte Carlo aboard his veteran mounts Mr. Nighttime and Soprano. He finished in the 
ribbons at Spruce Meadows, Canada, and in many top competitions in the eastern United States. 

“Don Little was my first client,” said international show jumping athlete, Schuyler Riley. “Don 
achieved a lot. He had fought for our country, was (featured) in a top grossing film as a polo 
player along side Steve McQueen and was an exceptionally successful businessman. While Don 
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celebrated all that had accomplished, he never stopped looking for what he could do next.  He 
had such a charismatic attitude. It was infectious. Together we accomplished much in the sport. 
As much as I taught Don how to ride and win at his level, Don taught me about winning in life.” 

In addition to show jumping, he was widely respected in the worlds of polo, foxhunting and horse 
racing. At his death, he was master of foxhounds of the venerable Myopia Hunt Club, having 
served in that post 11 years. Past president of the United States Polo Association, he was captain 
of Myopia Polo for nearly two decades. 

 

Charlie Jacobs and Schuyler Riley, pictured, along with international competitor 
Kamal Bahamdan are members of the group that came together to honor the memory of 

  Don Little. Photo by Rebecca Walton. 
 

“Don was a great friend and he did a lot for the horse community, particularly around 
Massachusetts,” said Charlie Jacobs, an international show jumping competitor. “This is meant to 
remember and honor Don’s legacy and recognize the importance Don and his family had and 
continue to have on the community. Schuyler suggested we do this. We are part of a group of 
people that want to recognize Don’s legacy.” 

Little pioneered the syndicated racehorse business in the early 1980s. He was founder and 
chairman of Centennial Farms, which ran winners of many Thoroughbred stakes races. 
Centennial horse Colonial Affair won the Belmont Stakes in 1993 with Julie Krone aboard, the 
first female jockey ever to win the race. In 2014 the Centennial horse Wicked Strong finished 
fourth in both the Kentucky Derby and the Belmont. 

Born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Little resided most of his adult life in Ipswich, Massachusetts. 
An avid pilot, he served in the U.S. Air Force and was the youngest aircraft commander in the 
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Strategic Air Command. Professionally he was a highly successful broker and investment 
manager at UBS and its predecessor companies, Paine Webber and Kidder Peabody. 

“I believe Don would want to be remembered here at the American Gold Cup not only because he 
knew Gene Mische and many people who are a part of Stadium Jumping but also because I think 
the American Gold Cup represents top sport in America,” Riley said. “Don loved his country and 
as always the eager competitor loved top sport. For that reason, the American Gold Cup is the 
best place to honor Don Little and his life.” 

. 
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Website: www.theplaidhorse.com 
 
Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American 
League Calls Old Salem Farm Home This Week  
 
North Salem, NY – September 9, 2015 – Old Salem Farm is proud to host the American Gold 
Cup CSI4*-W Sept. 9-13 as the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American League 
calls Westchester County’s North Salem, NY, home this week. The $215,000 Longines FEI World 
Cup™ Jumping New York, which will take place Sunday, September 13, was named part of the 
recently created League and is one of the first 2015 qualifiers for the 2015 Longines FEI World 
Cup™ Jumping Final. 

 
Old Salem Farm’s pristine grounds, list of elite horses and riders, and special events for the 
whole family draws spectators from Westchester County and beyond each year to watch horses 
and riders compete in international-level sport at the American Gold Cup and Old Salem Farm 
Spring Horse Shows. 

This year, the American Gold Cup was selected as one of only seven events that will comprise 
the East Coast division of the all-new Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American 
League that launched in Miami, FL, earlier this year. 

Fourteen nations will be represented in the star-studded list of riders at the American Gold Cup, 
including past winners, rising talent and international contenders. Andre Thieme made the trip 
from Germany to New York to make an early bid at the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping Final, 
the most sought-after individual global championship for show jumpers, with his string of FEI 
horses. 
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“With more and more FEI events being offered in the U.S., I am pleased to able to spend more 
time competing here,” said Thieme, who spends his winters in Florida. “Old Salem Farm is a top 
facility, not only in the U.S., but the world. I am excited to be a part of newly formed North 
American League, and hope that I can get some early leverage towards qualifying for the 2105 
Final.” 

Old Salem Farm is one of a total 14 North American League locations across the U.S., Mexico 
and Canada and was selected earlier this year after a rigorous screening process from a long list 
of 25 applicants. 

“The American Gold Cup is a highlight for Old Salem Farm each year and to be included in the 
North American League has made the event even more special for riders, spectators and the 
local economy as a whole,” said Alan Bietsch, Old Salem Farm Manager. “To see more 
international-level events call the U.S. home is a great thing for horse sport, and Old Salem Farm 
is honored to be part of that movement.” 

In cooperation with the American Gold Cup, Old Salem Farm will also offer opportunities for 
Junior, Amateur and Children’s Jumpers to enjoy the prestige of this week’s event, as well as 
host the ASPCA/NHSAA Maclay Championship. 
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Website: www.theplaidhorse.com 
 
American Gold Cup Offers Family-Friendly Activities and 
Exciting Show Jumping Action  
 
North Salem, NY – September 6, 2015 – The American Gold Cup, one of America’s most 
exciting international show jumping events, opens this week. From September 9 -13 at Old Salem 
Farm, it will feature top-level horse and rider combinations, as well as many other exciting and 
family-friendly events Saturday and Sunday. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pied Piper Pony Rides are always a hit with the kids. Photo by the Book LLC. 
 
Don’t miss all the fun and excitement before the American Gold Cup begins. Come for the world-
class competition, and stay for the acrobats and world-class musical performances. 
 
Family Fun 
If you have young ones or are simply young-at-heart, the American Gold Cup offers pony rides, 
face painting, a petting zoo and the popular JustWorld horseless horse show. 
For more than 25 years, The Pied Piper Pony Rides and Petting Zoo has delighted and educated 
children about animals, as well as giving kids an opportunity to experience the joy of riding. 
Operator Melanie Pien, a mother of two, understands what makes kids smile and ensures the 
ponies are always safe and happy. After watching the speedy grand prix jumpers, any child at the 
American Gold Cup will be excited about riding one of the Pied Piper’s friendly ponies. 
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Face painting at the American Gold Cup. 
 
The artistic and beautiful designs by professional face-painters will certainly brighten up the Old 
Salem show grounds. Whimsical designs will make children of all ages smile 
There will also be a hula-hoop performer, a high-energy dance troupe and appearances by 
pageant winners, including Miss Westchester and Miss Hudson Valley. 

 
The atmosphere at the American Gold Cup inspires young people to partake in show jumping, 
and any child may compete in the imaginative JustWorld International Horseless Horse Show. On 
Sunday pint-size competitors can try their own legs over a miniature show jumping course. 
Proceeds from the event benefit JustWorld’s programs that aid children in need around the world. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The JustWorld Horseless Horse Show gives kids an opportunity to compete on foot. 
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Magical Acts 
The light-hearted fun doesn’t stop there. Keep an eye open at the show grounds for some unique 
and fascinating performers, including a gold living statue, a strolling juggler and magicians. They 
will be displaying their mystical talents around the show, providing amusing and intriguing sleights 
of hand and impressive feats. 
 
Musical Performances 
Contributing to the show’s festive and fun atmosphere will be many harmonious musical acts, 
from bagpipes to national anthem singers. 
Darius Kaufmann, a world-renowned musician from local North Salem Boy Scouts Troop 1, will 
display his skill with Celtic instruments on the bagpipes. 
 
Each day of competition will also highlight a uniquely talented singer performing the national 
anthem. On Friday, Alison McConekey, an incredible opera soprano, will wow spectators with her 
beautiful tone and commanding stage presence. Saturday will showcase 18-year-old Amber 
Lewis, and Sunday wraps up with Maureen Hamill, an experienced theatrical singer. 
 
Equestrian Attractions 
Show jumping fans and enthusiasts will have the chance to meet the friendly and inspiring Grand 
Prix riders, potential Olympians of the future. They will be signing autographs on the Grand Prix 
Field after the final awards ceremony for the featured event Sunday, the $215,000 Longines FEI 
World Cup™ Jumping New York. 

 
With thrilling international show jumping competition and impressive, world-class horse and rider 
combinations, the American Gold Cup is a can’t-miss event. Add to that the family-friendly 
activities, musical performances and magical entertainers, and the American Gold Cup promises 
to please all spectators. 
 

 

The stands fill up fast! Get your tickets today. Photo by The Book LLC. 
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Website: www.horseshowjumping.com 
 
CSI4*-W North Salem: Conor Swail victorious in American 
Gold Cup Qualifier 
 

 
 
Having looked at events from Canada, let’s stay in the North American continent and round-up 
what went on further south at the CSI4*-W North Salem in the USA. 
 
Ireland’s Conor Swail was certainly in good form with his 10 year-old mount Viva Colombia and 
the pair rode to victory in the second American Gold Cup GP qualifier. Ali Wolff with Casall was 
second and Peter Lutz with Robin de Ponthual was third. 
 
58 pairs went round the course designed by Alan Wade, and the first clear was registered by US 
pair Kirsten Coe and California, who eventually ended up in fourth place. No one however was 
able to out-perform Swail. The rider took full advantage of the wide spaces and distances out on 
the North Salem arena, making use of Viva Colombia’s impressive physique to out-do rivals and 
cover more ground with its larger strides. 
 
In the other competitions taking place yesterday, Laura Kraut won the Horse & Style of Riding 
Award while Venezuela’s Andres Rodrigues won the Equis Boutique's Best Pretended Horse Prize. 
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Website: www.horseshowjumping.tv.node.com 
 

FEI World Cup: Richie Moloney wins in North Salem 

	  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Richie Moloney has claimed victory at the North Salem leg of the FEI World Cup. 
Photo credits: The Book LLC 

 
The Irishman opted for accuracy and precision over speed with his run, and it was a tactic that 
paid dividends, as he was the only rider to clear the course in both rounds with his mount 
Carrabis Z in a competition worth $ 215.000. 
 
Just six clears had been registered after the first stage, with Colombian duo Daniel Bluman and 
Conconcreto Sancha LS the first pairing to take to the field for round 2 and stopping the clock in 
43.38 seconds but with 4 penalties. 
 
Next round the course was 21 year-old Catherine Tyree, the youngest participant, who didn’t 
manage to fly around the course with Enjoy Louis and had to settle for a fifth place finish. Laura 
Kraut with Deauville S did manage a quick time however to take second place with 4 penalties. 
 
Richie Moloney was up next after Kraut and was faultless with his run. Neither Canadian rider 
Peter Lutz nor Germany’s Andre Thieme could do better, meaning the Irishman could celebrate 
his win. Commenting afterwards, Moloney admitted qualification to the FEI World Cup final is now 
a possibility but it is not his main goal. 
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Website: www.barnmice.com 
	  
Ireland's Moloney wins US World Cup Qualifier at North 
Salem 

 
KILKENNY'S Richie Moloney recorded the only zero score in the jump-off for the World Cup 
Qualifier at North Salem, New York tonight (Sunday) and took the Longines trophy along with 
62,000 euro in prize money. 
 
Riding Equinimity Llc's 12 year-old stallion, Carrabis Z, Moloney produced a clear first round and 
was one of just six from a starting field of 37 to make it through to the jump-off. 
 
Fourth to go, the Irish rider was the only competitor to leave all the poles standing on the 
shortened course and delivered the competition's only double clear round. The US rider Laura 
Kraut aboard Deauville S recorded a faster time than Moloney but had to settle for the runner-up 
spot after clipping a fence for four faults. 
 
Cork's Shane Sweetnam also featured in the top ten, with an eighth place on Chaqui Z after 
collecting four faults in a fast first round. 
 
On Saturday 33 year-old Moloney also won the Speed Derby at North Salem, this time riding the 
14 year-old gelding Alsvid and adding a further 10,000 euro to to takings from the show. Other 
Irish riders also featured in the Derby, with Lorcan Gallagher and Esquina van Klapscheut 
finishing third and Ronan McGuigan with Capall Zidane fourth. 
 
Limerick's Paul O'Shea also claimed a second place for Ireland in the four-star show's Saturday 
evening jump-off feature class, collecting 15,000 euro after Laura Kraut and Andretti S beat him 
to the 25,000 euro first prize by just over a second. 
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Website: www.farmersjournal.ie 
 
New York double for Moloney 

Richie Moloney and Carrabis Z winning the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup qualifier at the 
American Gold Cup in New York. Photo: The Book LLC 

Kilkenny's Richie Moloney dominates at the prestigious American Gold Cup Show in North 
Salem, New York, when scoring a double in the Derby and the Longines Gold Cup, writes 
Michael Slavin.  
 
With Carrabis Z, he had the only double clear from a start list of 40 to take the cup. Going fourth 
of six against the clock, he was clear in the easy pace of 45.74 to take the coveted trophy. Laura 
Kraut (US) was second on four faults in 43.72. 
 
Earlier, Richie brought out Alsvid to win the Speed Derby in a fast time of 76.61, which was all but 
scooped by the Irish. Lorcan Gallagher came third on Esquina and Ronan McGuigan fourth on 
Capall Zidane. In a 1.50m jump-off, Paul O’Shea came second with Skara Glen’s Machu Picchu, 
behind Laura Kraut. 
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Website: www.theiririshfield.ie 
 
Moloney triumphs in $215,000 Gold Cup NY win 
 

 
Kilkenny's Richie Moloney and Carrabis Z galloped home with the $215,000 Longines FEI World 

Cup qualifier at the American Gold Cup show in New York (Photo: The Book LLC) 

 
Major victory for Kilkenny's Richie Moloney and Carrabis Z in American 
Gold Cup show in New York  
 
KILKENNY's Richie Moloney triumphed in Sunday's $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup Jumping 
New York victory at the prestigious American Gold Cup show in New York, after coming out on 
top of a six-horse jump-off with Carrabis Z. 
 
"It was great to win here today," smiled Moloney. "My horse jumped amazing. He's been jumping 
great lately." 
 
Forty riders qualified for the second event in the Longines FEI World Cup Jumping North 
American League East, which boasts a minimum of $2.4 million prize money across the series 
featuring the best show jumping riders from North America and around the world. 
 
Ireland's Alan Wade designed the technical track on the Grand Prix Field at Old Salem Farm, 
which featured 17 jumping efforts that included an oxer-oxer-vertical triple combination and a 
vertical-oxer double combination. 
Only six of the original entries were able to master the first round course and advance to the 
tiebreaker, where Colombia's Daniel Bluman and Conconcreto Sancha LS were the first to return. 
They had a rail at the 'B' element of the double combination, but were able to complete the track 
in 43.38 seconds to set the pace. 
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The youngest rider in the jump-off, 21-year-old Catherine Tyree, was up next, but as she turned 
back on one of the wide oxers, her mount Enjoy Louis had a rail down. Their slower time of 44.59 
seconds would hold up for fifth place. 
 
America's Laura Kraut returned to the field with Deauville S, owned by Old Willow Farm, but her 
chance at the win also came to an end quickly when they had the 'A' element of the combination 
down. The pair managed to beat Bluman's time when they broke the beam at 43.27 seconds, 
which would hold up for second place, while Bluman claimed third. 
 
Richie Moloney followed Kraut with Equinimity LLC's Carrabis Z, and after watching the first three 
riders struggle for a clear round, he opted for a more careful approach. Slow but accurate, the 
pair finished the course with a clear round to take over the lead with a time of 45.74 seconds. 
 
"In the jump-off there was nobody clear before I went," said Moloney. "The first four jumps in the 
jump-off I kind of stopped my plan and went a little forward and then towards the end of the jump-
off round I got a little bit careful and made sure I jumped a clear round." 
 
Peter Lutz of Fairfield, Connecticut, has attended the American Gold Cup for a number of years, 
but this marked his first entry in the highlight event. He tried to match Moloney's effort with his 
mount Robin de Ponthual, owned by Katherine Gallagher and M. Michael Meller. He and the 10-
year-old Selle Francais stallion also fell victim to the combination though, and their time of 43.95 
seconds would take over the fourth place position in the standings. 
 
The final rider to challenge Moloney's lead was Germany's Andre Thieme with Conthendrix, but 
they had down the second fence as well as part of the combination. Their eight-fault score in 
46.11 seconds would earn them sixth place and seal Moloney's victory. 
 
Moloney has been riding Carrabis Z for four years and has developed a strong partnership with 
the 12-year-old Zangersheide stallion. "He's a lot of blood, he's a little bit difficult to ride, but he's 
very careful," he explained. "Even though he's 12 this year I feel he's just starting to really 
improve now since the start of the summer so hopefully there are more good things to come." 
 
As part of the Longines FEI World Cup Jumping North American League, Sunday's main event 
allows riders to gain valuable points for the World Cup Finals in Gothenburg, Sweden. 
 
"I suppose World Cup Finals is a goal now with the win today, but it wasn't my first aim," admitted 
Moloney. "I went to Word Cup Finals this year in Vegas to watch and I saw how hard it was. I 
wasn't sure I had a horse or two horses that it would suit. We'll see; you never know by the time 
the end of April comes." 
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Viva Irlanda as Swail takes Gold Cup with Colombia 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Conor Swail and Martha Louise finished as runners-up in the Welcome Stakes at the American Gold Cup in 
North Salem New York (Photo: The Book LLC) 

Co Down’s Conor Swail wins with Viva Colombia as Irish riders hit top form 
in New York 
 
IRISH riders were in sparkling form at the American Gold Cup meeting in New York, including Co 
Down’s Conor Swail who took victory in last Friday’s $85,000 Gold Cup qualifier with the Ilan 
Ferder-owned Viva Colombia. 
 
Following a 14 horse jump-off, a clear round in 44.59 seconds for Swail and the 10-year-old 
daughter of Couleur Rubin proved unbeatable. Swail has been riding Viva Colombia for six 
months. We’re kind of finding our feet with each other and building a good relationship. I would 
say she’s a little heavy and downhill, so you need to have strength. She wants to be really careful 
and she has a lot of scope and power. Viva is my top horse at the moment,” he said. 
 
Richie Moloney warmed up for Sunday’s World Cup qualifier with a win in the $35,000 Hermès 
Sellier speed derby, a class which saw three Irish riders finish in the top four. The Kilkenny rider 
took the winner’s prize with Equinimity LLC’s Alsvid, finishing with a two second winning margin 
over runner-up Roberto Teran with Farina. 
 
“My plan was to just be as quick as I could really and try to get the turns” said Moloney. “I’ve been 
riding Alsvid for over four years and he always gets results. He’s a great horse and a big favourite 
of all of us here. 
 
Ireland’s Lorcan Gallagher finished third on Alexander Devries’ Esquina Van Kalpscheut, while 
Ronan McGuigan completed the Irish domination by taking fourth spot with Cappal Zidane. 
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Continuing his excellent recent form, Limerick’s Paul O’Shea grabbed a runner-up finish in 
Saturday’s 1.50m Fidelity Investments classic. Riding the eight-year-old Skara Glen’s Machu 
Picchu, O’Shea had held the lead before being overtaken by eventual winner Laura Kraut with 
Andretti S. O’Shea was the first rider to break the 37 second mark with Skara Glen’s Machu 
Picchu and cruised to a faultless time of 36.58 to take the initial lead. Kraut however was in 
unbeatable form and broke the beams clear in 35.22 to take the win. 
 
The week’s international classes at North Salem began with Swail finishing as runner-up in last 
Thursday’s 1.45m $35,000 Don Little Memorial. Riding the Susan and Ariel Grange-owned 
Martha Louise, he finished just behind 21-year-old winner Abigal McArdle with Cosma. 
 
“Martha was great, but she’s been off for a little bit since March this year,” he commented. “This is 
only her third show back. She’s a great winner for me, and when she’s not around it makes my 
life a little trickier. It’s nice for her to be back and be competitive,” said Swail who also took fourth 
place with Cita. 
 
Following on from some excellent stateside results the week before, Mayo’s Cormac Hanley 
finished sixth in the $25,000 junior classic at the New York venue with the 13-year-old mare 
Venus, owned-by Raylyn Farms 
 
World Cup Win for Moloney in New York 

 

Richie Moloney and Carrabis Z captured the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup qualifier at the 
American Gold Cup in New York (Photo: The Book LLC) 
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Kilkenny rider sets sights on Gotenburg World Cup final after New York 
triumph. 

IRELAND’S Richie Moloney produced the only double-clear round of the entire competition to 
score a superb win the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup qualifier at North Salem in New York 
last Sunday. 
 
Kilkenny-born Moloney was riding the 12-year-old Zangersheide stallion Carrabis Z and the pair 
were one of just six combinations to make it into the jump-off over fellow countryman Alan 
Wade’s tough 1.60m course. 
 
The four-star fixture, part of the American Gold Cup show, attracted a top-class line-up with 
Moloney landing the week’s biggest competition. “It was great to win here,” he said. “My horse 
jumped amazing. He’s been jumping great lately and it’s nice for him to get the win here.” 
 
Forty combinations had qualified for what was the second event in the North American World Cup 
series. 
 
American rider Laura Kraut had set the pace in the jump-off when she posted a four-fault score 
aboard Deauville S. They knocked the first part of the combination, which had also caught out a 
number of others. A faster time than early pace-setter, Columbian Daniel Bulman and 
Conconcreto Sancha LS, saw Kraut move into the lead. Drawn fourth to go in the decider, 
Moloney followed Kraut with Equinimity LLC’s Carrabis Z and after watching the first three riders 
struggle for a clear, he finished the course with a foot-perfect round to take the lead. 
 
“In the jump-off there was nobody clear before I went,” said Moloney. “I stuck to my plan until the 
last two jumps when I slowed down and made sure I left them up.” 
 
COMBINATION 
The penultimate combination, Peter Lutz and Robin de Ponthual, also fell victim to the 
combination, before the final rider, Germany’s Andre Thieme, entered the arena with 
Conthendrix, However they finished with eight faults to leave Moloney as a deserving winner. 
 
Speaking about Carrabis Z, who he has been riding for four years, Moloney said: “He is getting 
better all the time and our partnership has really improved this summer. He is a blood, careful and 
scopey horse and he jumps his best when he is relaxed. He felt like he jumped even better in the 
jump-off on Sunday. 
 
“I’m very happy with the win for my owners, the Mercer family who are great to work for and I am 
very lucky to have their support, everyone at Equinimity LLC farm works very hard to make these 
results possible.”  
 
Moloney now lies in joint third position on the North American World Cup table with 20 points and 
in a good position to challenge for a place at the 2016 World Cup finals in Gothenburg, Sweden. 
 
“I suppose World Cup finals is a goal now with the win today but it wasn’t my first aim,” admitted 
Moloney. “I went to Word Cup finals this year in Vegas to watch and I saw how hard it was. I 
wasn’t sure I had a horse or two horses that it would suit. We’ll see, you never know by the time 
the end of April comes.” 
 
Cork’s Shane Sweetnam, finished in eighth position after he jumped the fastest four-fault score 
with Chaqui Z, while Conor Swail was presented with the Michael Meller Style Award, donated in 
memory of Theresa Hogan. 
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American Gold Cup at Old Salem Farm is in the books 
 
 

 
 
NORTH SALEM, N.Y. — With the only double clear effort of the day, the saying "luck of the Irish" 
rang true for Richie Moloney as he galloped home with the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup 
Jumping New York victory at the American Gold Cup. The Irish native bested a six-horse jump-off 
with his careful mount Carrabis Z, opting for a slower round, they were the only pair to leave all 
the rails intact. 
 
Forty athletes qualified for the second event in the Longines FEI World Cup� Jumping North 
American League East, which boasts a minimum of $2.4 million prize money across the series 
featuring the best Jumping athletes from North America and around the world. Ireland's Alan 
Wade designed the technical track on the Grand Prix Field at Old Salem Farm, which featured 17 
jumping efforts that included an oxer-oxer-vertical triple combination and a vertical-oxer double 
combination.  
 
Only six of the original entries were able to master the first round course and advance to the 
tiebreaker. Moloney, after watching the first three riders struggle for a clear, he opted for a more 
careful approach. Slow but accurate, the pair finished the course with a clear round to take over 
the lead with a time of 45.74 seconds. 
 
As part of the Longines FEI World Cup Jumping North American League, Sunday's main event 
allows riders to gain valuable points for the World Cup Finals in Gothenburg, Sweden.  
 
"I suppose World Cup Finals is a goal now with the win today, but it wasn't my first aim," admitted 
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Moloney. "I went to Word Cup Finals this year in Vegas to watch and I saw how hard it was. I 
wasn't sure I had a horse or two horses that it would suit. We'll see; you never know by the time 
the end of April comes." After the competition, another Irish rider received a special award. Conor 
Swail was presented with the M. Michael Meller Style Award, donated in memory of Theresa 
Hogan. 
 
$25,000 SJHOF Roberto Coin High Junior/Amateur-Owner Classic  
 
 

 
 
On Sunday morning, the American Gold Cup at Old Salem Farm commenced with the $25,000 
SJHOF Roberto Coin High Junior/Amateur-Owner Classic. Out of a field of 60 entries, only eight 
were able to jump clear around the Alan Wade-designed course in the Grand Prix Ring. 
 
Tori Colvin was third to go and posted the first clear jump-off round with Cafino, owned by Take 
The High Road, LLC, in a time of 36.880 seconds. With five left to go, Colvin's time held up 
against the jump-off competition until Katherine Strauss and All In beat their time as the second to 
last horse and rider combination to enter the ring in 36.595 seconds, knocking Colvin into second 
place. 
 
The junior in high school from New York City has owned All In (Ollie) for a year and a half had 
faith that the 10-year-old bay gelding could pull off the win.  
 
"I didn't get to see all of Tori's round," said Strauss. "I know she's an awesome rider; super fast 
on a fast horse with a big stride. I'm lucky because my horse also has a big stride and enough 
scope to do this, so I just knew I had to give it my best shot if I wanted to beat her. It was very 
close time, but I was lucky that it worked out in my favor.  
 
Strauss switches between riding equitation, with Stacia Madden at Beacon Hill Show Stables, 
and jumpers with Beezie and John Madden where she also keeps Ollie at their farm in 
Cazenovia, N.Y. 
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"Ollie's an awesome horse," said Strauss. "I'm so lucky to have him. He really performs great at 
venues like this because in a big field you can really get a good gallop. He has a huge stride and 
enough scope to cover for me if I really want to leave one out. We had a really great summer, so I 
felt confident coming here and starting off the fall season on a good foot.  
 
"John and Beezie are the best of the best at jumpers," added Strauss. "I feel so fortunate to get to 
work with them. Stacia and the team at Beacon Hill have had lots of success in the equitation 
ring, so I just really wanted to focus on each one." 
 
Region 2 ASPCA/NHSAA Maclay Championship 
 
The Region 2 ASPCA/NHSAA Maclay Championship was held during the American Gold 
CupCSI4*-W.  
 
Top local equitation riders competed on Sept. 12 with hopes to qualify for the ASPCA Maclay 
Horsemanship Championship Finals at the National Horse Show in Lexington, Ky., this 
November. 
 
Sixteen-year-old Katherine Bundy of Westport, Conn., impressed in all three phases to take top 
honors over 37 riders. Bundy was one of six pairs to return for additional testing. Taylor St. 
Jacques of Glen Allen, Va., returned first, followed by Maya Nayyar of New York, N.Y.; T.J. 
O'Mara of Rumson, N.J.; Bundy; Lucy Deslauriers of New York, N.Y.; and lastly Katherine 
Strauss of Southampton, N.Y. 
 
The testing order shuffled significantly with Bundy nailing the counter canter for the win. Nayyar 
took second with a smooth round, while O'Mara claimed third. St. Jacques settled for fourth, 
Deslauriers in fifth, and Strauss capped the top six. 
 
$10,000 Mitchell-Innes & Nash Fine Art Adult Amateur Classic 
 
The Grand Prix Field kicked off the Sept. 12 schedule with the $10,000 Mitchell-Innes & Nash 
Fine Art Adult Amateur Classic at 9 a.m. Fifty-six Adult Jumpers attempted the Alan Wade-
designed course, but only 15 were able to move on to the jump-off, where Pennsylvanian, 
Patricia Hennessy and 20-year-old Little Tom took top honors for the second time since 2013 with 
a double clear effort in 32.108 seconds.  
 
"He's been such a good horse," said Hennessy. "It took us a little bit to get used to each other, 
but he's been such an amazing and consistent horse. We always say that we're lucky everyday 
that we get to go out with him. As long as he wants to keep doing it, we'll keep doing it because if 
he say sno, he doesn't owe me a thing."  
 
"I love the grass field here, it's so much fun," added Hennessy. "Lucy Mitchell-Innes sponsors the 
division, and it's so great because otherwise we wouldn't be on the field. So thanks to her we get 
to go. It's such a beautiful venue; they do such a nice job, and the courses are always good. It's 
special here." 
 
Mary Kate Olsen and Hertog Van't Merodehof followed Hennessy to claim second with a time of 
35.304 seconds, while Laura Faulkner and Pompadour finished in third in 36.005 seconds. 
 
$5,000 Gochman Family Children's Classic 
 
In the $5,000 Gochman Family Children's Classic, the victory went to Ameila Riegel riding Ultrad 
d'Eclipse.  
 
The pair was one of only two double clear entries, with Riegel finishing the jump-off in 37.3939 
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seconds. Kathleen Full-Baudeneau and Dithari were one second short during the tiebreaker for 
second place, while Marissa Rice and Laetitia took home the third place award with the fastest 
four-fault jump-off. 
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The Journal News 
 
45th American Gold Cup Longines FEI World Cup Jumping 
 

 
 

2015. Ricky Flores/The Journal News 
 

Jumpers compete in the 45th American Gold Cup Longines FEI World Cup for Jumping at Old 
Salem Farm in North Salem on Sept. 13, 2015. 
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Ireland’s Moloney wins jumping’s American Gold Cup 
 
 

 
 
Ireland’s Richie Moloney put up the only clear round to win the FEI World Cup Jumping $215,000 
American Gold Cup in New York on Sunday. 
 
The impressive, 1.60-metre track designed by Alan Wade (IRL) featured 14 obstacles with 17 
jumping attempts. Using the arena’s graded terrain and natural barriers, Wade’s course managed 
to hold 31 horse-and-rider pairs, out of the original field of 37, from the final round. Liubov 
Kochetova (RUS) aboard Veyron was the second in the order of go, and navigated a rail-free 
round, but with less than a second over the time allowed she recorded the only one-fault score in 
the first round. 
 
Otherwise, rails fell in a variety of places throughout the course, with increased incidents at the 
triple and double combinations. “Wade is a horse-friendly, competitor-friendly designer”, 
according to Frank Madden, the class’ commentator and resident trainer. “He uses no gimmicks 
and no trickery.” 
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Daniel Bluman (COL) and Conconcreto Sancha LS recorded the first clear as the third horse-
andrider team to enter the ring, but the next clear didn’t come for another eight rounds, when 
Catherine Tyree (USA), a 21-year-old student at Northwestern University, piloted Enjoy Louis 
around a fault free effort, making for a jump off. Olympic gold medalist Laura Kraut (USA), 
Moloney, hometown favorite Peter Lutz (USA) and André Thieme (GER) shortly followed with 
impressive, clear rounds of their own. 
 
When the first three of the six to jump off each pulled a rail, the door was wide open for a clear 
round to claim the victory to win the Longines Trophy and €62,000. 
 
“The first round was quite technical,” Moloney said. “The course needed quite a bit of scope. In 
the jump off, there was no-one clear before I went, so the first four jumps in the jump off I stuck to 
my plan and went a little bit forward, then toward the end of the jump-off round, I got a little bit 
careful and made sure I jumped a clear round.” 
 
The strategy of an efficient and accurate ride – albeit slower than the four-fault jump off rounds – 
landed Moloney at the top, after the two final jump-off performances from Lutz and Thieme 
recorded faults. 
 
“Richie’s due for a win like this,” Madden commented during Moloney’s round, adding: “The 
difference between synthetic sand and grass footing is that it’s not necessarily the fastest round 
that’s going to be the best on grass.” 
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Moloney’s winning round was on Carrabis Z, also his winning mount at the CSI4* $210,000 Tryon 
Grand Prix earlier in the summer. “He’s a 12-year-old stallion and quite a small horse,” Moloney 
said. “He’s very scopey and very careful. He has a lot of blood, is a little bit hot, and he’s actually 
green. I got him when he was nine; he’s getting better all the time.” 
 
The Longines FEI World Cup Jumping Final in Las Vegas (USA) in April was not an original goal 
for Moloney, until he won the second qualifier of the East Coast league. “We go to Central Park 
next then Tryon in October,” Moloney said. 
 
“My goals are to try to be competitive and that’s kind of it, really,” he added. “Long term, I have a 
few very nice horses, and it would be nice to do Europe next summer and maybe a few Nations 
Cup classes. 
 
“I went to World Cup Finals this year in Vegas, and I saw how hard it was and I wasn’t sure I had 
a horse, or two horses, that it would suit. We’ll see. You never know by the time the end of April 
comes.” 
 
Although Moloney rides for Ireland, he is currently based in Wellington during the winter and splits 
his time between Tryon (North Carolina) and Riverhead (New York) during the summer. 
 
Daniel Bluman was full of praise for his mount Conconcreto Sancha LS. “I startd my five-starnd 
international career with her and she took me to the Olympic Games, my first Pan American 
Games, and we’ve learned a lot together. We’ve been through a lot of things and now she’s 12 
years old. She’s feeling as good as ever. We know each other better, we know how to make a 
good plan that fits well for her and fits well for me and I could stay all afternoon here speaking 
about her. You can imagine, she means a lot to me and to get a result today it’s good for her, for 
her name, at least,” he said. 
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The American Gold Cup at Old Salem Farm earned the top ranking for the best show in the 
United States earlier this year by the North American Riders Group. “Everything went as planned 
today,” said Michael Morrissey, the president of stadium jumping and show manager of the 
American Gold Cup. “It was a picture-perfect day with standing room, only.” 
 
The top four riders all praised the Old Salem Farm venue for providing the best facilities for the 
class and for the show. Kraut noted that whether she went first or went 60th in a class throughout 
the week, the footing remained the same. 
 
“I’m from North Salem and grew up in Fairfield, just 20 minutes from here,” Peter Lutz said. “I’ve 
been coming to this horse show almost my whole life. I’m so happy that the American Gold Cup is 
here because we live here.” 
 
This year marks the 45th anniversary of the annual American Gold Cup and the fourth year that 
Old Salem Farm has hosted the show. 
 
 
On Saturday Moloney also won the Speed Derby at North Salem, this time riding the 14-year-old 
gelding Alsvid and adding a further €10,000 to to takings from the show. Other Irish riders also 
featured in the Derby, with Lorcan Gallagher and Esquina van Klapscheut finishing third and 
Ronan McGuigan with Capall Zidane fourth. 
 
Limerick’s Paul O’Shea also claimed a second place for Ireland in the four-star show’s Saturday 
evening jump-off feature class, collecting €15,000 after Laura Kraut and Andretti S beat him to 
the €25,000 first prize by just over a second. 
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Popular horseman honored at jumping’s American Gold 
Cup 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Late showjumping rider and horse show organizer Donald Little is to be honored at the 2015 
American Gold Cup show, with family and friends sponsoring the $35,000 Don Little Memorial 
Welcome Stake. 
 
The class at the show at Old Salem Farm in North Salem, New York, is being held in memory of 
the Boston horseman, who died in 2012 after a fall in the Masters Classic at the Winter 
Equestrian Festival in Wellington, Florida. 
 
Little died in 2012 after a fall in the Masters Classic at the Winter Equestrian Festival in 
Wellington, Florida. As those who knew him said, Little died doing what he loved, successfully 
competing in show jumping well into his 70s. The Donald V. Little Memorial continues to support 
and promote his dedication to and passion for the sport. 
 
Little founded and managed the Boston Grand Prix Jumper Classic Horse Show from 1991 to 
2011. He competed in the 2006 Global Champions Tour, winning events in St. Tropez, Cannes 
and Monte Carlo aboard his veteran mounts Mr. Nighttime and Soprano. He finished in the 
ribbons at Spruce Meadows, Canada, and in many top competitions in the eastern United States. 
 
“Don Little was my first client,” said international show jumper Schuyler Riley. “Don achieved a 
lot. He had fought for our country, was (featured) in a top grossing film as a polo player along side 
Steve McQueen and was an exceptionally successful businessman. While Don celebrated all that 
had accomplished, he never stopped looking for what he could do next.  He had such a 
charismatic attitude. It was infectious. Together we accomplished much in the sport. As much as I 
taught Don how to ride and win at his level, Don taught me about winning in life.” 
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In addition to show jumping, he was widely respected in the worlds of polo, foxhunting and horse 
racing. At his death, he was master of foxhounds of the venerable Myopia Hunt Club, having 
served in that post 11 years. Past president of the United States Polo Association, he was captain 
of Myopia Polo for nearly two decades. 
 

 
Charlie Jacobs, left, Schuyler Riley, right, along with international competitor Kamal Bahamdan 

are members of the group that came together to honor the memory of Don Little 
 © Rebecca Walton 

 
“Don was a great friend and he did a lot for the horse community, particularly around 
Massachusetts,” said Charlie Jacobs, an international show jumper. 
 
“This is meant to remember and honor Don’s legacy and recognize the importance Don and his 
family had and continue to have on the community. Schuyler suggested we do this. We are part 
of a group of people that want to recognize Don’s legacy.” 
 
Little pioneered the syndicated racehorse business in the early 1980s. He was founder and 
chairman of Centennial Farms, which ran winners of many Thoroughbred stakes races. 
Centennial horse Colonial Affair won the Belmont Stakes in 1993 with Julie Krone aboard, the 
first female jockey ever to win the race. In 2014 the Centennial horse Wicked Strong finished 
fourth in both the Kentucky Derby and the Belmont. 
 
Born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Little resided most of his adult life in Ipswich, Massachusetts. 
An avid pilot, he served in the US Air Force and was the youngest aircraft commander in the 
Strategic Air Command. Professionally he was a highly successful broker and investment 
manager at UBS and its predecessor companies, Paine Webber and Kidder Peabody. 
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Ireland’s Moloney wins jumping’s American Gold Cup 

•  

 
Richie Moloney and Carrabis Z won the Longines FEI World Cup Jumping $215,000 American 

Gold Cup in New York on Sunday. 
 
Ireland’s Richie Moloney put up the only clear round to win the FEI World Cup Jumping $215,000 
American Gold Cup in New York on Sunday. 
 
The impressive, 1.60-metre track designed by Alan Wade (IRL) featured 14 obstacles with 17 
jumping attempts. Using the arena’s graded terrain and natural barriers, Wade’s course managed 
to hold 31 horse-and-rider pairs, out of the original field of 37, from the final round. Liubov 
Kochetova (RUS) aboard Veyron was the second in the order of go, and navigated a rail-free 
round, but with less than a second over the time allowed she recorded the only one-fault score in 
the first round. 
 
Otherwise, rails fell in a variety of places throughout the course, with increased incidents at the 
triple and double combinations. “Wade is a horse-friendly, competitor-friendly designer,” 
according to Frank Madden, the class’ commentator and resident trainer. “He uses no gimmicks 
and no trickery.” 
 
Daniel Bluman (COL) and Conconcreto Sancha LS recorded the first clear as the third horse-and-
rider team to enter the ring, but the next clear didn’t come for another eight rounds, when 
Catherine Tyree (USA), a 21-year-old student at Northwestern University, piloted Enjoy Louis 
around a fault-free effort, making for a jump off. Olympic gold medalist Laura Kraut (USA), 
Moloney, hometown favorite Peter Lutz (USA) and André Thieme (GER) shortly followed with 
impressive, clear rounds of their own. 
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When the first three of the six to jump off each pulled a rail, the door was wide open for a clear 
round to claim the victory to win the Longines Trophy and €62,000. 
 
“The first round was quite technical,” Moloney said. “The course needed quite a bit of scope. In 
the jump off, there was no-one clear before I went, so the first four jumps in the jump off I stuck to 
my plan and went a little bit forward, then toward the end of the jump-off round, I got a little bit 
careful and made sure I jumped a clear round.” 
 
The strategy of an efficient and accurate ride – albeit slower than the four-fault jump off rounds – 
landed Moloney at the top, after the two final jump-off performances from Lutz and Thieme 
recorded faults. 
 
“Richie’s due for a win like this,” Madden commented during Moloney’s round, adding: “The 
difference between synthetic sand and grass footing is that it’s not necessarily the fastest round 
that’s going to be the best on grass.” 
 

 
Runner-up Laura Kraut (USA) and Deauville S. © FEI/Stock Image Services 

 
Moloney’s winning round was on Carrabis Z, also his winning mount at the CSI4* $210,000 Tryon 
Grand Prix earlier in the summer. “He’s a 12-year-old stallion and quite a small horse,” Moloney 
said. “He’s very scopey and very careful. He has a lot of blood, is a little bit hot, and he’s actually 
green. I got him when he was nine; he’s getting better all the time.” 
 
The Longines FEI World Cup Jumping Final in Las Vegas (USA) in April was not an original goal 
for Moloney, until he won the second qualifier of the East Coast league. “We go to Central Park 
next then Tryon in October,” Moloney said. 
 
“My goals are to try to be competitive and that’s kind of it, really,” he added. “Long term, I have a 
few very nice horses, and it would be nice to do Europe next summer and maybe a few Nations 
Cup classes. 
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“I went to World Cup Finals this year in Vegas, and I saw how hard it was and I wasn’t sure I had 
a horse, or two horses, that it would suit. We’ll see. You never know by the time the end of April 
comes.” 
 
Although Moloney rides for Ireland, he is currently based in Wellington during the winter and splits 
his time between Tryon (North Carolina) and Riverhead (New York) during the summer. 
 
Daniel Bluman was full of praise for his mount Conconcreto Sancha LS. “I started my five-star 
and international career with her and she took me to the Olympic Games, my first Pan American 
Games, and we’ve learned a lot together. We’ve been through a lot of things and now she’s 12 
years old. She’s feeling as good as ever. We know each other better, we know how to make a 
good plan that fits well for her and fits well for me and I could stay all afternoon here speaking 
about her. You can imagine, she means a lot to me and to get a result today it’s good for her, for 
her name, at least,” he said. 
 
The American Gold Cup at Old Salem Farm earned the top ranking for the best show in the 
United States earlier this year by the North American Riders Group. “Everything went as planned 
today,” said Michael Morrissey, the president of stadium jumping and show manager of the 
American Gold Cup. “It was a picture-perfect day with standing room, only.” 
 
The top four riders all praised the Old Salem Farm venue for providing the best facilities for the 
class and for the show. Kraut noted that whether she went first or went 60th in a class throughout 
the week, the footing remained the same. 
 
 “I’m from North Salem and grew up in Fairfield, just 20 minutes from here,” Peter Lutz said. “I’ve 
been coming to this horse show almost my whole life. I’m so happy that the American Gold Cup is 
here because we live here.” 
 
This year marks the 45th anniversary of the annual American Gold Cup and the fourth year that 
Old Salem Farm has hosted the show. 
 
On Saturday Moloney also won the Speed Derby at North Salem, this time riding the 14-year-old 
gelding Alsvid and adding a further €10,000 to to takings from the show. Other Irish riders also 
featured in the Derby, with Lorcan Gallagher and Esquina van Klapscheut finishing third and 
Ronan McGuigan with Capall Zidane fourth. 
 
Limerick’s Paul O’Shea also claimed a second place for Ireland in the four-star show’s Saturday 
evening jump-off feature class, collecting €15,000 after Laura Kraut and Andretti S beat him to 
the €25,000 first prize by just over a second. 
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Worldwide Field of Athletes from 14 Nations Set for 
Action at the American Gold Cup 
 
North Salem, NY - The 2015 American Gold Cup is set to return to scenic Old Salem Farm in 
North Salem, New York. The popular and prestigious show jumping classic is scheduled to run 
Sept. 9-13, 2015. A truly international field of world-class competitors, representing 14 nations 
from around the globe and of course the host country, the United States, will be making their way 
to Westchester County for this year's affair, which promises to be one of the most competitive in 
years. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Americans competing this year include four former American Gold Cup champions, Leslie 
Howard, Schuyler Riley, Christine McCrea and two-time winner, Peter Leone. Riley comes to 
North Salem riding a summer hot streak. She won four grand prix events in a row this summer in 
Tryon, North Carolina and she won the inaugural North American League Longines World Cup 
Qualifier at Bromont International. McCrea also won the Pan Am Games Individual Gold Medal 
and Leone and Howard won Silver Medals for the United States at the Olympic Games in Atlanta, 
Georgia.  Olympian Margie Engle, Olympic alternate Charlie Jayne and one of America's most 
decorated and successful riders, Hong Kong Olympic Gold Medalist Laura Kraut also highlight 
the star-studded list of equestrians from the United States. 
 
Other top Americans making their way to North Salem include veteran riders Kim Prince, Molly 
Ashe-Cawley, Jonathan McCrea, Lauren Tisbo, Candice King, Heather Caristo-Williams, David 
Beisel, Andrew Welles, Quentin Judge, Cara Raether, Kristen Vanderveen, Peter Lutz and 
Kirsten Coe. 
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A large roster of up and coming young show jumping stars will be competing at this year's 
American Gold Cup, including Alise Oken, Maggie McArlary, Catherine Tyree, Nick Dello Joio, 
Wilton Porter, Michael Hughes, Adrienne Sternlicht, Sydney Shulman and two North American 
Young-Rider Gold Medalists, Ali Wolff and Katie Dinan. 
 
The foreign contingent is especially strong this year led by the red-hot Irish rider, Paul O'Shea 
who has strung together a number of late summer victories including Silver Oak and the Hampton 
Classic. Fellow Irishman, Shane Sweetnam picked up back-to-back wins in Bridgehampton, as 
well. Other top Irish riders include Conor Swail, a winner at Angelstone just a week ago, Lorcan 
Gallagher, Richie Maloney and Darragh Kerins. 
 
Speaking of the Hampton Classic, the winner of the main event, the $250,000 Hampton Classic 
Grand Prix, Karen Polle, who rides with a dual citizenship from the United States and Japan, has 
reserved her spot at this year's American Gold Cup. 
 
Venezuelan Andres Rodriguez is just back from the Pan Am Games where he jumped off against 
American superstar McLain Ward for the Individual title, eventually taking home the Silver medal. 
It was the first medal ever won by Venezuela at the Pan Am Games. Germany's Andre Thieme, a 
two-time winner of the million-dollar class at HITS is also on the roster. Equestrians from Canada, 
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Colombia, Barbados, Great Britain, New Zealand and Mexico round 
out the top-notch international roster. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The North American League boasts a minimum of $2.4 million in prize money across the series, 
and offers the best show jumping athletes from North America and around the world the chance 
to qualify for the jackpot of more than $1.4 million (€1.3 million) at the Longines FEI World Cup™ 
Jumping Final. 
 
"We are very excited to be included in this new league," said Michael Morrissey, president of 
Stadium Jumping, Inc. "And we're very excited about the decidedly international flavor of this 
year's American Gold Cup. It should be a fantastic class. As we expected, the new league is 
creating a new level of excitement for show jumping in North America." 
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"The American Gold Cup, year after year, is one of the great equestrian events in the country," 
Morrissey concluded. "Being part of the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American 
League just adds to the excitement and importance of our event." 
 
The Longines FEI World Cup Jumping™ North American League will be showcased on a broad 
range of global platforms, from live TV broadcasts to streaming on digital outlets and mobile, 
focusing on the drama of equestrian sport with fascinating behind-the-scenes documentary-style 
coverage. 
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Katherine Strauss and All In Win $25,000 SJHOF Roberto 
Coin High Junior/Amateur-Owner Classic 
	  

 

Katherine Strauss and All In. Photo By: The Book 
 
North Salem, NY- On Sunday morning, the American Gold Cup at Old Salem Farm commenced 
with the $25,000 SJHOF Roberto Coin High Junior/Amateur-Owner Classic. Out of a field of 60 
entries, only eight were able to jump clear around the Alan Wade-designed course in the Grand 
Prix Ring. 
 
Tori Colvin was third to go and posted the first clear jump-off round with Cafino, owned by Take 
The High Road, LLC, in a time of 36.880 seconds. With five left to go, Colvin's time held up 
against the jump-off competition until Katherine Strauss and All In beat their time as the second 
to last horse and rider combination to enter the ring in 36.595 seconds, knocking Colvin into 
second place. 
 
The junior in high school from New York City has owned All In (Ollie) for a year and a half had 
faith that the 10-year-old bay gelding could pull off the win. "I didn't get to see all of Tori's round," 
said Strauss. "I know she's an awesome rider; super fast on a fast horse with a big stride. I'm lucky 
because my horse also has a big stride and enough scope to do this, so I just knew I had to give it 
my best shot if I wanted to beat her. It was very close time, but I was lucky that it worked out in 
my favor. 
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Strauss switches between riding equitation, with Stacia Madden at Beacon Hill Show Stables, and 
jumpers with Beezie and John Madden where she also keeps Ollie at their farm in Cazenovia, New 
York. "Ollie's an awesome horse," said Strauss. "I'm so lucky to have him. He really performs 
great at venues like this because in a big field you can really get a good gallop. He has a huge 
stride and enough scope to cover for me if I really want to leave one out. We had a really great 
summer, so I felt confident coming here and starting off the fall season on a good foot. 
 
"John and Beezie are the best of the best at jumpers," added Strauss. "I feel so fortunate to get to 
work with them. Stacia and the team at Beacon Hill have had lots of success in the equitation 
ring, so I just really wanted to focus on each one." 
 
At the end of the day, Stadium Jumping's Michael Morrissey concluded, "I don't know how you 
could get a more picturesque, a more beautiful facility then Old Salem Farm. This is the American 
Gold Cup's home." 
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E2 Showjumpers Wrap Up Stellar American Gold Cup With 
Top Results 

Peter Lutz and Robin de Ponthual (Photo: The Book)	  

North Salem, NY - The horses of E2 Showjmpers kicked off the fall season in stellar style with top 
placings at the 2015 American Gold Cup CSI4*. After placing third in the $85,000 American Gold 
Cup Qualifier, Peter Lutz and Robin de Ponthual advanced to the $215,000Longines FEI World 
Cup™ Jumping New York. Competing over one of the biggest tracks of his career, the 10-year-
old Selle Francais gelding scored the fourth place award with Lutz in the irons. 

"I felt very confident coming in to this show," explained Lutz. "I just did the Hampton Classic, and 
it was a great show to be coming from with a similar setting. I feel really good and really confident 
with Robin because we've really gotten to know each other lately." 

During the $85,000 American Gold Cup Qualifier Robin de Ponthual and Lutz were double clear, 
and in the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York Grand Prix they were 
faultless in the first round and had one rail in the jump-off. 

"I started pushing him to go a little faster in the jump-offs and going for the win in Saugerties in 
June," said Lutz. "We were third in the big class, and that was really the first time that we went for 
it." Lutz continued, "Sunday was our first jump-off at that level, so I was really thrilled with how he 
went and our placing. I've just been getting to know him, and he has been super." 

Michael Meller added, "The foundation of E2 Showjumpers is to produce top young horses in the 
United States and Europe, and Robin is a perfect example of that. He just continues to get better 
and better, and I cannot say enough good things about him. Robin and Peter have really started 
to develop a partnership this year, and I am excited for their future together." 

On Saturday, Lutz was aboard Carneyhaugh Manx during the $35,000 Hermès Sellier Speed 
Derby. The duo was the first to tackle the long track, which required riders to jump the bank and 
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gallop up and down hills. With a clear effort they scored the sixth place prize. "This is Manx' 
specialty," smiled Meller. "He loves to go out there and gallop with a loop in the reins. As soon as 
he saw the bank he knew it was time to go, and he went as fast he could." 

After the competition on Sunday, Meller presented Ireland's Conor Swail with the M. Michael 
Meller Style Award, donated in memory of Theresa Hogan. "Conor is one of the world's most 
gifted riders," expressed Meller. "He has a talent for developing a partnership with his horses. 
When a horse does well, he lets them do it all the way, and what they're lacking on he holds their 
hand and shows them the way." 

Graciously accepting the award, Swail commented, "It's great to have such a nice award. It is 
nice to know that my riding is looked at as one of the nicer styles because I always try to do 
everything correctly and ride in the correct manner. It is great to be awarded with this great prize, 
and I'm glad to get it." 

Later this week, the E2 Showjumpers based in Europe will be competing in the FEI World 
Championships for Young Horses in Lanaken, Belgium with Dan Walsh and Stacey Babes. 
Meanwhile, Lutz and Robin de Ponthual will be competing at the Central Park Horse Show in 
New York, NY. 

Founded by the Katherine Gallagher and Michael Meller, the mission of E2 Showjumpers is to 
find and produces some of the world's top young show jumping mounts.  
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Carrabis Z Carries Richie Moloney to $215,000 Longines 
FEI World Cup™ 
	  

 

Richie Moloney and Carrabis Z. (Photo: The Book) 
 

North Salem, NY - With the only double clear effort of the day, the saying "luck of the Irish" rang 
true for Richie Moloney as he galloped home with the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ 
Jumping New York victory at the American Gold Cup. The Irish native bested a six-horse jump-off 
with his careful mount Carrabis Z, opting for a slower round, they were the only pair to leave all 
the rails intact. 

"It was great to win here today," smiled Moloney. "My horse jumped amazing. He's been jumping 
great lately and it's nice for him to get the win here today." Forty athletes qualified for the second 
event in the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American League East, which boasts a 
minimum of $2.4 million prize money across the series featuring the best Jumping athletes from 
North America and around the world.  

Ireland's Alan Wade designed the technical track on the Grand Prix Field at Old Salem Farm, 
which featured 17 jumping efforts that included an oxer-oxer-vertical triple combination and a 
vertical-oxer double combination. 

Only six of the original entries were able to master the first round course and advance to the 
tiebreaker, where Columbia's Daniel Bluman and Conconcreto Sancha LS were the first to return. 
They had a rail at the 'B' element of the double combination, but were able to complete the track 
in 43.38 seconds to set the pace. 
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"I had to go first and I wanted to make a nice quick round," explained Bluman. "I knew I had great 
riders coming after me and unfortunately I had a very cheap rail at the combination, but after that 
I just sort of wanted to keep a nice canter because when you have a small group of riders in the 
jump-off anything can happen." 

The youngest rider in the jump-off, 21-year-old Catherine Tyree, was up next, but as she turned 
back on one of the wide oxers, her mount Enjoy Louis had a rail down. Their slower time of 44.59 
seconds would hold up for fifth place. 

Saturday's winner Laura Kraut returned to the field with Deauville S, owned by Old Willow Farm, 
but her chance at the win also came to an end quickly when they had the 'A' element of the 
combination down. The pair managed to beat Bluman's time when they broke the beam at 43.27 
seconds, which would hold up for second place, while Bluman claimed third. 

 

Laura Kraut and Deauville S. (Photo: The Book) 
 

"I wasn't going for the slow clear at all," laughed Kraut. "I went in to try and give them something 
to beat, but I just chickened out on the turn. I saw the one to leave out and I thought that it 
wouldn't be a very good angle for my horse, so I just swung out one more stride. I was doing the 
math in my head and I thought, 'Well I better speed this up!' and worst case scenario then I would 
be fourth, so it just worked; I got lucky today and ended up second." 

Richie Moloney followed Kraut with Equinimity LLC's Carrabis Z, and after watching the first three 
riders struggle for a clear, he opted for a more careful approach. Slow but accurate, the pair 
finished the course with a clear round to take over the lead with a time of 45.74 seconds. 

"In the jump-off there was nobody clear before I went," said Moloney. "The first four jumps in the 
jump-off I kind of stopped my plan and went a little forward and then towards the end of the jump-
off round I got a little bit careful and made sure I jumped a clear round." 

Hometown hero Peter Lutz of Fairfield, Connecticut, has attended the American Gold Cup for a 
number of years, but this marked his first entry in the highlight event. He tried to match Moloney's 
effort with his mount Robin de Ponthual, owned by Katherine Gallagher and M. Michael Meller. 
He and the 10-year-old Selle Francais stallion also fell victim to the combination though, and their 
time of 43.95 seconds would take over the fourth place position in the standings. 
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"The course today was quite difficult, and it's different now in this location on this field with the 
hills and the grass," said Lutz. "This facility, they've done a beautiful job re-doing the barn and 
making the grass footing excellent. I've come to this show for many years but I've never done 
Gold Cup so I'm thrilled with the results today." 

The final rider to challenge Moloney's lead was Germany's Andre Thieme with Conthendrix, but 
they had down the second fence as well as part of the combination. Their eight-fault score in 
46.11 seconds would earn them sixth place and seal Moloney's victory. 
 
Moloney has been riding Carrabis Z for four years and has developed a strong partnership with 
the 12-year-old Zangersheide stallion. "He's a lot of blood, he's a little bit difficult to ride, but he's 
very careful," he explained. "Even though he's 12 this year I feel he's just starting to really 
improve now since the start of the summer so hopefully there are more good things to come." As 
part of the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American League, Sunday's main event 
allows riders to gain valuable points for the World Cup Finals in Gothenburg, Sweden. 

"I suppose World Cup Finals is a goal now with the win today, but it wasn't my first aim," admitted 
Moloney. "I went to Word Cup Finals this year in Vegas to watch and I saw how hard it was. I 
wasn't sure I had a horse or two horses that it would suit. We'll see; you never know by the time 
the end of April comes." 

After the competition, another Irish rider received a special award. Conor Swail was presented 
with the M. Michael Meller Style Award, donated in memory of Theresa Hogan. "Conor is one of 
the world's most gifted riders," expressed Meller. "He has a talent for developing a partnership 
with his horses. When a horse does well, he lets them do it all the way, and what they're lacking 
on he holds their hand and shows them the way." 

Graciously accepting the award, Swail commented, "It's great to have such a nice award. It is 
nice to know that my riding is looked at as one of the nicer styles because I always try to do 
everything correctly and ride in the correct manner. It is great to be awarded with this great prize 
and I'm glad to get it." 
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Conor Swail and Viva Colombia Capture $85,000 American 
Gold Cup Qualifier 

 

 

Conor Swail and Viva Colombia (Photo: The Book) 
 

North Salem, NY - Sometimes it is good to have friends in the right places, and for Conor Swail, a 
friendship with Ilan Ferder has resulted in the ride on his now top mount Viva Colombia. The Irish 
athlete piloted the 10-year-old mare to victory in the $85,000 American Gold Cup Qualifier CSI4* 
presented by Windsor Show Stables. The pair bested a 14-horse jump-off, beating second place 
finisher Ali Wolff on Casall and third place finisher Peter Lutz on Robin de Ponthual by half a 
second. 

Fifty-eight entries tried to qualify for the tiebreaker by clearing Alan Wade's track on the Grand 
Prix Field at Old Salem Farm. Out of the first 12 entries, eight were clear, but as the event 
continued the rails started to fall; only six other riders would advance to the jump-off. 

As the second to return, Venezuela's Andres Rodriquez set the fastest pace of the day with SF 
Ariantha, owned by Robert and Sofia Castro. They stopped the clock at 42.08 seconds, but they 
would only finish sixth when they lowered the height of one of the fences for four faults. 

Kirsten Coe had the first clear round on Ferder's California, but she opted to be more 
conservative, finishing in a time of 46.28 seconds to place fourth. The next athlete in the ring was 
Swail with Viva Colombia, and he used the mare's big stride to cover the field and take advantage 
of the long gallops. They broke the beam at 44.59 seconds to set the winning pace. 
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"I felt that the course suited my mare because you needed to cover a lot of ground," said Swail. 
"She's big mover, but she's not the fastest. She's a bit slow in the air - a lot of scope. It sort of 
suited me that I was able to land and run and try to cover as much ground as quickly as 
possible." 

 

Ali Wolff and Casall (Photo: The Book) 
 

Two rounds later, Katie Dinan and Amaretto D'Arco, owned by Grant Road Partners, would have 
the next clear round, but they would also be the slowest of the day for fifth place in 48.50 
seconds. Ali Wolff laid it on the line with Blacklick Bend Farm's Casall and came very close to 
catching Swail's time when she cleared each obstacle with the 10-year-old chestnut gelding. Just 
a fraction off the pace, they tripped the timers at 45.17 seconds for the second place award. 

"I always go in with a mindset of doing my own course and going at my own pace," commented 
Wolff. "In the jump-off I just made sure to go my own speed." Wolff laughed adding, "Trying to 
beat Conor is almost near impossible!" Wolff continued, "I've had Casall for about three years, 
and we've worked slowly up through the ranks. He's just turned out to be such an amazing horse. 
I think a lot of it is due to his big heart." 

Peter Lutz stepped on to the field next with Robin de Ponthual, owned by Katherine Gallagher 
and M. Michael Meller. They were also after the win, but a small slip in one of the rollbacks cost 
them just a moment on the clock to finish in a clear 45.18 seconds, just 1/100th of a second 
behind Wolff for third place. 

"Robin has a very large stride, and I just took advantage of that," noted Lutz. "Unfortunately, he 
slipped a little. I think I lost a little second there, but then he recovered quickly; I just flew to the 
end. He was great. 

Lutz added, "I felt very confident coming in to this class. I just did the Hampton Classic last week 
and had the last jump down, but he jumped it easily so it was a great show to be coming from 
with a similar setting on the grass. I feel really confident with him. We've really gotten to know 
each other lately." 
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For Swail, Friday's victory solidifies a partnership he has been working on for the last six months 
with Viva Colombia. "Ilan is a good friend of mine, and he gave me the mare with a few weeks left 
in Florida, so I rode her there for the first time," he explained. "We're kind of finding our feet with 
each other and building a good relationship. Viva is my top horse at the moment." Coe originally 
rode Viva Columbia, but Swail took over the reins when they found the mare was "more of a 
man's ride." 

"You have to sort of be strong at times, and I would say she's a little heavy and downhill, so you 
need to have strength," continued Swail. "She wants to be really careful, and she has a lot of 
scope and power. She also has a lot of good quality, which all horses need." 

At the end of the day, two more riders were honored with special presentations. Laura Kraut 
earned the Horse & Style, Style of Riding Award, while Andres Rodriquez was given the Equis 
Boutique's "Best Presented Horse" honors. 
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Abigail McArdle and Heather Caristo-Williams Showcase 
Speed on Opening Day 
 

        
Abigail McArdle and Cosma 20. (Photo: The Book LLC) 

 
North Salem, NY - It was a perfect day at Old Salem Farm as the 2015 American Gold Cup got 
underway with some of the world's top athletes competing on the Grand Prix Field. With record 
entries, the highlight event of the day, the $8,000 Douglas Elliman FEI Open Jumper speed class 
was separated into two sections. Abigail McArdle with Cosma 20 and Heather Caristo-Williams 
aboard Wistful each picked up victories after clocking in under the 56 second mark. Rounding out 
the day, Ireland's Shane Sweetnam took home the win in the $8,000 Danbury Porsche Audi 
Open Jumper event with a double clear effort on Beluga. 
 
The team from Katie and Henri Prudent's Plain Bay Stables had a dominating effort in the second 
$8,000 Douglas Elliman FEI Open Jumper speed class, with athlete Abigail McArdle showing the 
way on her veteran partner Cosma 20, owned by David McArdle. The pair broke the beam at 
55.93 seconds, leaving each rail in place to claim the top spot on the leader board. 
 
"We had a great Hamptons, so we were coming off a field over there and came here and had a 
super confident ride, planned the winning track and sure enough won," smiled Abigail McArdle. 
"In these big fields, you've got to get the numbers but also get through the turns and really keep 
going; that's Cosma's specialty. She's so quick on the ends of the ring, so I thought into the last 
line I could really go for it." 
 
After a very successful junior career, McArdle turned professional earlier this year and began 
riding the sales horses for the Prudents and Plain Bay Stables. "Katie's great at letting me 
prepare myself," she explained. "Now that I'm a professional, it's something that I'm trying to work 
on, and she really just gives me guidance on what she thinks the best plan is." 
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Coming in second was Henri Prudent's Si Bella, with son Adam Prudent at the reins. The pair 
completed the track in a clear 58.79 seconds for the second place honors, almost three seconds 
behind barn mate McArdle. With her second mount Cade, owned by Plain Bay Sales, McArdle 
thought she had the third place ribbon sewn up as the penultimate athlete to compete. They were 
clear over the course in 61.06 seconds, but the final athlete of the day was just fractions faster.  
Jonathan McCrea and Brugal VDL, owned by Candy Tribble and Windsor Show Stables, stopped 
the clock at a clear 61.03 seconds to take over third and relegate McArdle for fourth place.  
 
Kimberly Prince, who is also working with the Prudents this week, rounded out the top five on 
RMF Bella Baloubet, owned by Rushy Marsh Farm, LLC, with a faultless effort in 65.18 seconds. 
 

 
 

Heather Caristo-Williams and Wistful. (Photo: The Book LLC) 
 
The first $8,000 Douglas Elliman 1.40 m FEI Open Jumper speed victory went to Heather 
Caristo-Williams on Glenview Stables' Wistful. Only the ninth competitor in the 38-horse event, 
Williams and Wistful quickly and easily navigated the welcoming track, stopping the clock at 
55.92 seconds to set an unbeatable pace.  
 
Roberto Teran of Columbia and Ark Patrners' Farina were third on course, and with a target on 
their back, they tripped the timers with the first clear round in 57.20 seconds. Mario Deslauriers 
rounded out the top three, clearing the course in 57.34 seconds with Cherrypop, owned by 
Wishing Well Farm LLC. 
 
"Wistful was wonderful," said Williams. "She loves this field, and I was so happy with how she 
went. She was fast, and she was careful; she was everything I could've asked for." 
 
Williams added, "I love the Gold Cup, and I love the field. For me, the field is the best to ride on. 
It's so much fun and the jumps are beautiful. As long as the weather stays good, it's probably one 
of my favorite shows to compete at." 
 
The day kicked off with the $8,000 Danbury Porsche Audi Open Jumpers, where athletes had to 
showcase their speed in a jump-off to take home the top honors. Midway through the 40-horse 
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event, Laura Kraut and Cherry Knoll Farm's Constable set the pace to beat with a clear round in 
32.59 seconds. Peter Lutz was able to top her effort though with Calvados, owned by Davenport 
Enterprises, crossing the finish line in a faultless 32.48 seconds. The final rider of the day would 
prove to be the best though as the only one to break the 32-second mark. Ireland's Shane 
Sweetnam took home the winning prize after leaving all the rails intact in 31.44 seconds with Spy 
Coast Farm's Beluga. 
 
"Beluga felt really good," noted Sweetnam "Obviously being last to go I had a good idea of what 
to do in the jump-off, and I had gone around once already. She felt great, and she did everything I 
asked her." 
 
Sweetnam continued, "I love the show here. The Morrissey's and the management staff do a 
great job. Longines is obviously a great sponsor here. They have a World Cup Qualifier, during 
which I hopefully can get some points, and there's great money for the grand prix obviously too." 
 
The featured event, the coveted $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™Jumping New York, will be 
held Sunday, September 13 at 2 p.m. 
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Andres Rodriguez and SF Ariantha Collect “Best 
Presented Horse” Honors at American Gold Cup CSI 4*-W 
 

 
 
North Salem, NY – Andres Rodriguez of Venezuela and SF Ariantha, owned by Robert and Sofia 
Castro, were awarded with Equis Boutique’s “Best Presented Horse” award at the FEI Horse 
Inspection for the prestigious American Gold Cup CSI 4*-W at Old Salem Farm in North Salem, 
NY, held from September 9-13. 
 
Equis Boutique initiated the “Best Presented Horse” award early in the 2015 season and has 
continued to honor individuals for horse and rider presentation at many of the elite FEI 
competitions in North America. Carrying a number of select equestrian brands, Equis serves as 
the leading retailer of top luxury products from Parlanti, Anna Scarpati, Kingsland Equestrian, 
Kentucky Horseware, Dy’on and JustWorld International. 
 
Rodriguez and SF Ariantha have had a successful summer campaign after only beginning their 
partnership four months ago, collecting a major win at Spruce Meadows in July and picking up 
several solid placings at HITS Saugerties last week. Rodriguez felt privileged to receive the 
award, admitting he put on a tie and dressed to impress for the inspection, knowing the award 
would be presented. 
 
"I made sure that I had a jacket on with my tie and I even put on a new pair of Nike sneakers,” 
smiled Rodriguez, who is known as Chepito to his friends. "To be honest, I never really prepared 
much for the jog but last week at HITS I saw Jonathan McCrea all dressed up and decided I 
wanted to give it a shot and try to give him some competition this week,” he laughed. 
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Groom Danielle Burns has overseen the care of SF Ariantha since she became the ride of 
Rodriguez, and her attention to detail is second to none. The mare, who boasts an extravagant 
trot, was the last of Rodriguez’s mounts to jog, and received the award over more than 100 
horses who were presented. 
 
"She has the best trot in the barn and I knew that if she went towards the end she would impress 
the ground jury. I asked Danielle what she thought and we decided to jog her last and then when I 
showed up in my tie they knew I was serious,” said Rodriguez. “She’s the prettiest horse in my 
string and she’s just the best at everything, so I wanted to save her for the end.” 
 
SF Ariantha is the mount Rodriguez is hoping to point towards the 2016 Olympic Games, and will 
look to gain experience on the mare throughout the year. The duo placed sixth in the American 
Gold Cup Qualifier FEI class presented by Windsor Show Stables on Friday, qualifying them for 
the $215,000 American Gold Cup CSI 4*-W Grand Prix to be held on Sunday. 
 
"She’s really coming along and she’s done some big Grand Prix classes since I’ve had her. I think 
we will be looking for a lot of education with her in the next few months and possibly aim to do a 
CSI 5* at the end of the year,” said Rodriguez. “At the beginning of next year we will start gearing 
her up and hopefully prepare her for a run at the Olympics. That’s the goal.” 
 
Founders of Equis Boutique, Elena Couttenye and Cesar Hirsch are thoroughly involved with the 
international equestrian community, as both serve as FEI judges for international competition 
around the world. Couttenye and Hirsch recognized a need to improve and enhance the FEI 
Horse Inspections in North America and through the development of the “Best Presented Horse” 
award Equis Boutique has reenergized the event. 
 
"Andres is a great example of the momentum and competition between riders taking the 
inspection more seriously, and preparing with both turnout and presentation,” said Hirsch. “We 
are proud of the expansion and relevance of the award and will continue to offer recognition to 
the teams and riders who prepare diligently for international competition.” 
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American Gold Cup Joins Brand New Longines FEI World 
Cup™ Jumping North American League 
 
North Salem, NY – March 19, 2015 – – Stadium Jumping, Inc., the organizers of the American 
Gold Cup, one of North America’s premier show jumping events and NARG’s highest ranked 
horse show in the United States, announced today that the American Gold Cup has been 
selected as one of only seven events that will comprise the East Coast division of the all-new 
Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American League. The 2015 American Gold Cup CSI-
W, returns again to the scenic Old Salem Farm in North Salem, NY. This prestigious show 
jumping classic is scheduled to run Sept. 9-13, 2015. 
 
The new league was launched in Miami, Florida on Tuesday. The North American League kicks 
off in August 2015 across seven East and seven West Coast venues in three countries: the 
United States, Mexico and Canada. The 14 events that will host legs of the Longines FEI World 
Cup Jumping™ North American League were selected after a rigorous screening process from a 
long list of 25 applicants. Impressively, 11 of the events featured in the recently published North 
American Riders Group Top 25 rankings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We are very excited to be included in this new league,” said Michael Morrissey, the President of 
Stadium Jumping, Inc. “It’s a great addition to our sport and should create a new level of 
excitement for show jumping in North America. The American Gold Cup, year after year, is one of 
the great equestrian events in the country. Being part of the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping 
North American League just adds to the excitement and importance of our event.” The Longines 
FEI World Cup Jumping™North American League will be showcased on a broad range of global 
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platforms, from live TV broadcasts to streaming on digital outlets and mobile, focusing on the 
drama of equestrian sport with fascinating behind-the-scenes documentary-style coverage. The 
North American League boasts a minimum of US $2.4 million prize money across the series, and 
offers the best Jumping athletes from North America and around the world the chance to qualify 
for the jackpot of more than US $1.4 million (€1.3 million) on offer annually at the Longines FEI 
World Cup™ Jumping Final. A total of 14 athletes from the new North American league will 
qualify for next year’s prestigious Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping Final, which will take place 
in Gothenburg (SWE) on 23-28 March 2016. The top seven athletes from the East Coast US, top 
three from West Coast US, and the two best-placed athletes from Canada and Mexico, will qualify 
for next year’s Final, alongside winners of 15 leagues around the world. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Defending American Gold Cup champion Jessica Springsteen, an FEI Solidarity Ambassador, 
said at Monday’s launch, “We are part of an exceptional sport because we get to rely on a very 
special partner: the horse”, she said. “Our horses are so much more than an animal. They are 
hardworking talented athletes with their own personalities. It’s an awesome sport and I’m so 
excited to share my passion for it with you today.” Beezie Madden, a two-time Olympic Gold 
medalist for the United States and the 2013 American Gold Cup champion added, “Longines’ 
motto is ‘elegance is an attitude.’ It’s true of their core business, but it also rings true for 
equestrian sport. Our sport is about elegance and the harmony we achieve with our horses is 
essential to success. Longines is the perfect partner for equestrian sport.” 
 
“The Longines FEI World Cup Jumping North American League is a massive boost to our sport 
and will dominate the headlines in 2015,” FEI 1st Vice-President and Chair of the FEI Jumping 
Committee John Madden said. “The new league is a huge opportunity for our athletes to shine on 
a North American stage and showcase top-level equestrian sport to fans across North America 
and the world. This league is also ideally suited to wide-ranging global brands that want to reach 
out to North American and international audiences, drawing very clear affinities with their own 
visions and values alongside Longines,” he said.  
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Longines, already title partner of the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping Western European 
League and Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping China League is now looking forward to 
supporting the further growth of jumping across North America as the official Title Partner and 
Watch of the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American League. In addition, Longines 
will also provide a dedicated timekeeping team and data handling service for each of the 14 legs. 
 
“We are proud to be partnering the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American League”, 
Juan-Carlos Capelli, Vice President of Longines and Head of International Marketing said. “This 
association is part of our long-term commitment with the FEI as we are its Top Partner, but also 
the Title Partner, Official Timekeeper and Watch of the Longines FEI World Cup™Jumping 
Western European League, Chinese League and, as of today, the North American League.” 
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Carrabis Z Carries Richie Moloney to $215,000 Longines 
FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York Victory at American 
Gold Cup 
 
With the only double clear effort of the day, the saying “luck of the Irish” rang true for Richie 
Moloney as he galloped home with the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York 
victory at the American Gold Cup. The Irish native bested a six-horse jump-off with his careful 
mount Carrabis Z, opting for a slower round, they were the only pair to leave all the rails intact. 
 

 
 
“It was great to win here today,” smiled Moloney. “My horse jumped amazing. He’s been jumping 
great lately and it’s nice for him to get the win here today.” 
 
Forty athletes qualified for the second event in the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North 
American League East, which boasts a minimum of $2.4 million prize money across the series 
featuring the best Jumping athletes from North America and around the world. Ireland’s Alan 
Wade designed the technical track on the Grand Prix Field at Old Salem Farm, which featured 17 
jumping efforts that included an oxer-oxer-vertical triple combination and a vertical-oxer double 
combination. 
 
Only six of the original entries were able to master the first round course and advance to the 
tiebreaker, where Colombia’s Daniel Bluman and Conconcreto Sancha LS were the first to return. 
They had a rail at the ‘B’ element of the double combination, but were able to complete the track 
in 43.38 seconds to set the pace. 
 
“I had to go first and I wanted to make a nice quick round,” explained Bluman. “I knew I had great 
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riders coming after me and unfortunately I had a very cheap rail at the combination, but after that 
I just sort of wanted to keep a nice canter because when you have a small group of riders in the 
jump-off anything can happen.” 
 
The youngest rider in the jump-off, 21-year-old Catherine Tyree, was up next, but as she turned 
back on one of the wide oxers, her mount Enjoy Louis had a rail down. Their slower time of 44.59 
seconds would hold up for fifth place. 
 

 
 
Saturday’s winner Laura Kraut returned to the field with Deauville S, owned by Old Willow Farm, 
but her chance at the win also came to an end quickly when they had the ‘A’ element of the 
combination down. The pair managed to beat Bluman’s time when they broke the beam at 43.27 
seconds, which would hold up for second place, while Bluman claimed third. 
 
“I wasn’t going for the slow clear at all,” laughed Kraut. “I went in to try and give them something 
to beat, but I just chickened out on the turn. I saw the one to leave out and I thought that it 
wouldn’t be a very good angle for my horse, so I just swung out one more stride. I was doing the 
math in my head and I thought, ‘Well I better speed this up!’ and worst case scenario then I would 
be fourth, so it just worked; I got lucky today and ended up second.” 
 
Richie Moloney followed Kraut with Equinimity LLC’s Carrabis Z, and after watching the first three 
riders struggle for a clear, he opted for a more careful approach. Slow but accurate, the pair 
finished the course with a clear round to take over the lead with a time of 45.74 seconds. 
 
“In the jump-off there was nobody clear before I went,” said Moloney. “The first four jumps in the 
jump-off I kind of stopped my plan and went a little forward and then towards the end of the jump 
off round I got a little bit careful and made sure I jumped a clear round.” 
 
Hometown hero Peter Lutz of Fairfield, Connecticut, has attended the American Gold Cup for a 
number of years, but this marked his first entry in the highlight event. He tried to match Moloney’s 
effort with his mount Robin de Ponthual, owned by Katherine Gallagher and M. Michael Meller. 
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He and the 10-year-old Selle Francais stallion also fell victim to the combination though, and their 
time of 43.95 seconds would take over the fourth place position in the standings. 
 
“The course today was quite difficult, and it’s different now in this location on this field with the 
hills and the grass,” said Lutz. “This facility, they’ve done a beautiful job re-doing the barn and 
making the grass footing excellent. I’ve come to this show for many years but I’ve never done 
Gold Cup so I’m thrilled with the results today.” 
 
The final rider to challenge Moloney’s lead was Germany’s Andre Thieme with Conthendrix, but 
they had down the second fence as well as part of the combination. Their eight-fault score in 
46.11 seconds would earn them sixth place and seal Moloney’s victory. 
 
Moloney has been riding Carrabis Z for four years and has developed a strong partnership with 
the 12-year-old Zangersheide stallion. “He’s a lot of blood, he’s a little bit difficult to ride, but he’s 
very careful,” he explained. “Even though he’s 12 this year I feel he’s just starting to really 
improve now since the start of the summer so hopefully there are more good things to come.” 
 
As part of the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American League, Sunday’s main event 
allows riders to gain valuable points for the World Cup Finals in Gothenburg, Sweden. 
 
“I suppose World Cup Finals is a goal now with the win today, but it wasn’t my first aim,” admitted 
Moloney. “I went to Word Cup Finals this year in Vegas to watch and I saw how hard it was. I 
wasn’t sure I had a horse or two horses that it would suit. We’ll see; you never know by the time 
the end of April comes.”  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After the competition, another Irish rider received a special award. Conor Swail was presented 
with the M. Michael Meller Style Award, donated in memory of Theresa Hogan. 
 
“Conor is one of the world’s most gifted riders,” expressed Meller. “He has a talent for developing 
a partnership with his horses. When a horse does well, he lets them do it all the way, and what 
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they’re lacking on he holds their hand and shows them the way.” 
 
Graciously accepting the award, Swail commented, “It’s great to have such a nice award. It is 
nice to know that my riding is looked at as one of the nicer styles because I always try to do 
everything correctly and ride in the correct manner. It is great to be awarded with this great prize 
and I’m glad to get it.” 
 
Katherine Strauss and All In Win $25,000 SJHOF Roberto Coin High 
Junior/Amateur-Owner Classic 
 
 

 
 
On Sunday morning, the American Gold Cup at Old Salem Farm commenced with the $25,000 
SJHOF Roberto Coin High Junior/Amateur-Owner Classic. Out of a field of 60 entries, only eight 
were able to jump clear around the Alan Wade-designed course in the Grand Prix Ring. 
 
Tori Colvin was third to go and posted the first clear jump-off round with Cafino, owned by Take 
The High Road, LLC, in a time of 36.880 seconds. With five left to go, Colvin’s time held up 
against the jump-off competition until Katherine Strauss and All In beat their time as the second to 
last horse and rider combination to enter the ring in 36.595 seconds, knocking Colvin into second 
place. 
 
The junior in high school from New York City has owned All In (Ollie) for a year and a half had 
faith that the 10-year-old bay gelding could pull off the win. 
 
“I didn’t get to see all of Tori’s round,” said Strauss. “I know she’s an awesome rider; super fast 
on a fast horse with a big stride. I’m lucky because my horse also has a big stride and enough 
scope to do this, so I just knew I had to give it my best shot if I wanted to beat her. It was very 
close time, but I was lucky that it worked out in my favor. 
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Strauss switches between riding equitation, with Stacia Madden at Beacon Hill Show Stables, 
and jumpers with Beezie and John Madden where she also keeps Ollie at their farm in 
Cazenovia, New York. 
 
“Ollie’s an awesome horse,” said Strauss. “I’m so lucky to have him. He really performs great at 
venues like this because in a big field you can really get a good gallop. He has a huge stride and 
enough scope to cover for me if I really want to leave one out. We had a really great summer, so I 
felt confident coming here and starting off the fall season on a good foot. 
 
“John and Beezie are the best of the best at jumpers,” added Strauss. “I feel so fortunate to get to 
work with them. Stacia and the team at Beacon Hill have had lots of success in the equitation 
ring, so I just really wanted to focus on each one.” 
 
At the end of the day, Stadium Jumping’s Michael Morrissey concluded, “I don’t know how you 
could get a more picturesque, a more beautiful facility then Old Salem Farm. This is the American 
Gold Cup’s home.” 
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E2 Showjumpers Wrap Up Stellar American Gold Cup With 
Top Results 
 
The horses of E2 Showjumpers kicked off the fall season in stellar style with top placings at the 
2015 American Gold Cup CSI4*. After placing third in the $85,000 American Gold Cup Qualifier, 
Peter Lutz and Robin de Ponthual advanced to the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping 
Francais gelding scored the fourth place award with Lutz in the irons. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“I felt very confident coming in to this show,” explained Lutz. “I just did the Hampton Classic, and 
it was a great show to be coming from with a similar setting. I feel really good and really confident 
with Robin because we’ve really gotten to know each other lately.” 
 
During the $85,000 American Gold Cup Qualifier Robin de Ponthual and Lutz were double clear, 
and in the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York Grand Prix they were 
faultless in the first round and had one rail in the jump-off. 
 
“I started pushing him to go a little faster in the jump-offs and going for the win in Saugerties in 
June,” said Lutz. “We were third in the big class, and that was really the first time that we went for 
it.” Lutz continued, “Sunday was our first jump-off at that level, so I was really thrilled with how he 
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went and our placing. I’ve just been getting to know him, and he has been super.” 
 
Michael Meller added, “The foundation of E2Showjumpers is to produce top young horses in the 
United States and Europe, and Robin is a perfect example of that. He just continues to get better 
and better, and I cannot say enough good things about him. Robin and Peter have really started 
to develop a partnership this year, and I am excited for their future together.” 
 
On Saturday, Lutz was aboard Carneyhaugh Manxduring the $35,000 Hermès Sellier Speed 
Derby. The duo was the first to tackle the long track, which required riders to jump the bank and 
gallop up and down hills. With a clear effort they scored the sixth place prize. 
 

 
 
“This is Manx’ specialty,” smiled Meller. “He loves to go out there and gallop with a loop in the 
reins. As soon as he saw the bank he knew it was time to go, and he went as fast he could.” After 
the competition on Sunday, Meller presented Ireland’s Conor Swail with the M. Michael Meller 
Style Award, donated in memory of Theresa Hogan. 
 
“Conor is one of the world’s most gifted riders,” expressed Meller. “He has a talent for developing 
a partnership with his horses. When a horse does well, he lets them do it all the way, and what 
they’re lacking on he holds their hand and shows them the way.” 
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Graciously accepting the award, Swail commented, “It’s great to have such a nice award. It is 
nice to know that my riding is looked at as one of the nicer styles because I always try to do 
everything correctly and ride in the correct manner. It is great to be awarded with this great prize, 
and I’m glad to get it.” 
 
Later this week, the E2 Showjumpers based in Europe will be competing in the FEI World 
Championships for Young Horses in Lanaken, Belgium with Dan Walsh and Stacey Babes. 
Meanwhile, Lutz and Robin de Ponthual will be competing at the Central Park Horse Show in 
New York, NY. 
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Swail sweeps to victory in American Gold Cup Qualifier 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IRELAND’S Conor Swail took no prisoners at the rich American Gold Cup Qualifier in North 
Salem, New York tonight (Friday) when he snatched the 25,000 euro first prize with Ilan Ferder’s 
ten-year old mare Viva Colombia. 
 
The Co. Down born rider had already signaled his serious intentions at the four-star show with 
two top five places on two different horses in yesterday’s Welcome Stakes, yielding the top spot 
with Martha Louise to the USA’s Abigail McArdle and Cosma by just a tenth of a second, yet also 
managing to capture fourth place with Susan & Ariel Grange’s mare Cita. 
 
Tonight the 43 year-old left nothing to chance, streaking home in the World Cup qualifying class’s 
big 14 horse jump-off with a second in hand over the USA’s Ali Wolff and the chestnut gelding 
Casall.  
 
Swail said afterwards: “The course suited my mare—you needed to cover a lot of ground and 
she’s a big mover,” Swail said. “She’s not the fastest over a jump—she’s a bit slow in the air 
because she’s got a lot of scope—so it worked in my favor that I was able to land and run and 
cover as much ground as quickly as possible.” 
 
Ireland was also represented in 12th place by David Blake and Binkie, with Richie Moloney and 
Carrabis Z in 13th, both riders incurring four faults in the final round. 
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American Gold Cup Offers Family-Friendly Activities and 
Exciting Show Jumping Action 

	  
The American Gold Cup, one of America’s most exciting international show jumping events, 
opens this week. From September 9 -13 at Old Salem Farm, it will feature top-level horse and 
rider combinations, as well as many other exciting and family-friendly events Saturday and 
Sunday. 

 

 
Pied Piper Pony Rides are always a hit with the kids. Photo by The Book LLC 

 
Don’t miss all the fun and excitement before the American Gold Cup begins. Come for the world-
class competition, and stay for the acrobats and world-class musical performances. 
 
Family Fun 
 
If you have young ones or are simply young-at-heart, the American Gold Cup offers pony rides, 
face painting, a petting zoo and the popular JustWorld horseless horse show. 
 
For more than 25 years, The Pied Piper Pony Rides and Petting Zoo has delighted and educated 
children about animals, as well as giving kids an opportunity to experience the joy of riding. 
Operator Melanie Pien, a mother of two, understands what makes kids smile and ensures the 
ponies are always safe and happy. After watching the speedy grand prix jumpers, any child at the 
American Gold Cup will be excited about riding one of the Pied Piper’s friendly ponies. 
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Face painting at the American Gold Cup. 
The artistic and beautiful designs by professional face-painters will certainly brighten up the Old 
Salem show grounds. Whimsical designs will make children of all ages smile. 

 
There will also be a hula-hoop performer, a high-energy dance troupe and appearances by 
pageant winners, including Miss Westchester and Miss Hudson Valley. 
 
The atmosphere at the American Gold Cup inspires young people to partake in show jumping, 
and any child may compete in the imaginative JustWorld International Horseless Horse Show. On 
Sunday pint-size competitors can try their own legs over a miniature show jumping course. 
Proceeds from the event benefit JustWorld’s programs that aid children in need around the w 
 
Musical Performances 
 
Contributing to the show’s festive and fun atmosphere will be many harmonious musical acts, 
from bagpipes to national anthem singers. 
 
Darius Kaufmann, a world-renowned musician from local North Salem Boy Scouts Troop 1, will 
display his skill with Celtic instruments on the bagpipes. 
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    Children admire gold statue at The American Gold Cup. 

Photo by The Book LLC 
 

Magical Acts 
 
The light-hearted fun doesn’t stop there. Keep an eye open at the show grounds for some unique 
and fascinating performers, including a gold living statue, a strolling juggler and magicians. They 
will be displaying their mystical talents around the show, providing amusing and intriguing sleights 
of hand and impressive feat. 
 
Each day of competition will also highlight a uniquely talented singer performing the national 
anthem. On Friday, Alison McConekey, an incredible opera soprano, will wow spectators with her 
beautiful tone and commanding stage presence. Saturday will showcase 18-year-old Amber 
Lewis, and Sunday wraps up with Maureen Hamill, an experienced theatrical singer. 
 
Equestrian Attractions 
 
Show jumping fans and enthusiasts will have the chance to meet the friendly and inspiring Grand 
Prix riders, potential Olympians of the future. They will be signing autographs on the Grand Prix 
Field after the final awards ceremony for the featured event Sunday, the $215,000 Longines FEI 
World Cup™ Jumping New York. 
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International show jumping is a thrill the whole family can enjoy. 
Photo by The Book LLC 

 
With thrilling international show jumping competition and impressive, world-class horse and rider 
combinations, the American Gold Cup is a can’t-miss event. Add to that the family-friendly 
activities, musical performances and magical entertainers, and the American Gold Cup promises 
to please all spectators. 
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Show Jumping - Swail Sweeps To Victory In American Gold 
Cup Qualifier 
 
Ireland's Conor Swail took no prisoners at the rich American Gold Cup Qualifier in North Salem, 
New York tonight (Friday) when he snatched the 25,000 euro first prize with Ilan Ferder's ten-
year-old mare Viva Colombia. 
 
The Co. Down born rider had already signaled his serious intentions at the four-star show with 
two top five places on two different horses in yesterday's Welcome Stakes, yielding the top spot 
with Martha Louise to the USA's Abigail McArdle and Cosma by just a tenth of a second, yet also 
managing to capture fourth place with Susan & Ariel Grange's mare Cita. 
 
Tonight the 43 year-old left nothing to chance, streaking home in the World Cup qualifying 
competition's big 15 horse jump-off with a second in hand over the USA's Ali Wolff and the 
chestnut gelding Casall. 
 
Ireland was also represented in 12th place tonight by David Blake and Binkie, with Richie 
Moloney and Carrabis Z in 13th, both riders incurring four faults in the final round. 
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AMERICAN GOLD CUP 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

The historic setting of Old Salem Farm hosts this top-rated show with  
It’s exclusive VIP Jockey Club. 

 
Founded in 1970 and currently held at the luxurious, historic Old Salem Farm in North Salem, NY, 
the American Gold Cup is one of the most iconic and prestigious events in the world of 
international show jumping.  Over five days, elite equestrian athletes, horse owners, young riding 
hopefuls and enthusiastic fans gather to enjoy this exceptional competition. The highlight of the 
week is the $200,000 American Gold Cup, a FEI CSI4* event and Longines World Cup Qualifier, 
one of only a few held in the United States. 
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SPEED, SOARING, AND STYLE WIN THE DAY AT THE 
AMERICAN GOLD CUP 

 
Traditionally one of the most chariming and picturesque competiton venue settings, the Old 
Salem Farm in New York welcomed top riders to the 2015 American Gold Cup CSi5* - W 
September 9 - 13. For the main event on the grass grand prix field, the “Luck of the Irish” rang 
true for Richie Moloney as he galloped home with the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ 
Jumping New York victory. The Irish native bested a six-horse jump-off with his careful mount 
Carrabix Z. 
 
“It was great to win here today,” smiled Moloney. “My horse jumped amazing. He’s been jumping 
great lately and it’s nice for him to get the win here today,” Laura Kraut who earlier won the 
$85,000 Fidelity Investments Classic aboard Andretti S came in second riding Deauville S and 
Daniel Bluman captured third on Conconcreto Sancha LS. 
 
Forty athletes qualified for the second event in the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North 
American League East, which boasts a minimum of $2.4 million prize money across the series 
featuring sthe best jumping athletes from North America and around the world, 
 
Moloney has been ridiing Carrabis Z for four years and has developed a strong partnership with 
the 12-year-old Zangershiede stallion. “He’s a lot of blood, he’s a little bit difficut to ride, but he’s 
very careful.” He explained. “Even though he’s 12 this year, I feel he’s just starting to really 
iimprove now since the start of the summer so hopefully there are more good thiings to come.”   
 
“I suppose World Cup Finals is a goal now with the win today, but it wasn’t my first aim,” admitted 
Moloney. “I went to World Cup Finals this year in Vegas to watch and I saw how hard it was. I 
wasn’t sure I  had a horse or two horses that it would suit. We’ll see, you never know by April.” 
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Richie Moloney and Alsvid Score $35,000 Hermes Sellier Spped Derby Win 
 
Hermes was pleased to sponsor the class and also cheer on its partner riders who competed 
over the five days: Daniel Bluman, Nick Dello Joio and Anne Kursinski. The athletes made full 
use of the large Grand Prix Field when they galloped over the hills and up the bank during the 
$35,000 Hermes Sellier Speed Derby. Roberto Teran was once again one of the fastest of the 
day, going second in the order and setting the time to beat at 78.76 seconds on Ark Partners’ 
Farina. Ireland’s Lorcan Gallagher came very close when he cleared the course on Alexander 
Devries’ Esquina van Kalpsheut, and stopped the clock at 78.82 seconds. 
 
The winning time would come from one of the the last to show though. Richie Moloney and 
Equinimity LLC’s Alsvid had a huge gallop throughout the course. They soared over the final oxer 
and tripped the timers at 78.61 seonds to take home the victory by two seconds, while Teran and 
Gallagher settled for second and third, respectively. 
 
“My plan was to just be as quick as I could reallly and try to get the turns as smooth as I could,” 
said Moloney. “I was pretty quick everywhere, but I slowed down towards the end a tiny bit just to 
make sure I left the last one up.” 
 
Moloney concluded, “I’ve been riding Alsvid for over four years, and he always gets results – 
every show he goes to just about. He’s a great horse ; he can do everything.” 
 
Syle Awards 
 
The traditional New England setting also inspired several style awards and how refreshing to see 
some of the unsung heroes get recognition – mainly the grooms. 
 
Conor Swail was presented with the M. Michele Meller Syle Award, donated in memory of Thersa 
Hogan. 
 
“Conor is one of the world’s most gifted riders,” expressed Meller. “He has a talent for developing 
a partnership with his horses. When a horse does well, he lets them do it all the way, and what 
they’re lacking on he holds their hand and shows them the way.” 
 
Graciously accepting the award, Swail commented, “It’s great to have such a nice award. It is 
nice to know that my riding is looked at as one of the nicer styles because I always try to do 
everything correcty and ride in the correct manner. It is great to be awarded with this great prize 
and I’m glad to get it.” 
 
Andres Rodriguez of Venezuela and SF Ariantha, owned by Robert and Sofia Castor, were 
awarded with Equis Boutique’s “Best Presented Horse” award at the FEI Horse Inspection. 
 
Founders of Equis Boutique, Elena Couttenye and Cesar Hirsch are thoroughly involved with the 
internationsl equestrian community, as both serve as FEI judges for international competition 
around the world. Couttenye and Hirsch recognized a need to improve and enhance the FEI 
Horse Inspections in North America and through the development of the “Best Presented Horse” 
award, Equis Boutique has reenergized the event. 
 
“I made sure that I had a jacket on with my tie and I even put on a new pair of Nike sneakers,” 
smiled Rodriguez, who is know as Chepoito to his friends. 
 
“To be honest, I never really prepared much for the jog but last week at HITS I saw Jonathon 
McCrea all dressed up and decided I wanted to give it a shot and try to give him some 
competition this week,” he laughed. 
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Groom Danielle Burns has overseen the care of SF Ariantha since she became the ride of 
Rodriguez, and her attention to detail is second to none. The mare, who boasts an extravagant 
trot, was the last of Rodriguez’s mounts to jog, and received the award over more than 100 
horses who were presented. SF Ariantha is the mount Rodriquez is hoping to point towards the 
2016 Olympic Games. 
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Two-for-Two! Abigail McArdle and Cosma 20 Win the 
$35,000 Don Little Memorial Welcome Stake at American 
Gold Cup 

Abigail McArdle and Cosma 20. Photo By: The Book 

(NORTH SALEM, NY) - September 10, 2015 - Abigail McArdle is making the most of her first trip 
to the American Gold Cup with her veteran partner Cosma 20, taking home two blue ribbons in 
two days. Winning Wednesday's $8,000 Douglas Elliman FEI Open Jumper class was just the 
start for the pair, who raced to victory in the $35,000 Don Little Memorial Welcome Stake. 
McArdle and Cosma 20 beat out Ireland's Conor Swail and Martha Louise by just 1/10th of a 
second. 
 
Ireland's Alan Wade built an inviting track on the Grand Prix Field at Old Salem Farm, which 
yielded 19 clear rounds out of the 70 entries. Great Britain's Amanda Derbyshire set the pace to 
beat with Goldbreaker, owned by Derbyshire and David Goochman. They were only the third pair 
to tackle the course, but they dashed through the finish line in a clear 67.96 seconds to take over 
the top spot. 
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Amanda Derbyshire and Goldbreaker. Photo By: The Book 

Seven rounds later, McArdle and Cosma 20, owned by David McArdle, came in ready to add a 
second win to their 2015 American Gold Cup trip. Picking up a fast gallop to the first oxer, Abigail 
McArdle and Cosma 20 never let off the gas, leaving every rail intact and breaking the beam at 
67.01 seconds. 
 
"I went early, but it kind of stayed the same throughout the class, the winning track. No one really 
did anything drastically different," explained McArdle after leading the victory lap. "My main plan 
was to really start out with that huge gallop because I knew that was where I was going to have to 
win; it was in that first line. Then everywhere else I was just tidy and neat." 
 
Swail attempted to catch McArdle with his first mount, Cita, owned by Ariel and Susan Grange, 
but he fell just shy of their time with a clear round in 68.53 seconds, for an eventual fourth place 
ribbon behind Derbyshire. Later in the class, Swail was able to slide into the second place 
position with Martha Louise, also owned by Ariel and Susan Grange. The pair stayed right on the 
pace that McArdle set with Cosma 20, but they were unable to edge them out of the lead when 
they stopped the clock at 67.18 seconds, just a tenth of a second too slow. 
 
"Martha was great, but she's been off for a little bit since March this year," commented Swail. 
"This is only her third show back. She's a great winner for me, and when she's not around it 
makes my life a little trickier. It's nice for her to be back and be competitive. I thought she had a 
very nice round today" 
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Conor Swail and Martha Louise. Photo By: The Book 

Swail added, "I probably lost it just to the second to last fence. I felt I probably put one too many 
steps there, but I was very happy with her. It's her first time going in a competitive mood since 
she got back, so I was very pleased with how she delivered today." 
 
"Conor had me very worried when he was going, but I thought everywhere Cosma was really 
quite on it," admitted McArdle. "Especially with the way it rides out here, I really have to gallop to 
get the numbers, so it's hard for any other horse to even get near as fast as her." 
 
Competing against world-class athletes has become the norm for 21-year-old McArdle, who 
made the decision to become a professional at the beginning of the year. "It's definitely a huge 
difference in terms of the competition," she expressed. "As a junior, it was much more relaxed; I 
could kind of go around and have some clean rounds and get good ribbons. When you move up 
into the professional divisions, showing in these 1.45m speeds, they're so competitive. It's really 
pushed me to try my absolute best. I couldn't just go for a nice clean and get it. To win the class, 
you really have to go for it." 
 
As a junior, McArdle trained with Katie and Henri Prudent at Plain Bay Stables, so when their son 
Adam decided to start a sales business it provided McArdle with the perfect opportunity to make 
the switch from amateur to professional. 
 
"Even as a junior I had big goals. I really wanted to become a professional," smiled McArdle. 
"Adam wanted some help with riding, and for me, it's just a great opportunity to ride good horses. 
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It was something I couldn't turn down. It's difficult learning the ropes, and it's a lot of pressure and 
training, but I really enjoy it." 
 
Although McArdle has ridden at the Old Salem Facility in the past, this is her first year competing 
in the American Gold Cup, and she is happy to be here. "It's a great venue with great class 
opportunities. I'm looking forward to showing in the Grand Prix this week with my other horse." 
 

 
 

Abigail McArdle - Winner of the 2015 $35,000 Don Little Memorial Welcome Stake. 
Photo Credit: Rebecca Walton/Phelps Media Group 

 
The $35,000 Don Little Memorial Welcome Stake was sponsored by the family and friends of 
Donald V. Little. An accomplished show jumper, fox hunter and polo player, Little died in 2012 
after a fall in the Masters Classic at the Winter Equestrian Festival in Wellington, Florida. As 
those who knew him said, he died doing what he loved, successfully competing in show jumping 
well into his 70s. The Donald V. Little Memorial continues to support and promote his dedication 
to and passion for the sport. 
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Postcard: 2015 American Gold Cup 
 
The American Gold Cup shone at Old Salem Farm, where Irish rider Richie 
Moloney won the coveted trophy at the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping 
New York qualifier before an enthusiastic group of fans. 
 
September 14, 2015 -- The American Gold Cup CSI4*-W event, has had many incarnations. I 
remember the grand prix from its days at the cavernous JFK Stadium in Philadelphia, but it also 
had stops in Cleveland (in two different centuries!), Tampa and at the Devon, Pa., show grounds 
during its 45-year-history, before finding a new home at Old Salem Farm in toney Westchester 
County, N.Y. 
 
Its trophy--yes, it really is a gold cup-- is one of the most coveted in the sport of show jumping, 
engraved with the names of many legends, from Idle Dice and the "red rider," flame-haired 
Rodney Jenkins, to Michael Matz and Jet Run. Just looking at the trophy gives you a short but 
impressive history of the sport. 
 
The Cup's current home, however, may be its most spectacular venue. Old Salem Farm has a 
magnificent stable and surroundings. The Gold Cup was an instant fit when it moved there in 
2012. As each year passes, the Cup feels more and more at home in North Salem, N.Y., making 
the most of the charming and picturesque setting, exuding prestige and tradition. 
 
On Gold Cup day, the grass grand prix field is surrounded by white tents housing all manner of 
shops; mostly horsey, of course, but with plenty to empty the wallet even for non-riders, if you're 
in the market for antiques, a car or real estate. An appreciative crowd filled the bleachers and 
spilled out onto the side of a slope going down to the ring, while VIPs watched from a two-tiered 
tent where the menu included salmon, watermelon salad and an array of fabulous desserts. 
Corks popped all afternoon as bartenders poured the perfect accompaniments to an afternoon of 
show jumping. 
 
I reminisced about the class I have covered so many times when I chatted with Michele McEvoy 
Grubb, who was there from the Cup's first day. 
 
The Cup took on extra luster this year as part of the new Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping 
North American League. Its official name is the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York, 
one of seven stops on the East Coast (there are seven on the West Coast, too), with competition 
not only in the U.S., but in Canada and Mexico as well. The prize money is a minimum of $2.4 
million for the series, which will qualify 14 riders for the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping finals 
next year in Gothenburg, Sweden. 
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Course designer Alan Wade of Ireland watches what he has wrought in the American Gold Cup  

Photo copyright 2015 by Lawrence J. Nagy 
 

With all that is at stake, including $215,000 in prize money, course designer Alan Wade put 
together a route that had plenty of challenges, including two 1.60 meter verticals set at a 45-
degree angle to each other, just before the oxer that was the last test on the 14-obstacle course. 
Not the least of the demands on competitors was the terrain. Old Salem's grass field is scenic, 
but it has little uphills and downhills, which often make it difficult to find the right approach to a 
fence, calling for a far different way of riding a course than if it were in a level ring with all-weather 
footing. 
 
Four of the 38 starters were either eliminated or retired, but the rest found a way to cope in some 
fashion, with an elite group of six making the tie-breaker. 
 
It was an interesting lineup. Columbia's Daniel Bluman, who entered my consciousness several 
years ago when he was the upset winner of the first $500,000 grand prix at the Winter Equestrian 
Festival, set a quick pace of 43.38 seconds. But he and Conconcreto Sancha LS, a 12-year old 
mare by the wonderful Chin Chin, ran afoul of fence 3B, the second part of the Longines double 
combination that had helped dash the hopes of seven entries in the first round. It left 4 faults on 
their score, but the time was what the others would have to shoot at. 
 
Catherine Tyree and Enjoy Louis (is that a great name, or what?) had a rail at the sixth of nine 
jump-off fences, but was more than a second slower than Daniel. 
 
Speedster Laura Kraut (she won Saturday's $85,000 Fidelity Investments Classic with Andretti S) 
set off fast, just as I expected, with Deauville S. But 3A in that Longines combo got her. At that 
point, she stepped on the gas, looking to be the fastest 4-faulter and achieved that in 43.27 
seconds. 
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Gold Cup runner-up Laura Kraut uses a hackamore on Deauville S 

Photo copyright 2015 by Lawrence J. Nagy 
 

“I was going for a slow clear," she explained, but when the rail dropped, "I knew I had all of them 
behind me. I went in to give them something to beat, but I just chickened out on the turn (to the 
combination). I saw the one (stride) to leave out, and I thought it wouldn't be a very good angle 
for him, so I just swung out one more stride and I just got there too dead."It was totally my fault. 
Once I had that, I was doing the math in my head, and thought `I better speed this up.' I got lucky 
today and ended up second."She rides Deauville in a hackamore, noting, "It's been great. I could 
ride him in a halter, actually, I think. He's so easy to adjust." 
 
After three 4-faulters, I was wondering if anyone would go clean, or whether it would just be a 
race among the riders who had rails down. And then Richie Moloney came along. 
 
He also was a winner at the show on Saturday, taking the $35,000 Hermès Sellier speed derby. I 
mention these riders' Saturday victories because it's an example of how good they really are. 
For the Gold Cup, Richie crafted a careful but quick enough round with the 12-year-old Carrabis 
Z, a horse who was difficult early in his career but is now playing on the same team with his U.S.-
based Irish rider. While his time of 45.74 turned out to be the second-slowest in the jump-off, his 
tidy mount left all the rails in place to produce what would be the only clean round. 
 
Unlike Laura, who is vying for a chance to get her ticket to Gothenburg, Richie isn't sure if that 
would be the trip for him. He went to the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping Final in Las Vegas 
in April to watch, and "saw how hard it was and wasn't sure I had a horse or two horses it would 
suit," he commented. 
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Richie Moloney has a victory gallop around the arena at Old Salem Farm 
Photo copyright 2015 by Lawrence J. Nagy 

 
Richie was followed into the ring by Peter Lutz on Robin de Ponthual, a 10-year-old stallion who 
also met his match in fence 3A. His time of 43.95 seconds would put him fourth, a special placing 
for a fellow who grew up in the area. 
 
There were high hopes for German rider Andre Thieme, last to go on the gorgeous gray 
Holsteiner Conthendrix, but his problems started early at fence 2 and continued at the pesky 
double combination, so he finished sixth. 
 
Richie now stands third in the rankings to qualify for the finals, behind Daniel, third in yesterday's 
class, and Russian Ljubov Kochetova, who is in the lead, finishing seventh yesterday on Veyron 
with a single time penalty. Laura is tied for fifth in the standings, but I would bet she'll be moving 
up the ladder. We'll see her at the qualifiers in Washington and Lexington, Ky., this fall. 
 
Richie was mobbed by fans, all seeking autographs or selfies, but we managed to get him away 
from his public for a few minutes to talk about the class and his horse. 
 
Rain had been predicted, but it held off until after the jumping concluded. I took it as another sign 
of the Gold Cup's importance. This amazing venue may someday host the Furusiyya FEI Nations 
Cup™ Jumping final, which has been held every year in Barcelona, Spain, so that would be a 
feather in its cap if it happened. But when it does, you can be sure the Gold Cup will be staged a 
few weeks before that. Now that it has found its perfect destination, the venerable class isn't 
leaving town. 
 
This was a beautiful afternoon (pre-rain, of course) in the midst of apple orchard country. So next 
year, put the Gold Cup on your calendar, save a little time to pick your own apples and have a 
wonderful day in one of the Northeast's loveliest areas. 
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Carrabis Z Carries Richie Moloney to $215,000 Longines 
FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York Victory at American 
Gold Cup 
 
With the only double clear effort of the day, Irish rider Richie Moloney and 
his mount, Carrabis Z bested a six-horse jump-off and rode to a $215,000 
Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York victory at the American Gold 
Cup. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Richie Moloney and Carrabis Z. | Photo By: The Book 

 
September 13, 2015 -- With the only double clear effort of the day, the saying "luck of the Irish" 
rang true for Richie Moloney as he galloped home with the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ 
Jumping New York victory at the American Gold Cup. The Irish native bested a six-horse jump-off 
with his careful mount Carrabis Z, opting for a slower round, they were the only pair to leave all 
the rails intact. 
 
"It was great to win here today," smiled Moloney. "My horse jumped amazing. He's been jumping 
great lately and it's nice for him to get the win here today." 
 
Forty athletes qualified for the second event in the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North 
American League East, which boasts a minimum of $2.4 million prize money across the series 
featuring the best Jumping athletes from North America and around the world. Ireland's Alan 
Wade designed the technical track on the Grand Prix Field at Old Salem Farm, which featured 17 
jumping efforts that included an oxer-oxer-vertical triple combination and a vertical-oxer double 
combination. 
 
Only six of the original entries were able to master the first round course and advance to the 
tiebreaker, where Colombia's Daniel Bluman and Conconcreto Sancha LS were the first to return. 
They had a rail at the 'B' element of the double combination, but were able to complete the track 
in 43.38 seconds to set the pace. 
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"I had to go first and I wanted to make a nice quick round," explained Bluman. "I knew I had great 
riders coming after me and unfortunately I had a very cheap rail at the combination, but after that 
I just sort of wanted to keep a nice canter because when you have a small group of riders in the 
jump-off anything can happen." 
 
 The youngest rider in the jump-off, 21-year-old Catherine Tyree, was up next, but as she turned 
back on one of the wide oxers, her mount Enjoy Louis had a rail down. Their slower time of 44.59 
seconds would hold up for fifth place. 
 
Saturday's winner Laura Kraut returned to the field with Deauville S, owned by Old Willow Farm, 
but her chance at the win also came to an end quickly when they had the 'A' element of the 
combination down. The pair managed to beat Bluman's time when they broke the beam at 43.27 
seconds, which would hold up for second place, while Bluman claimed third. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Laura Kraut and Deauville S. | Photo By: The Book 
 
"I wasn't going for the slow clear at all," laughed Kraut. "I went in to try and give them something 
to beat, but I just chickened out on the turn. I saw the one to leave out and I thought that it 
wouldn't be a very good angle for my horse, so I just swung out one more stride. I was doing the 
math in my head and I thought, 'Well I better speed this up!' and worst case scenario then I would 
be fourth, so it just worked; I got lucky today and ended up second." 
 
Richie Moloney followed Kraut with Equinimity LLC's Carrabis Z, and after watching the first three 
riders struggle for a clear, he opted for a more careful approach. Slow but accurate, the pair 
finished the course with a clear round to take over the lead with a time of 45.74 seconds. 
 
"In the jump-off there was nobody clear before I went," said Moloney. "The first four jumps in the 
jump-off I kind of stopped my plan and went a little forward and then towards the end of the jump-
off round I got a little bit careful and made sure I jumped a clear round." 
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Peter Lutz and Robin de Ponthual 

 
Hometown hero Peter Lutz of Fairfield, Connecticut, has attended the American Gold Cup for a 
number of years, but this marked his first entry in the highlight event. He tried to match Moloney's 
effort with his mount Robin de Ponthual, owned by Katherine Gallagher and M. Michael Meller. 
He and the 10-year-old Selle Francais stallion also fell victim to the combination though, and their 
time of 43.95 seconds would take over the fourth place position in the standings. 
 
"The course today was quite difficult, and it's different now in this location on this field with the 
hills and the grass," said Lutz. "This facility, they've done a beautiful job re-doing the barn and 
making the grass footing excellent. I've come to this show for many years but I've never done 
Gold Cup so I'm thrilled with the results today." 
 
The final rider to challenge Moloney's lead was Germany's Andre Thieme with Conthendrix, but 
they had down the second fence as well as part of the combination. Their eight-fault score in 
46.11 seconds would earn them sixth place and seal Moloney's victory. 
 
Moloney has been riding Carrabis Z for four years and has developed a strong partnership with 
the 12-year-old Zangersheide stallion. "He's a lot of blood, he's a little bit difficult to ride, but he's 
very careful," he explained. "Even though he's 12 this year I feel he's just starting to really 
improve now since the start of the summer so hopefully there are more good things to come." 
As part of the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American League, Sunday's main event 
allows riders to gain valuable points for the World Cup Finals in Gothenburg, Sweden. 
 
"I suppose World Cup Finals is a goal now with the win today, but it wasn't my first aim," admitted 
Moloney. "I went to Word Cup Finals this year in Vegas to watch and I saw how hard it was. I 
wasn't sure I had a horse or two horses that it would suit. We'll see; you never know by the time 
the end of April comes." 
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Conor Swail Presented with M. Michael Meller Style Award 
 

After the competition, another Irish rider received a special award. Conor Swail was presented 
with the M. Michael Meller Style Award, donated in memory of Theresa Hogan. 
 
"Conor is one of the world's most gifted riders," expressed Meller. "He has a talent for developing 
a partnership with his horses. When a horse does well, he lets them do it all the way, and what 
they're lacking on he holds their hand and shows them the way." 
 
Graciously accepting the award, Swail commented, "It's great to have such a nice award. It is 
nice to know that my riding is looked at as one of the nicer styles because I always try to do 
everything correctly and ride in the correct manner. It is great to be awarded with this great prize 
and I'm glad to get it." 
 
Katherine Strauss and All In Win $25,000 SJHOF Roberto Coin High 
Junior/Amateur-Owner Classic 

 

 
 

Katherine Strauss and All In. | Photo By: The Book 
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On Sunday morning, the American Gold Cup at Old Salem Farm commenced with the $25,000 
SJHOF Roberto Coin High Junior/Amateur-Owner Classic. Out of a field of 60 entries, only eight 
were able to jump clear around the Alan Wade-designed course in the Grand Prix Ring. 
 
Tori Colvin was third to go and posted the first clear jump-off round with Cafino, owned by Take 
The High Road, LLC, in a time of 36.880 seconds. With five left to go, Colvin's time held up 
against the jump-off competition until Katherine Strauss and All In beat their time as the second to 
last horse and rider combination to enter the ring in 36.595 seconds, knocking Colvin into second 
place. 
 
The junior in high school from New York City has owned All In (Ollie) for a year and a half had 
faith that the 10-year-old bay gelding could pull off the win. 
 
"I didn't get to see all of Tori's round," said Strauss. "I know she's an awesome rider; super fast 
on a fast horse with a big stride. I'm lucky because my horse also has a big stride and enough 
scope to do this, so I just knew I had to give it my best shot if I wanted to beat her. It was very 
close time, but I was lucky that it worked out in my favor. 
 
Strauss switches between riding equitation, with Stacia Madden at Beacon Hill Show Stables, 
and jumpers with Beezie and John Madden where she also keeps Ollie at their farm in 
Cazenovia, New York. 
 
"Ollie's an awesome horse," said Strauss. "I'm so lucky to have him. He really performs great at 
venues like this because in a big field you can really get a good gallop. He has a huge stride and 
enough scope to cover for me if I really want to leave one out. We had a really great summer, so I 
felt confident coming here and starting off the fall season on a good foot. 
 
"John and Beezie are the best of the best at jumpers," added Strauss. "I feel so fortunate to get to 
work with them. Stacia and the team at Beacon Hill have had lots of success in the equitation 
ring, so I just really wanted to focus on each one." 
 
At the end of the day, Stadium Jumping's Michael Morrissey concluded, "I don't know how you 
could get a more picturesque, a more beautiful facility then Old Salem Farm. This is the American 
Gold Cup's home." 
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Laura Kraut and Andretti S Race to Victory in $85,000 
Fidelity Investments Classic at American Gold Cup  
 
September 12, 2015 -- After a successful season in 2014, Andretti S had some time off, which 
resulted in a few setbacks, but Saturday he proved he is back in top form. Laura Kraut piloted the 
10-year-old gelding to the quickest clear jump-off, setting a blistering pace to beat out Ireland’s 
Paul O’Shea aboard Skara Glen’s Machu Picchu and Colombia’s Roberto Teran with Woklahoma 
in the $85,000 Fidelity® Investments Classic at the American Gold Cup. 
 
Only 11 of the 48 entries were able to master Alan Wade’s first round track on the Old Salem 
Farm Grand Prix Field, which featured a technical triple combination at the end of the course. 
Kraut set the initial pace to beat with her first mount Constable II, owned by Cherry Knoll Farm, 
crossing the finish line in a clear 39.73 seconds, but that would only hold up for sixth place as the 
slowest of the clears. 
 
Molly Ashe-Cawley on Louisburg Farm’s Balous Day Date and Mario Deslauriers on Karen 
Polle’s Global van T Braunerthof were each able to clear the jump-off course in times of 39.57 
seconds and 38.34 seconds to finish fifth and fourth, respectively. 
 
O’Shea was the first rider to break the 37 second mark, laying on the gas with Skara Glen’s 
Machu Picchu and cruising to a faultless time of 36.58 seconds to take the initial lead. 
 

 
Laura Kraut and Andretti S 

 
Kraut was warming up on Andretti S, owned by Star and Stripes, and did not get to see O’Shea’s 
round, but when she heard his time she knew she would need to go as fast as possible. Luckily, 
Andretti was up to the challenge, dashing over each obstacle to break the beam at 35.22 
seconds, taking over the lead and relegating O’Shea to second. The only other rider to cross the 
timers in less than 37 seconds was Teran with Woklahma, but they would settle for third in a clear 
36.72 seconds, while Kraut led the lap of honor. 
 
“I didn’t see Paul’s round at all; I only heard his time, which was really, really fast compared to my 
time on my first horse,” admitted Kraut. “I was always going to go in and go as fast as I could. I 
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thought I had an uncomfortably fast gallop to the second jump. All the turns worked, and it was 
his day.” 
 
Andretti S was very successful last fall, which led Kraut to give the talented chestnut gelding two 
months off, but when it was time for his return there were a few snags in the road. “He had a 
breathing issue, partial paralysis of his larynx, that had to get operated on,” explained Kraut. “That 
took a month and a half, then he had a bruised heel that took a while to resolve. Finally, in July, 
he started to get back with some form of consistency.” 
 
Kraut is thrilled to have Andretti S back on form and believes he is a crucial addition to her string. 
“The horse can jump anything; he’s got all the scope,” she noted. “He’s a little bit of a quirky 
horse, so it’s taking him longer. He missed half he year, so I’m playing catch-up with him. Right 
now he feels like he did when he finished last year, so if he keeps developing like this, I think he 
can jump anything.” 
 
Richie Moloney and Alsvid Score $35,000 Hermès Sellier Speed Derby Win 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Richie Moloney and Alsvid 

 
Earlier in the day, the athletes made full use of the large Grand Prix Field when they galloped 
over the hills and up the bank during the $35,000 Hermès Sellier Speed Derby. Roberto Teran 
was once again one of the fastest of the day, going second in the order and setting time to beat at 
78.76 seconds on Ark Partners’ Farina. Ireland’s Lorcan Gallagher came very close when he 
cleared the course on Alexander Devries’ Esquina van Kalpscheut, and stopped the clock at 
78.82 seconds. 
 
The winning time would come from one of the last to show though. Richie Moloney and 
Equinimity LLC’s Alsvid had a huge gallop throughout the course. They soared over the final oxer 
and tripped the timers at 76.61 seconds to take home the victory by two seconds, while Teran 
and Gallagher settled for second and third, respectively. 
 
“My plan was to just be as quick as I could really and try to get the turns as smooth as I could,” 
said Moloney. “I was pretty quick everywhere, but I slowed down towars the end a tiny bit just to 
make sure I left the last one up.” 
 
Moloney concluded, “I’ve been riding Alsvid for over four years, and he always gets results - 
every show he goes to just about. He’s a great horse; he can do everything.”  
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Patricia Hennessy and Little Tom Top $10,000 Mitchell-Innes & Nash Fine 
Art Adult Amateur Classic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Patricia Hennessy and Little Tom | Photo by The Book 

 
The Grand Prix Field kicked off the day’s full schedule of competition with the $10,000 Mitchell-
Innes & Nash Fine Art Adult Amateur Classic at 9 a.m. Fifty-six Adult Jumpers attempted the Alan 
Wade-designed course, but only 15 were able to move on to the jump-off, where Patricia 
Hennessy and 20-year-old Little Tom took top honors for the second time since 2013 with a 
double clear effort in 32.108 seconds. 
 
“He’s been such a good horse,” said Hennessy. “It took us a little bit to get used to each other, 
but he’s been such an amazing and consistent horse. We always say that we’re lucky everyday 
that we get to go out with him. As long as he wants to keep doing it, we’ll keep doing it because if 
he says no, he doesn’t owe me a thing.” 
 
“I love the grass field here, it’s so much fun,” added Hennessy. “Lucy Mitchell-Innes sponsors the 
division, and it’s so great because otherwise we wouldn’t be on the field. So thanks to her we get 
to go. It’s such a beautiful venue; they do such a nice job, and the courses are always good. It’s 
special here.” 
 
Mary Kate Olsen and Hertog Van’t Merodehof followed Hennessy to claim second with a time of 
35.304 seconds, while Laura Faulkner and Pompadour finished in third in 36.005 seconds. 
 
Leah DeMartini and Eurocommerce Tampa Take $10,000 Houlihan 
Lawrence Low Amateur-Owner Jumper Classic Victory 
 
The Jumper Ring hosted multiple Classics on Saturday, including the $10,000 Houlihan 
Lawrence Low Amateur-Owner Jumper Classic, which featured 65 entries competing for the 
winning prize. Midway through the order, Leah DeMartini broke the 27-second mark aboard Elm 
Rock’s Eurocommerce Tampa when she cleared the track in 26.598 seconds to set an 
unbeatable pace. 
 
Seven rounds later, Christina Firestone came close on Chantilly when she was able to produce a 
faultless effort in 26.754 seconds. Firestone would settled for third though, when Alexandra Duval  
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Leah DeMartini 
 
 
and Tornado stopped the clock at 26.707 seconds to slide into second, while DeMartini claimed 
the victory. 
 
“I had no idea my time would hold up,” smiled DeMartini after her win. “These classes tend to be 
pretty quick and there are a lot of horses, but Tampa is an awesome horse; I trust him. I just let 
him travel, and everything kind of came up like I wanted and was hoping!” 
 
DeMartini concluded, “I’ve had him for five or six years now, and I really trust him. He’s almost 
better when he’s going forward and really challenging him, so these classes are fun because I 
think no matter how fast it gets, you still feel like you have a shot.” 
 
The $10,000 NAL Low Junior Jumper Classic was also held in the Jumper Ring, with just 
fractions separating the top two competitors. Kady Abrahamson set the pace aboard Icebreaker 
during the jump-off, finishing in a clear 34.164 seconds for the win. Sheer Levitin was right on her 
heels, clocking in at 34.398 seconds for the second place honors with Nabuco. The third place 
award went to Brianne Link riding Wednesday and finishing in 37.050 seconds. 
 
The day kicked-off with the $5,000 Gochman Family Children’s Classic, where the victory went to 
Ameila Riegel riding Ultra d’Eclipse. The pair was one of only two double clear entries, with 
Riegel finishing the jump-off in 37.3939 seconds. Kathleen Full-Baudeneau and Dithari were one 
second short during the tiebreaker for second place, while Marissa Rice and Laetitia took home 
the third place award with the fastest four-fault jump-of 
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Conor Swail and Viva Colombia Capture $85,000 American 
Gold Cup Qualifier   
 
September 11, 2015 -- Sometimes it is good to have friends in the right places, and for Conor 
Swail, a friendship with Ilan Ferder has resulted in the ride on his now top mount Viva Colombia. 
The Irish athlete piloted the 10-year-old mare to victory in the $85,000 American Gold Cup 
Qualifier CSI4* presented by Windsor Show Stables. The pair bested a 14-horse jump-off, 
beating second place finisher Ali Wolff on Casall and third place finisher Peter Lutz on Robin de 
Ponthual by half a second. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Conor Swail and Viva Colombia | Photo By: The Book 

 
Fifty-eight entries tried to qualify for the tiebreaker by clearing Alan Wade's track on the Grand 
Prix Field at Old Salem Farm. Out of the first 12 entries, eight were clear, but as the event 
continued the rails started to fall; only six other riders would advance to the jump-off. 
 
As the second to return, Venezuela's Andres Rodriquez set the fastest pace of the day with SF 
Ariantha, owned by Robert and Sofia Castro. They stopped the clock at 42.08 seconds, but they 
would only finish sixth when they lowered the height of one of the fences for four faults. 
Kirsten Coe had the first clear round on Ferder's California, but she opted to be more 
conservative, finishing in a time of 46.28 seconds to place fourth. The next athlete in the ring was 
Swail with Viva Colombia, and he used the mare's big stride to cover the field and take advantage 
of the long gallops. They broke the beam at 44.59 seconds to set the winning pace. 
 
"I felt that the course suited my mare because you needed to cover a lot of ground," said Swail. 
"She's big mover, but she's not the fastest. She's a bit slow in the air - a lot of scope. It sort of 
suited me that I was able to land and run and try to cover as much ground as quickly as 
possible." 
 
Two rounds later, Katie Dinan and Amaretto D'Arco, owned by Grant Road Partners, would have 
the next clear round, but they would also be the slowest of the day for fifth place in 48.50 
seconds. 
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Ali Wolff and Casall | Photo By: The Book LLC 

 
Ali Wolff laid it on the line with Blacklick Bend Farm's Casall and came very close to catching 
Swail's time when she cleared each obstacle with the 10-year-old chestnut gelding. Just a 
fraction off the pace, they tripped the timers at 45.17 seconds for the second place award. 
 
"I always go in with a mindset of doing my own course and going at my own pace," commented 
Wolff. "In the jump-off I just made sure to go my own speed." Wolff laughed adding, "Trying to 
beat Conor is almost near impossible!" 
 
Wolff continued, "I've had Casall for about three years, and we've worked slowly up through the 
ranks. He's just turned out to be such an amazing horse. I think a lot of it is due to his big heart." 
Peter Lutz stepped on to the field next with Robin de Ponthual, owned by Katherine Gallagher 
and M. Michael Meller. They were also after the win, but a small slip in one of the rollbacks cost 
them just a moment on the clock to finish in a clear 45.18 seconds, just 1/100th of a second 
behind Wolff for third place. 
 
"Robin has a very large stride, and I just took advantage of that," noted Lutz. "Unfortunately, he 
slipped a little. I think I lost a little second there, but then he recovered quickly; I just flew to the 
end. He was great. 
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Peter Lutz and Robin de Ponthual | Photo By: The Book 
 
Lutz added, "I felt very confident coming in to this class. I just did the Hampton Classic last week 
and had the last jump down, but he jumped it easily so it was a great show to be coming from 
with a similar setting on the grass. I feel really confident with him. We've really gotten to know 
each other lately." 
 
For Swail, Friday's victory solidifies a partnership he has been working on for the last six months 
with Viva Colombia. "Ilan is a good friend of mine, and he gave me the mare with a few weeks left 
in Florida, so I rode her there for the first time," he explained. "We're kind of finding our feet with 
each other and building a good relationship. Viva is my top horse at the moment." 
Coe originally rode Viva Colombia, but Swail took over the reins when they found the mare was 
"more of a man's ride." 
 
"You have to sort of be strong at times, and I would say she's a little heavy and downhill, so you 
need to have strength," continued Swail. "She wants to be really careful, and she has a lot of 
scope and power. She also has a lot of good quality, which all horses need." 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Horse & Style, Style of Riding Award Winner Laura Kraut | Photo by: The Book 
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At the end of the day, two more riders were honored with special presentations. Laura Kraut 
earned the Horse & Style, Style of Riding Award, while Andres Rodriquez was given the Equis 
Boutique's "Best Presented Horse" honors. 
 
Abigail McArdle and Cosma 20 Win the $35,000 Don Little Memorial 
Welcome Stake at American Gold Cup  
 
September 10, 2015 -- Abigail McArdle is making the most of her first trip to the American Gold 
Cup with her veteran partner Cosma 20, taking home two blue ribbons in two days. Winning 
Wednesday's $8,000 Douglas Elliman FEI Open Jumper class was just the start for the pair, who 
raced to victory in the $35,000 Don Little Memorial Welcome Stake. McArdle and Cosma 20 beat 
out Ireland's Conor Swail and Martha Louise by just 1/10th of a second. 
 
Ireland's Alan Wade built an inviting track on the Grand Prix Field at Old Salem Farm, which 
yielded 19 clear rounds out of the 70 entries. Great Britain's Amanda Derbyshire set the pace to 
beat with Goldbreaker, owned by Derbyshire and David Goochman. They were only the third pair 
to tackle the course, but they dashed through the finish line in a clear 67.96 seconds to take over 
the top spot. 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Amanda Derbyshire and Goldbreaker | Photo By: The Book 
 

Seven rounds later, McArdle and Cosma 20, owned by David McArdle, came in ready to add a 
second win to their 2015 American Gold Cup trip. Picking up a fast gallop to the first oxer, Abigail 
McArdle and Cosma 20 never let off the gas, leaving every rail intact and breaking the beam at 
67.01 seconds. 
 
"I went early, but it kind of stayed the same throughout the class, the winning track. No one really 
did anything drastically different," explained McArdle after leading the victory lap. "My main plan 
was to really start out with that huge gallop because I knew that was where I was going to have to 
win; it was in that first line. Then everywhere else I was just tidy and neat." 
 
Swail attempted to catch McArdle with his first mount, Cita, owned by Ariel and Susan Grange, 
but he fell just shy of their time with a clear round in 68.53 seconds, for an eventual fourth place 
ribbon behind Derbyshire. Later in the class, Swail was able to slide into the second place 
position with Martha Louise, also owned by Ariel and Susan Grange. The pair stayed right on the 
pace that McArdle set with Cosma 20, but they were unable to edge them out of the lead when 
they stopped the clock at 67.18 seconds, just a tenth of a second too slow. 
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"Martha was great, but she's been off for a little bit since March this year," commented Swail. 
"This is only her third show back. She's a great winner for me, and when she's not around it 
makes my life a little trickier. It's nice for her to be back and be competitive. I thought she had a 
very nice round today."  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Conor Swail and Martha Louise | Photo By: The Book 
 

Swail added, "I probably lost it just to the second to last fence. I felt I probably put one too many 
steps there, but I was very happy with her. It's her first time going in a competitive mood since 
she got back, so I was very pleased with how she delivered today." 
 
"Conor had me very worried when he was going, but I thought everywhere Cosma was really 
quite on it," admitted McArdle. "Especially with the way it rides out here, I really have to gallop to 
get the numbers, so it's hard for any other horse to even get near as fast as her." 
 
Competing against world-class athletes has become the norm for 21-year-old McArdle, who 
made the decision to become a professional at the beginning of the year. "It's definitely a huge 
difference in terms of the competition," she expressed. "As a junior, it was much more relaxed; I 
could kind of go around and have some clean rounds and get good ribbons. When you move up 
into the professional divisions, showing in these 1.45m speeds, they're so competitive. It's really 
pushed me to try my absolute best. I couldn't just go for a nice clean and get it. To win the class, 
you really have to go for it." 
 
As a junior, McArdle trained with Katie and Henri Prudent at Plain Bay Stables, so when their son 
Adam decided to start a sales business it provided McArdle with the perfect opportunity to make 
the switch from amateur to professional. 
 
"Even as a junior I had big goals. I really wanted to become a professional," smiled McArdle. 
"Adam wanted some help with riding, and for me, it's just a great opportunity to ride good horses. 
It was something I couldn't turn down. It's difficult learning the ropes, and it's a lot of pressure and 
training, but I really enjoy it." 
 
Although McArdle has ridden at the Old Salem Facility in the past, this is her first year competing 
in the American Gold Cup, and she is happy to be here. "It's a reat venue with great class 
opportunities. I'm looking forward to showing in the Grand Prix this week with my other horse." 
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Abigail McArdle - Winner of the 2015 $35,000 Don Little Memorial Welcome Stake 

 
The $35,000 Don Little Memorial Welcome Stake was sponsored by the family and friends of 
Donald V. Little. An accomplished show jumper, fox hunter and polo player, Little died in 2012 
after a fall in the Masters Classic at the Winter Equestrian Festival in Wellington, Florida. As 
those who knew him said, he died doing what he loved, successfully competing in show jumping 
well into his 70s. The Donald V. Little Memorial continues to support and promote his dedication 
to and passion for the sport. 
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American Gold Cup Offers Family-Friendly Activities and 
Exciting Show Jumping Action  
 
September 8, 2015--The American Gold Cup, one of America's most exciting international show 
jumping events, opens this week. From September 9 -13 at Old Salem Farm, it will feature top-
level horse and rider combinations, as well as many other exciting and family-friendly events 
Saturday and Sunday. 
 
Don't miss all the fun and excitement before the American Gold Cup begins. Come for the world-
class competition, and stay for the acrobats and world-class musical performances. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Face painting at the American Gold Cup. 
 
Family Fun 
If you have young ones or are simply young-at-heart, the American Gold Cup offers pony rides, 
face painting, a petting zoo and the popular JustWorld horseless horse show. 
 
For more than 25 years, The Pied Piper Pony Rides and Petting Zoo has delighted and educated 
children about animals, as well as giving kids an opportunity to experience the joy of riding. 
Operator Melanie Pien, a mother of two, understands what makes kids smile and ensures the 
ponies are always safe and happy. After watching the speedy grand prix jumpers, any child at the 
American Gold Cup will be excited about riding one of the Pied Piper's friendly ponies. 
 
The artistic and beautiful designs by professional face-painters will certainly brighten up the Old 
Salem show grounds. Whimsical designs will make children of all ages smile. 
 
There will also be a hula-hoop performer, a high-energy dance troupe and appearances by 
pageant winners, including Miss Westchester and Miss Hudson Valley. 
 
The atmosphere at the American Gold Cup inspires young people to partake in show jumping, 
and any child may compete in the imaginative JustWorld International Horseless Horse Show. On 
Sunday pint-size competitors can try their own legs over a miniature show jumping course. 
Proceeds from the event benefit JustWorld's programs that aid children in need around the world. 
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Magical Acts 
The light-hearted fun doesn't stop there. Keep an eye open at the show grounds for some unique 
and fascinating performers, including a gold living statue, a strolling juggler and magicians. They 
will be displaying their mystical talents around the show, providing amusing and intriguing sleights 
of hand and impressive feats. 
 
Musical Performances  
Contributing to the show's festive and fun atmosphere will be many harmonious musical acts, 
from bagpipes to national anthem singers. 
 
Darius Kaufmann, a world-renowned musician from local North Salem Boy Scouts Troop 1, will 
display his skill with Celtic instruments on the bagpipes. 
 
Each day of competition will also highlight a uniquely talented singer performing the national 
anthem. On Friday, Alison McConekey, an incredible opera soprano, will wow spectators with her 
beautiful tone and commanding stage presence. Saturday will showcase 18-year-old Amber 
Lewis, and Sunday wraps up with Maureen Hamill, an experienced theatrical singer. 
 
Equestrian Attractions 
Show jumping fans and enthusiasts will have the chance to meet the friendly and inspiring Grand 
Prix riders, potential Olympians of the future. They will be signing autographs on the Grand Prix 
Field after the final awards ceremony for the featured event Sunday, the $215,000 Longines FEI 
World Cup™ Jumping New York. 
 
With thrilling international show jumping competition and impressive, world-class horse and rider 
combinations, the American Gold Cup is a can't-miss event. Add to that the family-friendly 
activities, musical performances and magical entertainers, and the American Gold Cup promises 
to please all spectators. 
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NORTH AMERICAN LEAGUE CALLS OLD SALEM FARM 
HOME THIS WEEK 
 
North Salem, NY – September 9, 2015 – Old Salem Farm is proud to host the American Gold 
Cup CSI4*-W Sept. 9-13 as the Longines ç calls Westchester County’s North Salem, NY, home 
this week. The $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York, which will take place 
Sunday, September 13, was named part of the recently created League and is one of the first 
2015 qualifiers for the 2015 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping Final. 
 

 
 
Old Salem Farm’s pristine grounds, list of elite horses and riders, and special events for the 
whole family draws spectators from Westchester County and beyond each year to watch horses 
and riders compete in international-level sport at the American Gold Cup and Old Salem Farm 
Spring Horse Shows. 
 
This year, the American Gold Cup was selected as one of only seven events that will comprise 
the East Coast division of the all-new Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American 
League that launched in Miami, FL, earlier this year. 
 
Fourteen nations will be represented in the star-studded list of riders at the American Gold Cup, 
including past winners, rising talent and international contenders. Andre Thieme made the trip 
from Germany to New York to make an early bid at the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping Final, 
the most sought-after individual global championship for show jumpers, with his string of FEI 
horses. 
 
“With more and more FEI events being offered in the U.S., I am pleased to able to spend more 
time competing here,” said Thieme, who spends his winters in Florida. “Old Salem Farm is a top 
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facility, not only in the U.S., but the world. I am excited to be a part of newly formed North 
American League, and hope that I can get some early leverage towards qualifying for the 2105 
Final.” 
 
Old Salem Farm is one of a total 14 North American League locations across the  
U.S., Mexico and Canada and was selected earlier this year after a rigorous screening process 
from a long list of 25 applicants. 
 
“The American Gold Cup is a highlight for Old Salem Farm each year and to be included in the 
North American League has made the event even more special for riders, spectators and the 
local economy as a whole,” said Alan Bietsch, Old Salem Farm Manager. “To see more 
international-level events call the U.S. home is a great thing for horse sport, and Old Salem Farm 
is honored to be part of that movement.” 
 
In cooperation with the American Gold Cup, Old Salem Farm will also offer opportunities for 
Junior, Amateur and Children’s Jumpers to enjoy the prestige of this week’s event, as well as 
host the ASPCA/NHSAA Maclay Championship. 
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Rich Moloney Gallops Home with the $215,000 Longines 
FEI World Cup Jumping Finals at the American Gold Cup in 
Westchester County 
An international field of world-class competitors made their way to Westchester County for this 
year's event 

NORTH SALEM, N.Y. (PRWEB) September 23, 2015 

More than 5,000 fans came to Westchester County’s charming Old Salem Farm in North Salem, 
New York to see Rich Moloney earn the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup Jumping New York 
victory during the American Gold Cup held on September 13. The Irish native bested a six-horse 
jump-off with his careful mount Carrabis Z, opting for a slower round, they were the only pair to 
leave all the rails intact. 

An international field of world-class competitors – representing 14 nations from around the globe 
and the host country, the United States – made their way to Westchester County for this year's 
event, which was one of the most competitive in years. 

The American Gold Cup received one of the highest television rankings on NBC Sports. It had a 
.06 Household Rating with 166,000 P02+ (persons over 2 watching) average. In comparison to 
last year’s show, the American Gold Cup more than tripled viewership this year. The event was 
the 3rd highest rated show on the network, behind other shows that aired that day including a 
Premier League Game and Pro Football Talk. 

“All of us here in Westchester County applaud Rich Moloney for his win at this year’s American 
Gold Cup, one of the most prestigious equestrian competitions in the United States,” said County 
Executive Robert P. Astorino. “We are pleased that he earned this victory right here in our 
county.” 

Moloney has been riding his horse, Carrabis Z, for four years and has developed a strong 
partnership with the 12-year-old Zangersheide stallion. As part of the Longines FEI World Cup 
Jumping North American League, the main event allowed riders to gain valuable points for the 
World Cup Finals in Gothenburg, Sweden. 

“It was great to win here today,” smiled Moloney. “My horse jumped amazing. He’s been jumping 
great lately and it’s nice for him to get the win here.” 

Forty athletes qualified for the second event in the Longines FEI World Cup Jumping North 
American League East, which boasts a minimum of $2.4 million prize money across the series 
featuring the best Jumping athletes from North America and around the world. Ireland’s Alan 
Wade designed the technical track on the Grand Prix Field at Old Salem Farm, which featured 17 
jumping efforts that included an oxer-oxer-vertical triple combination and a vertical-oxer double 
combination. 

This year’s staging of the 2015 American Gold Cup in North Salem was considered a huge 
success by all, including the event organizers, Stadium Jumping and Old Salem Farm. 

“I don’t know how you could get a more picturesque, a more beautiful facility then Old Salem 
Farm,” said Stadium Jumping’s Michael Morrissey. “This is the American Gold Cup’s home.” 
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Website: www.feiworldcup.org 
 
 

 
 
The American Gold Cup is one of the most prestigious and iconic equestrian sporting events in 
the world of international show jumping.  Rated the #1 show in the United States by the North 
American Riders Group. Founded in 1970 originally held in Cleveland Ohio and with several other 
venues over the course of its history the American Gold Cup is now held at Old Salem Farm in 
North Salem, New York.  Over the course of five days, elite equestrian athletes, horse owners 
and young riding hopefuls gather to enjoy extraordinary show jumping. The American Gold Cup 
attained FEI status in 2001 and today we are proud to be leg on the Longines FEI World Cup 
TM Jumping North American League. 
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Richie Moloney eyes assault on World Cup 
 
Show jumper Richie Moloney is considering a shot at the World Cup final following his qualifier 
victory in North Salem, New York on Sunday.  
 

 
 
The Kilkenny rider admitted that he had attended this year’s final in Las Vegas as a spectator and 
considered he might not have the horsepower to realistically challenge for the title. 
 
However, his win with Equinimity Llc’s Carrabis Z on Sunday when he produced the only double 
clear, has resulted in a rethink and the possibility of a bid to qualify for the final in 
Gothenburg,Sweden, next April. 
 
“I suppose the World Cup finals is a goal now with the win today, but it wasn’t my first aim,” 
admitted Moloney. “I went to the World Cup finals this year in Vegas to watch and I saw how hard 
it was. I wasn’t sure I had a horse or two horses that it would suit. We’ll see; you never know by 
the time the end of April comes.” 
 
Moloney has competed Carrabis Z for four years and has developed a strong partnership with 
the12-year-old Zangersheide stallion. 
 
“He’s a lot of blood, he’s a little bit difficult to ride, but he’s very careful,” he explained. “Even 
though he’s 12 this year, I feel he’s just starting to really improve now since the start of the 
summer so hopefully there are more good things to come.” 
 
Moloney had teed up his World Cup contest challenge by winning Saturday’s Derby with Alsvid 
and he was one of just six of the 40 starters who mastered the technical track designed by 
Ireland’s Alan Wade. 
 
Fourth to go and having seen three of his rivals posting faults, Moloney knew a clear round would 
put him in a commanding position, so he took a relatively slow cautious approach. 
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“In the jump-off there was nobody clear before I went,” said Moloney. “The first four jumps in the 
jump-off I kind of stopped my plan and went a little forward and then towards the end of the jump-
off round I got a little bit careful and made sure I jumped a clear round.” 
 
The tactic paid off, ensuring him a €62,000 payday, with American Laura Kraut and Deauville S 
the fastest of the four-faulters to fill the runner-up spot. 
 
Conor Swail was also in the money in North Salem, winning the American Gold Cup qualifier with 
Viva Columbia to pick up €25,000. Fourteen of the 56 starters made the jump-off, but the Co 
Down rider had the edge, his clear round with Ilan Ferder’s 10-year-old bay mare being over half 
a second faster than the best of the rest, Ali Wolff and the chestnut gelding Casall. For good 
measure, Swail was presented with the prize for the show’s most stylish rider. 
 
The Speed Derby won by Moloney also saw Down’s Lorcan Gallagher place third on Esquina van 
Klapscheut, while Paul O’Shea scooped $17,000 when runner-up in a 1.50 mtr jump-off class on 
Skara Glen’s Machu Picchu. 
 
In Azerbaijan, Ireland claimed the bronze medal in the first European Arena Polo Championships. 
 
The Irish squad of James Connolly (captain), Siobhan Herbst, James Kennedy jnr, Patrick 
Ephson and Keelan McCarthy faced five rivals, with the host country beating Germany to the gold 
medal. 
 
The countries were invited to contest the event based on performances at the last World 
Equestrian Games and Ireland clinched their podium finish with a 4.5 goals to four victory over 
Spain on Saturday. 
 
Meanwhile, Britain’s Scott Brash proved he is a unique talent by winning the Rolex Grand Slam to 
claim a 1m euro bonus. 
 
Brash and Hello Sanctos earned the sport’s richest prize when victorious in the grand prix at 
Spruce Meadows in Canada, becoming the first rider to win the three equestrian Majors 
consecutively. 
 
Brash opened his account with victory in Geneva, Switzerland, last December. He repeated the 
feat in Aachen, Germany, in May to ensure a huge sense of anticipation at Spruce Meadows. 
 
Hope ventured one step closer to reality when the Scottish-born 29-year-old became one of 12 
riders to face a jump-off track described by designer Leopoldo Palacios as “the biggest course on 
the circuit”. 
 
To his benefit, Brash produced the fastest first-round effort to ensure he was last to go against 
the clock. Crucially, by the time he entered the arena, he knew that a clear round would be good 
enough, as, while Brazil’s Pedro Veniss and the 2013 Grand Prix winner, Pieter Devos had 
jumped clear, they had each picked up a single time fault. 
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Kilkenny’s Richie Moloney wins $215,000 Longines 
World Cup qualifier in New York 
 
 

 
 
Kilkenny’s Richie Moloney won the $215,000 Longines World Cup qualifier in fine style with the 
only clear of the jump-off at the 4-Star American Gold Cup show in New York on Sunday night 
riding Carrabis Z. 
 
Only six of the 37 starters found the key to the first-round course designed by another Irishman, 
Alan Wade, and Moloney’s time of 45.74 seconds was not the quickest in the second-round jump 
off. But all the rest faulted while the Irishman left all the poles in place to claim the win, and 
almost US $71,000 in prize money. 
 
Runner-up was American Olympic gold medalist Laura Kraut riding Deauville S, while Colombia’s 
Daniel Bluman, who won the hearts of the Irish crowd when winning the Puissance at Dublin 
Horse Show two years ago, slotted into third with Conconcreto Sancha LS. 
 
Moloney, whose parents Tom and Anne run the popular Warrington Equestrian Centre in 
Kilkenny, has been based in the US for some years now, living in Wellington, Florida during the 
winter and splitting his time between Tryon in North Carolina and Riverhead in New York during 
the summer months. 
 
The 33-year-old rider described his winning horse, the 12-year-old stallion Carrabis Z which he 
has been competing for the last three years, as “quite small but very scopey and very 
careful...and he’s getting better all the time.” His next port of call is another star-studded outing in 
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Central Park, New York later this month. 
 
Meanwhile world no. 1 and London 2012 team gold medalist, Britain’s Scott Brash, made history 
on Sunday night when becoming the first-ever winner of the Rolex Grand Slam of Showjumping 
which earned him a bonus of €1,000,000 (1 million euros). Consecutive wins in the majors at 
Geneva, Switzerland in December 2014, at Aachen, Germany this summer and at Spruce 
Meadows in Calgary, Canada, on Sunday were all achieved with his Olympic ride, Hello Sanctos. 
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Athletes from fourteen nations set for action at the 
American Gold Cup 
 

 
 
 World of Showjumping 
The 2015 American Gold Cup is set to return to scenic Old Salem Farm in North Salem, New 
York this week Now entering its 45th year, and fourth year at Old Salem Farm, the American Gold 
Cup Competition will play host to five Longines FEI Rankings events, culminating with the 
esteemed $215,ooo Longines FEI World Cup New York, where the top athletes will compete for 
the prestigious American Gold Cup. 
 
The rides list includes names such as Leslie Howard, Schulyer Rilley, Christine McCrea, Margie 
Engle, Laura Kraut, Katie Dinan, Conor Swail and Shane Sweetnam. 
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Two-for-Two! Abigail McArdle and Cosma 20 Win the 
$35,000 Don Little Memorial Welcome Stake at American 
Gold Cup 
 
North Salem, NY – September 10, 2015 – Abigail McArdle is making the most of her first trip to 
the American Gold Cup with her veteran partner Cosma 20, taking home two blue ribbons in two 
days. Winning Wednesday’s $8,000 Douglas Elliman FEI Open Jumper class was just the start 
for the pair, who raced to victory in the $35,000 Don Little Memorial Welcome Stake. McArdle and 
Cosma 20 beat out Ireland’s Conor Swail and Martha Louise by just 1/10th of a second. 
Ireland’s Alan Wade built an inviting track on the Grand Prix Field at Old Salem Farm, which 
yielded 19 clear rounds out of the 70 entries. Great Britain’s Amanda Derbyshire set the pace to 
beat with Goldbreaker, owned by Derbyshire and David Goochman. They were only the third pair 
to tackle the course, but they dashed through the finish line in a clear 67.96 seconds to take over 
the top spot. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Amanda Derbyshire and Goldbreaker. Photo By: The Book 
 

Seven rounds later, McArdle and Cosma 20, owned by David McArdle, came in ready to add a 
second win to their 2015 American Gold Cup trip. Picking up a fast gallop to the first oxer, Abigail 
McArdle and Cosma 20 never let off the gas, leaving every rail intact and breaking the beam at 
67.01 seconds. “I went early, but it kind of stayed the same throughout the class, the winning 
track. No one really did anything drastically different,” explained McArdle after leading the victory 
lap. “My main plan was to really start out with that huge gallop because I knew that was where I 
was going to have to win; it was in that first line. Then everywhere else I was just tidy and neat.” 
Swail attempted to catch McArdle with his first mount, Cita, owned by Ariel and Susan Grange, 
but he fell just shy of their time with a clear round in 68.53 seconds, for an eventual fourth place 
ribbon behind Derbyshire. Later in the class, Swail was able to slide into the second place 
position with Martha Louise, also owned by Ariel and Susan Grange. The pair stayed right on the 
pace that McArdle set with Cosma 20, but they were unable to edge them out of the lead when 
they stopped the clock at 67.18 seconds, just a tenth of a second too slow. “Martha was great, 
but she’s been off for a little bit since March this year,” commented Swail. “This is only her third 
show back. She’s a great winner for me, and when she’s not around it makes my life a little 
trickier. It’s nice for her to be back and be competitive. I thought she had a very nice round today.” 
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Conor Swail and Martha Louise. Photo By: The Book 
 

Swail added, “I probably lost it just to the second to last fence. I felt I probably put one too many 
steps there, but I was very happy with her. It’s her first time going in a competitive mood since 
she got back, so I was very pleased with how she delivered today.” “Conor had me very worried 
when he was going, but I thought everywhere Cosma was really quite on it,” admitted McArdle. 
“Especially with the way it rides out here, I really have to gallop to get the numbers, so it’s hard 
for any other horse to even get near as fast as her.” Competing against world-class athletes has 
become the norm for 21-year-old McArdle, who made the decision to become a professional at 
the beginning of the year. “It’s definitely a huge difference in terms of the competition,” she 
expressed. “As a junior, it was much more relaxed; I could kind of go around and have some 
clean rounds and get good ribbons. When you move up into the professional divisions, showing in 
these 1.45m speeds, they’re so competitive. It’s really pushed me to try my absolute best. I 
couldn’t just go for a nice clean and get it. To win the class, you really have to go for it.” As a 
junior, McArdle trained with Katie and Henri Prudent at Plain Bay Stables, so when their son 
Adam decided to start a sales business it provided McArdle with the perfect opportunity to make 
the switch from amateur to professional. “Even as a junior I had big goals. I really wanted to 
become a professional,” smiled McArdle. “Adam wanted some help with riding, and for me, it’s 
just a great opportunity to ride good horses. It was something I couldn’t turn down. It’s difficult 
learning the ropes, and it’s a lot of pressure and training, but I really enjoy it.” Although McArdle 
has ridden at the Old Salem Facility in the past, this is her first year competing in the American 
Gold Cup, and she is happy to be here. “It’s a great venue with great class opportunities. I’m 
looking forward to showing in the Grand Prix this week with my other horse.” 
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Abigail McArdle – Winner of the 2015 $35,000 Don Little Memorial Welcome Stake 
 
The $35,000 Don Little Memorial Welcome Stake was sponsored by the family and friends of 
Donald V. Little. An accomplished show jumper, fox hunter and polo player, Little died in 2012 
after a fall in the Masters Classic at the Winter Equestrian Festival in Wellington, Florida. As 
those who knew him said, he died doing what he loved, successfully competing in show jumping 
well into his 70s. The Donald V. Little Memorial continues to support and promote his dedication 
to and passion for the sport. 
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Carrabis Z Carries Richie Moloney to $215,000 Longines FEI 
World Cup Jumping New York Victory at American Gold Cup 
 
North Salem, NY  (FEI) – With the only double clear effort of the day, the saying “luck of the 
Irish” rang true for Richie Moloney as he galloped home with the $215,000 Longines FEI World 
Cup™ Jumping New York victory at the American Gold Cup. The Irish native bested a six-horse 
jump-off with his careful mount Carrabis Z, opting for a slower round, they were the only pair to 
leave all the rails intact. “It was great to win here today,” smiled Moloney. “My horse jumped 
amazing. He’s been jumping great lately and it’s nice for him to get the win here today.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Richie Moloney and Carrabis Z. Photo By: The Book 
 
Forty athletes qualified for the second event in the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North 
American League East, which boasts a minimum of $2.4 million prize money across the series 
featuring the best Jumping athletes from North America and around the world. Ireland’s Alan 
Wade designed the technical track on the Grand Prix Field at Old Salem Farm, which featured 17 
jumping efforts that included an oxer-oxer-vertical triple combination and a vertical-oxer double 
combination. Only six of the original entries were able to master the first round course and 
advance to the tiebreaker, where Colombia’s Daniel Bluman and Conconcreto Sancha LS were 
the first to return. They had a rail at the ‘B’ element of the double combination, but were able to 
complete the track in 43.38 seconds to set the pace. “I had to go first and I wanted to make a nice 
quick round,” explained Bluman. “I knew I had great riders coming after me and unfortunately I 
had a very cheap rail at the combination, but after that I just sort of wanted to keep a nice canter 
because when you have a small group of riders in the jump-off anything can happen.” 
 
The youngest rider in the jump-off, 21-year-old Catherine Tyree, was up next, but as she 
turned back on one of the wide oxers, her mount Enjoy Louis had a rail down. Their slower 
time of 44.59 seconds would hold up for fifth place. Saturday’s winner Laura Kraut returned 
to the field with Deauville S, owned by Old Willow Farm, but her chance at the win also came 
to an end quickly when they had the ‘A’ element of the combination down. The pair managed 
to beat Bluman’s time when they broke the beam at 43.27 seconds, which would hold up for  
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Daniel Bluman and Conconcreto Sancha LS 
 
second place, while Bluman claimed third. “I wasn’t going for the slow clear at all,” laughed Kraut. 
“I went in to try and give them something to beat, but I just chickened out on the turn. I saw the 
one to leave out and I thought that it wouldn’t be a very good angle for my horse, so I just swung 
out one more stride. I was doing the math in my head and I thought, ‘Well I better speed this up!’ 
and worst case scenario then I would be fourth, so it just worked; I got lucky today and ended up 
second.”  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Laura Kraut and Deauville S. Photo By: The Book 

 
Richie Moloney followed Kraut with Equinimity LLC’s Carrabis Z, and after watching the first three 
riders struggle for a clear, he opted for a more careful approach. Slow but accurate, the pair 
finished the course with a clear round to take over the lead with a time of 45.74 seconds. “In the 
jump-off there was nobody clear before I went,” said Moloney. “The first four jumps in the jump-off 
I kind of stopped my plan and went a little forward and then towards the end of the jump-off round 
I got a little bit careful and made sure I jumped a clear round.” Hometown hero Peter Lutz of 
Fairfield, Connecticut, has attended the American Gold Cup for a number of years, but this 
marked his first entry in the highlight event. He tried to match Moloney’s effort with his mount 
Robin de Ponthual, owned by Katherine Gallagher and M. Michael Meller. He and the 10-year-old 
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Selle Francais stallion also fell victim to the combination though, and their time of 43.95 seconds 
would take over the fourth place position in the standings. “The course today was quite difficult, 
and it’s different now in this location on this field with the hills and the grass,” said Lutz. “This 
facility, they’ve done a beautiful job re-doing the barn and making the grass footing excellent. I’ve 
come to this show for many years but I’ve never done Gold Cup so I’m thrilled with the results 
today.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Peter Lutz and Robin de Ponthual 
 
The final rider to challenge Moloney’s lead was Germany’s Andre Thieme with Conthendrix, but 
they had down the second fence as well as part of the combination. Their eight-fault score in 
46.11 seconds would earn them sixth place and seal Moloney’s victory. Moloney has been riding 
Carrabis Z for four years and has developed a strong partnership with the 12-year-old 
Zangersheide stallion. “He’s a lot of blood, he’s a little bit difficult to ride, but he’s very careful,” he 
explained. “Even though he’s 12 this year I feel he’s just starting to really improve now since the 
start of the summer so hopefully there are more good things to come.” As part of the Longines 
FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American League, Sunday’s main event allows riders to gain 
valuable points for the World Cup Finals in Gothenburg, Sweden. “I suppose World Cup Finals is 
a goal now with the win today, but it wasn’t my first aim,” admitted Moloney. “I went to Word Cup 
Finals this year in Vegas to watch and I saw how hard it was. I wasn’t sure I had a horse or two 
horses that it would suit. We’ll see; you never know by the time the end of April comes.” After the 
competition, another Irish rider received a special award. Conor Swail was presented with the M. 
Michael Meller Style Award, donated in memory of Theresa Hogan. 
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Connor Swail Presented with M. Michael Meller Style Award 
 
 “Conor is one of the world’s most gifted riders,” expressed Meller. “He has a talent for developing 
a partnership with his horses.  When a horse does well, he lets them do it all the way, and what 
they’re lacking on he holds their hand and shows them the way.” Graciously accepting the award, 
Swail commented, “It’s great to have such a nice award. It is nice to know that my riding is looked 
at as one of the nicer styles because I always try to do everything correctly and ride in the correct 
manner. It is great to be awarded with this great prize and I’m glad to get it.” Katherine Strauss 
and All In Win $25,000 SJHOF Roberto Coin High Junior/Amateur-Owner Classic On 
Sunday morning, the American Gold Cup at Old Salem Farm commenced with the $25,000 
SJHOF Roberto Coin High Junior/Amateur-Owner Classic. Out of a field of 60 entries, only eight 
were able to jump clear around the Alan Wade-designed course in the Grand Prix Ring. Tori 
Colvin was third to go and posted the first clear jump-off round with Cafino, owned by Take The 
High Road, LLC, in a time of 36.880 seconds. With five left to go, Colvin’s time held up against 
the jump-off competition until Katherine Strauss and All In beat their time as the second to last 
horse and rider combination to enter the ring in 36.595 seconds, knocking Colvin into second 
place. 
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Katherine Strauss and All In. Photo By: The Book 

 
The junior in high school from New York City has owned All In (Ollie) for a year and a half had 
faith that the 10-year-old bay gelding could pull off the win. “I didn’t get to see all of Tori’s round,” 
said Strauss. “I know she’s an awesome rider; super fast on a fast horse with a big stride. I’m 
lucky because my horse also has a big stride and enough scope to do this, so I just knew I had to 
give it my best shot if I wanted to beat her. It was very close time, but I was lucky that it worked 
out in my favor. Strauss switches between riding equitation, with Stacia Madden at Beacon Hill 
Show Stables, and jumpers with Beezie and John Madden where she also keeps Ollie at their 
farm in Cazenovia, New York. “Ollie’s an awesome horse,” said Strauss. “I’m so lucky to have 
him. He really performs great at venues like this because in a big field you can really get a good 
gallop. He has a huge stride and enough scope to cover for me if I really want to leave one out. 
We had a really great summer, so I felt confident coming here and starting off the fall season on a 
good foot. “John and Beezie are the best of the best at jumpers,” added Strauss. “I feel so 
fortunate to get to work with them. Stacia and the team at Beacon Hill have had lots of success in 
the equitation ring, so I just really wanted to focus on each one.” At the end of the day, Stadium 
Jumping’s Michael Morrissey concluded, “I don’t know how you could get a more picturesque, a 
more beautiful facility then Old Salem Farm.  
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Old Salem Farm Hosts Top Equitation Riders at Region 2 
ASPCA/NHSAA Maclay Championship During American 
Gold Cup 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
North Salem, NY – September 13, 2015 – Old Salem Farm was home to the Region 2 
ASPCA/NHSAA Maclay Championship during the American Gold Cup CSI4*-W this week. Top 
local equitation riders competed on Saturday with hopes to qualify for the ASPCA Maclay 
Horsemanship Championship Finals at the National Horse Show in Lexington, KY, this 
November. Old Salem Farm gives equitation riders an early opportunity for indoor competition at 
a top-quality venue before Indoor Finals each fall. Frank Madden, trainer at Old Salem Farm, was 
proud to host the Region 2 Championship stating, “The American Gold Cup is always a highlight 
of our year at Old Salem Farm, and to have the Region 2 Maclay be a part of that only adds to 
the excitement of the week.” 
“I was glad to see such great rides today, but also to see show jumping fans from the local 
community come out to enjoy the events,” he concluded. 
  
Sixteen-year-old Katherine Bundy of Westport, CT, impressed in all three phases to take top 
honors over 37 riders. Bundy was one of six pairs to return for additional testing. Taylor St. 
Jacques of Glen Allen, VA, returned first, followed by Maya Nayyar of New York, NY; T.J. O’Mara 
of Rumson, NJ; Bundy; Lucy Deslauriers of New York, NY; and lastly Katherine Strauss of 
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Southampton, NY. 
 
When Bundy was called back to flat in Section A, she knew her trip to Kentucky was final and 
breathed a sigh of relief before her test. “It was a good feeling to know I had made it going into 
the flat and I am really excited now that I’m in. Now my mom can finally buy a hotel room,” she 
laughed. 
 
Bundy’s trainer, Missy Clark uses the equitation offerings at Old Salem Farm during the American 
Gold Cup as a prelude to Indoor Finals and thinks it serves a pivotal role in getting her riders 
ready. “It’s a great prep for the upcoming season,” she said. “Getting in this ring throughout the 
last couple days and getting your sea legs back to ride indoors is important. It’s a great event and 
we always enjoy coming here.” 
 
The testing order shuffled significantly with Bundy nailing the counter canter for the win. Nayyar 
took second with a smooth round, while T.J. O’Mara claimed third. St. Jacques settled for fourth, 
Deslauriers in fifth, and Strauss capped the top six. 
 
“The courses were really friendly and inviting, and the jumps were beautiful which always helps,”  
 
said Bundy, who piloted Levkoi. The gelding is a mount she owns and has been riding for two 
years, but just returned to the tack this winter after an injury. “He is one of most comfortable 
horses I’ve ever ridden. It’s the closest thing to floating on a cloud,” she said the horse she calls 
Leo around the barn. 

 
“It all came together for us this year in Lake Placid, but we even made a little mistake there, so I 
redeemed myself here. 
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E2 Showjumpers Wrap Up Stellar American Gold Cup With 
Top Results 
 
North Salem, NY – September 14, 2015 – The horses of E2 Showjumpers kicked off the fall 
season in stellar style with top placings at the 2015 American Gold Cup CSI4*. After placing third 
in the $85,000 American Gold Cup Qualifier, Peter Lutz and Robin de Ponthual advanced to the 
$215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York. Competing over one of the biggest 
tracks of his career, the 10-year-old Selle Francais gelding scored the fourth place award with 
Lutz in the irons. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      
 Peter Lutz and Robin de Ponthual 

 
“I felt very confident coming in to this show,” explained Lutz. “I just did the Hampton Classic, and 
it was a great show to be coming from with a similar setting. I feel really good and really confident 
with Robin because we’ve really gotten to know each other lately.” 
 
During the $85,000 American Gold Cup Qualifier Robin de Ponthual and Lutz were double clear, 
and in the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York Grand Prix they were 
faultless in the first round and had one rail in the jump-off. 
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“I started pushing him to go a little faster in the jump-offs and going for the win in Saugerties in 
June,” said Lutz. “We were third in the big class, and that was really the first time that we went for 
it.” 
 
Lutz continued, “Sunday was our first jump-off at that level, so I was really thrilled with how he 
went and our placing. I’ve just been getting to know him, and he has been super. 
 
”Michael Meller added, “The foundation of E2 Showjumpers is to produce top young horses in the 
United States and Europe, and Robin is a perfect example of that. He just continues to get better 
and better, and I cannot say enough good things about him. Robin and Peter have really started 
to develop a partnership this year, and I am excited for their future together.” 
 
On Saturday, Lutz was aboard Carneyhaugh Manx during the $35,000 Hermès Sellier Speed 
Derby. The duo was the first to tackle the long track, which required riders to jump the bank and 
gallop up and down hills. With a clear effort they scored the sixth place prize. 
 
“This is Manx’ specialty,” smiled Meller. “He loves to go out there and gallop with a loop in the 
reins. As soon as he saw the bank he knew it was time to go, and he went as fast he could.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After the competition on Sunday, Meller presented Ireland’s Conor Swail with the M. Michael 
Meller Style Award, donated in memory of Theresa Hogan.  
 
“Conor is one of the world’s most gifted riders,” expressed Meller. “He has a talent for developing 
a partnership with his horses. When a horse does well, he lets them do it all the way, and what 
they’re lacking on he holds their hand and shows them the way.” 
 
Graciously accepting the award, Swail commented, “It’s great to have such a nice award. It is 
nice to know that my riding is looked at as one of the nicer styles because I always try to do 
everything correctly and ride in the correct manner. It is great to be awarded with this great prize, 
and I’m glad to get it.” 
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Later this week, the E2 Showjumpers based in Europe will be competing in the FEI World 
Championships for Young Horses in Lanaken, Belgium with Dan Walsh and Stacey Babes. 
Meanwhile, Lutz and Robin de Ponthual will be competing at the Central Park Horse Show in 
New York, NY. 
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$215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York 
Airs Monday Night on NBC Sports Network 
 
North Salem, NY – Sept. 12, 2015 – Those who won’t experience the American Gold Cup at Old 
Salem Farm first hand and see the world’s most accomplished equestrians compete during the 
$215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York, they will have as second chance to see 
the exciting event. On Monday, Sept.14 on NBC Sports Network will air the event at 7 p.m. EDT. 
Fans of show jumping will enjoy this rare U.S. prime time 90-minute broadcast. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The coveted event is the first of the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North American League 
and boasts a minimum of $2.4 million prize money across the series featuring the best Jumping 
athletes from North America and around the world. 
 
All the high-flying action will be captured in its entirety for broadcast on NBC Sports Network for 
the third consecutive year. Set your DVR or tune in Monday at 7 p.m. EST for the full 90-minute 
expanded broadcast. 
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AMERICAN GOLD CUP 
 

 
Show Jumping returns to North Salem, NY as Olympic caliber horses and riders compete at the 
45th annual American Gold Cup, September 9th - 13th. Come out to Old Salem Farm for 
showjumping action along with boutique shopping, family fun activities including pony-rides, face 
painting and more. Saturday highlights include the $35,000 Hermès Speed Derby and the 
$85,000 Fidelity Investments® Classic 
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Rich Moloney Gallops Home with the $215,000 Longines 
FEI World Cup Jumping Finals at the American Gold Cup in 
Westchester County. 
 
An international field of world-class competitors made their way to Westchester County for this 
year's event 
 
NORTH SALEM, N.Y. September 23, 2015 
 
More than 5,000 fans came to Westchester County’s charming Old Salem Farm in North Salem, 
New York to see Rich Moloney earn the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup Jumping New York 
victory during the American Gold Cup held on September 13. The Irish native bested a six-horsej 
ump-off with his careful mount Carrabis Z, opting for a slower round, they were the only pair to 
leave all the rails intact. 
 
An international field of world-class competitors – representing 14 nations from around the globe 
and the host country, the United States – made their way to Westchester County for this year's 
event, which was one of the most competitive in years. 
 
The American Gold Cup received one of the highest television rankings on NBC Sports. It had a 
.06 Household Rating with 166,000 P02+ (persons over 2 watching) average. In comparison to 
last year’s show, the American Gold Cup more than tripled viewership this year. The event was 
the 3rd highest rated show on the network, behind other shows that aired that day including a 
Premier League Game and Pro Football Talk. 
 
“All of us here in Westchester County applaud Rich Moloney for his win at this year’s American 
Gold Cup, one of the most prestigious equestrian competitions in the United States,” said County 
Executive Robert P. Astorino. “We are pleased that he earned this victory right here in our 
county.” 
 
Moloney has been riding his horse, Carrabis Z, for four years and has developed a strong 
partnership with the 12-year-old Zangersheide stallion. As part of the Longines FEI World Cup 
Jumping North American League, the main event allowed riders to gain valuable points for the 
World Cup Finals in Gothenburg, Sweden. 
 
“It was great to win here today,” smiled Moloney. “My horse jumped amazing. He’s been jumping 
great lately and it’s nice for him to get the win here.” 
 
Forty athletes qualified for the second event in the Longines FEI World Cup Jumping North 
American League East, which boasts a minimum of $2.4 million prize money across the series 
featuring the best Jumping athletes from North America and around the world. Ireland’s Alan 
Wade designed the technical track on the Grand Prix Field at Old Salem Farm, which featured 17 
jumping efforts that included an oxer-oxer-vertical triple combination and a vertical-oxer double 
combination. 
 
This year’s staging of the 2015 American Gold Cup in North Salem was considered a huge 
success by all, including the event organizers, Stadium Jumping and Old Salem Farm. 
 
“I don’t know how you could get a more picturesque, a more beautiful facility then Old Salem 
Farm,” said Stadium Jumping’s Michael Morrissey. “This is the American Gold Cup’s home.” 
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Video 
 
Riders make leaps and bounds to advance to the World Cup 
in North Salem competition 
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American Gold Cup Equestrian Competition Returns To 
Westchester 

 

 
NORTH SALEM, N.Y. -- The 45th annual American Gold Cup Equestrian Competition returns to 
North Salem from Friday to Sunday at Old Salem Farm, 190 June Road. 

The all-star event includes many of jumping's top competitors, all focused on winning the 
American Gold Cup. 

Among the competitors are former American Gold Cup champions Leslie Howard, Schuyler Riley, 
Christine McCrea and two-time winner, Peter Leone. 

Olympian Margie Engle, Olympic alternate Charlie Jayne and one of America's most decorated 
and successful riders, Hong Kong Olympic Gold Medalist Laura Kraut, also highlight the list of 
equestrians. 

Other top Americans making their way to North Salem include veteran riders Kim Prince, Molly 
Ashe-Cawley, Jonathan McCrea, Lauren Tisbo, Candice King, Heather Caristo-Williams, David 
Beisel, Andrew Welles, Quentin Judge, Cara Raether, Kristen Vanderveen, Peter Lutz and 
Kirsten Coe. 
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Family Fun at the American Gold Cup 
Don't miss the 45th annual American Gold Cup at Old Salem Farm 
 

 
Show Jumping returns to North Salem, NY as Olympic caliber horses and riders compete at the 
45th annual American Gold Cup, September 9th - 13th. Come out to Old Salem Farm for show 
jumping action along with boutique shopping, family fun activities including pony-rides, face 
painting and more. Saturday highlights include the $35,000 Hermès Speed Derby and the 
$85,000 Fidelity Investments® Classic. Sunday features the JustWorld Horseless Horse show 
open to kids of all ages followed by the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York. 
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The FEI’s popular “Behind the Scenes” video series 
continues, this time in the US for the American Gold Cup. 

HN’s favorite videographer, Julien Guntz, has captured again the art of the small moments in the 
barn and around the grounds of a huge and prestigious horse show. This time, Guntz’s camera 
shows us a glimpse behind the scenes of the Longines World Cup Jumping North American 
League qualifier, held at the American Gold Cup of North Salem, New York. 
Video: 

https://www.facebook.com/the.fei/videos/895085810538812/ 

Note: must be logged in to Facebook to view. 

Sure, they may be the elite of the sport, but they pull their boots on just like us, and their horses 
have just as much personality as ours. There are few sights and sounds we love more than the 
everyday moments between horses, riders and the people who care for both. 
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Rich Moloney Gallops Home with the $215,000 Longines 
FEI World Cup™ Jumping Finals at the American Gold Cup 
in Westchester County 
 
NORTH SALEM, N.Y. (PRWEB) SEPTEMBER 23, 2015 
 
More than 5,000 fans came to Westchester County’s charming Old Salem Farm in North Salem, 
New York to see Rich Moloney earn the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York 
victory during the American Gold Cup held on September 13. The Irish native bested a six-horse 
jump-off with his careful mount Carrabis Z, opting for a slower round, they were the only pair to 
leave all the rails intact. 
 
An international field of world-class competitors – representing 14 nations from around the globe 
and the host country, the United States – made their way to Westchester County for this year's 
event, which was one of the most competitive in years. 
 
The American Gold Cup received one of the highest television rankings on NBC Sports. It had a 
.06 Household Rating with 166,000 P02+ (persons over 2 watching) average. In comparison to 
last year’s show, the American Gold Cup more than tripled viewership this year. The event was 
the 3rd highest rated show on the network, behind other shows that aired that day including a 
Premier League Game and Pro Football Talk. 
 
“All of us here in Westchester County applaud Rich Moloney for his win at this year’s American 
Gold Cup, one of the most prestigious equestrian competitions in the United States,” said County 
Executive Robert P. Astorino. “We are pleased that he earned this victory right here in our 
county.” 
 
Moloney has been riding his horse, Carrabis Z, for four years and has developed a strong 
partnership with the 12-year-old Zangersheide stallion. As part of the Longines FEI World Cup™ 
Jumping North American League, the main event allowed riders to gain valuable points for the 
World Cup Finals in Gothenburg, Sweden. 
 
“It was great to win here today,” smiled Moloney. “My horse jumped amazing. He’s been jumping 
great lately and it’s nice for him to get the win here.” 
 
Forty athletes qualified for the second event in the Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping North 
American League East, which boasts a minimum of $2.4 million prize money across the series 
featuring the best Jumping athletes from North America and around the world. Ireland’s Alan 
Wade designed the technical track on the Grand Prix Field at Old Salem Farm, which featured 17 
jumping efforts that included an oxer-oxer-vertical triple combination and a vertical-oxer double 
combination. 
 
This year’s staging of the 2015 American Gold Cup in North Salem was considered a huge 
success by all, including the event organizers, Stadium Jumping and Old Salem Farm. 
 
“I don’t know how you could get a more picturesque, a more beautiful facility then Old Salem 
Farm,” said Stadium Jumping’s Michael Morrissey. “This is the American Gold Cup’s home.” 
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Website: www.kmph-kfre.com 
 
http://kmph-kfre.com/story/30100837/rich-moloney-gallops-home-
with-the-215000-longines-fei-world-cup-jumping-finals-at-the-
american-gold-cup-in-westchester-county 
 
 
Rich Moloney Gallops Home with the $215,000 Longines 
FEI World Cup Jumping Finals at the American Gold Cup in 
Westchester County 
 
An international field of world-class competitors made their way to Westchester County for this 
year's event 
 
NORTH SALEM, N.Y. (PRWEB) September 23, 2015 
 
More than 5,000 fans came to Westchester County’s charming Old Salem Farm in North Salem, 
New York to see Rich Moloney earn the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup Jumping New York 
victory during the American Gold Cup held on September 13. The Irish native bested a six-horse 
jump-off with his careful mount Carrabis Z, opting for a slower round, they were the only pair to 
leave all the rails intact. 
 
An international field of world-class competitors – representing 14 nations from around the globe 
and the host country, the United States – made their way to Westchester County for this year's 
event, which was one of the most competitive in years. 
 
The American Gold Cup received one of the highest television rankings on NBC Sports. It had a 
.06 Household Rating with 166,000 P02+ (persons over 2 watching) average. In comparison to 
last year’s show, the American Gold Cup more than tripled viewership this year. The event was 
the 3rd highest rated show on the network, behind other shows that aired that day including a 
Premier League Game and Pro Football Talk. 
 
“All of us here in Westchester County applaud Rich Moloney for his win at this year’s American 
“All of us here in Westchester County applaud Rich Moloney for his win at this year’s American 
Gold Cup, one of the most prestigious equestrian competitions in the United States,” said County 
Executive Robert P. Astorino. “We are pleased that he earned this victory right here in our 
county.” 
 
Moloney has been riding his horse, Carrabis Z, for four years and has developed a strong 
partnership with the 12-year-old Zangersheide stallion. As part of the Longines FEI World Cup 
Jumping North American League, the main event allowed riders to gain valuable points for the  
World Cup Finals in Gothenburg, Sweden. 
 
“It was great to win here today,” smiled Moloney. “My horse jumped amazing. He’s been 
jumpinggreat lately and it’s nice for him to get the win here.” 
  
Forty athletes qualified for the second event in the Longines FEI World Cup Jumping North 
American League East, which boasts a minimum of $2.4 million prize money across the series 
featuring the best Jumping athletes from North America and around the world. Ireland’s Alan 
Wade designed the technical track on the Grand Prix Field at Old Salem Farm, which featured 17 
jumping efforts that included an oxer-oxer-vertical triple combination and a vertical-oxer double 
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This year’s staging of the 2015 American Gold Cup in North Salem was considered a huge 
success by all, including the event organizers, Stadium Jumping and Old Salem Farm. 
 
“I don’t know how you could get a more picturesque, a more beautiful facility then Old Salem 
Farm,” said Stadium Jumping’s Michael Morrissey. “This is the American Gold Cu 
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Website: www.benzinga.com 
 
Rich Moloney Gallops Home with the $215,000 Longines 
FEI World Cup™ Jumping Finals at the American Gold Cup 
in Westchester County 
 
NORTH SALEM, N.Y. (PRWEB) September 23, 2015 
 
More than 5,000 fans came to Westchester County’s charming Old Salem Farm in North Salem, 
New York to see Rich Moloney earn the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup Jumping New York 
victory during the American Gold Cup held on September 13. The Irish native bested a six-horse 
jump-off with his careful mount Carrabis Z, opting for a slower round, they were the only pair to 
leave all the rails intact. 
 
An international field of world-class competitors – representing 14 nations from around the globe 
and the host country, the United States – made their way to Westchester County for this year's 
event, which was one of the most competitive in years. 
 
The American Gold Cup received one of the highest television rankings on NBC Sports. It had a 
.06 Household Rating with 166,000 P02+ (persons over 2 watching) average. In comparison to 
last year’s show, the American Gold Cup more than tripled viewership this year. The event was 
the 3rd highest rated show on the network, behind other shows that aired that day including a 
Premier League Game and Pro Football Talk. 
 
“All of us here in Westchester County applaud Rich Moloney for his win at this year’s American 
“All of us here in Westchester County applaud Rich Moloney for his win at this year’s American 
Gold Cup, one of the most prestigious equestrian competitions in the United States,” said County 
Executive Robert P. Astorino. “We are pleased that he earned this victory right here in our 
county.” 
 
Moloney has been riding his horse, Carrabis Z, for four years and has developed a strong 
partnership with the 12-year-old Zangersheide stallion. As part of the Longines FEI World Cup 
Jumping North American League, the main event allowed riders to gain valuable points for the 
World Cup Finals in Gothenburg, Sweden. 
 
“It was great to win here today,” smiled Moloney. “My horse jumped amazing. He’s been jumping 
great lately and it’s nice for him to get the win here.” 
 
Forty athletes qualified for the second event in the Longines FEI World Cup Jumping North 
American League East, which boasts a minimum of $2.4 million prize money across the series 
featuring the best Jumping athletes from North America and around the world. Ireland’s Alan 
Wade designed the technical track on the Grand Prix Field at Old Salem Farm, which featured 17 
jumping efforts that included an oxer-oxer-vertical triple combination and a vertical-oxer double 
combination. 
 
This year’s staging of the 2015 American Gold Cup in North Salem was considered a huge 
success by all, including the event organizers, Stadium Jumping and Old Salem Farm. 
 
“I don’t know how you could get a more picturesque, a more beautiful facility then Old Salem 
Farm,” said Stadium Jumping’s Michael Morrissey. “This is the American Gold Cup’s home.” 
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Website: www.onenewspage.us 
 
Rich Moloney Gallops Home with the $215,000 Longines 
FEI World Cup™ Jumping Finals at the American Gold Cup 
in Westchester County 
 
NORTH SALEM, N.Y. (PRWEB) September 23, 2015 
 
More than 5,000 fans came to Westchester County’s charming Old Salem Farm in North Salem, 
New York to see Rich Moloney earn the $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup Jumping New York 
victory during the American Gold Cup held on September 13. The Irish native bested a six-horse 
jump-off with his careful mount Carrabis Z, opting for a slower round, they were the only pair to 
leave all the rails intact. 
 
An international field of world-class competitors – representing 14 nations from around the globe 
and the host country, the United States – made their way to Westchester County for this year's 
event, which was one of the most competitive in years. 
 
The American Gold Cup received one of the highest television rankings on NBC Sports. It had a 
.06 Household Rating with 166,000 P02+ (persons over 2 watching) average. In comparison to 
last year’s show, the American Gold Cup more than tripled viewership this year. The event was 
the 3rd highest rated show on the network, behind other shows that aired that day including a 
Premier League Game and Pro Football Talk. 
 
“All of us here in Westchester County applaud Rich Moloney for his win at this year’s American 
“All of us here in Westchester County applaud Rich Moloney for his win at this year’s American 
Gold Cup, one of the most prestigious equestrian competitions in the United States,” said County 
Executive Robert P. Astorino. “We are pleased that he earned this victory right here in our 
county.” 
 
Moloney has been riding his horse, Carrabis Z, for four years and has developed a strong 
partnership with the 12-year-old Zangersheide stallion. As part of the Longines FEI World Cup 
Jumping North American League, the main event allowed riders to gain valuable points for the 
World Cup Finals in Gothenburg, Sweden. 
 
“It was great to win here today,” smiled Moloney. “My horse jumped amazing. He’s been jumping 
great lately and it’s nice for him to get the win here.” 
 
Forty athletes qualified for the second event in the Longines FEI World Cup Jumping North 
American League East, which boasts a minimum of $2.4 million prize money across the series 
featuring the best Jumping athletes from North America and around the world. Ireland’s Alan 
Wade designed the technical track on the Grand Prix Field at Old Salem Farm, which featured 17 
jumping efforts that included an oxer-oxer-vertical triple combination and a vertical-oxer double 
combination. 
 
This year’s staging of the 2015 American Gold Cup in North Salem was considered a huge 
success by all, including the event organizers, Stadium Jumping and Old Salem Farm. 
 
“I don’t know how you could get a more picturesque, a more beautiful facility then Old Salem 
Farm,” said Stadium Jumping’s Michael Morrissey. “This is the American Gold Cup’s home.” 
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$215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York Viewed 
by Largest US Broadcast Television Audience on NBC Sports 
Network  
Sent: 17,202 
Open: 1,406 or 10.7% 
Clicks: 23 or 1.6% 
 
REMINDER: $215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New 
York Airs Tonight on NBC Sports Network  
Sent: 27,418 
Open: 2,051 or 9.2% 
Clicks: 28 or 1.4% 
 
Carrabis Z Carries Richie Moloney to $215,000 Longines FEI 
World Cup™ Jumping New York Victory at American Gold Cup 
Sent: 17,078 
Open: 1,325 or 10.1% 
Clicks: 46 or 3.5% 
 
Katherine Bundy Punches Ticket to Finals Winning Region Two 
ASPCA/NHSAA Maclay Regional Championships  
Sent: 18,054 
Open: 1,740 or 12.4% 
Clicks: 74 or 4.2% 
 
Laura Kraut and Andretti S Race to Victory in $85,000 Fidelity 
Investments Classic at American Gold Cup 
Sent: 17,081 
Open: 1,600 or 12.1% 
Clicks: 59 or 3.7% 
 
$215,000 Longines FEI World Cup™ Jumping New York Airs 
Monday Night on NBC Sports Network 
Sent: 32,621 
Open: 3,728 or 12.4% 
Clicks: 28 or .8% 
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Conor Swail and Viva Colombia Capture $85,000 American Gold 
Cup Qualifier 
Sent: 17,088 
Open: 1,449 or 11% 
Clicks: 45 or 3.1% 
 
Two-for-Two! Abigail McArdle and Cosma 20 Win the $35,000 
Don Little Memorial Welcome Stake at American Gold Cup 
Sent: 17,132 
Open: 1,484 or 11.2% 
Clicks: 39 or 2.6% 
 
Houlihan Lawrence Presents the "Grand Prix Overlook" 
at 2015 American Gold Cup 
Sent: 19,534 
Open: 1,267 or 8.4% 
Clicks: 4 or .3% 
 
$35,000 Don Little Memorial Welcome Stake to Honor 
Legendary Horseman at 2015 American Gold Cup 
Sent: 19,070 
Open: 1,337 or 9% 
Clicks: 7 or .5% 
 
Abigail McArdle and Heather Caristo-Williams Showcase Speed 
on Opening Day of American Gold Cup 
Sent: 17,316 
Open: 1,577 or 11.8% 
Clicks: 33 or 2.1% 
 
Johnson Horse Transportation, Inc. Named Official Equine 
Transport Company for 2015 American Gold Cup 
Sent: 19,863 
Open: 1,513 or 9.9% 
Clicks: 9 or .6% 
 
 
Watch Five Days of the American Gold Cup Online 
Sent: 21,309 
Open: 1,414 or 8.4% 
Clicks: 85 or 6% 
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American Gold Cup Offers Family-Friendly Activities and 
Exciting Show Jumping Action 
Sent: 17,402 
Open: 1,064 or 7.9% 
Clicks: 6 or .6% 
 
Private Tutoring Services/Palm Beach International Academy 
Returns to Sponsor the American Gold Cup 
Sent: 17,960 
Open: 966 or 7% 
Clicks: 8 or .8% 
 
The American Gold Cup Announces Returning Sponsor Taylor, 
Harris Insurance Services 
Sent: 20,471 
Open: 1,198 or 7.4% 
Clicks: 9 or .8% 
 
Worldwide Field of Athletes from 14 Nations Set for Action at 
the American Gold Cup 
Sent: 20,510 
Open: 1,343 or 8.3% 
Clicks: 14 or 1% 
 
Live Streaming Announced for all Five Days of the American 
Gold Cup 
Sent: 19,042 
Open: 1,774 or 11.7% 
Clicks: 52 or 2.9% 
 
Tickets Now on Sale for the 2015 American Gold Cup 
Sent: 19,023 
Open: 1,468 or 9.6% 
Clicks: 12 or .8% 
 
MEDIA ALERT: Apply Now for Credentials for 2015 American 
Gold Cup CSI4*-W New York at Old Salem Farm 
Sent: 17,939 
Open: 1,432 or 10.1% 
Clicks: 15 or 1% 
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VIP Tables for the American Gold Cup CSI 4*-W Longines FEI 
World Cup™ Now On Sale  
Sent: 22,345 
Open: 1,785 or 9.8% 
Clicks: 5 or .3% 
 
Prize List for 2015 American Gold Cup CSI4*-W Now Available 
Online  
Sent: 20,828 
Open: 1,649 or 9.8% 
Clicks: 43 or 2.6% 
 
American Gold Cup Increases Prize Money and FEI Rankings 
Classes for 2015 
Sent: 16,518 
Open: 1,397 or 11.1% 
Clicks: 0 
 
American Gold Cup Joins Brand New Longines FEI World Cup™ 
Jumping North American League 
Sent: 18,688 
Open: 1,588 or 10.7% 
Clicks: 6 or .4% 
 
American Gold Cup Awarded Top Show Jumping Event in the 
United States for Second Consecutive Year by the North 
American Riders Group 
Sent: 10,710 
Open: 1,268 or 12.5% 
Clicks: 4 or .3% 
 
Tickets Now Available Online for the 2015 American Gold Cup 
CSI-W 
Sent: 10,047 
Open: 1,587 or 10.4% 
Clicks: 7 or .4% 
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Advertising and Commercial Boutique Space for 2015 American 
Gold Cup Now Available 
Sent: 19,387 
Open: 1,591 or 10.2% 
Clicks: 1 or .1% 
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